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NO. I

THE RELATION OF OSMOTIC PRESSURE TO ABSORB-

TION PHENOMENA IN THE DOG FISH

By G. G. SCOTT and W. DENIS

[From the Laboratory of the U. S. Bureau of Fisheries, Woods Hole, Mass]

ALTHOUGH much work has been done on problems relating

to the absorption of inorganic salts, dye stuffs etc. by the skin

and mucous membranes of mammals, and the excretion of the same

in the urine, but little attention has been directed to this function

in marine animals. In connection with the work of one of us (Scott)

regarding the behavior of the Elasmobranchs when placed in diluted

and concentrated sea water, it occurred to us that it might be of

interest to see whether foreign materials such as salts etc. dissolved

in the sea water would follow the same laws as apparently apply to

the absorption of water. As it has been shown by Botazzi '06 and

others that the blood of Elasmobranchs is about equal in its osmotic

pressure to that of the sea water in which they Hve, and as it is known
that fish of this group will survive, for a time at least, considerable

changes in the concentration of this medium, the problem of the

absorption is simpler in such a case than in that of the Teleosts.

The smooth dog fish "Mustelus canis" was used in all our experi-

ments, care being taken in every case to use animals in good condition

showing no trace of any abrasion of the skin or mucous membranes.

Throughout our work the following procedure was employed:

First, in all animals the spinal cord was destroyed to about the level

of the anterior dorsal fin. The fish was then made to swallow a large
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bolus of absorbent cotton saturated with olive oil; to this bolus a

long thread was attached so that after the former had passed into the

stomach, gentle tractions on the thread would serve to bring the bolus

into the viscus. By this device it was possible as was proved by-

numerous tests to prevent the entrance of any fluid into the stomach.

The fish after being subjected to the above treatment was then placed

tail up in a tall narrow glass jar of about five litres capacity contain-

ing three litres of water and inchned at an angle of about forty degrees.

A current of air kept continually bubbling through the water in the

jar prevented asphyxiation of the animal. The fish when placed

in the jar in the manner described above could be maintained for

hours in such a position that only the head was under water. If

some nontoxic substance for the qualitative detection of which a

delicate method is available be now mixed with the sea water in

the jar it is possible to measure the absorption of this body from the

water under various experimental conditions. Under the experi-

mental conditions outlined above three membranes are exposed to

the substance whose absorption is to be observed, viz., the skin of

the head, the mucous membrane of the mouth and pharynx, and the

gill membranes. As will be shown later on we feel we can surely

exclude the skin of the dog fish from any participation in the absorp-

tion phenomena taken up in this paper. Regarding the relative

importance on the one hand of the buccal mucous membrane and

on the other of the gill membranes as paths of absorption we can only

say that the evidence presented by Bert '71, ISIosso '90, Sumner '06

indicate the gill membranes to be the seat of osmotic exchange. In

a paper to be published soon,^ one of us (Scott) will cite experiments

which show that Mustelus with its oesophagus ligated, and the

head as far back as the fifth gill slit immersed in fresh water, exhibits

as great a change in the osmotic pressure of the blood as when*

the entire fish is immersed in the experimental solution. In the

latter case the skin of the body, the intestinal tract, the gill mem-
branes are freely exposed to the experimental medium. In the former

case it is the gill membranes which are the chief membranes exposed.

Since as great a change occurs in the latter case, the author (Scott)

taking into account all the other evidence offered, feels that the only

conclusion to be drawn is that the gill membranes constitute by far

' Annals N. Y. Academy of Sciences.
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the chief passageways through which the substances in the present

instance pass into the blood. We however, do not entirely disre-

gard the possibility that the mucous membrane of the mouth

and the pharynx, which like the gill membrane is continually

bathed in the medium, may in part at least be responsible for

absorption phenomena, but are satisfied that these membranes at

the most are concerned only to a nominal degree. In our first experi-

ments we sought to learn whether foreign substances introduced

into the sea water but prevented from reaching the stomach could

be detected in the body fluids, more especially the coelomic fluid,

blood and urine, and the influence if any produced on such absorp-

tion by changes in the concentration of the sea water. The urine

was collected by means of a canula tied into the urinary papilla.

The method of obtaining urine was outlined by Denis '12. Samples

of blood were obtained from the caudal artery.

Absorption of Methylene Blue

Experiment I. — Fish 4, length 83.5 cm.; weight 2009 gm. After pithing

the animal, tying a canula in the urinary papilla and causing the

animal to swallow a bolus of absorbent cotton, the fish was placed

in a jar containing three litres of sea water and 90 mg. of methylene

blue. After nine hours the animal while apparently still in good con-

dition was killed. The volume of urine collected during this period

amounted to 4 c.c. only and contained no trace of methylene blue.

Experiment II. — Fish 2, length 71 cm.; weight 1047 ?>'^- This animal was

placed for four hours in a mixture of one and one half Htres of sea water

and one and one half litres of distilled water to which had been added

90 mg. of methylene blue. At the end of this time the urine was of

a distinct green tinge showing that some of the dye stuff had undoubt-

edly been absorbed.

Absorption of Boric Acid

Experiment III. — Fish 42, length 76 cm.; weight 1641 gm. This animal

was placed for four hours and fifteen minutes in sea water to which

had been added 0.3 gm. boric acid per litre. The volume of urine

collected amounted to about i c.c. Urine, blood, coelomic fluid and
stomach contents all gave negative results when tested for the presence
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of boric acid by means of turmeric paper. This test was carried out

directly in all the fluids with the exception of the blood; in this case

precipitation of the greater part of the coagulable protein was secured

by allowing the blood to flow into about three times its volume of 95

per cent alcohol. After standing for about an hour the coagulum was

filtered off and the filtrate after evaporation almost to dryness on the

water bath was tested for boric acid as described above.

Experiment IV. — Fish 43, length 68 cm.; weight, 1188 gm. This animal

was placed for four hours and fifteen minutes in a mixture of one

volume of distilled water to which had been added 0.3 gm. boric acid

per litre. The volume of urine collected amounted to 5 c.c. Boric

acid was found to be present in the urine and blood, but could not be

detected either in the stomach or in the coelomic fluid.

Absorption of Potassium Iodide

Experiment V. — Fish 22, length, 88.5 cm.; weight, 1358 gm. This animal

was placed for four and one half hours in sea water to which had been

added potassium iodide in a concentration of i gm. per litre. At the

end of the experiment the presence of potassium" iodide could be

demonstrated in the blood but not in the urine (volume about i c.c),

coelomic fluid or stomach contents. The test used for the detection

of potassium iodide was the familiar starch paste reaction, the fluid

under examination being first treated with a few drops of a concen-

trated solution of potassium nitrate and a little concentrated hydro-

chloric acid. Before applying the test to blood the latter was first

coagulated with alcohol as described above.

Experiment VI. — Fish 15, length, 78 cm.; weight, 1670 gm. This animal

was placed for two hours and twenty minutes in a mixture of one

volume sea water and one volume distilled water to which had been

added i gm. of potassium iodide per litre. At the end of the experi-

ment the animal was still alive and in good condition; this ex-peri-

ment was continued for a shorter time than the preceding one in which

undiluted sea water was used, as experience had taught us that if the

dog fish be allowed to remain too long in diluted sea water, bleeding at

the gills may at times ensue. The urine (volume 5 c.c), blood and

coelomic fluid of this animal all showed the presence of potassium

iodide. None was found in the stomach.

Experiment VII.—Fish 7, length, 78 cm.; weight, 2773 gm. This animal

was placed for three hours and fifty minutes in sea water which had

been concentrated by evaporation until it had obtained a specific
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gravity of 1.035, and to which had been added potassium iodide in a

concentration of i gm. per Htre. At the end of this time no potassium

iodide could be detected in the urine (volume about i c.c); coelomic

fluid or stomach contents; the blood gave a positive test.

All of the experiments described above have been repeated several

times but as in every case results practically identical with those

reported have been obtained it seems useless to take up further space

to report them in detail.

As the absorption phenomena described in this paper occur largely

by way of the gill membranes, in order to prove definitely that the

skin of the dog fish does not in any way act as a path of absorption

for salts etc., we have performed^the following experiments.

Experiment 17/7. — Fish 62, length, 73 cm.; weight 1075 gm. The cord

of this animal was destroyed up to the level of the dorsal fin, the

opening in the skin made by the pithing was carefully covered with

a collodion dressing, and the fish then placed tail down in a tall narrow

jar containing a o.i per cent solution of potassium iodide in sea water.

A piece of rubber sheeting with an opening in the centre was then

placed around the animal just below the gills, the edges of the rubber

being tightly bound to the jar and the whole immersed in a large tank

of sea water. By means of this device the epidermis covering two

thirds of the body, and the mucous membrane of the cloaca are bathed

in a solution of potassium iodide while the gills and mucous membranes

of the mouth and pharynx are prevented from coming in contact with

the salt. After thirty-five minutes blood drawn from the dorsal aorta

gave no test for potassium iodide.

In another fish treated in the same way, in which the sea water

was diluted with an equal volume of distilled water, a similar nega-

tive result was obtained.

It has been found by Scott that if the dog fish be placed in diluted

sea water, water is absorbed by the animal, the osmotic pressure,

the nitrogen and salt content of the blood decreases; by our results

it would seem that at the same time salts and-so-forth might be ab-

sorbed, and absorbed with greater ease when the animal is surrounded

by a medium of less osmotic pressure than its own blood. To further

elucidate this point it has seemed worth while to make a few observa-
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tions regarding the actual rapidity of absorption of potassium iodide

by the dog fish under various osmotic conditions of the external

medium. All experiments on this subject were carried out under the

conditions described above except that no attempt was made to

collect the urine.

It was our object in this series of experiments to determine as

nearly as possible the actual time required by a fish immersed in a

sea water solution of potassium iodide to absorb a sufficient quantity

of this salt to enable it to be detected in the systemic blood. After

pithing, the tail of the animal was therefore removed and the caudal

artery closed by means of a small plug in such a way that the latter

could be easily withdrawn when it was desired to collect samples of

blood. The amount of blood taken for each test was five cubic

centimetres w^hich was allowed to flow into three times its volume of

Q5 per cent alcohol. The method used for the detection of the iodide

has already been described. Taking in each case the average of

several determinations it was found that when the head of the dog

fish is immersed in sea water containing one gram of potassium

iodide per litre this salt can be detected in the blood within four to

five minutes. If, as the external medium, we use sea water diluted

with its own volume of distilled water, absorption can be demon-

strated in two minutes, while if the medium consists of sea water

concentrated to a specific gravity of 1.035 (the specific gravity of sea

water being 1.025) no potassium iodide can be detected in the blood

until the expiration of nine to ten minutes. In all of these experi-

ments the stomach was tested for the presence of potassium iodide

but invariably with negative results.

Certain theoretical considerations seem to be of interest here.

It has been said that the gill membranes are by all means the chief

structures concerned in these absorption phenomena. In the experi-

ments showing the relation of the time of absorption to the concentra-

tion of the external medium it would appear that the physical laws

of diffusion suffice to explain the results. On the inner side of the

gill membranes is the blood which contains no potassium iodide.

Outside the membranes the potassium iodide is in solution along with

other solutes. In every case the osmotic pressure of potassium iodide

in the blood is zero while outside the gill membranes its osmotic

pressure is considerably above zero. So that in every solution in
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which it is dissolved, namely sea water, hypotonic sea water and

hypertonic sea water, the potassium iodide will pass into the blood.

Its action is independent of the other solutes in the external medium.

But in the case of the potassium iodide dissolved in the diluted sea

water there is simultaneously a rapid movement of water into the

blood through the gill membranes and this will accelerate the move-

ment of the salt. In the hypertonic solution there is a rapid movement

outward of water and this outward going stream will retard the

inward movement of the potassium iodide.
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A DEFINITE PHYSICO-CHEMICAL HYPOTHESIS

TO EXPLAIN VISUAL RESPONSE

By LEONARD T. TROLAXD

[From the Biological Laboratories, Massachusetts Institute of Technology.]

I. The Present-Day Situation in Visual Physiology

Although Essential, an Adequate Theory of Visual Response

Does Not Exist. — The progress of modern physics has conclusively

proven that there is but one way in which we can develop a syste-

matic account of the phenomena natural to a particular field of

scientific investigation: we must advance structural hypotheses

of such a character as to provide us with a basis for the deduction of

these phenomena in accordance with known dynamical laws. The

field of visual physiology is one which embraces a large variety of

closely interconnected and very definitely observable processes, and

it is one in which — it would seem — the speculative method could be

applied with great advantage; but the fact remains that in spite of

the repeated efforts which have been made in the direction of an

hypothesis to explain the phenomena of visual response, there is

extant to-day no system which is capable of doing this. As a result

visual physiology is in a state which may not unfairly be character-

ized as chaotic; chaotic in the lack of organization among its con-

stituent and varied facts, and chaotic in the disagreements of its

special authorities.

Necessity of a Physical Viewpoint. — It is the behef of the present

writer that most of the extant theories of visual response — e.g., those

of Hering, Bonders, Mrs. Ladd-Franklin, etc. — err in a quanti-

tative rather than in a qualitative way; they are on the right track,

but have failed in progressiveness. It seems inconceivable that

we should be able to develop a satisfactory theory of the nature of

visual response, if we neglect to consider the properties of radiant

energy and the mechanism of its interaction with matter in general.
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as these are revealed by modern researches. It is also incredible

that we should obtain such a theory without close attention to the

fundamental laws of chemistry as these are exemplified or are exempli-

fiable in the physiological processes of the retina. And yet, so far

as the writer has been able to discover, the extant hypotheses of

visual response involve only very vaguely, or not at all, the salient

concepts and principles of modern theoretical physics and chemistry.

Hence it is the purpose of the present paper to indicate — of course,

very schematically — the possible fruitfulness of the application of

these concepts and principles to the speculative field in question.

It is perhaps impossible to overemphasize the importance of the

physical viewpoint in respect to the attainment of any finally satis-

factory notion of the mechanism of visual — or, in fact, of any other

physiological— processes; if we believe, as we profess, that life is

an organic complex of physical and chemical reactions, we must

surely be intellectually blind if, in the theoretical study of these

reactions— or of life —• we overlook the fundamentals of the

electrical and molecular conception of matter and of energy.

The Extant Hypotheses. — The extant hypotheses concerning

the mechanism underlying visual sensation may be divided into three

classes: the mechanical, the chemical and the electrical. Among
the mechanical h^-potheses we may count the original proposals of

Young,^ the views of Charpentier,^ G. Stanley Hall,^ William Patten,*

Antoine Pizon,^ H. M. Bernard,^ Adolph Stohr,^ and others. In

each of these hypotheses it is supposed that molar masses of matter

— of microscopic size — , fibrillae, granules, etc., are set into vibra-

tion by the action of the light waves which impinge upon the retina,

^ Young, Thomas: Lectures on Natural Philosophy, 1807, London.
2 Charpextier, Augustin: La lumiere et les couleurs, 1888, chap, xii, pp.

265-294.

^ Hall, G. Stanley: Proceedings of the American Academy of Arts and

Sciences, 1878, xiii, p. 402.

* Patten, William: American Naturalist, 1898, xxxii, pp. 832-857.

" PizON, Antoine: Comptes rendus, Academic des sciences, 1901, cxxxiii,

pp. 835-837.

^ Bernard, H. AL: Annals and Magazine of Natural History, 1896, xvii,

pp. 162-167.

^ Stohr, .Adolph: Zur Hypothese der Sehstoffe und Grundfarben, 1898,

Leipzig. Cf. Ladd-Franklin, C.: Psychological Review, 1900, vii, p. 415.
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these vibrations forming the essence of the response. Much more

closely in line with the probabilities of the case are the chemical

theories, the most important of which are the Young-Helmholtz,^

Hering,^ and Ladd-Franklin ^^ hypotheses. Derivatives of these

are to be found in the suppositions made by A. Konig/^ H. Ebbing-

haus/2 G. E. Muller/^ F. C. Bonders/^ Schenck,i'^ Wundt i« and J.

von Kries.^" Chemical hypotheses have also been advanced by

F. W. Edridge-Green/s E. R. Oppolzer/" and W. Preyer.^o While

differing with respect to details, these theories all agree in supposing

that the light rays act upon molecular, rather than upon molar units

of matter. Framed more with reference to electro-physiological phe-

nomena than with respect to the electro-magnetic character of hght

are the electrical hypotheses of Edridge-Green,-^ Preyer,-- William

^ Helmholtz, H. von: Handbuch der physiologischen Optik, 3rd edition,

1911, ii, pp. iig/-
^ Hering, Ewald: Grundziige der Lehre vom Lichtsinn, 1905 and 1907,

Leipzig. Also: Lehre vom Lichtsinne, 1878, Vienna.

^^ Ladd-Franklin, Christine: Zeitschrift fiir Psychologic und Physiologie

der Sinnesorgane, iv, pp. 211-221.

^^ KoNiG, A. and Dieterici, C: Zeitschrift fiir Psychologic und Physiologie

der Sinnesorgane, 1893, iv, pp. 241-348. Also in: Sitzungsbericht, Akademie

der Wissenschaften, Berlin, 1886, pp. 805-830.

^ Ebbinghaus, H.: Zeitschrift fiir Psychologic und Physiologie der Sinnes-

organe, 1893, v, pp. 145-238.

^^ Muller, G. E.: Zeitschrift fiir Psychologic und Physiologie der Sinnes-

organe, 1896-1897, X, pp. land 321; xiv, pp. land 161.

'* Donders, F. C.: Graefe's Archiv fiir Ophthalmologic, 1881, xxvii, i, p. 55.

^^ SCHENCK, F.: Archiv fiir die gesammte Physiologie, 1907, cxviii, pp.

129-181.

^^ Wundt, W.: Physiologische Psychologic, 1893, i, p. 535.

^^ Kries, J. von: Zeitschrift fiir Psychologic und Physiologie der Sinnesorgane,

1899, xix, pp. 175-191. See also: ibid., ix, p. 81.

1^ Edridge-Green, F. W.: The Hunterian Lectures on Colour-vision and

Colour-blindness, delivered before the Royal College of Surgeons of England,

Feb. I and 3, 191 1; 191 1, London.
^^ Oppglzer, E. R. von: Zeitschrift fiir Psychologic und Physiologie der

Sinnesorgane, 1902, xxix, pp. 183-203.
"^^ Preyer, W.: Archiv fiir die gesammte Physiologie, 1881, xxv, p. 31.

^^ See reference 18, supra.

^ Preyer, W.: Zeitschrift fiir Psychologic und Physiologie der Sinnesorgane,

1894, vii, p. 241.
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Peddie,-^ G. G. Stokes -^ and William Nicati.-^ In addition to these

there exist two theories based upon purely optical considerations; these

have been published by Goller -^ and G. Darzens." The most im-

portant of the above mentioned hypotheses are adequately presented

in current text-books of physiology, and hence even if space per-

mitted it would be supererogatory for us to review them here.

Weaknesses of Extant Visual Hypotheses. —; The most general

criticism which can legitimately be made of the above listed theories

is that of inexactness and superficiality. In the present paper we
shall pass by as unworthy of notice all attempts to justify hypotheses

upon a purely pragmatic basis; the view that scientific hypotheses

are merely aids in the systematization of phenomena may to-day be

regarded as irrelevant, if not antique. If any hypothetical account

of the mechanism of visual response is to be seriously considered it

must employ the definite structural and quantitative concepts of

theoretical physics and chemistry, and the dynamical interactions

which are involved must not only lead deductively to results which

explain the psycho-physical phenomena, but they must be consistent

with the other logical contents of the "universe of discourse" which

they are forced to enter. Now none of the extant visual theories

fulfill these requirements. Most of them are not only vaguely formu-

lated, and contain no distinct reference to general physics and chemis-

try— to say nothing of the special physical chemistry of light and

of nervous response — but they often flatly contradict both physical

and physiological principles. The physical conception of resonance

lies at the bottom of practically all of the hypothetical accounts which

have been given of the process of visual stimulation; but it requires

only a very simple calculation to show that if any microscopically

^^ Peddie, W.: Proceedings of the Royal Society of Edinburgh, 1903, xxiv,

pp. 448-449-
^^ Stokes, G. G.: Nature, 1895, liii, pp. 66-68.

^^ NiCATi, W.: La psychologic naturelle, 1898, Paris. Also: Archives d'oph-

thalmologie, 1895, xv, pp. 1-44.

•^ Goller: Du Bois-Reymond's Archiv, 1888.

2^ Darzens, G.: Comptes rendus, Academic des sciences, 1895, cxxi, pp.

i33~i35- Reference should here also be made to the recent electro-optical hy-

pothesis of Meisung, a. a.: Zeitschrift fiir Sinnesphysiologie, 1907, xlii, pp.

229-249; especially as interpreted by E. B. Holt, in "The New Realism," 1912,

New York, pp. 312^. The present writer has not seen IMeisling's article.
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observable structure is to resonate in tune with even the longest light

waves the material substance involved must possess a modulus of

elasticity two hundred million times greater than that of hard-drawn

steel. ^^ This is a reductio ad absurdum of all theories of mechanical

visual stimulation which depend upon resonance, and as yet there

has appeared but one theory of any sort (the theory of Darzens,

supra) which does, not employ this latter principle, either explicitly

or implicitly. A second and conclusive objection to all purely mechan-

ical h}'potheses is to be found in the certainty that light can act

directly only upon electrical, and not upon neutral mechanical, struc-

tures. Accordingly, we are led from molar to molecular systems,

from mechanical to chemical hypotheses, and there can be little doubt

that here we have entered the appropriate field of investigation.

Light is known to originate in processes of chemical change, and even

if we had no empirical evidence of photo-chemical resonance, we should

be amply justified in the supposition that molecular systems are of the

right magnitude to make possible such a selective response. Moreover,

at the present time, we have every reason for believing that the forces

of chemical affinity are actually electrical in nature, so that the elec-

trical forces of the light ray may be expected to bring about the

chemical decomposition of the sensitive molecules. Now nearly any

one of the thirteen distinctively chemical hypotheses of visual response

which we have mentioned above may be accepted as providing us

with a satisfactory general schema of the actual process of the response.

But at this point their excellence is apt to end ; none of them follows

out in detail the obvious implications of the electro-chemical view-

point, and only a few of them appear to have been construed in their

particulars with careful and comprehensive reference to the actual

phenomena of visual sensitivity, whether these phenomena be psy-

chological or physiological. In explanatory value the hypothesis

of Hering is undoubtably superior to any other extant theory,

but in its (pseudo-)chemical, physiological and psychological aspects

^^ The formula used in this calculation was:

4b-%2ML
~ X-a

the force on the vibrating particle being — Mkx, where x is its displacement. L
and a are the dimensions of the elastic structure. For a wave-length of 750 /x/a,

Y (Young's modulus) = 17 X 10^'.
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it is guilty of all manner of offense against fact and reason. The

scientific value of the more consistent Young-Helmholtz hypoth-

esis, on the other hand, is at the present time almost negligible; it

explains only the most rudimentary of the phenomena of visual

sensation. That the ultimately successful doctrine as to the nature

of the visual mechanism must involve the concept of electricity is

made obvious by the fact that light is an electro-magnetic process,

and consequently can react only with electrical or magnetic systems,

as well as by the facts of retinal and general nerve physiology, which

all point to electrical factors in stimulation. Never-the-less the extant

theories which make use of electrical conceptions are perhaps the

most unsatisfactory and vaguest of all, quite failing to take into

consideration the established nature of electricity and its relation-

ship with matter. Therefore, in view of the tremendous strides which

have been made during the past twenty years in our knowledge of the

general physics of light, chemical action, and physiological response,

it seems advisable that something be attempted in the way of a recti-

fication of that chaos of visual theory which has arisen in so unpre-

dictable manner from the epoch-making work of Helmholtz. The

present paper purports to be modest in its attitude, if not in its

intentions.

II. The Psychological Analysis and Psycho-physics

OF Visual Sensation

The Elementary Visual Sensation and its Attributes. — The

problem of the theory of visual response is complicated by the fact

that the latter includes within its field that greatest of all philosophical

enigmas, the psycho-physical relation. However physiological in

its intent, no hypothesis of visual response can neglect to consider

the facts of visual psychology, for it is towards the explanation of

these facts that the theory ultimately turns. If we assume the sub-

jective standpoint of introspective psychology, we find that the

concrete subject-matter with which we have to deal is the individual

visual field, with its qualitative and quantitative modifications, and

we may, for convenience, describe the abstract content of any point

in this field as the elementary visual sensation, S. Now the exact

character of S may vary both c^uantitatively and qualitatively, and
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by studying these variations introspectively we find that they involve

six distinct qualities: red, R; green, G; blue, B; yellow, Y; black,

B ; and white, W; not all of which, however, can be present simul-

taneously. Let us denominate these six qualities, the fundamental

attributes of S, and as they may exist in varying intensities, their

degrees may be s>Tnbolized by the letters: r, g, b, y, h and w,

respectivel}'. These quantitative terms will be spoken of as XGdness,

greenness, etc. It is the opinion of the writer that these are the basic

factors of the psychology of visual sensation, and that no others are

involved; the "brightness" of Hering's theory is merely a whiteness

conceptually modified to meet the demands of the hypothesis, or else

it is a perceptual element, misplaced.-^

The Schematic Relations of the Attributes.—A study of the modes

of occurrence of the fundamental attributes of S reveals the follow-

ing correlations: (i) if g>0, r = 0; (2) if y>0, b = o; and, conversely:

(3) if r>0, g = o, and (4) if b>0, y = 0. In other words, the hues:

R and G, and Y and B. are mutuallv exclusive, or "antagonistic."

/B\
The hues can be arranged in the cyclic order: R G in which

\Y/
adjacent qualities will fuse, while opposite ones exclude, or cancel

each other. The attributes W and B seem to lie outside of the cycle

above represented, and in such a way that W may be added to any

possible combination of hues, while B is present in strict proportion

to the absence of R, G, B, Y, and W, so that we may write: 6=k—
(r -f g + b + y + w) where k is a constant. These relations are geo-

metrically schematized in the well-known "color pyramid," and they

are derived from a purely subjective, or non-physical, examination

of the elementary sensation.

General Explanation of the Psycho-physical Situation. — The
problem now arises as to the manner in which we shall conceive the

relationship which exists between S and the physical processes of

response. Corresponding with any specified elementary visual sensa-

2^ The exact manner in which the six "attributes" of the visual sensation

may be discriminated from each other has been elaborately discussed by the

author in his Massachusetts Institute of Technology (Boston) bachelor's thesis:

"Studies in the Theory of Visual Response," 191 2, section IX. This work is

not published, but is on file in the Biological Library of the Institute.
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tion, there exists what we may describe as an elementary \isual

response, V, which can be analyzed into five parts, succeeding each

other in time, as follows: (i) the stimulus, P; (2) the stimulation,

or retinal process, R; (3) the afferent nerve impulse, I; (4) the central

brain process, C; and (5) an efferent impulse, M. Now in the ordi-

nary theory of psycho-physical parallelism it is asserted that S,

although not a part of V, occurs simultaneously with, and as a con-

stant function of C. From the modern panpsychic or "psychical-

monistic" standpoint, however, it appears more likely that in any

actual case of observation, C would lag slightly behind S in time,

since the entire series, V, is regarded as being merely a perceptual or

conceptual representation, in the consciousness of the physiological

observer, of an objective, non-physical, process of which S is an inte-

gral part.^'' This objective series of events, which may be called

Q, corresponds, point for point, with V, and in such a manner that

S, the elementary visual sensation, finds its physical representation in

C, the elementary visual cerebrosis. The postulates of psychical

monism, like those of a non-critical parallelism, permit us to write:

C = f(S), since the essence of the panpsychic doctrine lies in the sup-

position that the observable physical world is causally conditioned

by the objective or paraphysical world.

Specific Psycho-physics of Visual Sensation. — Since it has been

found that the elementary visual sensation, S, may exhibit six distinct

attributes, it follows from the relation, C=f(S), that C, also, has a

six-fold attributive character. Let us designate the factors in ques-

tion as follows: C^, Cg, C^, Cy Q, C„. These terms must evidently

be related with R, G, B, Y, B, and W, in the following manner: (i)

c, = f(r), (2) c, = f(g), (3) Cb = f(b), (4) Cy = f(y), (5) c, = f(^.) and (6)

c„ = f(w), the lower-case letters being employed to indicate the quan-

titative expression for the qualities, entities or processes which are

qualitatively symbolized by the corresponding upper-case letters. For

simplicity's sake, we shall assume in the following discussion that all

of the functional relations above represented may be regarded as

proportionahties of such a sort that, c„ = g, etc. Any error involved

^^ An adequate idea of the philosophical position of "psychical monism"
can be obtained from Wm. MacDougall's recent book: "Mind and Body,"
chapter on "automaton theories." A more elaborate discussion appears in C. A.

Strong's "Why the Mind has a Body" (N. Y., 1903).
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by this assumption will be such as to not materially affect the general

validity of our argument; moreover it is, for several reasons, the

most probable hypothesis.

III. Outline of a Definite ^Physico-chemical Theory

OF Visual Response

Argument from the Physical Nature of Light. — We found that

the principal objections which can be raised against a mechanical

hypothesis of visual response lie in the fact that mechanical systems

are not of the right order of magnitude to resonate in tune with light,

and that, as a rule, molar masses of matter do not bear the free elec-

trical charges which are essential in order that the forces of the light

ray should grip them. In the molecule, however, we find both of

the above indicated requirements quite perfectly fulfilled (c/. page 1

2

supra); we have good reason for declaring that many, if not all,

chemical molecules are electrical dyads made up of positively and neg-

atively charged atoms or radicles which can be separated from each

other by the action of electrical forces. Suppose that we consider

a certain molecule, M, which is composed of the positive and negative

parts: 1+ and I-. respect"vely. Then since the system is not a rigid

one, 1+ and I- will be capable of vibrating with respect to each other

with a certain natural frequency, n. Now if n is also the frequency

of some light ray which impinges upon M, the molecule will resonate

with respect to this ray, so that under the proper conditions, the

constantly increasing amplitude of vibration will result in a final

disruption of the molecule. 1+ and I-, in the free state, are ions,

and the process initiated by the light is, accordingly, one of

ionization.

Mechanism of Visual Stimulation. — The above argument of

course contains nothing of novelty from the general physical point

of view, but if we apply it to the physiological case of visual response

we arrive at the conclusion that in all probabihty the immediate ejjcct

produced by light upon the retina consists in an increase in the ionization

of certain specific chemical substances there present. Now in harmony

with what we know concerning the probable localization of the Hght

sensitivity in the retinal elements, let us suppose that these sub-

stances, which may be designated in general by M, are enclosed in
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the terminal segments of the rod and cone cells.^^ Now the most re-

cent, and thus far the most successful hypothesis to explain the nerve

impulse is that of W. Nernst,^- especially as elaborated by A. V. Hill ^^

and R. S. Lillie,^^ and in accordance with this hypothesis, the stimu-

lation of nervous tissue is conditioned by an increase in the ionic

concentration of its native dissolved substances, or by some equiva-

lent process. It appears, then, that besides corresponding in a general

way with the recognized physiological phenomena of electrical varia-

tion in the stimulated retina,'^' our deductions with reference to the

intimate nature of the retinal response are quite in harmony with

what now appears to be the correct view concerning the fundamental

nature of protoplasmic stimulation and conduction. Certain sub-

stances contained in the terminal segments of the rods and cones

sutYer increased ionization under the influence of light, and this

increased ionization, via the mechanism of the Nernst hypothesis

(vide infra), initiates the visual impulse in the contiguous nerve

fibres.

Exact Mechanism of the Visual Impulse. — Previous to becoming

acquainted with the Nernst hypothesis, the present writer was led,

on purely speculative grounds,'''^ to make the following definite assump-

tions concerning the mechanism of the visual impulse, (i) The

visual impulse consists in an actual propagation of the positive ion,

!_,_, from the rod and cone cells along the optic nerve and tract, to

the cerebrum (especially to the neurons of the cuneus in the cerebral

cortex). (2) This propagation takes place with the speed of the visual

impulse, and occurs within the neuro-fibrils, which are "to be thought

of as molecular tubes, speciahzed protoplasmic structures within which

it is possible for even single ions to travel without encountering great

'^ The author has discussed the problem of the locaUzation of the sensitive

structures in the retina, in the work above referred to, section XVIII. A large

number of independent considerations rnake it impossible to deny that the rods

and cones contain the immediately stimulable elements of the retina.

^^ See: Xerxst, W.: Archiv fiir die gesammte Physiologic, 1908, cxxii, pp.

275-315-

^ Hill, A. V.: Journal of Physiology, 1910, xl, pp. 190-224.

^ LiLLiE, R. S.: This Journal, 1911, xxviii, pp. 197-223.

^^ The original memoir in this field is that of James Dewar and J. G. McKen-
drick: Transactions of the Royal Society of Edinburgh, 1873, xxvii, p. 141.

^^ The writer's "Thesis," already cited, section XXI.
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resistance. (3) The manner in which an individual ion or a group of

ions may be imagined to be propagated . . . will be described as

follows. The non-fibrillar portion of the nerve fibre is made up of a

mixture of substances certain of which are ionized, and others of

which are capable of constituting an osmotic membrane which nor-

mally is equally permeable to the positive and to the negative ions.

However, when a positive ion comes into contact with one of the

neuro-fibrils the surrounding neural substance acquires a slight dif-

ferential permeability, so that the negative ions are capable of moving

within it more readily than are the positive ions. This being the

case, the loss of negative ions into the surrounding tissues— say into

the myelin sheath, when this is present — results in the development

of a positive charge within the core itself. The original positive ion

thus finds itself placed within the influence of a positive electrical field.

Since this is a state of disequilibrium, if the ion is free to move— and

if, as will be the case, its charge is much smaller than that produced

in the nerve— it will travel in one direction or the other along the

neuro-fibril. If we suppose the ion to have had an original impetus

in the afferent direction, it will move in this sense. The resulting

process is obvious. As soon as the ion has moved into a new region of

the nerve fibril the permeabiHty of the neural substances about it for

negative ions will be altered as before, a new state of disequilibrium

will be produced and the process will be repeated, the ion moving

continuously in one direction within the fibril." The mechanism

above described may be aptly characterized as an electrical peristalsis,

and is capable of being historically regarded as return to the view

of Descartes ^^ with reference to the functioning of the motor nerves.

At first sight it appears very improbable that any such bodily transfer

of the ions as is above imagined should occur; it is well known that

the average velocity of ions moving in solutions is about one centi-

metre per hour (with a potential gradient of a volt per centimetre),

whereas the nerve impulse in man travels 125 metres per second, or

about 800,000 times as fast. On the other hand, the negative ions

of a Crookes tube or from radium have a velocity often 30,000 times

that of the nerve impulse. If we suppose nervous tissue to be specially

organized for conduction purposes, no general objection can be raised

" In his essay entitled, "L'homme." C/. Howell, W. II.: A Text-book of

Physiology, 1909, p. iii.
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to the rapid motion of chemical ions within it, for no cause appears

why special structures may not reduce the resistance encountered,

to practically the zero point. As we shall see, the hypothesis as it

stands, possesses great explanatory power, and hence should be

retained as long as it proves consistent with known physical and

biological principles.^^ The electro-peristaltic hypothesis makes use

of the essential mechanism of the Nernst theory, viz., the presence

and action in irritable structures of osmotic membranes endowed with

variable differential permeability with respect to the positive and

negative constituents of the native electrolytes of the tissues, and

the dependence of the selective permeability of such membranes

upon their state of polarization, i.e., upon the relative concentration

of positive or negative ions in their vicinity. The hypothesis as above

stated (quoted from the writer's Massachusetts Institute of Tech-

nology thesis, 191 2) does not coincide in every respect with the

mechanism described by Lilhe ^^ as that characteristic of general cell

irritability and conductivity; it is, however, strictly analogous with

the latter; and at the present stage of development of the theory it

is gratuitous to suppose that the reactions of all tissues are strictly

identical, although the general relationships involved are probably

universal. The detailed analysis of the structures and processes

impHed by the electro-peristaltic hypothesis of the visual — and

other— impulses shows that the mechanism in question will insure

continuous afferent conduction, corresponding at each instant with

the intensity of the force acting uniformly upon the sense-organ; the

Nernst theory, alone — like the artificial stimulation of nerve fibres

under laboratory conditions — gives conduction only when changes

^^ The electro-peristaltic hypothesis when applied to other departments of

sense and neurology proves equally fruitful in explanations. Consider, for

example, its bearing upon the singular fact that the only sensory nerves, the

olfactory, whose ends are unprotected, yield a different sense quality for every

specific stimulus; our interpretation would obviously be that the stimulating

molecules (ions) are transported bodily to the brain. The excitation of mus-

cular tissue, on the other hand, can be attributed, on the basis of this hypothesis,

to the transmission of small quantities of oxidases or similar enzymes along the

motor fibres. The hypothesis also provides a simple explanation for sleep,

memory, the delay of the impulse at the synapses, the psycho-physics of affec-

tive states, the "Ritter-Valli law," and other psycho-physiological facts.

•'•' LiLLiE, R. S.: This Journal, 1911, xxviii, pp. 197-223.
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in the nature of the stimulus take place. The laboratory results,

however, are also entirely consistent with our hypothesis.

Nature and Relations of the Visual Cerebrosis. — The general

nature of the visual cerebrosis, C, follows at once from our account

of the mechanism of the impulse. The cerebral state corresponding

with any condition of retinal stimulation consists simply in the presence

in the cerebral cells of the specific ions which are liberated in the retina

by the action of the light. The physics of this correlation is made so

obvious by our hypothesis concerning the nature of the visual impulse

that it requires no expository comment. In the preceding section

of this paper we have given reasons for supposing that the visual

cerebrosis possesses six more or less independent aspects, which we

have symbolized as C^, Cg, C^, Cy, Cj, and C^, respectively. We
have already stated the hypothetical psycho-physics of these terms,

and at present it only remains to indicate their physiological connec-

tions. The character of these connections is perhaps obvious. It

is clearly implied by the fundamentals of our theory that for each of

these components there must be a corresponding — and materially

identical — component in the visual impulse, so that the constitution

of the latter may be represented as: I = I^ -f Ig-|- lb +Iy + Ij + Iw
Moreover, it is further implied that the retinal process, R, has a

similar division. Now with one reservation, this may be taken to

mean that there are contained in the external segments of the rods

and cones, specific ionizable chemical substances corresponding with

each of the components of the visual cerebrosis*. The one exception

is the case of Cj,, which in \aew of our psychological equation: b =

k— (r + g + b + y + w) {cf. page 14) may be taken to represent the

absence of ionic charge in the appropriate cerebral elements. Thus we
arrive at the conclusion that there exist in the retina five distinct

visual substances: M^, Mg, M^,, My, and M,,,; these the writer has

denominated molecular resonators, because they are selectively ionized

by lights of specific and differing wave-length, or frequency, and their

intrinsic positive ions, \^j^, Ig_,_, I^^, Iy+, and 1,^^, are the exact

psycho-physical correlatives of the fundamental visual qualities, R, G,

B, Y, and W, respectively.

The Mechanism of Complementation. — In order to take in

account the "antagonistic'' relations which exist between the hues

{cf. page 14), it is necessary to make the following additional hypothe-
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sis, which is independent of those already stated, but which can be

justified upon developmental grounds.'"^^ Within the large ''ganglion"

cells of the inner stratum of the retina there must be supposed to

exist a certain substance which we may call the complementation

substance. The component molecules of this complementation sub-

stance are made up of a nucleus and two side-chains; each of these

side-chains is a potential neg^vtive ion, the nucleus itself being a doubly

charged positive ion. Of these molecules there are two varieties.

The first is so constructed chemically that its two negatively charged

ionic side-chains are capable of combining simultaneously, but not

separately, with the two positive ions of the visual impulse: I^^ and

Ig+. The second reacts in a similar way with the visual ions: ly^

and Ib4.. The result is that in each case the positively charged nuclei

of the molecules are set free and become a part of the impulse, as it

is passing through the ganglion cells. We may speak of the two

substances above described as the R-G-complementation substance

and the Y-B-complementation substance, respectively. If the R-G-

complementation molecule, M^rg, has the constitution Mcrg =

Ir'-(Iw++) I'g-j the complementation reaction for the ions, Ir+ and

Ig+ may be written as follows:

I,+ + Ig+ + M„g >!„++ + (I,+I,_)-f-(Ig+ Ig_)

only I^y^.^,of course, entering the impulse. As indicated by its sub-

script, I^++ = 2l,,+ .

Mathematical and Other Special Properties of the Molecular

Resonators. — We shall assume that the five specific molecular

resonators, whose presence in the retinal end-cells has been postu-

^^ There is reason for believing that color-vision is a secondary sexual char-

acter. (Consider, for example, the fact that color-blindness is forty times more

common in males than in females.) We must suppose that the complementary

colors once represented antagonistic motor tendencies of approach and retreat

(love and repulsion), and that the purpose of the complementation reaction is to

eliminate the conflict which would thus otherwise arise between two opposed

reflexes when, as in white light, both "colors" are physically present at once.

On this basis, of course, we must assign to the mechanism a very ancient line-

age. Let us note in passing that the "complementation molecule" has all of

the properties of an Ehrlich amboceptor, and hence may be thought of as a

common type of physiological molecule.
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lated, are so distributed that under normal conditions each of the

cones contains M^. ^Ig, Mj, and ]\Iy in equivalent concentrations,

while M^, is contained only and alone, in the rods. JVI^ we shall suppose

to be identical with the familiar visual purple. Now since under the

action of the light — and even, as we shall see, apart from this — the

molecular resonators are constantly being destroyed, there must exist

corresponding anabolic reactions which, continually build them up.

Like all specific organic reactions, these must be under the control

of appropriate enzymes, which we shall designate as aesthesogenases,

the substrates "^^ upon which these enzymes operate being called

aesthesogens . Each molecular resonator must be conceived to possess

a characteristic set of properties and auxiliaries. Perhaps the most

important conception which we must apply is that of specific con-

centration, which may be expressed in terms of molecules per

retinal element (rod or cone), the concentration of M,, being

symbolized by m,,. Under the action of light, or even in its

absence, M^ will be decomposing at a definite rate, which may
be written as dm^/dt = m^; this has the abstract significance

common in chemical kinetics. ^^ Another characteristic of each

resonator must be its light sensitivity, q^, which is the equiva-

lent of dmn/de, where e is the intensity of the light fall-

ing upon the molecule. This constant is related with the specific

resonance function, which is of the type: mn = fnx(X), and shows how

the number of molecules broken down per second varies with the

wave-length of the impinging light. The general form of resonance

functions (as determined by dynamical reasoning) is illustrated in

the separate curves of Fig. 4. The decomposition: M^ -—* !„+ +
In_ may be regarded as the analytic aspect of what we shall call a

resonance reaction. This reaction, like all of its species, is reversible,

and under equihbrium conditions, the reverse change must at any

instant be equal to the forward one, so that the position of the equili-

brium point will obviously determine the percentage ionization of the

resonator at that instant. We have every reason for supposing

that this will not be zero even in the absence of light and consequently

^^ I.e., the specific substances whose reaction velocities are accelerated by the

presence of the enzyme.

^ C/. Encyclopaedia Britannica, nth ed., vi, p. 27, for a discussion of the

theory involved.
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we are forced to define for each molecular resonator a specific normal

ionization ; the effect of the introduction of a light ray into this chemi-

cal system, is merely to increase the reaction constant of the disintegra-

tive or ionizing reaction. We have already spoken of the aesthesogens

and these must be supposed to enter into a synthetic reaction which

produces the molecular resonators, as follows:

(Aesthesogenetic React.) (Resonance Reaction)

AB +~C^ ABC ( = MJ ^ A+B^( = I„ + + I„_)

AB and C being the aesthesogens which are specific for ]M„. The
aesthesogenetic reaction, conformably with our symbolism, need

not be ionic.

Mathematical Properties of the Visual Impulse. — It is only

reasonable to suppose that the number of ions leaving a retinal ele-

ment, via the neuro-fibrillae, per second is proportional to the number

present, or to the concentration, and it is obvious that what may
be designated as the intensity of the impulse, or the number of ions

passing through any cross-section of the nerve fibre per unit of time,

will depend upon the number leaving the retinal element and the

number lost in the process of conduction. If we symbolize a com-

ponent of impulse intensity by t^, we may write: t^;. = kn,in4., where

tn;. is the impulse intensity at the retina, and tn+ is the concentration

of positive ions of the species 1^+ in the same region, and k„, is a

constant. The generalized impulse intensity, t, will, of course, have

five components: t = i^, tg, t^, '•y, and t„. Another quantitative

conception involved in the notion of visual conduction is that of

impulse loss ; we must suppose that at the synapses, and possibly

at other places, some of the traveling ions are permanently lost from

the neuro-fibrils. The specific rate of loss at any point in the path

of conduction may be symbolized by t]^. The visual cerebrosis, as

we have stated, is merely a concentration of the impulse and hence

must depend for its intensity, c, — the number of ions per cortical

element — upon the intensity of the visual impulse at the cortex. If

we make the only probable assumption, that the rate of diffusion of

ions from the cortical element is proportional at any time to the

number present, we get for equilibrium conditions the following

relation: c^ = t-nc^kn,., where c„ is a component of cerebrosis inten-
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sity, tjjc the corresponding impulse intensity at the cortex and k^

constant."*-

1\. The Explanation of Certain Visual Phenomena

The Problem of the Explanation of Visual Phenomena. — The

purpose of an hypothesis concerning the intimate mechanism of the

visual response is simply to enable us to explain the manifold phenom-

ena of that response, that is, to permit us to deduce from the hypothe-

sis, as combined with general principles of science and of thought,

certain conclusions which coincide with the facts of the particular

field which the h}'pothesis enters. The presumption is that an hypoth-

esis which is completely successful as a basis for explanation can only

be one which describes or represents the "real" unseen mechanism.

The present section of our paper will be devoted to a very cursory

presentation of some of the many theoretical consequences to be

drawn from the definite physico-chemical theory of vision outhned

on the preceding pages.

The Electrical Phenomena in the Stimulated and Unstimulated

Eye. — We have supposed that the rods and cones of the retina are

the seats of the production of an equal number of positive and nega-

tive ions, and that, of these ions, the former are propagated along the

optic nerve in the form of the visual impulse. It follows that the

negative ions remain unneutralized in the bacillary layer. Since

the state of ionization at the retina is not quantitatively zero even in

the absence of all light stimulus, it follows that if we examine a fresh

and even unstimulated eye we should find the cut surface of the

optic nerve to be positive with respect to the layer of rods and cones,

the latter being negative. Experiment shows this to be the case."*^

The fact that the inner layers of the retina are normally positive

with respect to the cut surface of the optic nerve may be explained

by supposing that there is a large impulse loss (of the positive ions) in

*- The first proportionality takes the form: ij/^ = kncC, where "An is the rate of

diffusion referred to. But at equilibrium the income of the cortical element must
equal its outgo, or the impulse intensity at the cortex, 'nc = ^n- from whence the

given relation is obtained.

*^ An excellent brief account of the electrical phenomena of the eye is given by
Rivers, W. H. R.: .\ Text-book of Physiolog>-, edited by E. A. Schaefer, 1900,

Ebdinurgh and London, ii, pp. 1050 _^.
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the synapses of these layers {cj. page 23). This corollary al^o accounts

for the negativity of the outer as compared with the inner strata,

and of the nerve as compared with the ocular media and cornea.

When Hght falls upon the retina, our postulates demand an immediate

increase in the ionization of the molecular resonators in the rod and

cone layer, the consequence of which is an increase in the impulse

intensity, an increased impulse loss in the synaptic strata, and an

increased positivity of the optic nerve endings. If the entire retina

is illuminated, the first electrical effect will be an increase in the

negativity of the bacillary layer, owing to the departure of a larger

number of positive ions per element of time. The second electrical

effect will be an augmented positivity of the synaptic layers, owing

to the discharge of the above mentioned positive ions into this region.

These ions will in part be picked up by the fibrils of the optic nerve

fibres, with the result that an increased positivity of the cut surface

of this nerve will ensue. Coincident with this, however, there will

be a still greater enhancement of the positivity of the ocular media,

and hence of the cornea, by virtue of the increased impulse loss.

We expect, therefore, that the incidence of light at the retina will

result in a positive variation of the current normally established

between the cornea of the eye and the cut surface of the nerve, and

that with an injured retina this will be immediately followed by a

negative variation. Both of these expectations are fulfilled by experi-

mental data.^^ When the stimulus is removed the flow of positive

ions along the nerve will immediately decrease, but on account of

its relatively great mass the charge of the ocular media wi.l be only

slowly lost; consequently the removal of the stimulus wi.l effect a

second "positive variation," as shown by experiment. Lack of space,

alone, forbids a more detailed study of the electtical phenomena of

the stimulated and unstimulated eye on the basis of our hypotheses.

The Physiology of Visual Thresholds .
— The explanation of many

important factors in visual phys'ology involves the conception of

threshold diferences ; these are physical quant'ties which are capable

of inducing a specified just perceivable sensory change. We may

suppose that the perception or "discrimination" of such change is

paralleled psycho-physically by the automatic reaction of a certain

cortical element, Z^j, which takes place whenever there occurs a

" Rrv'ERS: loc. cit., p. 105 1.
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change in a specific component of the cerebrosis intensity, equal

to Acjj. On the basis of our postulates it can be shown that the

corresponding change, At^;. in the impulse intensity at the retina, will

be proportional to Ac„, but the concomitant Hminal alteration,

Amn, in the rate of ionization of the molecular resonators in the cones

will be proportional, as we shall shortly see, to some complex func-

tion: fn (Cn + ACn) — f ^ (c^) . It is clear that thresholds for light in'en-

sity, Ae, will depend, other factors constant, upon the light sensitivity,

qn> (c/- page 22) of the corresponding molecular resonators, M^, so

that Ae = Am„/qn. Thresholds for changes in wave-length must be

conditioned by the form of the resonance function in such a way
that: A\ = Amn/f'nx(^)> for ^ specific limited range of wave-lengths,

f'nX being the first derivative of the resonance function {cf. page 22).

By the use of oiir conception of impulse loss in the synaptic regions

of the retina, and of the brain, and an application of the general

princ pies of diffusion it is possible to show that a correlation should

exist between the retinal area stimulated and the intensity of light

required to just produce sensation. These deductions with reference

to area thresholds are in accordance with the empirical determina-

tions of Abney '*' and others ; lack of space prevents their exposition

here. By similar means we may explain with exactness the relation

which exists between the intensity threshold for a given region and

the state of stimulation of outlying regions of the retina. It is obvious

that the concentration of the molecular resonators, m^, must be

involved in the determination of all of the visual thresholds. The

psycho-physics of the thresholds is made too obvious by our postu-

lates to require discussion (An = Ac^, cf. pages 15-16).

The Explanation of Certain Temporal Relationships of Stimulus

and Sensation. — It is well known that in order that a given light

stimulus should produce visible effects it must act upon the retina for

a certain minimum period, the magnitude of which is partly deter-

mined by the intensity of the light. For the production of a sensible

change our theory demands merely that the per cent ionization of

the molecular resonators in the rods or cones should be increased by

a certain definite amount, and it is obvious that the increase brought

^* Abney, W. de W.: Proceedings of the Royal Society, London, 1897, Ixi,

P- 330.
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about by a given stimulus will be strictly dependent upon the quantity

of energy absorbed by the rod or cone, so that it becomes possible to

write the following expression for an energy threshold: A(taG), where a

is the cross-section of the light ray passing through the rod or cone,

/ the duration of the stimulus, and e its intensity. This appUes, of

course, only to stimuli of relatively short duration, and explains the

correlations observed by Charpentier.^'^ The fact that the basis of

visual response is chemical is ver}-

clearly indicated by the phe-

nomenon of energy threshold.

Exner and others^" have made

exhaustive studies upon the

curve of excitation and de-exci-

tation of the retina. According

to our hypotheses the phe-

nomena of inertia and persis-

tence of vision may be both

retinal and cerebral in origin,

since the process of excitation

and de-excitation is essentially

the same in either place. If,

owing to the establishment of a

constant state of stimulation at the retina, the impulse intensity at

the cortex assumes a constant value l^, it follows that if the rate of

diffusion of the ions from the cortical element is proportional to

their concentration, we may write: dc=(i,c — k^c)dt, where k<. is

the appropriate constant (cf. page 23, bottom). By integration

this equation becomes: ~ ^log (t,. — k^c) = /, which represents an

excitation curve of the same general form as that empirically found

by Exner. Similarly, when the stimulus is withdrawn, we have:

dc/dt = kcC, or log c = kj, t in each case being the time after the

alteration of the stimulus. The theoretical and experimental curves

are compared in Figs, i and 2. An extension of this argument

10 20 N 30 40 50 60

Fig. 1. To illustrate the character of the
excitation-de-excitation curve necessitated

by our postulates. The abscissae give

units of time elapsed; the ordinates giv-e

the impulse intensity.

A light stimulus of constant intensity was applied at
o, and removed at N. These cun'es were obtained by
substituting arbitrary concrete values in the equations
given below.

*^ Charpentier, a.: Archives d'ophthalmologie, 1890, x, p. 108. Cf.

Rivers: loc. cit., pp. 1067-1068.

^^ Ex>fER, Sigmund: Sitzungsbericht, Konigliche Akademie der Wissenschaf-

ten zu Wien, 1868, Iviii, p. 601. Cf. Rivers: loc. cit., p. 1066.
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enables us to account quite perfectly for the phenomena observed

in "flicker photometry." ^^

The Explanation of Fechner's Law. — By an appHcation of the

principle of chemical mass action to the double reaction schematized

on page 23 {supra), it is possible to deduce an equation which

has the form of the Weber-Fechner law connecting the intensity of

the stimulating light, e, and the intensity of the corresponding

sensation, s. Translated into

physiological terms Fechner's

law has the approximate form:

Cn = k log e, and since, as we have

seen (page 23) the cerebrosis in-

tensity must be proportional to

the impulse intensity at the ret-

ina, we may also write: irn =

k log e, k being any constant.

The mechanism underlying Fech-

ner's law must, accordingly, be

retinal, and that this is actually

the case is evidenced by measure-

ments upon the action currents

of the frog's eye.^^ The chemical

equations to which we have just

alluded form the basis of the two following equations: (i) m^ =

(ki -|-eq)m — k2i_(.i_, for any definite set of ions, where m^ is the

apparent or average rate of change of the ionization; and (2)

ina = k3ab c — k4m; ab and c represent the concentrations of the

two aesthesogens. Solving these equations simultaneously, we get

an expression of the form: (3) m = \/ke/'k + ke = kt^ = kc, k being

3

Fig. 2. An empirical curve obtained by

Exner, showing the state of excitation of

the visual apparatus as a function of the

time following the application of a stimulus.

The abscissae give the relative time elapsed;

the ordinates give the sensory intensity.

Note. — Exner's curve is an excitation cur%'e only;

the curve of de-e.xcitation is interpolated from data by
Pick. See Tigerstedt, Robert: .\ Text-book of

Human Physiology, trans, by J. R. Murlin, 1906,

N. v., pp. 540 and 539.

^* The cortical dissipation, "A, (see note 42 above) = k^c = — dc/dt, so that the

time, t[, which can elapse between one pulse of afferent visual ions and the next

— dependent upon the frequency of the stimulus— must be / f
= Ac/kcC, if

flicker is to be exactly upon the verge of disappearance. Hence the stimulus

frequency, <^ = i/l{ = k^c/Ac = constant X c, or the frequency requisite to just

abolish flicker is proportional to the cerebrosis intensity, and hence to the inten-

sity of the sensation. By Fechner's law, <^ = (approx.) constant X log e, which is

the result found by: Gruxbaum, O.: Journal of Physiology, 1898, xxii, p. 433.
^^ See Rivers: loc. cit., pp. 1050,^.
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a different constant in each place. As shown in Fig. 3, equation (3)

has the same general form as that of empirically determined curves

representing Fechner's law. The argument, although complicated,

is straight-forward.^*^

Explaining the Phenomena of Color Vision. — Most of those who

have theorized concerning the visual mechanism have devoted them-

selves quite exclusively to the phenomena of color vision. While

the above discussion of some of the general correlations exhibited in

the visual process is of necessity

very schematic, it will, perhaps,

suffice to convince the reader of

the possibility of making a single

physical hypothesis cover with 40

even quantitative precision the

general, as well as special, as-

pects of the field. It now re-

mains to be seen whether our

electro-chemical theory will prove Fig. 3. Curves illustrative of the explanation

of the Weber-Fechner law deduced from
equally fruitful with reference to our hypotheses. The abscissae give the

light intensity; the ordinates give the im-

pulse intensity.

Cun'e .\ is a plot of the expression if
=

6v'40o e/(8o + 3e)

Cun-e B is a plot of the expression t^ =

6\/ 4ooe/(50 -I- 3e)

the even more complex phe-

nomena of color. It must be

understood, of course, that our

purpose is more that of the re-

viewer than of the expositor; a

full, or even an adequate, discussion of the simplest of the problems

involved would require in itself a volume of no small size. The

theoretical situation in visual response is tremendously intricate,

— but there is nothing which is intricate which is not, ipso facto,

capable of being analyzed, provided one has sufficient time and

patience. In the first place, although the relationships concerned

are not simple it is perhaps obvious in what way the character-

istics of a light ray which falls upon the retina are able to deter-

mine the attributive constitution of the corresponding sensation.

In Fig. 4 we have drawn five curves which represent the manner in

which the five specific molecular resonators are broken down by light

^''The argument is presented in detail in the author's "Thesis," already

several times referred to.
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rays of \'arying wave-frequency. These theoretical curves have the

same symmetrical form as curves of resonance in mechanics '"^ and

they represent what we have called the resonance Junctions of the

specific substances, M^, Mg, M^, My, and M„, but it is important to

notice that, while the general distribution of relative sensitivity

remains constant, the exact shape of these areas must vary widely

with alterations in the concentration of the resonators, in the intensity

of the light, etc. For stimuli of high intensity these curves will all
•

5
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tion, S, then, will be a pink, not a greenish red. An entirely analogous

relationship must hold between the impulse components, ty and

tb, and it is obvious that when tr = tg and ty = ib the only impulse

component reaching the cortex will be t„; these, then, arc the condi-

tions for complete complementation ; the positions of complementary

lights in the spectrum are determined by the retinal and neural

conditions underlying and limiting this result, — they find an approx-

imate implicit representation in the curves of Fig. 4. All of the

familiar effects of "color mixture" are similarly represented in this

diagram. Suppose, for example, that we stimulate the same cone with

lights of X = 650 and A. = 550; with appropriate intensities the two

elements t^ and tg will cancel each other leaving only the ty (and

tw) which is also introduced by both lights, as necessitated by the

form of our curves. The constitution of the resulting sensation will

obviously be S = Y-fW, although, as we say, "red" and "green"

lights have been mixed. Examination of our diagram will show that

it explains very perfectly the fact estabhshed by J. J. Miiller and von

Kries""- that when a heterogeneous light stimulus is made up of two

(or more) lights having wave-lengths falling between the limits

X = 760 to 567, or X = 390 to 492 the chroma of the induced sensation

does not differ from that of a sensation induced by a homogeneous

wave yielding the same hue. It also explains the location of the points

of least chroma and greatest luminosity, in the visible spectrum,

at X = 575 (approx.) and X = 500; at these points the M^ and Mg,

and My and ]VIb curves, respectively, intersect, and hence with these

lights the complementation reaction finds its maxima. Fig. 4 is

also consonant with the fact that the physical complementary of

"green" is necessarily heterogeneous, for a light exciting Mg also

strongly excites My, so that to produce perfect complementation it is

requisite that an increment of tb, as well as of t^ be introduced into

the impulse at the retina. The relations which the curves bear to

each other are such that all other lights can find homogeneous com-

plementaries. Another important phenomenon which our general

theory permits us to readily account for, is the disappearance of hue

with increasing light intensity. Every light stimulus, we suppose,

acts upon every molecular resonator, but at low intensities a light

°^ See: Greenwood, M., Jr.: Studies in Special Sense Physiology, in: Further

Advances in Physiology, 1909, New York.
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of wave-length A- = 655 (say) acts very strongly upon ]Mr and only

weakly upon ]\Ig, My and Mb. But as the intensity is increased the

increase in the several components of t (at the retina) follows Fechner's

law {q.v.) — as we have interpreted it — and for this reason each of

these components approaches a definite maximum; the nearer any

component is to the maximum natural to it, the less will any change

in the light intensity affect it. The result is that, no matter what

the wave-length of a light may be, its effect upon the several

resonators at very high intensities is the same. The relative light

sensitivities indicated by the maxima of the curves in Fig. 4 are such

as to be in harmony with the results of the quantitative study of this

phenomenon for different sets of lights. '^^ Another interesting point

with reference to our diagram is the manner in which it accounts for

the repetition of the hue R in the (violet) short-wave end of the

spectrum. The relationship figured between the resonance functions

of Mr and Mg is justified by four or five independent considerations,

which, however, cannot be enumerated here.^^ Our explanation of

the peculiar hue relations sustained by the short wave-lengths

is in complete accord with the mutations of spectral violet with in-

creasing light intensity, fatigue, etc.*''' Extant visual hypotheses —
excepting Hering's — are to be adversely criticized for their inability

to explain the repetition of the hue R in two widely separated parts

of the spectrum.

Further Notes on the Psycho-physics of the Hues.— The forms

of the resonance functions which we have suggested in our figure are

such as to make it necessary to suppose that the limits of the visible

spectrum are imposed by the selective absorption of the ocular

media or of the inner strata of the retina. However, chemical reso-

nance curves are seldom symmetrical and consequently it would be

quite legitimate to modify our functions to suit the demands which

may be made upon them in this respect. Contrary to the assump-

*'' See: Rood, O. N.: Modern Chromatics, 1875, New York, p. 181.

*• Among these may be counted the phenomena of selective adaptation, the

change of hues with increasing light intensity, and the position of Mr in the

optical and the evolutionary scales. Mr, we must suppose, has the greatest light

sensitivity of any of the chromatic resonators; is a peculiarly unstable

compound.
^^ See, e.g.: Hess, Carl: Ueber die Toniinderung der Speclralfarbung durch

Ermiidung der Netzhaut, 1890, Leipzig.
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tions of Konig and Dieterici''^ but in harmony with general chemical

analogy we have assumed that any light ray — within the limits of

the visible spectrum — can appreciably increase the ionization of

each molecular resonator. This factor in our hypothesis not only

permits us to satisfactorily account for the phenomena of color mix-

ture but it also provides an explanation for the exact nature of the

shift occurring in the positions of complementary lights with increas-

ing intensities, both in peripheral and fovcal vision,^^ as well as for

many interesting fatigue phenomena."'^ In this connection it should

be noted that, owing to the excitability of each of the resonators

by every visible light, the induction of W by "daylight" depends not

only upon the principles of exact complementation, but also upon the

action of Fechner's law, for the effective intensity of "daylight"

is proportional to the energy integral over the entire spectrum. Another

psycho-physical relation which is readily taken into account by our

hypothesis is the fact that the highest difference sensibility occurs

in those parts of the spectrum possessing the highest luminosity and

least chroma. A glance at our resonance function diagram (Fig. 4)

will show that it is in just these regions— about X = 580 and X = 490

— that the greatest shifting in the composition of the visual impulse

should occur, and consequently — in accordance with our interpre-

tation of visual thresholds (pages 25-26) — the greatest number of

discriminations should be made for a given change in wave-

length.

The Problem of Sensory Luminosity. — In terms of our theory,

sensory luminosity, or "Helligkeit" is identical with the attribute,

W, of the visual sensation, and the extent in which this attribute

appears is always proportional to t„. This, in turn, is determined

by two factors, the complementation reaction, and the excitation of

M„. The "specific luminosity" of the spectral colors obviously

depends upon the manner of superposition of complementary reso-

nance functions for the Hght involved, and the ground of the distribu-

tion of these "specific luminosities" we have already indicated. The

fact that in the prismatic spectrum the maximum luminosity is in

^ See reference given in note 11, supra.

" C/. NiCATi, \V.: La psychologie naturelle, 1898, Paris, pp. 63-65.

^^ E.g., those observed by: Burgh, G. J.: Journal of Physiology, 1897, xxi,

p. xxvii.
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the yellow must be assigned to the combination of the curve of dis-

persion of the refracting substance with the M^ and My curves of our

diagram, rather than to any purely physiological cause. The shift

in the location of this maximum which occurs with decreasing illumina-

tion is, of course, due to the rise of the AI^^ or "twilight" excitation;

this constitutes the famihar and somewhat over-emphasized Purkinje

phenomenon, which has been completely explained by the researches

of von Kries and others into the properties of the visual purple.

The present writer accepts von Kries' theory and, as already stated,

identifies M^ with the substance peculiar to the retinal rods. The

measurement of luminosity by the method of "flicker photometry"

may be explained upon our hypothesis if it is supposed that the

cortical discrimination limen, Ac^, is smaller than that characteristic

of the chromatic components; this supposition is, in fact, necessi-

tated by the results of Konig.^^

The Explanation of Simultaneous Contrast. — In the original

statement of our hypothesis concerning visual stimulation we asserted

that, in accordance with general chemical analogies, the ionization

of the molecular resonators should not be zero even "in the absence of

optical stimulus (normal ionization). On this basis it follows that

the visual impulse is never null, and so we are at once provided with

an explanation of the so-called "proper light of the retina." Since

in the absence of stimulus, one "sees gray," it becomes necessary to

account for the fact that one is ever able to "see black." The mechan-

ism by which the elementary visual impulses corresponding to certain

retinal cells may suffer a decrease through the stimulation of adjacent

cells is that underlying simidtaneous contrast, and may be briefly

described as follows. We will first take notice of the retinal rods alone,

and consider that the only molecular resonator present is M^. Let

Sd denote the visual sensation situated at a point in the visual field

corresponding with R^, a stimulated portion of the retina, while Sq,

an immediately outlying sensation element, corresponds with R^, an

outlying retinal activity. Now suppose that the light Ld, stimulat-

ing Ra, has a finite intensity Cd, while the outlying fight Lq has zero

intensity, so that we may write: rri„d>niwo; hence, t^d > 'wo- This

means that the rate at which the I^,^. ions are leaving the stimulated

^^ KoNiG, A.: Zeitschrift fur Psychologic und Physiologic dcr Sinnesorganc,

1895, viii, pp. 375-381.
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region is greater than that at which they are leaving the unstimulated

area; but since, in the reaction: M^-^I^^. +Iw-< Iw- ioi^s are

produced in number equal to that of I^-i-, when equilibrium is estab-

lished, the rate of dissipation of the negative ions through the retinal

bacillary layer from the position of R^ must be greater than that

taking place in the opposite direction. If this is the case, the con-

centration of I^_ ions in the region of Ro must have increased over

the concentration of the same ions which existed previously to the

stimulation of the adjoining region, R^. But the state of ionization

of the molecular resonator, M^, in any region depends upon the

concentration of each of the ions, I„+ and I„_, in such a way that:

(kj -f ks)m^= kziw+iw-- It is obvious then that an increase in i^._

must be accompanied by a decrease in iw^., and consequently t^^

must fall below that normal to the unstimulated retina, so that the

corresponding sensation will be "darker" -— contain less W, than the

''proper light of the retina." This is the mechanism of simple achro-

matic contrast. Since the "proper light" is normally gray, we must

suppose that in the unstimulated retina, the complementary ions,

Ir+ and Ij,^., and ly^. and 1^+ are exactly balanced in number. Com-

plex achromatic contrast must then depend upon a process entirely

similar to that above described, in which, however, four different

species of ions are involved. The physical mechanism of chromatic

contrast may be argued from the above. Suppose that R^ is stimu-

lated by a homogeneous light. In this case there will be a spread

of specific negative chromatic ions from the stimulated point, the

disturbance of the normal ionization of specific chromatic resonators,

a failure of the — unstimulated — complementation equilibrium, and

the consequent induction of a sensory hue in the region of the visual

field which is occupied by So which is complementary with respect

to the — stimulated— sensory hue of Sd- Owing to the fact that

the transfer of ions between adjacent retinal elements under the

conditions above studied is not a diffusion process but is due primarily

to the differences of electrical potential existing between the elements,

there must be a motion of positive ions from R^ into Ra, as well as

of negative ions in the opposite direction. The quantitative measure-

ments of the distribution and correlations of contrast are quite in

harmony with the above explanation, which is a natural consequence

of the form of our original hypotheses.
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The Explanation of Adaptation. — In the deduction of Fechner's

law {cj. page 28) one develops, as an intermediate step, the equation:

k -f k ab cm =
k + ke

in which ab and c are the concentrations of the aesthesogens icf. page

22) AB and C, respectively, and m is the concentration of the corres-

ponding molecular resonator. Since the rate of dissociation, m^, of

the resonator is relatively proportional to m, and since the intensity

of the corresponding component of the visual cerebrosis, C, is similarly

proportional to m^, it follows that any change occurring in ab and c,

will be reflected by a similar change in c. We should expect to find

a diminution of ab and c after long continued stimulation, during

which the process has been moving constantly in the sense of left

to right in the double chemical equation given on page 23. It

appears then, that stimulation with "white" hght should result in an

after-image containing less W than the retinal proper light, whereas

stimulation with a homogeneous light should be followed by an

after-image complementary in hue to the original, owing to the sub-

traction of a specific component of the impulse, the normally balanc-

ing complementary of which is then left free. The data obtained

in the special qualitative and quantitative study of adaptation phenom-

ena prove to be strictly in harmony with the demands of our Fig. 4.^*^

Our hypothesis also has the advantage of being able to account for

the high luminosity of certain after-images, for as noted in the last

paragraph, the effect of local stimulation is to cause a general migra-

tion of positive ions into that region, so that those molecular resonators

in the stimulated area which are not intensively concerned in the

response will increase rather than diminish in concentration during

the specialized fatigue process.^^ The positive after-image may be

attributed to an over-charging of the cortical element with ions of a

specific character, and other details of adaptation, such as the func-

^•^ See notes 54 and 55, above. Several cases are discussed in detail in the

author's "Thesis," chapter 21.

®' The necessity of accounting for the great luminosity of the negative after-

image has been emphasized by Hering and by Mrs. Ladd-Franklin. See, e.g.,

Ladd-Franklin, C: Psychological Review, 1894, i, pp. 396-399.

i
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for these two tj-pes are in harmony with the resonance functions

represented in our diagram. The blue-yellow-blind, moreover, can be

classed with equal success as cases of the absence of a Y-B-cortical-

chromatic element. Total color-blindness may be due to the absence

of both of the cortical elements, or of all of the chromatic molecular

resonators, or to other conceivable effective combinations of losses.

Obviously the explanatory scheme which is suggested is a very flexi-

ble one.^^ The phases of color-blindness exhibited in the normal

peripheral retina may be satisfactorily accounted for in the same

terms.

Scope of the Above Discussion. — It must not be supposed that

the writer regards the above exposition of the consequences of what

may be appropriately denominated the photo-ionic theory of visual

response, to be sufficient to establish the validity of the hypotheses

which he has advanced. On the contrary, the entire paper must be

looked upon simply as an abstract of a much more elaborate, but

still exceedingly imperfect discussion of the deductions and points

of view made possible by the notion that the mechanism of visual

response is ionic in character. It is hoped, however, that the paper

will at least suffice to dimly suggest, if not to demonstrate, the impor-

tance of looking upon these, and other, physiological problems in the

light of modern theoretical physics and chemistry.

V. Summary

At the outset we saw that extant hypotheses to explain visual

phenomena not only fail to keep step with the progress of physics

and chemistry, but are unduly vague in statement and, in many cases,

are inconsistent with the sciences the concepts and laws of which

they are bound to employ. Consequently it seemed advisable to

formulate a renovated, if not a new, chemical hypothesis to deal with

^'^ The explanation here offered of the two distinct types of dichromatic visual

response has the appearance of artificiality, largely on account of the fact that,

for purposes of abbreviation, the cortical chromatic elements were not presented

as integral parts of our hypothesis. In the explanation of color-blindness, one

cannot legitimately expect any primitive simplicity. A simple explanation of

these phenomena, even if it were obtainable, would be inconsistent with the

general tendency of the field of nature involved. There can be no reasonable
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these phenomena, in a manner more consonant with the viewpoint

and methods of modern physics and chemistry.

From the nature of the stimulus we argued that the physical proc-

ess of excitation in the retina must be one of ionization, and since

we know that the nerve impulse is ionic in its mechanism, it was

easy to connect this excitation in a definite way with the visual nerve

current and thence with the cerebral and psychical processes. Our

assumptions were perhaps over-simple, but they were quantitative

in character, wherever possible, and the conclusions drawn from them

later appeared to be quite consonant with the facts. We were led

to postulate five specific visual substances, or molecular resonators,

corresponding with the psychological qualities, red, green, blue,

yellow, and white, respectively. By the introduction of a special

and clearly defined chemical mechanism which would remove "com-

plementary components" of the visual impulse in pairs and substitute

a "white component" we laid a foundation for the explanation of

the phenomena of complementary colors. In every case we sought

to make the definition of our hypotheses as sharp as possible.

Arriving at the practical problem of applying our assumptions to

the facts of visual physiology and psychology, we found, in the first

place, that the ionic viewpoint permitted at least a schematic explana-

tion of the electrical phenomena exhibited by the stimulated and

unstimulated eye. A brief discussion of certain important "visual

thresholds" showed again that we were on the right track, and pro-

vided a foundation for further argument. Certain calculations based

immediately upon our original postulates yielded a theoretical curve

for the rise and decay of the visual excitation, coinciding with that

experimentally estabHshed. Furthermore, we discovered that an

application of the law of chemical mass action to the ionization

process in the retina provided us with a direct explanation of the

well-known Weber-Fechner law.

doubt, in view of the ascertained facts, that color-blindness may depend upon

either or both retinal or (and) cerebral abnormalities. Neither, in view of such

measurements as those represented in the distribution areas of Fig. 5, can it be

doubted that there exist distinct visual types, which can only be accounted for

upon some presence-absence hypothesis, and not on the basis of a continuous

variability of properties such as Hering's explanation of the inconstancy of "red-

green blindness" (as due to fluctuations in the color of the lens or ocular media)

demands.
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In the field of "color vision" our hypotheses proved equally fruit-

ful, their consequences harmonizing even quantitatively not only

with the familiar phenomena of "color mixture" and adaptation,

which are more or less adequately accounted for by extant theories,

but also giving us an insight into certain of the finer details of the

mechanism of color. Among the latter were the mutations and final

disappearance of the hues with increasing light intensity, the distribu-

tion of brightness and chroma in the spectrum, and in spectrum hues

produced by mixture, the fact that "green" lacks a homogeneous

complementary, the repetition of "redness" in the "violet end" of

the spectrum, the distribution of "sensibility to differences" with

respect to change in wave-length, the shift in the relative positions of

complementary colors with changes in light intensity, etc. The

problem of sensory luminosity, or "Helligkeit^^ was then discussed in

connection with our assumptions, which deal with the phenomena

in question more simply than does the theory of Hering. We saw

that the ionic hypothesis provides a direct electro-chemical basis for

the explanation of simultaneous and successive contrast, and one

which avoids the difficulties which have been raised by Hering and

others with respect to the relative luminosity of the after-image.

In the discussion of these phenomena the physico-chemical view-

point was maintained, and proved enlightening.

In conclusion, it appeared that an additional assumption with

reference to the cerebral connections of the different hues, would

permit our hypothesis to account quantitatively for the m.ost familiar

t>T3es of color-blindness, by means of a doctrine — seemingly necessi-

tated by the facts — of the absence of unit characters.



THE UNIFORM RATE OF THE DESTRUCTION OF
PEPSIN BY THE PASSAGE OF THE DIRECT

ELECTRIC CURRENT

By W. E. BURGE
[From the Physiological Laboratory of the University of Illinois.]

TT has been shown that the activity of pepsin and of ptyalin is

*• destroyed by the passage of a direct electric current and that the

rate of this destruction in the case of ptyalin is uniform per coulomb.

The present investigation was begun to determine whether the rate

of decrease in peptic activity is also uniform per coulomb.

The solution of pepsin used was prepared by dissolving one gram

of a commercial preparation of pepsin in loo c.c. of distilled water.

The digestive activity of equal portions of the solution before and

after electrolysis was determined by the amount of digestion in

Mett's tubes in forty-eight hours. The egg-white in these tubes

was cooked in boiling water for one minute.

The electrolyzing cylinder, a description of which has already been

pubhshed/ was charged with 5 c.c. of the pepsin solution and placed

across the electrodes of a direct electric circuit in series with a poten-

tial reducer and a milliammeter. The cyhnder was then placed in a

shaking machine and shaken at the rate of five hundred single shakes

per minute in order to prevent polarization. Portions of the normal

solution had already been shaken at this rate for several hours and

it was found that this rate of shaking of itself had no effect upon the

activity of the enzyme. Twenty-live milUamperes of current were

passed through the 5 c.c. of solution for twenty minutes while it

was being shaken at the above named rate. At the end of this time

the electrolyzed solution was removed from the cylinder, 5 c.c. of

fresh solution were introduced, the cylinder was replaced in the shak-

ing machine, and twenty-five milliamperes were passed for forty

minutes. At the end of this period the solution was removed and the

^ Burge: This journal, 1913, xxxi, p. 328.
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cylinder was recharged. Electrolyses were continued in this manner

until solutions were obtained through which the current had passed

for twenty, forty, sixty, eighty, one hundred, one hundred twenty

and one hundred forty minutes respectively. When the series were

complete 3 c.c. of .5 per cent hydrochloric acid were added to 3 c.c.

of each of the electrolyzed pepsin solutions and to 3 c.c. of the non-

electrolyzed solution which served for comparison. Into each test

tube containing the .25 per cent hydrochloric acid pepsin solution

a Mett's tube 3 cm. in length was introduced and these test tubes

were placed in a thermostat at 38° C. for forty-eight hours. At the

end of this time the Mett's tubes were removed from the solutions

and the amount of digestion was measured. A photograph of a

typical experiment is reproduced here showing Mett's tubes twice

the actual size (Fig. i). The dark portion represents the amount

of undigested egg-white and the light portion the empty tube from

which the egg had been digested. The results of the experiments

are indicated also in the accompanying table.
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and Tube II is expressed as a difference of 1.5 mm. in the column

of egg-white. As this difference was caused by the passage of 30

coulombs, the quotient of 30 or .05 mm. expresses the decrease in

digestive power per coulomb. The quotients obtained in a similar

Figure 1.— Photograph of Mett's tubes magnified twice. The dark portion repre-

sents the undigested egg white, the hght portion the extent of digestion.

way for the other tubes, in comparison with Tube I, are given in the

last column of the Table. The average obtained from these figures

indicates a diminution in digestive power of 0.04 mm. per coulomb.

The agreement among these figures is sufficiently close to justify

the conclusion that the digestive activity of a solution of pepsin is

decreased by the passage of a direct electric current at a uniform

rate per unit of current.



THE EFFECT OF ADREN.\L SECRETION ON
MUSCULAR FATIGUE 1

By W. B. CANXON and L. B. NICE

[From the Laboratory of Physiology in the Harvard Medical School]

IN the older literature on the adrenal glands the effect of their ab-

sence, or of injected extracts, on skeletal muscle was not unfre-

quently noted. As evidence accumulated, however, tending to prove

that adrenal secretion has important relations with the sympathetic

nervous system, its relations with skeletal muscle began to receive

less consideration.

The muscular weakness of persons suffering from Addison's

disease was well recognized before experimental work on the adrenals

was begun. Experiments on rabbits were reported in 1892 by Alba-

nese who showed that muscles stimulated after removal of the adrenal

capsules, were much more exhausted than when stimulated the same

length of time in the same animal before decapsulation.^ Similarly

Boinet reported that rats recently decapsulated were much more

quickly exhausted in a revohang cage than were normal animals.

^

]More direct evidence of the effect of adrenal extract on skeletal

muscle was brought forward by Oliver and Schafer. After injecting

the extract subcutaneously into a frog they found that the excised

gastrocnemius muscle registered a curve of contraction about 33 per

cent higher and about 66 per cent longer than the corresponding

muscle not exposed to the action of the extract. Similar prolonga-

tion of the muscle curve was observed after injecting the extract

intravenously into a dog.'* A beneficial effect of adrenal extract on

* A preliminary report of this research was given at the meeting of the Ameri-

can Physiological Society, December, 191 1. See Proceedings, this Journal,

1912, xxix, p. xxiv.

2 Albanese: Archives italiennes de biologic, 1892, xvii, p. 243.

^ Boinet: Comptes rendus, Societe de Biologic, 1895, xlvii, pp. 273, 498.

* Oliver and Schafer: Journal of physiology, 1895, xviii, p. 263. See also

Radwanska, Anzeiger der Akademie, Krakau, 1910, pp. 728-736. Reviewed in

Zentralblatt fiir Biochcmie und Biophysik, 191 1, xi, p. 467.
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fatigued muscle, even when applied to the solution in which the

isolated muscle was contracting, was claimed by Dessy and Grandis,

who studied the phenomenon in a salamander. " Further evidence

to the same conclusion was offered in a discriminating paper by

Panella. He found that in heterothermic animals the active prin-

ciple of the adrenal glands notably reinforced striated muscle, pro-

longing its ability to do work, and improving its contraction when

fatigued. In homothermic animals the same effects were observed,

but only after experimental procedures (anaesthesia, section of the

bulb) had changed them to a condition resembling the heterothermic.^

The foregoing evidence indicates that decapsulation has a debili-

tating effect on muscular power, and that injection of extracts of the

capsules has an invigorating effect. It seemed possible, therefore,

that increased secretion of the adrenal glands, whether from direct

stimulation of the splanchnic nerves or as a reflex result of pain or

the major emotions, might act as a dynamogenic factor in the

performance of muscular work. With this possibihty the present

investigation was concerned.

The Method

The general plan of the investigation consisted primarily in

observing the effect of stimulating the splanchnic nerves, isolated

from the spinal cord, on the contraction of a muscle whose nerve,

also isolated from the spinal cord, was rhythmically and uniformly

excited with break induction shocks. Thus only a blood connection

existed between the splanchnic region and the muscle. Cats were

used for most experiments, but results obtained with cats were con-

firmed on rabbits and dogs. To produce anaesthesia, in the cats and

rabbits, and at the same time to avoid the fluctuating effects of ether,

urethane (2 gm. per kilo body-weight) was given by a stomach-

tube. The animals were fastened back-downward, over an electric

warming pad, to an animal holder. Care was taken to maintain the

body temperature at its normal level throughout each experiment.

The nerve-muscle preparation. — The muscle selected for record

was usually the right tibialis anticus, though at times the right extensor

* Dessy and Grandis: Archives italiennes de biologic, 1904, xli, p. 231.

^ Panella: Archives italiennes de biologic, 1907, xlviii, p. 462.
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communis of the digits was employed. The anterior tibial nerve

was bared for about two centimetres, severed proximally, and set in a

Sherrington shielded electrode around which the skin was fastened

by spring cHps. By a small slit in the skin the tendon of the muscle

was uncovered, and after being tightly ligatured with strong thread,

was separated from its insertion. Thus a nerve-muscle prepara-

tion was made which was still connected with its proper blood supply.

The preparation was firmly fixed to the animal holder by thongs

looped around the hock and the foot, i.e., on either side of the slit

through which the tendon emerged.

The ligature tied to the tendon was passed over a pulley and down

to a pivoted steel bar which bore a writing point. Both the pulley

and this steel writing lever were supported in a rigid tripod. In the

earliest experiments the contracting muscle was made to lift weights

(125 to 175 gm.), and was sometimes "loaded" with these weights;

but in all the later observations the muscle pulled against a spring.

In most instances the muscle was afterloaded, but by raising the

muscle clamp the tension developed in the muscle at rest was made
nearly equal to the pull of the spring at its shortest length. The

"support," therefore, was little more than a constant base for relaxa-

tion. The pull of the spring as the muscle began to lift the lever

away from the support was in most of the experiments no gm., with

an increase of 10 gm. as the writing point was raised 4.5 mm. The
magnification of the lever was 3.8.

The stimuli dehvered to the anterior tibial nerve were, in most

experiments, single break shocks of a value barely maximal when
applied to the fresh preparation. The rate of stimulation varied

between 60 and 300 per minute, but was uniform in any single obser-

vation. A rate which was found generally serviceable was 180 per

minute. In a few experiments a regularly repeated tetanizing current

was used.

Since the anterior tibial nerve contains fibres affecting blood-

vessels, as well as motor fibres for skeletal muscle, the possibility had

to be considered that stimuli applied to it might disturb the blood

supply of the nerve-muscle preparation. Vasoconstriction would be

likely to produce the most serious disturbance. The observations

of Bowditch and Warren, that vasodilator rather than vasoconstrictor

effects are produced by single induction shocks repeated at intervals
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of not more than five per second/ reassured us as to the danger of

diminishing the blood supply, for the rate of stimulation in our ex-

periments never exceeded five per second and was usually two or

three. Furthermore in using these different rates we have never

noted any result which could reasonably be attributed to a diminished

circulation.

The splanchnic preparation. — The splanchnic nerves were stimu-

lated in various ways. At first only the left splanchnics in the abdo-

men were prepared. The nerves, separated from the spinal cord,

were drawn into a Sherrington shielded electrode, which was attached

by threads to the body wall. A rubber tube connected the elec-

trode with the exterior of the body, and separated the wires from the

abdominal viscera. The placing of this electrode, however, required

so much time and, in spite of great care, was so hkely to result in

harmful pulling on the nerves, that some other device became necessary.

The form of electrode which was found most satisfactory was that

Figure 1. The shielded electrode used in splanchnic stimulation. For

description see text.

illustrated in Fig. i. It was made of a round rod of hard wood, bevel-

led to a point at one end, and grooved on the two sides. Into the

grooves were pressed insulated wires ending in platinum hooks, which

projected beyond the bevelled surface. Around the rod was placed

a rubber tube which was cut out so as to leave the hooks uncovered

when the tube was slipped downward.

In applying the electrode the left splanchnic nerves were first

freed from their surroundings and tightly ligatured as central as

possible. By means of strong compression the conductivity of the

nerves was destroyed proximal to the ligature. The electrode was

now fixed in place by thrusting the sharp end into the muscles of the

back. This was so done as to bring the platinum hooks a few milli-

metres above the nerves. With a small seeker the nerves were next

gently lifted over the hooks, and then the rubber tub*e was slipped

downward until it came in contact with the body wall. Absorbent

^ BOWDITCH and Warren: Journal of physiology, 1886, vii, p. 438.
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cotton was packed about the lower end of the electrode, to take up

any fluid that might appear; and finally the belly wall was closed

with spring clips. The rubber tube served to keep the platinum

hooks from contact with the muscles of the back and the movable

\ascera, while still permitting access to the nerves which were to be

stimulated. This stimulating apparatus could be quickly appUed,

and, once in place, needed no further attention.

In some of the latest experiments both splanchnic nerves were

stimulated in the thorax. The rubber-covered electrode proved quite

as serviceable there as in the abdomen.

The current delivered to the splanchnic nerves was a tetanizing

current of such strength that no effects of spreading were noticeable.

Figure 2. Upper record, contraction of the tibialis anticus, 80 times a minute,

lifting a weight of 125 gm. Lower record, stimulation of the left splanchnic _
nerves, two minutes. Time, half minutes. ^H

That splanchnic stimulation causes secretion of the adrenal glands

has been proved in many different ways which need not be recounted

here. On this assumption the present investigation was undertaken.

The Effects of Stimulating the Splanchnic Nerves

The effect on contraction of fatigued muscle, which can often

be obtained by stimulating the left splanchnic nerves, is shown in

Fig. 2. In this instance the muscle was afterloaded, and while con-

tracting lifted a weight of 125 gm. The rate of stimulation was

80 per minute.

The muscle record shows a brief initial rise, followed by a drop,

and that in turn by another prolonged rise. The maximum height
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of the record is 13.5 mm., an increase of 6 mm. over the height recorded

before splanchnic stimulation. Thus the muscle was performing for

a short period 80 per cent more work than before splanchnic stimu-

lation, and for a considerably longer period exhibited an intermediate

betterment of its eflnciency.

I. The first rise in the

muscle record. — The brief

first elevation in the muscle

record when registered simul-

taneously with blood press-

ure, is observed to occur at

the same time with the sharp

initial rise in the blood-press-

ure curve (see Fig. 3). The

first sharp rise in blood press-

ure is due to contraction of

the vessels in the splanchnic

area, for it does not appear if

the alimentary canal is re-

moved, or if the coehac axis

and the superior and inferior mesenteric arteries are ligatured. The

betterment of the muscular contraction is probably due directly to

P'iGURE 3. Top record, blood pressure with

membrane manometer. Middle record,

contractions of tibialis anliciis loaded with

125 gm. and stimulated 80 times a minute.

Bottom record, splanchnic stimulation (two

minutes). Time, half minutes.

Figure 4. (Four-fifths the original size.) Top record, blood pressure with membrane

manometer. Middle record, contractions of tibialis anticus against a spring. Bottom

record, stimulation of left splanchnics. .\t a both adrenal veins were clipped, at

b the clips were removed.

the better blood supply resulting from the increased pressure, for if

the adrenal veins are clipped, and the splanchnic nerves are stimu-

lated, the blood pressure rises as before and at the same time there

may be registered a higher contraction of the muscle (see Fig. 4).
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2. The prolonged rise of the muscle record. — As Fig. 3 shows,

the initial quick uplift in the blood-pressure record is quickly checked

by a drop. This rapid drop does not appear in Fig. 4, a record made

when the adrenal veins were obstructed. The difference between

Figs. 3 and 4 in this respect agrees with Elliott's observation of a

similar difference in blood-pressure records before and after excision

of the adrenal glands. And as Elhott,^ and as Cannon and Lyman ^

have shown, this sharp drop after the first rise, and also the subse-

quent elevation of blood pressure, are the consequences of liberation

of adrenal secretion into the circulation. Fig. 3 demonstrates that

the prolonged rise of the muscle record begins soon after this char-

acteristic drop in blood pressure.

In Fig. 4 removal of the chps from the adrenal veins after the

splanchnics had been stimulated occasioned a slight, but distinct

improvement in the muscular contraction. As in the experiments

of Young and Lehmann, in which the adrenal veins were tied for a

time and then released, the release of the blood which had been pent

in these veins was quickly followed by a rise of blood pressure. i" The

volume of blood thus restored to circulation was too shght to account

for the rise of pressure. In conjunction with the evidence 'that

splanchnic stimulation calls forth adrenal secretion, ^^ the rise may
reasonably be attributed to that secretion. The fact should be

noted, however, that in this instance the prolonged improvement in

muscular contraction did not appear until the adrenal secretion had

been admitted to the general circulation.

Figs. 2 and 3, and Fig. 4 illustrate two types of improvement in

the activity of fatigued muscle in response to adrenal secretion.

Many variations on these types were noted in the course of the investi-

gation. The improvement varied in degree as indicated by increased

height of the record. In some instances the height of contraction was

doubled — a betterment by 100 per cent; in other instances the con-

traction after splanchnic stimulation was only a small fraction higher

than that preceding the stimulation; and in still other instances there

** Elliott: Journal of physiology, 1Q12, xliv, p. 403.

^ Cannon and Lyman: this Journal, 1913, xxxi, p. 376.

^^ Young and Lehmann: Journal of physiology, 1908, xxxvii, p. liv.

" See Asher: Zeitschrift fiir Biologic, 1912, Iviii, p. 303; Elliott: Journal

of physiology, Loc. cit., p. 399.

I
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was no betterment whatever. Never in our experience, were the

augmented contractions equal to the original contractions of the

fresh muscle.

The improvement also varied in degree as indicated by persis-

tence of effect. In some instances the muscle returned to its former

working level within four or five minutes after splanchnic stimula-

tion ceased (see Fig. 2) ; in other cases the muscle continued work-

ing with greater efficiency for fifteen or twenty minutes after the

stimulation. ^-

The question now arises, does the adrenalin liberated by splanchnic

stimulation act itself, specifically, to improve the muscular contrac-

tion, or does it produce the improvement by increasing the blood

pressure and thereby increasing the blood flow through the laboring

muscle? ^^ And further, since splanchnic stimulation results in an

augmentation of the sugar content of the blood, ^^ might not the

greater abihty of the muscle be due to a greater supply of this source

of muscular energy? And in the cases in which no improvement

occurred what was the reason for the failure? All these questions

must be considered.

The Cause of the Prolonged Rise in the

Muscle Record

The association of the first rise in the muscle record with an increase

of blood pressure shows that the factor of blood supply is capable

in itself of restoring to some degree the efficiency of a fatigued muscle.

^ "Tonus waves," similar to those described by Storey (this Journal, 1004,

xii, p. 83), have been repeatedly observed by us. They had interesting relations

to the discharge of adrenalin into the blood. If the waves were not present,

splanchnic stimulation would often cause an augmented contraction in which the

waves were present. Or if the waves were already present, splanchnic stimula-

tion would commonly result in their being more rapid (see Fig. 6, .1 and B, also

Fig. 7).

'^ It is assumed in this enquir>- that vessels supplying active muscles would

be actively dilated {See Kaufmann: Archives de physiologic, 1892, xxiv, p.

283), and would, therefore, in case of a general increase of blood pressure, deliver

a larger volume of blood to the area they supply.

>* MacLeod: this Journal, 1907, xix, p. 405, also for other references to the

literature.
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In order to differentiate between a possible specific action of adrenal

secretion as an antidote to fatigue, and the effect which the secretion

would have by increasing blood pressure, various methods were

employed to keep the blood pressure constant during stimulation of

the splanchnic nerves. Bayliss's compensator ^^ proved too slow to

be effective. The pressure was maintained at a uniform level in some

II

Figure 5. Top record, blood pressure with mercury manometer; between the

arrows the pressure was kept from rising by compression of heart. Middle

record, contractions of tibialis anticiis, 180 per minute, against a spring.

Bottom record (zero of blood pressure) shows stimulation of left splanch-

nics. Time, half minutes.

instances, however, by compression of the heart through the wallsj

of the thorax. In other instances a loop of strong thread was passed!

through a small opening in the belly wall and around the abdominal!

aorta just before its forking into the ihacs. By more or less tension

on the thread the pressure in the arteries of the legs could be regulated

at will. This pressure was registered by means of a manometerj

attached to the left femoral artery. As soon as the pressure showed a

'^ See Bayliss: Handbuch der physiologischcn Methodik, 191 1, ii, Abtheilungj

iv, p. 372.
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tendency to rise the loop waspuUed upon, and the inflow to the arteries

of the leg thereby kept from increasing; as a tendency to fall mani-

fested itself the pull on the loop was lessened.

The role of increased blood pressure when adrenal secretion is

liberated. — In Fig. 5 is presented the record (from a decerebrate

cat) of a fatigued muscle contracting 180 times per minute, and

reduced to a very low degree of activity when splanchnic stimulation

was started. The stimulation was continued for two minutes.

During the first minute blood pressure was prevented from rising

by compression of the heart, and in that time no betterment of the

contraction appeared. As soon as compression of the heart ceased,

however, the blood pressure promptly rose from approximately 48 mm.
of mercury to no mm., and simultaneously the height of the muscular

contraction increased about sLx-fold.

It is noteworthy that although the blood pressure gradually fell

to its former level the muscle did not return to its former inefficiency.

Merely because the blood supply had been better, probably because

depressive metabolites had been thus washed away more effectively,

and possibly because fresh sources of energy had been brought to

the muscle in larger amount, the muscle continued to show a greater

ability.

When the blood pressure was restored to its former level, the

splanchnic nerves were again stimulated — this time for one minute.

The blood pressure was kept down in this instance for one and three-

fourths minutes by compression of the heart. Only slight tendency

to higher contractions was manifested by the muscle during this

period. And again only when the heart was permitted to fill and

empty in a normal manner, and the pressure consequently rose, was

there a considerable betterment of the contraction.

In these instances splanchnic stimulation undoubtedly liberated

adrenalin, for the blood pressure remained elevated for fully seven

minutes after the first stimulation ceased — a much longer time than

is required for the adjustment of the circulation after compression

of the thorax, but a time corresponding to the duration of efifects of

adrenal secretion. In spite of this the height of the muscle record

failed to increase in any remarkable degree so long as the blood

pressure was prevented from rising. The adrenal secretion, if it

improves the contraction of fatigued muscle in a specific manner,
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seems to have in that respect an influence much less important than

that which it exercises in bettering the blood supply.

Does adrenalin have any specific effect on muscular fatigue?—
Although in the instance represented in Fig. 5, and in some other

instances when blood pressure was prevented from rising, no clear

evidence of remarkable recovery from fatigue was noted after

splanchnic stimulation, we have been unable to prove that adrenalin

is without any specific effect on fatigued muscle.

In Fig. 6 A, for example, a fatigue record of uniform height was

changed to a rhythm of higher contractions when the splanchnics

'i ^'^'Ntt^^i^^im^

Figure 6. (Two-thirds the original size.) A, top record, blood pressure in left

femoral artery with mercury manometer. Middle record, contractions of

the extensor commiiiiis against a spring. Bottom record, stimulation of left

splanchnics, and time in half minutes. B, the same, five minutes after A.

From the beginning of splanchnic stimulation to the end of the record in A and

B, rise of blood pressure prevented by pull on the aorta.

were stimulated and the blood pressure in the legs prevented from

rising by a pull on the aorta. And in Fig. 6 B, taken five minutes

after A, the slow rhythm of A was changed by stimulation of the

splanchnics to a more rapid rhythm of slightly higher contractions.

That adrenalin was secreted in these cases is shown by the fall of

blood pressure shortly after stimulation of the splanchnics was begun.

It is noteworthy that the first oscillation in A does not start with the

beginning of stimulation, but is coincident with the first indication

of the fall of pressure.

Similar results are obtained if, instead of arousing adrenal secre-

tion, adrenalin is injected. In Fig. 7, 2 c.c. of adrenalin (i: 100,000)

were injected intravenously during the period indicated on the time

line. The blood pressure was prevented from rising by pulling on
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the thread looped round the aorta. There was a typical fall of pres-

sure after the injection. Accompanying it was a distinct increase

in the height of the muscular contractions. Changes in blood pres-

sure in the legs almost exactly the same as those following the injec-

tion of adrenahn could be produced by pulling on the aorta, but there

resulted no alteration in the height

of the fatigue record. The rise in

that record shown in Fig. 7, there-

fore, is not due to diminished blood

supply. I'' Also it is not due, there-

fore, to the introduction of sodium

bicarbonate from the manometer

connection into the circulation.

The drop in blood pressure

following injection of adrenalin, or

as a consequence of adrenal secre-

tion, is due to vasodilation." It

might be supposed that, because

of vasodilation, and in spite of a

general fall of pressure, the blood

supply to the muscle would be

improved; and therefore, even in

the case represented in Figs. 6 and

7, the higher contraction should

be ascribed to better circulation.

Against this supposition is the ob-

servation that when the arteries

are deprived of their central in-

nervation, as was the case with the arteries supplying the con-

tracting muscle, adrenalin causes not a dilation but a constriction

of the vessels.^* And even if adrenahn did not cause vasoconstriction

in this region, it could hardly produce much further dilation, for,

as already noted, the vascular nerves had been cut and furthermore

Figure 7. Top record, blood pressure,

mercury manometer. Middle record,

contractions of tibialis anticus, 180

times per minute, against a spring.

Bottom record, injection of 2 c.c.

adrenalin (1: 100,000), and time in

half minutes. Rise of blood pres-

sure prevented by pull on the aorta.

'^ Lee's suggestion (this Journal, 1907, xviii, p. 272) that increase of carbon

dioxide increases the height of muscular contraction makes the effect of lessened

blood supply worthy of consideration.

" See Cannon and Lyman: Loc. cit., p. 384.

^^ See Cannon and Lyman: Loc. cit., p. 387.
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were being stimulated at a rate favorable to relaxation (see p. 47).

It seems probable, therefore, that adrenalin can itself act specifically

in a manner not yet explained, to improve the contraction of fatigued

muscle. This conclusion is in harmony with the observation of Dessy

and Grandis, previously cited, that adrenal extract betters contraction

when added to a solution in which the muscle is submerged. ^^

Consideration of the cases in which no improvement was ob-

served. — Comparison of the records reproduced in Fig. 5 and in

Fig. 7 shows that in all probability the part played by adrenaHn itself

in directly augmenting the power of fatigued muscle is much less

than the part which it plays b}' improving the blood supply. The

astonishing increase in the power of the muscle shown in Fig. 5,

however, occurred in an animal with a blood pressure of only 48 mm.
of mercury, a pressure which was more than doubled by splanchnic

stimulation.

In the early experiments of this investigation the sole object of

recording blood pressure was to note the relations between changes

of pressure and the variations in muscular contraction, or the results

on muscular contraction when the adrenals were stimulated and the

pressure kept under control. In these early experiments, unfortu-

nately, because of the reasons just given, the actual height of the

blood pressure was not recorded.

The marked improvement of muscular contraction in some

instances and the slight improvement or lack of improvement in

others (c/, Figs. 2 and 7) in which the conditions seemed the same,

led to an enquiry regarding the occasion for the difference. The

fact soon appeared that although the slight improvement which we

have attributed to adrenalin directly (see Fig. 7) can be manifested

even if the blood pressure is as high as 140 or 150 mm. of mercury,

such improvement as is shown in Figs. 3 and 5 does not appear unless

there is a low blood pressure. And if the pressure is down as low as

50 mm. of mercury, splanchnic stimulation or injection of a small

dose of adrenalin will cause the pressure to increase greatly, and a

striking betterment of muscular work results.-" The effects of adrenal

'^ We have been unable to confirm this observation by similar use of frog

muscles.

^•^ The exact relations between variations of blood pressure and muscular

efficiency are now being investigated in this laborator>' by Mr. C. M. Gruber.
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secretion, therefore, seem to be of two sorts; (i) a direct specific

effect which benefits a fatigued muscle even when blood pressure is

high, and (2) an indirect effect due to better circulation, and (within

limits which are as yet undetermined) more striking the lower the

blood pressure.

Elimination of hyperglycaemia as a cause of the higher con-

traction. — In the course of these experiments we repeatedly found

sugar in the urine— a result probably due to hyperglycaemia from

splanchnic stimulation. Recently Wilenko^^ has declared that the

ability of the organism to burn sugar is lessened by adrenalin. It

may be, however, that because of the artificial conditions of his experi-

ments, their pertinence, when applied to the natural hyperglycaemia

and adrenahnaemia of splanchnic origin, is questionable. Whether

the adrenal secretion liberated with sugar when the splanchnics are

stimulated does or does not similarly check the utilization of the sugar,

data are at hand to prove that the hyperglycaemia is not essential

to improved muscular contraction as described above. The sugar

which makes the hyperglycaemia following splanchnic stimulation

comes from the liver. The liver can be almost wholly removed, with-

out disturbing the blood flow in the inferior vena cava, and yet

splanchnic stimulation causes the typical rise in the muscle curve.

Discussion of Results

It is noteworthy that the best results of adrenalin on fatigued

muscle reported by previous observers were obtained from studies on

cold-blooded animals. In these animals the circulation is maintained

normally by an arterial pressure about one-third that of warm-blooded

animals. Injection of adrenalin in an amount which would not shut

oft" the blood supply would, by greatly raising the arterial pressure,

markedly increase the circulation of blood in the active muscle. In

short the conditions in cold-blooded animals are quite like those in

the pithed mammal with an arterial pressure of about 50 mm. of

mercury (see Fig. 5). Under these conditions the improved circula-

tion causes a striking recovery from fatigue. That marked results

2^ WiLENKO: Biochemische Zeitschrift, 191 2, xlii, p. 49; Zentralblatt fiir

Physiologic, 1913, xxvi, p. 1059.
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of adrenalin on fatigue are observed in warm-blooded animals only

when they are deeply anaesthetized or are deprived of the medulla,

was claimed by Panella. He apparently beUeved that in normal

mammalian conditions adrenahn has little effect because quickly

destroyed, whereas in the cold-blooded animals, and in mammals

whose respiratory, circulatory and thermogenic states are made

similar to the cold-blooded by anaesthesia or pithing, the contrary

is true.^^ In accordance with our observations on the effects of blood

pressure on fatigued muscle, we would explain Panella's results not

as he has done but as due to two factors. First, the efficiency of the

muscle, when blood pressure is low, follows the ups and downs of the

pressure much more directly than when the pressure is high (see p. 56).

And second, a given dose of adrenahn raises a low blood pressure

in atonic vessels, whereas it may lower the pressure or fail to cause

a marked rise in vessels tonically contracted. The improvement

of circulation is capable of explaining, therefore, the main results

obtained in cold-blooded animals and in pithed mammals.

OHver and Schafer reported more effective contractions in mus-

cles removed from the body after adrenal extract had been injected.

As shown in Fig. 5, however, the fact that the circulation had

been improved results in continued greater efficiency of the contract-

ing muscle. OHver and Schafer's observation may reasonably be

accounted for on this basis.

How the improvement in muscular contraction, after adrenal

secretion is evoked or after adrenalin is injected, can be explained,

is not clear. The results above reported show that the improvement,

though not great, is distinct, and that it apparently does not result

from better circulation. According to Panella -^ adrenahn has an

effect antidotal to curare, and, injected either mixed with or follow-

ing curare, is capable of preventing the complete immobihty which

the curare alone would produce. This experiment points to an

action of adrenalin in the region of transfer of influence from the

nerve to the muscle. Radwanska ^^ also reported finding that adre-

nalin has a more favorable action on fatigued muscle if the muscle is

being stimulated through its nerve than if stimulated directly, and

^ Panella: Loc. cit., p. 462.

^ Panella: Archives italiennes de biologic, 1907, xlvii, p. 30.

^^ Radwanska: Loc. cit.
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he drew the inference that its beneficial effect is on the nerve endings.

It seems quite possible therefore that the improved contraction of

fatigued muscle after splanchnic stimulation, when rise of arterial

pressure is prevented, is the consequence of a facilitation of the

passage of impulses into the fatigued muscle.

The original purpose of this investigation was to learn whether

the increased adrenal secretion accompanying major emotional

states and pain -^ might act as a dynamogenic factor in the perform-

ance of muscular work. Apart from the increase of arterial pressure

in conditions of low pressure, the change wrought by adrenal secre-

tion on the efficiency of muscle is too slight to account for the feats

of strength which are performed in times of great excitement. The

main source of power under these conditions is probably to be found

in an immensely augmented activity of the nervous system. The

observations here recorded, however, indicate that adrenahn may

operate favorably in making more effective the nervous impulses

deUvered to fatigued muscles.

Summary

If the tibialis anticus muscle, stimulated through its isolated nerve,

is writing a fatigue curve, excitation of the left splanchnic nerves,

also isolated, usually produces an increased height of contraction

in the muscle record. (See Figs. 2 and 3.) Since splanchnic stimu-

lation discharges adrenal secretion, the question is raised as to the

efifect of adrenal secretion on skeletal muscle.

The betterment of action of the fatigued muscle is mainly due to

the increased blood flow resulting from splanchnic stimulation, and

is more marked the lower the blood pressure when the splanchnics

are excited. (See Fig. 5.) The betterment of the muscular con-

traction may long outlast the change in the circulation. Probably

most previously reported effects of adrenahn on skeletal muscle

(observed in cold-blooded animals with low blood pressure) should

be attributed to the change in circulation and not to a specific action

of adrenalin.

If, by pull on the aorta or by compression of the thorax, blood

^ See Cannon and de la Paz: this Journal, 191 1, xxviii, p. 64; Cannon

and HosKiNS: this Journal, 191 1, xxix, p. 274.
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pressure in the hind legs is prevented from rising, splanchnic stimu-

lation still causes a slight but distinct rise in the height of contraction

of the fatigued muscle. This betterment may appear in rhythm or

altered rhythm. (See Fig. 6.) Its initial appearance coincides with
\

evidence of adrenal secretion. It is produced also when adrenalin

j

in weak solution (i: 100,000) is given intravenously. (See Fig. 7.)

The improvement of muscular contraction which apparently!

results from adrenal secretion (when the blood pressure is controlled)

is too sHght to account for the increased muscular power observed'

during excitement. Fatigued muscles may, however, be thus pre-

pared, by secretion of the adrenal glands, for better response to the]

demands of powerful nervous discharges.



THE RECEPTIVE RELAXATION OF THE COLON

By henry LYMAN
[From the Laboratory of Physiology in the Harvard Medical School]

THAT the cardiac sphincter is relaxed as food is started toward it

in the oesophagus was shown by Kronecker and Meltzer in

1883.^ In 191 1, Cannon and Lieb found that if the stomach is

tonically contracted when food is swallowed, the tonus is momentarily

abolished by vagus impulses, at a time when the swallowed bolus

would be delivered by the oesophagus.- Thus muscles which would

otherwise be opposed in action are made to cooperate reciprocally.

A similar relation was proved by Joseph and Meltzer to exist between

the stomach and intestine, — inhibition of contractions of the duo-

denum in the rabbit occur coincident with peristalsis of the pyloric

portion of the stomach.^ Might not the same mutual relation be

present between the ileum and proximal colon? Cannon noted in

his first observations of the movements of the intestines that "as

food is nearing the ileocolic valve the large intestine is usually

quiet and relaxed," and that contraction near the valve disappears

" just previous to the entrance of the food." ^ Since the characteristic

activity of the proximal colon is anastalsis, large and small intestine

would be set in direct opposition if that activity continued while

the small intestine discharged material through the ileocolic valve.

The relation between these neighboring parts of the alimentary canal

seemed worthy of further study.

In the present study the intestines were observed directly. The

animal (cat )was anaesthetized with urethane (2 gm. per kilo body-

weight), and in occasional instances when the corneal reflex returned

ether was used in addition. After a tracheal cannula was intro-

^ Kronecker and INIeltzer: Archiv fiir Physiologic, 1883, Supplement

Band, p. 358.

^ Cannon and Lieb: this Journal, 1911, x.xvii, p. xiii.

^ Joseph and Meltzer: this Journal, 191 1, xxvii, p. xxxi.

* Cannon: this Journal, 1902, vi, p. 267.
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duced, the spinal cord was pithed from the sacrum to the lower

thoracic region (to remove the inhibitory effect of splanchnic influ-

ences), and the opening in the skin closed with sutures. Eserine

saHcylate (gr. l^ was given subcutaneously, and, if necessary, the

dose was repeated in two hours. Half an hour after the lower cord

was pithed the abdomen was opened, bleeding points were clamped

or tied off, and the animal then placed in a bath of physiological salt

solution at 38° C. A glass tube with a lumen of 8 mm. was tied into

the rectum so that defecation might occur without spoihng the bath.

To excite movements of the small intestine when food was not

present in it warm starch paste, colored with methylene blue and

rendered more stimulating by the addition of yellow soap, was injected

through the wall by means of a large hollow needle. If natural

digestion was in process the gut reacted well to the presence of the

paste-soap mixture, but if the tract was empty the injected material

was quite without effect.^ The mixture was not introduced through

the wall of the colon because injury to this part of the tract seemed to

affect unfavorably its motions.

If digestion was not in process when the abdomen was opened,

15 c.c. j"q HCl was poured into the stomach through a tube in the

oesophagus, and this was followed by 100 c.c. of wann milk. Natural

gastric peristalsis would then begin, the contents would be discharged,

and the course of the food along the intestinal canal could be clearly

observed. From two and a half to three hours were usually taken for

material to reach the ileocolic junction. In one case, however (a

cat with diarrhoea), the entire process was complete, and the whole

tract, including the colon, was empty in an hour and twenty-four

minutes.^

Observations on the relations of activity in the ileum and in the

colon were as follows:

^ Cf. Magnus: Archiv flir die gesammte Physiologic, 1904, cii, p. 130.

^ Activity of the upper part of the gastro-intestinal canal, when the abdomen

is opened, stimulates the large gut to empty itself. In this process the first change

is the drawing down of the distal part of the large gut into the pelvis. Then a

strong katastaltic wave, starting in the caecum and usually traversing only the

proximal third of the colon pushes material into the distal two thirds where

katastalsis is the usual activity. After one or two such waves from the caecum

defecation occurs if that is possible. Cf. Cannon: The mechanical factors of

digestion. London and New York, 1911, p. 161.
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When material was being driven through the ileocolic sphincter

l)y peristalsis in the ileum, the colon, which a moment before had

been in tonic contraction and exhibiting anastalsis, became motion-

less and quite relaxed. As soon as the process was finished and the

ileum was again quiet, anastaltic waves again appeared in the colon

(see Fig. i, A, B and C). In fourteen cats which were studied in this

manner this reciprocal relation between the activities of ileum and

colon was repeatedly noted.''

In one case only was there an exception; the activities of the colon

in this instance consisted in strong contractions directed towards

Figure 1. Photographs of the intestines, taken with flash-light.

A. Anastalsis on the colon at 12: 22: 27. Ileum relaxed. Time recorded bj'

submerged watch.

B. At 12: 25: 28 colonic anastalsis stopped as a peristaltic wave in the ileum

is pushing material into the colon. Note the pallor of the ileum.

C. At 12: 26: 35. Strong anastalsis on the colon again, and inactiv^ity of ileum.

defecation, alternating with vigorous anastalsis, and no material

was pushed onward from the ileum. The rectal tube was afterwards

found to be plugged. When the contents of the colon were gaseous,

and when the colon had very little solid or semisolid material in it,

receptive relaxation did not always occur.

The colon was not inhibited by mere presence of food in the lower

ileum, for segmentation was often noted in the small gut close to the

' Destruction of the spinal cord did not abolish the tone of the ileocolic

sphincter in the animals observed in this investigation, for the anastaltic waves

never forced material from the colon into the ileum. This result docs not agree

with Elliott's observations on the rat (Journal of physiology, 1904, xxvi, p. 166),

but his animals were examined several days after the lower cord had been

destroyed.
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sphincter while active anastalsis continued in the colon. Moreover,

when the small gut was clamped next the sphincter with rubber-

tipped forceps, and the lower ileum distended with starch paste, ana-

staltic waves kept running over the proximal part of the large gut

without interruption. And when a cotton swab, coated with vaseline,

was pushed up to the sphincter no inhibition of the activities of the

colon resulted; but when the swab was forced through the sphincter

the colon at once relaxed to become active again as soon as the swab

was withdrawn. This effect could be repeated several times.

Since the receptive relaxation of the colon occurred in the absence

of nervous connections with the spinal cord, the mechanism control-

ling it is local, probably as the relation of the pyloric part of the

stomach to the duodenum is local. It is another instance of the

reciprocal innervation of opposed muscles.



REMARKS ON THE ORIGIN OF THE PHRENIC NERVE
IN THE RABBIT, CAT, AND DOG

By ABBY H. turner
[Fom the Laboratory of Comparative Physiology in the Harvard Medical School]

IN an experimental study ^ of crossed respiration it was necessary

to sever and to stimulate the phrenic nerve in the neck of the rabbit,

cat, and dog. Complete section and adequate stimulation present

some difficulty because variations in the origin of the nerve leave

the observer sometimes in doubt whether he is dealing with the whole

nerve or only part of it. Systematic dissections were therefore

made at Dr. Porter's suggestion, to learn the frequency and char-

acter of these variations and to determine the best place for cutting

the nerve and for stimulating its central end.

The Rabbit

In making the dissection from the ventral side of the rabbit's neck

the ventral rami of the fourth, fifth, and sixth cervical nerves are

found beneath the external jugular vein and the sterno-mastoid

muscle. The ventral rami of the seventh and eighth cervical and the

first thoracic nerves appear well beneath the pectoral muscles and the

union of the external jugular, cephalic, transverse-scapular, and axil-

lary veins. Since the purpose of the dissection was physiological the

points of origin of the phrenic roots and the site of their union to

form the main phrenic stem will be mentioned as they would appear

were the dissection made in the hving animal without injury to the

nerves, not as they might be found to be after a final separation of

all the minute connective tissue strands.

Different individuals and the two sides of a single animal may

vary in the number of phrenic roots and in their place of union.

^ Porter, W. T., and Abby H. Turner: To be published in the next issue

of this Journal, June i, 1913.
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EJ

There are usually three roots (Fig. i), one each from the fourth, fifth,

and sixth cervical nerves, but there may be two or four. When only

two roots were found they were from the fourth and the fifth cervical

nerves. The root from the fourth nerve is slender and leaves the ven-

tral ramus at or before its appearance from the deep neck muscles.

It passes backward over the fifth nerve

and may go as far as the eighth before

being joined by other roots, although it

usually unites wdth the fifth root be-

tween the fifth and sixth nerves. The

fifth phrenic root leaves the fifth nerve

with the ansa uniting the fifth and sixth

nerves, from which it is wont to sepa-

rate to join the fourth root nearer the

sLxth than the fifth nerve. This fifth root

is often though not always the largest

phrenic component. The sixth phrenic

root presents the greatest variation as it

may be single or double, long or short.

When it leaves the sLxth cervical near

the latter's place of appearance be-

tween the muscles it will be called

"short" because in that case it t}^i-

cally unites at once with the other roots.

When it leaves the sixth cervical a cen-

timetre or more farther out it will be

called "long" because in that case its

course is usually a loop, laterally

extended, across the seventh nerve, and its union with the other

phrenic roots is as far or farther back than the seventh nerve. In

some cases both short and long roots were found.

Any union of the phrenic roots further back than the sixth cervical

presents difficulty to the operator because of the large overlying veins.

The variation in origin and course of the roots makes it essential that

all roots be carefully identified to insure complete section or stimula-

tion. In all cases, except in the few instances where only two roots

occur, the length of nerve between the final union of phrenic roots

and the nerve's entrance into the thorax is short, rarely if ever more

Kr^<

Figure 1. The right phrenic nerve

in a rabbit with fourth, lifth,

and "long" sixth root. The
central ends of five cer\ical

nerves are marked 4, 5, 6, 7,

and 8, respectively; (1) marks

the first thoracic nerve. The
subdivisions of the nerves are

incompletely indicated. Ph,

phrenic nerv-e; Ax, axillary

vein; EJ , external jugular

vein; M, manubrium; R, car-

tilage of first rib.
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than 1.5 cm. and frequently only a few millimetres. In stimulating

the nerve, therefore, the danger of escape of current to the nearby

brachial plexus is obvious and a pure phrenic effect is rendered less

sure. As a result of these dissections it seems advisable to use the

nerve in the thorax rather than in the neck whenever possible. If

opening the thorax is undesirable, the safest place to identify the

phrenic is under the axillary vein as close as possible to the entrance

of the nerve into the thorax. Tables I and II afford a survey of the

variations in the rabbit.

TABLE I

Origin of Phrenic Nerves in Thirty-three Rabbits

Cer\ical nerves from which nerve originates Right

4th, 5th, 6th (short root) ....
4th, 5th, 6th (long root) ....
4th, 5th, 6th (both short and long roots)

4th, 5th

4th, 6th (5th ?)

4th, 5th, 6th (two long roots) .

11

15

2

5

Left

11 (+1?)

4 (+ 1 ?)

5

1

1

The Cat

Seven dissections of the origin of the phrenic in the cat were made.

In all except one case the origin was from the fifth and sixth cervical

nerves. In the one exception, a left nerve showed also a small root

from the fourth cervical. In ten of the fourteen nerves the roots

united at about the seventh cervical nerve, somewhat beneath the

large veins, but furnished a piece of nerve anterior to the thorax long

enough for safe stimulation after it was carefully freed from the

neighboring brachial plexus. In one case the two roots united well

down inside the thorax opposite the second rib, and in another case

opposite the third rib, but in both these instances the roots were

parallel and adjacent. In two cases however, the fifth root ran
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TABLE II

Places of Uxiox of Roots of Phrenic Nerves ix Thirty-three Rabbits

4th root joins 5th between 5th and 6th cervical
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rib within the thorax, and in all cases careful exploration beneath

the large veins in the neck would have been necessary to insure the

use of all roots of the nerve anterior to the thorax.

Conclusion

As a result of these dissections it is advised that the phrenic nerve

whenever possible be severed or stimulated in the thorax rather than

in the neck.



ON THE RELATION OF PULSE PRESSURE TO
RENAL SECRETION

By ROBERT A. GESELL

[From the Physiological Laboratory of the Washington University]

OBSERVATIONS concerning the relation of blood pressure to

the activity of the kidneys are numerous, but the relation of

pulse pressure to renal secretion has but rarely been noted. Erlanger

and Hooker ^ in their observation of blood pressure in man noted a

relation which was as follows:

1. As a rule the amount of urine secreted varied directly with the

magnitude of the pulse pressure.

2. In a case of orthostatic albuminuria the amount of albumin in the

urine varied inversely with the magnitude of the pulse pressure.

3. The amounts of urea, chlorides and phosphates secreted in the urine

varied directly with the magnitude of the pulse pressure.

More recently Hooker- has again investigated this problem. By
means of a specially devised pump he studied the effects of variation

of the magnitude of the pulse pressure upon the perfused, isolated

kidney of the dog. He obtained the following results:

1. With a constant mean perfusion pressure the amount of urinary

filtrate varied directly as the magnitude of the pulse pressure.

2. With a constant mean perfusion pressure the amount of protein

in the urinary filtrate varied inversely as the magnitude of the pulse pressure.

3. With a constant mean perfusion pressure the rate of blood flow

through the organs varied directly as the magnitude of the pulse pressure.

' Erlanger and Hooker: Johns Hopkins Hospital reports, 1904, xii, p. 346.

2 Hooker: This journal, 1910, xxvii, p. 24; Hooker: Archives of internal

medicine, 1910, v, p. 491; Hooker, Hegeman and Zartivian: This journal,

1909, xxiii, p. xi.
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Unfortunately the conditions in man, owing to the difficulty of

controlling the pulse pressure and of obtaining at the same time

accurate data concerning mean blood pressure and volume flow-

through the kidneys, do not allow of a finer study of the relation of

pulse pressure to renal activity.

The method employed by Hooker offers rather great technical

difficulties, subjects the kidneys to abnormal conditions, and intro-

duces two variable factors at one time, — the rate of blood flow

through the kidneys varying directly with the magnitude of the pulse

pressure.

A method by which the pulse pressure can be altered at will in

the animal is of course the ideal method. Such a method was used

in the present research. The principle of air compression was em-

ployed. An air chamber under mean blood pressure was connected

indirectly with one or both renal arteries and the magnitude of the

pulse pressure controlled by varying the size of the air chamber.

Various modifications of this general procedure were employed.

Each will be considered in detail in its proper place.

Dogs were used in all the experiments. They were anaesthetized

with morphine and ether. The kidneys were left intact and were not

manipulated.

The Effects of the Air Chamber upon Pulse Pressure

The pulse curve represents a series of pressure changes lying

between diastolic and systolic pressure occurring during each cardiac

cycle and may be altered in three ways by the method used for diminu-

tion of the pulse pressure. There may be alterations in the time rela-

tions of pressure changes, diminution of the suddenness of pressure

changes, and diminution of the magnitude of pressure changes. In

this research we are studying then the effects of changing three

variable factors at one time. It is of interest to determine the rela-

tive importance of these factors, if possible, and therefore attention

is called to them at this point. Evidence will be brought out to show

that probably the magnitude and suddenness of pressure changes are

of importance and therefore when future reference is made to the

effects of diminution or change of pulse pressure the suddenness

of pressure changes should always be kept in mind.
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The Relation of Pulse Pressure to Mean Blood Pressure

AND Volume Flow of Blood

Numerous investigators ^ have noted the beneficial effect of an

intermittent perfusion pressure upon isolated organs not only for

the maintenance of the normal condition of the tissues but also for

the rate of perfusion through the tissue.

Since the normal condition of tissues and volume flow of blood

as well as the mean blood pressure are important factors in secretion,

the relation of altered pulse pres-

sure to these factors was studied in

a few preliminary experiments.

A dog was prepared on a

warm table. Its temperature was

maintained at the normal level

throughout the experiment. A
means of injecting blood at a

constant pressure, was arranged.

The abdomen was opened and the

gastro-intestinal tract removed in

order to gain free access to the

renal arteries and veins. By an

arrangement shown in Fig. i the

pulse pressure was eliminated in

one kidney without altering the

Cannula A was connected with the

cannula B with the lower end of

A and B connected by a tube with

Branch F was connected with the air

Fig. 1.

pulse pressure in the other.

inferior mesenteric artery H
the abdominal aorta K, and

two side branches F and /.

chamber /, and communication between the two broken or established

by pinch cock G. A manometer to record the blood pressure in the

left renal artery was connected to the tube /. The whole system was

filled with Ringer's solution to the exclusion of all air bubbles. The

tension of the air in / was increased to mean blood pressure. Ligature

'Hooker: Loc. ciL; Sollmann: This journal, 1905, xiii, p. 241; Brodie:

Journal of physiology, i903,xxix, p. 267; Hamel: Zeitschrift fiir Biologic, 1889,

XXV, p. 274; Hoffmann: Archiv. fiir diegesammte Physiologic, 1903, C, p. 242.
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E, which hes on the aorta between the left and right renal arteries,

was tied, thereby shunting the blood for the left renal artery out of its

normal course, through the inferior mesenteric artery, through the

tubes up the abdominal aorta to the left renal artery. The blood for

the right kidney followed its normal course. By this arrangement it

was possible to eliminate the pulse pressure in the left kidney without

altering blood pressure conditions in the right kidney. The volume
flow of blood from the right and left kidneys was measured directly

by means of two tipping buckets. The arrangement of cannulae

is shown in Fig. i. One cannula L was connected with the inferior

TABLE I

Period no.
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the pulse pressure. The difference in effect is due largely to the size

of the air chamber employed.

Returning to the relation of pulse pressure to mean blood pressure

and volume flow of blood; it was found with the arrangement shown

in Fig. I that it was possible to diminish the pulse pressure in the

left renal artery without diminishing the pulse pressure in the right

renal artery. When this was done the mean blood pressure remained

practically constant. The volume flow of blood from each renal vein

Fig. 2.

showed practically no change. Some of the data obtained are tabu-

lated on page 73.

These results seem to be opposed to the results of numerous investi-

gators, but the fact that the data so far collected were obtained from

perfusion of isolated organs and tissues under more or less abnormal

conditions probably accounts for the difference in findings. With

the kidneys intact, diminution of pulse pressure over long periods

of time had, in the present experiments, very little effect upon the

kidneys. In some experiments no change was noted.

The Relation of Altered Pulse Pressure to Renal Secretion

AND Further Data Concerning Mean Blood Pressure

AND Volume Flow of Blood

With the above important data at hand the additional study

of the relation of pulse pressure to renal secretion was attempted by

a simplified method. The pulse pressure was altered simultaneously

in both kidneys and the outflow of blood from both kidneys measured

by one tipping bucket.

The dogs were prepared as previously described, but a new arrange-
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merit shown in Fig. 2 for varying the magnitude of the pulse pressure

was employed. A large cannula B was inserted into the abdominal

aorta directly below the renal arteries. Blood pressure was recorded

by one or both manometers G from side tube E. B was connected

to a large air chamber which consists of a glass tube / and a rubber

tube L one inch in diameter and six feet long. The pressure in this

chamber was raised to mean blood pressure by means of a rubber

bulb K. The amount of diminution of the pulse pressure was regu-

lated by adjusting the size of the chamber. The blood pulsates

between the dotted hues MN and OP, and there the pulse pressure

iv-i''-vi''->'-1^'-\ \u- —\—- 'rr''"'"'^'~^''^~'~^'*^T-tn-\t-i \i

—

„.^^^^^

Figure 3. About one half the original size. 46. Period of normal [)ulse pressure.

4c. Period of diminished pulse pressure. B. F. Volume f^ow of blood from both
kidneys recorded, by lipping buckets. 125 cc. per minute in periods 4/) and ^c.

M. Mean blood pressure recorded by mercury manometer connected with tube E.

97 mm. Hg during periods 46 and 4c. //. Pulse pressure recorded b\' Iliirthle

manometer connected with tube E. T. Time in seconds.

is diminished. By recording blood pressures from E, D, and Q
respectively it was found that the degree of ehmination of pulse

pressure in a rough way varied inversely with the distance from the

point of elimination. The changes of magnitude of pulse pressure

occurring in the renal arteries amount to about half those recorded

by the Hiirthle manometer G. The blood pressure records are

therefore used only as an index of the altered condition of pulse

pressure in the renal arteries.

As in the preliminary experiments important data were obtained
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concerning the relation of the pulse pressure to mean blood pressure

and volume flow of blood through the kidneys.

Fig. 3 shows that the volume flow of blood and the mean blood

pressure were not changed by a diminution of pulse pressure by the

method employed. The mean blood pressure was recorded with a

mercury manometer and the magnitude of the pulse pressure by a

Hiirthle manometer — both connected at E. On decreasing the

magnitude of pulse pressure the volume flow of blood (125 c.c. per

minute) and the mean blood pressure (97 mm. Hg) remained abso-

lutely constant. Similar results were repeatedly obtained and are

tabulated in Table II which is of interest in that it shows that a fall

of mean blood pressure occurring with a diminution of pulse pressure

may be accompanied by a slight increase in volume flow of blood.

TABLE II

Period no.
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ter and consequently does not show any pulse pressure changes. But
previous experiments warrant us in assuming that the pulse pressure

diminished on connecting the air chamber at the point indicated by

the arrow head. The mean blood pressure remained at 122 mm.
Hg throughout. The volume flow of blood (156 c.c. per minute)

was unchanged by decreased pulse pressure. The urine flow was

markedly decreased. This decrease must have been caused by the

influence of pulse pressure itself.

Further Data from Simplified Method Concerning the

Relation of Altered Pulse Pressure to the

Rate of Renal Secretion

It was desirable to obtain for analysis samples of urine over long

periods of varying conditions of pulse pressure. This seemed impossi-

FiGi"RE 4. About one half the original size. ii. Period of normal pulse pressure.

12. Period of diminished pulse pressure. R. U. Urine flow in droi)s from right

kidaey. L. U. Urine flow in drops from left kidney. M Blood pressure in

carotid artery registered by a mercury manometer. 122 mm. Hg during j)eriods

II and 12. B. F. Volume flow of blood recorded by tipping buckets. 156 cc.

per minute during periods ir and 12.

ble because of the difficulties in the preceding method in maintaining

constant vascular conditions. The procedure was therefore sim-

plified still more by leaving the gastro-intestinal tract intact. The

blood was no longer defibrinated but the glass portion of the air cham-

ber partially filled with a dilute solution of hirudin. Since all the

findings of the previous methods concerning the relation of pulse

pressure to volume flow of blood and to mean blood pressure were

constant it seemed justifiable to omit direct measurement of volume

flow. But to be doubly assured that the same relations would hold
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under the new conditions the velocity flow of blood was measured

in the inferior vena cava and used as an index to the volume flow

through the kidneys. A thermo-electric method devised by Dr.

Erlanger was employed. A delicate thermo-electric junction in cir-

cuit with a d'Arsonval galvanometer was placed in the inferior vena

cava at the base of the heart. Equal quantities of Ringer's solution

at room temperature were injected into the inferior vena cava directly

below the renal veins and the time between the injection and the

deflection of the galvanometer was used as an index to the velocity

flow of blood. Numerous observations were made upon three dogs

but no appreciable change in rate of blood flow was found under vary-

1-2 3 4

Figure 5. Four sevenths the original size. L. U. Urine flow in drops from left

kidnej'. (The right kidney was not secreting). H. Blood pressure recorded by
Hiirthle manometer connected with tube E. showing efi^ects of connecting the air

chamber to the aorta, i and 3 normal pulse pressure of 60 mm. Hg. 2 and 3
diminished pulse pressure of 25 mm. Hg indicating a pulse pressure of 45 mm. Hg
in the renal arteries. T. Time in seconds.

ing conditions of pulse pressure. Therefore in the future experi-

ments no determinations of blood flow were made, on the assumption

that if velocity changes accompanied altered conditions of pulse

pressure, they were too small to obscure effects of pulse pressure itself

upon renal secretion.

To produce diuresis a mixture of one part of 4 per cent sodium

sulphate and three parts of Ringer's solution was slowly injected at

a constant pressure throughout the experiment.

Figs. 5-8 show in general that the secretion of urine was

stopped or diminished by a decreased pulse pressure; that with nor-

mal pulse pressure there was a subsequent recovery. But the sudden-

ness and the amount of diminution and the rate of recovery varied

with different animals and with the same animal at different times.
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A copious flow of urine may be abruptly stopped by a diminution

of pulse pressure, as shown in Fig. 5. There was a mean blood pres-

sure of 70 mm. Hg. A normal pulse pressure of 60 mm. Hg was

reduced to 25 mm. Hg at tube E, which indicates a pulse pressure of

approximately 45 mm. Hg in the renal arteries. This relatively small

change in pulse pressure was sufficient to quickly stop the urine flow

and hold it in check until the kidneys were again subjected to normal

pulse pressure. Then recovery was prompt.

The secretion of urine may only gradually be decreased by a diminu-

tion of pulse pressure as shown in Fig. 6. In this case we have a

slightly dift'erent state of affairs. There was a relatively higher mean

;irmnm\mnmmnmTnmmTmfnmmmnninv.v,Htin!umTrmmuMrinmmuimnm

Figure. 6. About four sevenths the original size. L. U. Urine flow in drops from left

kidney. (The right kidney was not secreting). H. Blood pressure recorded by
Hiirthle manometer connected with tube E, showing effects of connecting the air

chamber to the aorta, i and 3 normal pulse pressure. 2 and 4 diminished pulse

pressure. T. Time in seconds.

pressure and a relatively greater decrease in pulse pressure. The

secretion was only gradually diminished, not stopped by a diminu-

tion of pulse pressure. There was a rapid recovery with normal

pulse pressure.

Fig. 7 shows the prolonged effect on secretion of a short period of

diminished pulse pressure. An abundant flow of urine was stopped

completely in twelve seconds. Recovery was very gradual and was

not complete at the end of two and a half minutes. In other cases

a short period of diminished pulse pressure stopped the secretion as

long as an hour. This is of theoretical importance. It points out

the deleterious effect of a constant pressure as well as the beneficial

effects of a pulsatile pressure.

The influence of pulse pressure upon renal secretion may be

masked by conditions tending to increase the rate of secretion. For
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instance in one experiment

the rate of secretion at the

beginning of the experiment

was 1 6 and i8 drops re-

spectively from the right

and left kidney. Two hours

later the rate was 41 and

24 drops respectively. Dur-

ing the gradually increased

rate a diminution of pulse

pressure had no noticeable

effect upon renal secretion.

Later on, however, when

the flow of urine had be-

come constant the effect of

decreased pressure, al-

though slight, was demon-

strable.

In general, as shown

in Figs. 4-7, the rate of

secretion varied directly

with the magnitude of the

pulse pressure. In marked

contrast to this are the

results shown in Fig. 8,

which indicate that in

addition to magnitude of

pulse pressure the sudden-

ness of pressure changes

may be a very important

factor in renal secretion.

It was found in certain

instances that on connect-

ing the air chamber with

the aorta, the magnitude

of the pulse pressure was

unchanged, sKghtly dimin-

ished or even increased

j£

• Figure 7. R. U. Urine flow in

s H drops from right kidney. L. U.
^ ^ Urine flow in drops from left kidney.

H.
_
Blood pressure recorded by Hiirthle manometer connected with lube E. 1 and 3.

Periods of normal pulse pressure. 2. Period of diminished pulse pressure. T. Time
in seconds.
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and yet in every case a copious secretion was abruptly stopped,

and held in check until the kidneys were again subjected to normal

pulse pressure.

In a specific instance: During normal pulse pressure there was

a rapid flow of urine. Connecting the air chamber probably re-

duced the pulse pressure i or 2 mm. Hg in the renal arteries, but

raised the mean pressure a few miUimetres. The secretion of urine

was stopped by some influence of the air chamber. It was held in

check for over three minutes. Recovery of normal secretion was

prompt on subjecting the kidneys to normal pulse pressure.

Of still greater interest are the results shown in Fig. 8, in

which the magnitude of the pulse pressure was increased 15 mm. Hg

A
I

B
I

C
I

I)
I

E

Figure 8. Four sevenths the original size. L. U . Urine flow in drops from left ivid-

ney. H. Blood pressure recorded by Hiirthle manometer connected with E. a,

c, e. Periods of normal pulse pressure, h. d. Periods of altered (increased) magni-
tude of pulse pressure produced by connecting the air chamber with the aorta.

on connecting the air chamber to the aorta. Whenever this occurred

a rapid flow of urine was suddenly stopped and held in check until

normal pulse pressure was again allowed to act upon the kidneys.

It will be noted that although the magnitude of the pulse pressure

may be unchanged, the form of the pulse curve is materially altered.

The normal pulse curve is composed of sudden pressure changes.

There is a sudden rise of pressure followed by a sudden fall in pressure

which is abruptly checked and momentarily held in check at the di-

crotic notch, there giving way to another sudden fall. Compare this

with the pulse curve obtained by the Htirthle manometer when the

air chamber is connected with the aorta. The most marked differ-

ences are the relatively gradual rise and fall of the Hmbs, the rounded

apex and especially the absence of the dicrotic notch. In other words,
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compared with the abrupt and rugged normal pulse it is a smooth

and swinging pulse. The shape of the pulse curve, the suddenness

of pressure changes, — vascular shocks may be very important

factors in secretion. Their significance will be considered farther on.

The Relation of Pulse Pressure to Qualitative

Changes in the Urine

Urine for analysis was collected in four experiments during which

no appreciable changes of mean blood pressure accompanied manipu-

lation of the pulse pressure. The urine was collected during ten-

minute periods; a period of normal pulse pressure alternating with

a period of altered pulse pressure. The amounts of chlorides, total

nitrogen, urea nitrogen, and albumin eliminated were determined.

For determination of chlorides the Harvey •* modification of the

Volhard method was used; for total and urea nitrogen Folin's ^

microchemical method; for albumin the heat and acid test, using the

amount of precipitate as an index to the amount of albumin present.

Tables III, IV, and V give data obtained from analyses of urine

from the four experiments mentioned.

In Table III A the rate of flow of urine was not registered by a

drop recorder. The urine was caught in test tubes. The flow during

period 2 (normal pulse pressure) w^as found to be 15 per cent faster

than during periods i and 3 (altered pulse pressure). The amount

of urea nitrogen ehminated per cubic centimeter of urine was prac-

tically the same in all the periods. But on account of the greater

elimination of urine during period 2, the absolute amount of urea

nitrogen ehminated during the period of normal pulse pressure tvas

greater than during the periods of diminished pulse pressure. The

amount of chlorides eliminated during the period of normal pressure

was both relatively and absolutely greater than during the periods

of diminished pulse pressure. The amounts of albumin eliminated

during periods i and 3 appeared to be in excess to that eliminated in

period 2.

Table III B shows analyses of urine gathered in 4 ten minute

periods in another experiment. Unfortunately the amount of urea

* Emerson: Clinical diagnosis, 3rd edition, 1911, p. 137.

5 Folin: Journal of biological chemistry, 191 2, xi.
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and total nitrogen eliminated per cubic centimeter of urine gradually

diminished as the experiment progressed. This may illustrate the

deleterious effect of diminished pulse pressure upon renal epithelium,

but was disconcerting in interpreting the results, in that it obscured

the momentary effects of pulse pressure changes. Table III B
therefore shows no perceptible relation between pulse pressure and

TABLE III

III.\
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Table IV shows analyses of 8 samples of urine from another experi-

ment. Samples 4, 5, 6 and 7 were collected during the first part of

the experiment and samples 18, 19, 20 and 21 two hours later.

Again as in the preceding experiment, the elimination of nitrogen

progressively diminished, the greatest percentage decrease occurring

at the beginning of the experiment. The momentary effects of varied

pulse pressure on nitrogen elimination therefore were again masked.

TABLE IV
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TABLE V

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

(3)

P.P.

19

15

35

21

17

19

19

17

17

3 6

^2

19.88

(4)

P.P.

16

20

19

15

19

19

7

3 £

Oxi

14.37

(5)

P.P.

4

9

8

9

9

12

12

10

12

10

16

6

6

11

17

17

17

19

14

J3
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Although the experiment shows no actual decrease of chlorides in the

urine eliminated during the periods of diminished pulse pressure, it

shows that a gradual tendency to increased elimination of chlorides

can be effectually checked by subjecting the kidneys to diminished

pulse pressure.

Tables V and VI give data from the last successful experiment.

The urine was collected over 5 periods— 4 periods of diminished

pulse pressure and i period of normal pulse pressure. The pulse

pressure was diminished slightly and to the same extent in periods

3 and 4, was normal during period 5 and again diminished to the same

extent during periods 6 and 7.

Table V gives the number of drops of urine secreted per minute

throughout the experiment. It shows very beautifully the gradual

development of a deleterious action of diminished pulse pressure

during periods 3 and 4, and 6 and 7, also the gradual recovery from

this effect during period 5 — of normal pulse pressure.

Table VI gives the chemical analyses of the samples of urine

collected during the five periods. In this experiment the tendency to

progressive decreased elimination of nitrogen was not so marked as

in the two preceding experiments. The relation of pulse pressure

to ehmination of nitrogen is therefore very clearly shown. The

percentage decrease of elimination of urea nitrogen during period 3

is unknown, but judging from data of other experiments it probably

was larger than the following decrease during period 4. The same

blood pressure conditions prevailed during periods 3 and 4. The

TABLE VI

No. P.P.
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percentage decrease of urea nitrogen elimination during period 4 was

9.57. During period 5 the pulse pressure was normal. The percen-

tage decrease of urea nitrogen elimination was only 8.3. Had the urine

been collected only during the latter half of period 5 the decrease

probably would have been much less. During the following period

(6) of diminished pulse pressure there was a very marked decrease

of elimination of urea amounting to 31.2 per cent. In the following

period (7) during which the same blood pressure condition prevailed,

there was a decrease of only 3.8 per cent. The marked changes in

elimination of urea occurred during periods in which the pulse pres-

sure was altered. The relation of elimination of total nitrogen to

pulse pressure as the table shows was in general similar to that

observed for urea nitrogen. In this experiment the urine was free

from chlorides and albumin. This total absence or diminution of

chlorides has been noticed by others ^, ^, *, ^, 1° especially when
sodium sulphate was used as a diuretic.

Theoretical Considerations and Discussion of Results

The nutrition of an organ is of utmost significance for its proper

functioning. The metaboKsm and gaseous exchange in the kidney is

very great and for that reason the volume flow of blood through the

kidneys must be considered as an important factor in secretion of

urine. Preliminary experiments, however, showed no change in

volume flow of blood accompanying pulse pressure changes as affected

by the methods herein described. But the mere fact that the volume

flow of blood is not changed does not necessarily rule out a deleterious

nutritive effect of diminished pulse pressure.

The gaseous exchange in the kidneys may be diminished by a

diminished pulse pressure as indicated by the works of Fleishel v.

Marxow.^^ He showed by experiment that the state of a gas in

* Brodie: Harvey lecture on renal activity, 1909-1910.

' Sollmann: This journal, 1902, viii, p. 155.

^Magnus: Archiv fiir experimentelle Pathologie und Pharmakologie, 1900,

xliv, p. 68.

5 Cushny: Journal of physiology, 1902, xxvii, p. 429.

'" Thompson : Journal of physiology, 1900, xxv, p. 487.

" Fleishel v. Marxow: Beitrage zur Physiologic, zu Ludwig gewidmet,

1887, p. 29. Quoted by Erianger and Hooker, loc. cit, p. 368.
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solution is markedly changed by shaking; that gas after agitation

in a solvent is more readily given up than if agitation were omitted.

He thinks that the gas is no longer in true solution, but in a state of

suspension and therefore more readily given up by the solvent.

He thinks that the shocks to which the blood is subjected plays an

important part in exchange of gases.

The massaging action of the pulse should also have a beneficial

effect on promoting a freer flow of lymph and an increased streaming

of protoplasm.

Such massage as results from pulse pressure may be beneficial

in still another way. Kahlenberg ^^ has shown the importance in

dialysis of stirring the solution in contact with the osmotic membrane.

Only by stirring can the maximum osmotic pressure be obtained; but

more important, the process of osmosis is materially hastened by

bringing fresh solution of stronger concentration in contact with the

membrane. It seemed, therefore, that massage might be of consider-

able importance, not only in bringing fresh solution in contact with the

renal cells but also in promoting diffusion of the solute through the

cell itself. If osmosis is simply a matter of solubihty and diffusion

of the solute, and provided the renal cellular protoplasm has no marked

activity of its own a pulsatile pressure would be of great theoretical

importance. The massaging action produced by a smooth swinging

pulse as described in Fig. 8 does not seem to be the fundamental

factor producing changes in secretion accompanying alterations of

pulse pressure. Whether the massage is not active enough to assist

in promoting diffusion or whether the lack of sudden pressure changes

brings about conditions which might counteract the beneficial effects

of massage is a question. This will be discussed later on under

filtration and molecular aggregates.

Brodie ^^ emphasizes the importance of the glomerulus as an organ

of propulsion, assisting in overcoming the resistance of passage of

urine through the tubules. The present experiments give no direct

evidence against or for that theory. In some cases complete oblitera-

tion of the pulse pressure had barely any effect upon the rate of urine

flow, while in other cases increasing the magnitude of the pulse pres-

'^ Kahlenberg: Journal of physical chemistry, 1906, .x, no. 3.

i« Brodie: Loc. cit.
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sure stopped the flow. While propulsion of the urine may be of im-

portance over long periods of time, these experiments indicate that

we must look elsewhere for the marked specific action of pulsation

on the activity of the kidneys.

The glomerulus has always been looked upon as a favorable site

for filtration, and since filtration is nothing more than the mechanical

process by which molecules or particles of matter are forced through

the interspaces of other molecules or particles of matter it seems very

likely that the normal pulsatile pressure might be more efficient than

a constant pressure; not only because the pulsatile pressure reaches

a higher level, but also on account of the relative behavior of small

and large particles to sharp light taps. The larger tend to remain

stationary, the smaller to take on the velocity of the impact. Take
for example a vessel, the bottom of which is porous enough to allow

the passage of fine grains of sand, and fill that vessel with a mixture

of fine and coarse grains of sand. Exerting a constant pressure on

this vessel above will have no effect on the passage of sand through

the pores, but if constant pressure is replaced by sharp, light taps

the results are entirely different. Not only are the finer granules

at the membrane assisted by agitation in their passage through

the membrane, but all the granules are rearranged — the finer

granules lying near the membrane and the coarser near the sur-

face. The finer granules, by means of a greater relative velocity

imparted to them than to the heavier granules possessing relatively

greater inertia make their way to the bottom of the jar; while the

coarser granules remain in position or are forced upwards by the

smaller granules.

A similar process may occur within the cell in which the organized

cellular structure represents the coarser granules with greater inertia

and the urinary constituents (water, salts, urea, etc.) not directly

combined with the cellular structure represent the finer granules. If

this process occurs it can readily be seen that the magnitude of the

pulse pressure is not the important factor in filtration, but rather

the abruptness of pressure changes — slight sudden vascular shocks

— may be of greater significance. Some records seem to support

this view. For instance the experiments in which the magnitude of

pulse pressure was increased when the air chamber was connected

with the abdominal aorta. In these cases the flow of urine was
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copious during the period in which the pulse pressure was normal,

but stopped abruptly when the pulse pressure was increased.

Attention has been called to the form of the pulse curve at this

time, the lack of any secondary waves, and the relative slowness of

pressure changes. In these cases of increased pulse pressure the air

chamber worked perfectly in taking up all sudden impacts, and trans-

forming them into a smooth swinging pulse. In some of the experi-

ments the air chamber did not work as perfectly in these respects.

Even though the pulse pressure was successfully reduced to a rela-

tively small magnitude the dicrotic notch was always in evidence.

In these cases, diminution of pulse pressure was not as effective in

slowing secretion as in other cases where the dicrotic notch was more

successfully eliminated.

The effects of mechanical shock upon living cells have received

considerable attention from Meltzer.^^ He considers mechanical

shock as a fundamental factor in the activity of living protoplasm and

that every kind of protoplasm or cell has an agitation of optimum

intensity for its growth. Of interest is Shacklee's and Meltzer's ^^

work on the destructive action of shaking upon proteolytic enzymes S ^

in which they find that pepsin, rennin and trypsin are completely

destroyed by shaking. Even the churning action of the stomach on

pepsin enclosed in rubber cots is sufi&cient to destroy the efficiency

of pepsin 40 per cent. Abderhalden and Guggenheim ^^ have shown

the destructive action of shaking upon tyrosinase.

Mathews ^^ found that the most careful transfer of starfish eggs

produced sufficient mechanical shock to cause parthenogenesis.

Mrs. Andrews ^^ working on the choana flagellata found that

agitation produced distinct changes in the viscidity of the protoplasm.

That the slightest tap on the cover slip, covei^ing the organisms under

observation, caused a distinct rigidity of the collar.

That mechanical shock is an important factor in the activity of

" Meltzer: Zeitschrift fiir Biologic, 1894, xii, p. 464. Johns Hopkins Hos-

pital reports, 1900, ix, p. 135. This journal, 1903, ix, p. 245.

»* Shaklee and MeXtzer: This journal, 1910, xxv, p. 81.

1^ Abderhalden and Guggenheim: Zeitschrift fiir physiologische Chemie,

1908, liv, p. 352.

" Mathews: This journal, 1901, vi, p. 142.

'8 Mrs. Andrews: Journal of morphology (supplement 1897), xii, pp. 492-498.
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protoplasm has been sufficiently demonstrated; but the question

arises what is the specific efi'ect of mechanical shock? Is it a general

effect upon the whole protoplasm of the cell favoring or retarding

metabolic processes, or is it due to some phenomenon favoring or

retarding a free exchange of material between the cell and bathing

medium as indicated by these experiments?

The relation of pulse pressure to renal secretion must be con-

sidered from two points of view: the beneficial effect of a pulsatile

pressure and the deleterious effect of a non-pulsatile pressure. In

some cases when the kidneys were subjected to diminished pulse

pressure for only a short time the secretion was stopped for an

hour. The question arises — is this prolonged after-effect due to a

deleterious action on the renal protoplasm itself or to a clogging

of protoplasmic interspaces hindering the normal passage of uri-

nary constituents through the cells?

The work of Ramsden and Winkelbach seems to be of significance

in this connection. Ramsden ^^ has shown the effect of shaking upon
a solution of egg albumin. A clear solution becomes turbid with

the production of fine coagulated strands of albumin which are no

longer soluble in the medium. More recently ^^ he has extended his

experiments to other solutions and suspensions. He found "that

quite apart from evaporation solid highly viscous coatings are spon-

taneously and more or less rapidly formed upon the free surfaces of

all proteid solutions; that similar coatings of solid or highly viscous

matter occurs on the free surfaces of a large number of non-proteid

colloid solutions and fine suspensions, and of a few apparently crystal-

loid solutions, and that they are formed also at the interfaces of solu-

tions which without being of high viscosity are capable of persistent

emulsion."

Ramsden found that "by simple mechanical means adapted to

produce heaping up of surface membranes, large masses of soHds

(mechanical surface aggregates) can be separated out from all proteid

solutions and from a large number of colloid solutions and suspensions."

Winkelbach -^ demonstrated the formation of molecular aggre-

1' Ramsden: Mann's Chemistry' of protein, p. 273.

2" Ramsden: Proceedings of the Royal Society of London, 1904, Ixxii.

2^ Winkelbach: Zeitschrift fiir angewandte Chemie, 1906, p. 1953. Quoted

from Freundlich: Kapillarchemie, p. 444.
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gates on shaking a solution of gelatine, egg albumin, and other solutes

with benzene or benzin.

If under diminished pulse pressure a thick viscous layer can form

at the interfaces of the renal cells and the bathing medium, as it does

at the interfaces of certain solutions, secretion might be markedly

varied by subjecting the cells to a pulsatile or constant pressure.

By the shaking action of the normal pulse the albumin in the viscous

layer might be heaped up into mechanical surface aggregates and kept

in coarse enough suspension to prevent its passage through the cells,

and at the same time continually break up the viscous layer and allow

a freer entrance of urinary constituents into the cells.

On the contrary by allowing the formation of a viscous layer by

diminishing the pulse pressure the albumin might be kept in fine

enough suspension to enter and pass through the cells into the tubules

— finally clogging the protoplasmic interspaces, thereby preventing

filtration. The rate of recovery of urine flow after a period of de-

creased pulse pressure may depend on the rate of resolution of albumin

which has bodily entered the cell.

Ramsden points out that the failure of proteids and other colloids

in solution to pass through a line filter without considerable loss is

largely due to the formation of surface membranes and mechanical

coagule upon the air, grease, and other suitable surfaces in the pores

of the filter. With the formation of these membranes the rate of

flow through the filter is decreased. Why if this phenomenon occurs

in a simple filter might it not be still more pronounced in living

cells, especially designed to prevent the passage of highly organized

substances such as albumin, from the blood?

From the foregoing it would seem that the relation of pulse pres-

sure to the ehmination of urine has a practical therapeutic bearing.

Drugs which increase the pulse pressure without markedly lowering

the blood pressure or producing undue constriction of the renal

vessels theoretically should be good diuretics. Among such drugs

are strophanthus and digitahs. Their marked diuretic effect has

long been noted. Concerning their mode of action various sugges-

tions have been made. But the effects of pulse pressure itself, which

is altered by the administration of these drugs, apparently has not

been taken into account. Judging from the marked changes in

secretion produced experimentally by altering the pulse pressure it
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would seem that the increased pulse pressure per se produced by

digitalis and strophanthus may account largely or the diuresis

produced.

Summary

1. A method has been described by which the pulse pressure in

the intact animal can be altered without materially changing the

mean blood pressure or vollime flow of blood through the kidneys.

2. Employing this method pulse pressure has proved to have a

specific effect of its own upon renal secretion.

3. It was found that normal pulse pressure exerted a beneficial

effect upon secretion of urine.

4. Constant or diminished pulse pressure produced by the method

described had a deleterious effect upon the activity of the kidneys.

5. The amount of urine eliminated, as a rule, varied directly

with the magnitude of the pulse pressure.

6. A few exceptions were noted which suggest that in addition

to magnitude of pulse pressure, the suddenness of pressure changes,

vascular shocks, may be an important factor in the secretion of urine.

7. The amounts of chlorides, urea, and total nitrogen eliminated,

as a nile varied directly with the magnitude of the pulse pressure.

8. In two experiments in which albumin occurred in the urine,

the amount ehminated varied inversely with the magnitude of pulse

pressure.

9. Various theories concerning the specific action of pulse pressure

on renal activity are discussed.

10. The practical therapeutic bearing of this problem relative to

the diuretic action of such substances as digitalis and strophanthin

are pointed out.

It is my pleasure to acknowledge here the suggestions and assist-

ance Doctor Erlanger rendered me in this work. I also wish to thank

Doctor Shaffer for the use of his laboratory for making chemical

analyses.
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DIRECT AND CROSSED RESPIRATION UPON STIMULA-
TION OF THE PHRENIC, THE SCIATIC, AND THE

BRACHIAL NERVES 1

By W. T. porter and ABBY H. TURNER
[From the Department of Comparative Physiology in the Harvard Medical School]

IN 1895 it was discovered that the respiratory impulse descends

from the bulb to the phrenic nuclei in the lateral column of the

spinal cord.^ At the level of the phrenic cells, the path divides. The
greater part of the respiratory fibres remain on the side of their

origin; the lesser part cross to the phrenic cells of the opposite side.

When the lateral column is severed between the bulb and the phrenic

nuclei, the diaphragm ceases to contract on the side of the hemisec-

tion. The arrest of that half of the diaphragm is not momentary,

but permanent, for the diaphragm has been found passive in rabbits

kept ahve for twenty-four days after the operation.^ Yet the phrenic

cells are not inhibited by the hemisection, for if the phrenic nerve

upon the opposite or active side be severed, the diaphragm on the

passive side (the side of the hemisection) at once begins to contract.

From these observations it was concluded that the crossed path

carried impulses which ordinarily did not rise to the threshold value

^ An account of this research was given to the American Physiological Society,

December 28, 191 1. This Journal, 191 2, xxix, p. xxxi.

* W. T. Porter: The Journal of physiology, 1895. xvii, p. 455.
' W. T. Porter and W. Mura,BERG: this Journal, 1900, iv, p. 334.
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necessary to discharge a motor impulse from the phrenic cells of that

crossed side. But when the phrenic nerve on the direct side was cut,

the impulses taking the crossed path to the opposite side were increased

and crossed respiration became possible.

This conclusion has recently been called in question ^ on the

ground that the stimulation of the central end of the phrenic nerve

in the cat causes reflex contraction of both sides of the diaphragm,

from which it is argued that the phenomenon described above is due

to the mechanical stimulation of the phrenic nerve by its section.

The afferent impulse thus set up might pass to the phrenic cells of

the passive (the hemisected) side and there call forth an efferent

impulse which would descend the phrenic nerve of the passive side

and cause that half of the diaphragm to contract. In this event,

crossed respiration would be due to a bulbar or purely spinal reflex,

and the evidence for a division of the bulbo-spinal respiratory tract

into a direct and a crossing portion would be destroyed.

We purpose in this communication to show (i) that in the rabbit,

the animal used by Dr. Porter, but upon which Messrs. Deason and

Robb made no observations, the stimulation of the central end of

the phrenic nerve calls forth no respiratory reflex whatever; and

(2) that in the cat, whose phrenic nerv^e has long been known to

carry afferent fibres, the freezing of the phrenic nerve upon the crossed

(uninjured) side causes the diaphragm on the direct (the hemisected)

side to resume its contractions, as in the rabbit, although the inter-

ruption of the physiological continuity of a nerve by freezing does

not stimulate the nerv^e

We shall also present observations upon the alleged frequency of

bilateral contractions of the diaphragm after hemisection.

• Method

In these experiments rabbits and cats were used. The animals

were etherized and tracheotomized and preparations were then made
to record the contractions of the diaphragm. It is here that the

unwary observer may come to grief. It may be stated positively

that accurate observation in this field requires special precautions

* Deason and Robb: this Journal, 191 1, xxviii, p. 57.
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for the section and stimulation of the phrenic nerve and demands
the direct inspection of the diaphragm.

The Section and Stimulation of the Phrenic Nerve. — The sec-

tion of the phrenic nerve in the neck is frequently fallacious because

the nerve often receives a branch from the brachial nerves posterior

to the point of section. It was for this reason that Porter advocated

grasping the nerve near the lirst rib and pulling it out of the chest.

^

By this procedure it is reasonably but not absolutely certain that the

lowest root of the phrenic nerve will be torn across. The following

protocol is instructive.

Experiment May 12, igii. In an anaesthetized rabbit the spinal cord

was hemisected. The diaphragm of that side ceased to contract.

Pulling out the phrenic nerve of the opposite side near the sixth nerve

was followed by bilateral contractions of the diaphragm. When the

nerve was found under the subclavian vein and pulled out there, the

ordinary one-sided crossed breathing at once appeared.

PuUing out the nerve from the neck is safe only when followed by

a positive — not a negative —• observation; e.g., if after this supposed

destruction of the nerve only the opposite side of the diaphragm

contract, the phrenic has been torn across distal to its lowest com-

ponent; but if both sides of the diaphragm contract, this last com-

ponent has escaped and both sides of the muscle are still connected

with the spinal cord. The truth of these remarks will be acknowl-

edged on reading Miss Turner's study in the preceding number of

this journal.^

In view of these dangers we have in this investigation severed the

phrenic nerve within the thorax.

It is even more necessary to use the intrathoracic rather than

the cervical portion of the phrenic nerve for electrical stimulation.

A glance at Fig. i in Miss Turner's paper ^ will show how very short

is the portion of the nerve accessible to stimulation in the neck; at

^ W. T. Porter: The Journal of physiology, 1895, xvii, p. 466, and especially

Experiment LXVIII, pp. 478-479.

^ Abby H. Turn'er: this Journal, 1913, xxxii, p. 66.

^ Abby H. Turner: loc. cii., p. 66.
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this point it is impossible to make sure that current has not escaped

to the brachial nerves.

The Observation of the Diaphragm. — The contractions of the

two halves of the diaphragm cannot be determined accurately by-

recording the intrathoracic pressure. Respiration may be carried on

by the muscles of the neck alone,^ or by the intercostal muscles, or by

the abdominal muscles. The part played by the intercostal and

abdominal muscles is seen in the following experiment.

Experiment April 20, igii. In an adult cat anaesthetized with ether, the

left half of the spinal cord was severed at the third cervical vertebra.

The left half of the diaphragm at once ceased to contract. Artificial

respiration was begun and the diaphragm was di\ided into two parts

by a median incision extending from the sternum to the vena cava.

The left half was connected to a recording lever. The right phrenic

nerve was severed within the thorax. Crossed respiration immediately

followed. The respiratory contractions of the intercostal muscles on

the right side continued unimpaired. The artificial respiration was

so regulated that the action of the diaphragm was uniform; there

was no dyspnoea. On stimulation of the central end of the divided

right phrenic nerve, and of the divided sciatic nerve, vigorous reflexes

were obtained from the intercostal and the abdominal muscles.

In another cat, traction upon the phrenic nerve within the thorax

caused strong contractions of the intercostal muscles.

It cannot be doubted that changes in the intrathoracic pressure

caused by such contractions of the intercostal and the abdominal

muscles may be attributed to the diaphragm when the observer

depends merely upon a tambour connected with the trachea or the

pleura. Nor can such errors be avoided by the inspection of the un-

opened thorax. It is frequently impossible to say whether a dimin-

ished excursion of the body wall upon one side is due to that side being

dragged passively by contractions of the opposite side or is the result

of a contraction feeble on one side and, by compensation, strong upon

the other. Even when the abdomen is open and the under surface

of the diaphragm viewed directly, experience is needed to avoid self-

deception, so closely do passive movements simulate contractions.

^ W.T.Porter: Journal of physiology, 1895, xvii, p. 457.
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Only when the artery which encircles the central tendon is seen to

approach the wall of the thorax may the spectator be certain that

the diaphragm on the suspected side actually does contract.^

For these reasons we have always observed the exposed diaphragm.

In some cases, the contractions were recorded by Head's method, in

which the diaphragm is reached through an opening in the hnea alba,

the median end of the ventral muscular slip fastened to the thoracic

wall, the xiphoid cartilage severed from the sternum, and the con-

tractions of the isolated portion of the diaphragm carried to a record-

ing lever by a thread passed through a hook in the split cartilage. In

other cases, the xiphoid cartilage and the contiguous part of the

sternum were cut away and the diaphragm divided in the middle

line back to the vena cava. The movements of either half could then

be recorded through a lever connected by a thread to the central

tendon. The abdominal organs were kept from interfering by broad,

smooth, metal plates suitably curved and carefully fixed in place.

This method has the advantage of using the main part of the diaphragm

rather than the less vigorous ventral slip. Both methods are open to

criticism in that the record is influenced by the movement of muscles

other than the diaphragm, particularly by general body reflexes.

These are apt to cause a change of level in the sensitive recording

lever, due to altered tensions in the thread connecting it to the dia-

phragm. It is usually easy, however, to distinguish in the record

such alterations from those due to changes in the frequency and

extent of the contractions of the diaphragm itself.

The STIMUL.A.T10N OF THE Central End of the Phrenic Nerve

IN THE Rabbit

During Normal, Direct or Uncrossed, Respiration. — In three

rabbits the central end of the cut phrenic nerve of one side was stimu-

lated with spinal cord and medulla intact, while a record was taken

of the movements of the diaphragm of the opposite side. No reflex

change in the rhythm or amplitude of the diaphragm's contractions

was found. A typical protocol follows.

^ Additional precautions are given by Porter and Muhlberg, loc. cit.,

P- 338.
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Experiment March 2g, igii. A rabbit was etherized and tracheotomized.

The contractions of the left half of the diaphragm were recorded by a

lever attached to the central tendon. The right phrenic nerve was

cut anterior to the diaphragm and the central end stimulated. The
secondary coil of the Harvard inductorium was at 4 cm. (a strong

stimulus; with the secondary coil at 12 cm. the current was still

perceptible to the tongue). No reflex was observed. To show the

sufiicient irritability of the animal the right sciatic nerve was pre-

pared and the central end stimulated with the secondary coil at 13 cm.

A strong reflex contraction of the diaphragm was observed.

Figure 1. Two thirds the original size. From the experiment of March 29, 1911. The
contractions of the left half of the diaphragm of a rabbit recorded by a lever attached

to the central tendon. The rabbit had received tifo grain of strychnine in the external

jugular vein. The electro-magnetic signal (second line) records three successive stimu-

lations of the central end of the phrenic nerve with a very strong current (the secondary'

coil at 4 cm. There is no reflex.) But a very brief stimulation of the central end of

the sciatic nerve with an exceedingly weak current (13 cm.) caused violent reflex con-

tractions. The lowest curve marks two second intervals.

As no reflex contraction of the diaphragm was obtained by stimu-

lation of the central end of the phrenic nerve under normal experi-

mental conditions, it was determined to increase the activity of the

respiratory centre by dyspnoea.

Experiment March 2j, igii. In an animal prepared as in the preceding

experiment, the artificial respiration was stopped and the central end

of the phrenic nerve stimulated during the progressive asphyctic

increase of the contractions of the diaphragm. The progressive
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change in respiration in the dyspnoeic animal was not influenced by

the phrenic stimulation.

The phrenic nerve was stimulated also in a rabbit whose irritability

had been heightened by strychnine, as follows.

Experiment March 2g, igii. As noted above, the contractions of the

left half of the diaphragm of a rabbit were recorded by a lever attached

to the central tendon of the diaphragm. One hundredth grain of

strychnine in sodium chloride solution was given by the external

jugular vein. Apparently spontaneous spasms occurred at intervals

and the increase in the irritability of the centres was also shown by

the response to sciatic stimulation. But the stimulation of the phrenic

nerve caused no reflex (Fig. i).

These experiments support the conclusion that in normal (direct)

respiration, the stimulation of the phrenic nerve does not cause a

reflex contraction of the diaphragm.

Phrenic stimulation during crossed respiration should now be

examined.

During Crossed Respiration. — In nine rabbits the spinal cord was

hemisected between the calamus scriptorius and the phrenic nuclei

Figure 2. Two thirds the original size. From the experiment of March 21, 1911.

The contractions of the left ventral slip of the diaphragm (Head's method) in a rabbit

with the spinal cord hemisected on the left side at the third vertebra. Prolonged

stimulation of the central end of the right phrenic nerve with a strong induction cur-

rent (7 cm.) produced no change in the contractions of the diaphragm. The lowest

line marks two second intervals.

and paralysis of the diaphragm on the operated side observed to

exist. The phrenic nerve of the opposite side was then severed and
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crossed respiration resulted. The contractions of the diaphragm

were recorded by Head's method or by a lever attached to the central

tendon. No reflex change in the rhythm or amplitude of the con-

tractions of the diaphragm took place on phrenic stimulation. Typical

protocols follow.

Experiment March 21, igii. An etherized rabbit was tracheotomized

and the left half of the cord was severed at the third vertebra. After

section of the right phrenic nerve the contractions of the left ventral

slip of the diaphragm were recorded by Head's method. Stimulation

of the central end of the right phrenic nerve cut within the thorax

caused no change in the contractions of the diaphragm.

Experiment March 25, igii. The left half of the spinal cord in a rabbit

anaesthetized with ether was severed about the third vertebra. After

section of the right phrenic nerve, the contractions of the left half of

the diaphragm were recorded by a lever attached to the central tendon.

The strong stimulation of the central end of the right phrenic nerve

cut near the diaphragm produced no reflex action but the very weak
stimulation of the right brachial nerves caused strong reflexes.

Experiment March 27, igii. In an etherized rabbit the cord was hemi-

sected on the left side at the third vertebra and the right phrenic

nerve was cut just anterior to the diaphragm. A lever was attached

to the central tendon on the left side of the diaphragm. The right

crural nerve was now cut and the central end weakly stimulated.

The crossed respiration of the left half of the diaphragm was for some

moments greatly increased, and during this excitement the central

end of the right phrenic nerve was strongly stimulated, but without

effect on the diaphragm.

Experiment March jo, igii. In an etherized rabbit whose irritability had

been increased by strychnine, the abdomen was opened and the dia-

phragm observed directly while the central end of the right phrenic

nerve was strongly stimulated. The crossed respiration due to the

left hemisection of the spinal cord was not affected by this stimulation.

In none of our experiments on crossed respiration in the rabbit

did the preparation of the phrenic nerve in the thorax or traction

there by pulling the nerve over a smooth glass hook cause bilateral

diaphragmatic contractions.

There is therefore no evidence of afferent fibres in the phrenic

nerve of the rabbit, the stimulation of which affects the movements
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of the diaphragm. Nor were reflexes in answer to phrenic stimulation

observed in any other part of the animal. The phrenic nerve in the

rabbit is apparently a purely motor nerve.

The Stimulation of the Central End of the Phrenic Nerve

IN the Cat

Three experiments were made on cats to demonstrate again the

existence of afferent fibres in the phrenic nerve of this animal. A
protocol follows.

Experiment April 20, igii. In an adult cat, anaesthetized with ether, the

spinal cord was hemisected on the left side at the third vertebra, and

a lever attached to the left half of the diaphragm, which had been

separated from the right half as far as the vena cava. Cutting the

right phrenic nerve in the thorax was followed by crossed respiration.

The artificial respiration was so regulated that the contractions of the

left half of the diaphragm were uniform ; there was no dyspnoea. On
stimulating the central end of the right phrenic nerve, the frequency

and force of the contractions of the opposite half of the diaphragm

were clearly altered. A similar reflex action on the diaphragm fol-

lowed the stimulation of the central end of the sciatic nerve. The

threshold value for the sciatic reflex was much lower than that for the

phrenic reflex.

The fact that the stimulus required for reflexes through the phrenic

nerve is so much stronger than that for the sciatic df brachial nerves

is in itself evidence that crossed respiration can hard'y be due to the

much weaker stimulus of section; but this possibility may be com-

pletely excluded by severing the phrenic nerve physiologically by a

method that cannot stimulate the nerve.

Crossed Respiration in the Cat Following the Freezing of

THE Phrenic Nerve

In December, 191 1, the spinal cord of an anaesthetized cat was

hemisected on the left side at the third vertebra and the thorax opened.

Only the right side of the diaphragm contracted. The right phrenic

nerve was carefully freed from underlying tissues in its course through
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the thorax and placed upon a small metal tube connected with a

reserv^oir of liquid carbon dioxide. On admitting the carbon dioxide,

frost formed on the tube and the nerve was frozen at the point

of contact. The right half of the diaphragm ceased to contract,

while on the left, or hemisected side, the diaphragm contracted

\dgorously.

Crossed respiration therefore cannot be due to the mechanical

stimulation of the phrenic nerve by section.

The Alleged Frequency of Bilater.\l Contractions of the

Dlu>hragm after Hemisection of the Spinal Cord

The earher students in this field noted many instances ^'^ in which

hemisection of the spinal cord between the bulb and the phrenic

nuclei was followed apparently by contractions of both sides of the

diaphragm. It is probable that almost all these observations were

erroneous. The difficulty of determining whether both halves of the

diaphragm are actually contracting is not generally appreciated.

Moreover, no one would beheve without much experience how diffi-

cult it is to sever completely one half the spinal cord. It is never

absolutely safe to trust to an ordinary cross-section, for the respira-

tory fibres are found in the lateral column which Lies so far within the

arch of the vertebrae that it is very difficult to reach all the fibres

with a knife. The use of a wire or other blunt instrument raises

always the doubt whether the fibres were sufficiently crushed. Under

these conditions, the only safe method is to hemisect the spinal

cord by making two incisions about three mm. apart and removing

the piece between. If this piece with its lateral column intact can

be laid upon the table all doubt is at an end.

When these precautions are observed, it will be found, that the

adult animals in which both halves of the diaphragm contract after

hemisection are so few in number that they may be classed reasonably

as anomaUes.

Thus in twenty-nine rabbits and dogs W. T. Porter noted only

two with bilateral respiration; in thirteen rabbits and two cats hemi-

'" This literature is cited by W. T. Porter in the Journal of physiology, 1895,

xvii, p. 462.
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sected by Porter and Muhlberg there was not a single instance of

bilateral contractions; nor have we observed one case in the present

series of thirteen rabbits and three cats. Crossed respiration was

indeed apparently present in two animals. In one of these (March 24,

191 1) the lateral column of the cord was found to be only partly

severed, so that the normal uncrossed pathway may not have been

interrupted. In the second case (May 12) on pulhng out the phrenic

nerve near the sixth nerve bilateral breathing appeared after hemi-

section. When the nerve was found under the subclavian vein and

pulled out there, the ordinary one-sided crossed breathing at once

appeared. In this instance it seems possible in view of the variety

in the phrenic nerve that the first section was incomplete and that

sufficient stimulus was given to the adjacent brachials to cause the

bilateral breathing. In no case did the preparation of the phrenic

nerve in the thorax or traction there by pulling the nerve over a

smooth glass hook cause bilateral diaphragmatic respiration, though

strong contractions of the expiratory muscles were noted on stimulating

the parietal peritoneum and pleura.

In an animal in which the cord was hemisected and which was

poisoned by strychnine, it was noted that the strong contractions of

the diaphragm in the strychnine spasms involved only one-half the

muscle, the paralyzed side remaining passive throughout. The

phrenics here were untouched.

In two cats on which observations were made, neither dyspnoea

nor the stimulation of the central end of either sciatic resulted in

bilateral breathing after hemisection of the cord and consequent

unilateral paralysis of the diaphragm. The preparation of the

opposite phrenic nerve in the thorax was also without effect as was

traction on the prepared nerve in the thorax. The reflex to the sciatic

stimulus was in general strong and while the paralyzed side of the

diaphragm was inactive, the active side changed its rhythm in response

to phrenic traction. On cutting the prepared phrenic nerve, crossed

respiration occurred at once in one case, and after slight sciatic

stimulation in the other. The good condition of the latter animal

was indicated by the continuance of crossed respiration unimpaired

for three hours.

All our data, therefore, point unmistakably to the conclusion

that hemisection of the cord arrests the contractions of the homo-
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lateral half of the diaphragm, with exceptions so infrequent as to be

anomalous.

Summary

1. In the study of crossed respiration, the section and stimula-

tion of the phrenic nerve within the chest and the direct inspection

of the diaphragm are of great advantage.

2. The accurate stimulation of the central end of the phrenic

nerve in the rabbit does not cause contraction of the diaphragm or

other reflex movements.

3. In the cat, reflex contractions of the diaphragm may follow the

stimulation of the phrenic nerve.

4. In the cat, a strong stimulus is required to call forth a reflex

with the phrenic nerve, while in the same individual a very weak

stimulus to the sciatic or the brachial nerves will cause reflex contrac-

tions of the diaphragm.

5. Hemisection of the spinal cord between the bulb and the

phrenic nuclei stops the contractions of the diaphragm on the same

side, but these contractions are at once resumed when the opposite

phrenic nerve is severed by freezing. A mechanical stimulus therefore

cannot be the cause of the crossed respiration.



CARBON DIOXIDE PRODUCTION FROM NERVE FIBRES
WHEN RESTING AND WHEN STIMULATED; A
CONTRIBUTION TO THE CHEMICAL BASIS OF
IRRITABILITY.!

By SHIRO TASHIRO
[From the Department of Biochemistry and Pharmacology, the University of Chicago, a)id the

Marine Biological Laboratory, Woods Hole, Mass.]

Introduction

THERE have been two theories of the nature of conduction —
one upheld among others by Hermann, that it was a prop-

agated chemical change; the other, at present the dominant view,

that it is a propagated physical change.

In 1 901 Professor Mathews suggested ^ that it was in the nature

of a coagulative wave propagated along the fibre; this coagulation of

the nerve colloids leading either directly or indirectly to the electrical

disturbance accompanying the impulse. At the time, there was no

evidence of chemical change in the nerve fibre, and its indefatiga-

bility seemed to point to an absence of metaboUsm. Certain facts

were known, however, which were difficult to reconcile with this phys-

ical theory. Darwin had observed that in Drosera,^ conduction

occurred only if the protoplasm had oxygen; and Mathews ^ observed

that salts would not stimulate a nerve, or, at any rate, their power of

stimulation was much reduced if the nerve remained in the body for

a time after death, or if the nerve were brought into the salt solution

in an atmosphere of hydrogen. This clearly indicated a dependence

of the irritability on oxygen.

^ The preliminary report of these investigations was given in part in Bio-

chemical section of Eighth International Congress for applied chemistry, Sep-

tember, 191 2. See original communications, Eighth International Congress of

applied chemistry, xxvi, p. 163. See also this Journal 1913, xxxi, p. xxii.

2 Mathews Century Magazine, 1902, pp. 783-792; Science, 1902, xl, p. 492.

' Insectivorous Plants, p. 57.

* Unpublished observations.
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This fact lead to a search for evidence of the chemical nature of

irritabihty and in a number of papers ^ it was clearly pointed out that

the anaesthetics were probably acting directly in a chemical manner

instead of indirectly, by affecting permeabiUty, and that probably

the anaesthetics acted by uniting with the protoplasm where Oo usually

took hold. This view was strengthened by the temperature coeffi-

cient of conduction, which is nearly that of a chemical reaction; by

the importance of O2 for artificial parthenogenesis; and by many other

facts some of which have recently been collected by Haberlandt,

Buijtendijk and others.

Although it has been estabhshed by repeated demonstrations, that

the nerve does not fatigue under ordinary conditions, as measured

by the method used in muscular studies, yet FrohHch ^ observed that

the nerve undergoes certain changes by long activity. Gotch and

Burch discovered " in 1889 that if two stimuli are successively set

up within ^^^r of a second, only one negative variation is produced.

This critical interval, or refractory period, is found to be altered by

temperature changes, by drugs, asphyxiation, and anaesthetics.^

Thus by prolonging the refractory period by partial anaesthesia, Froh-

Hch easily demonstrated that with a frequency of stimulation less

than this normal refractory period, stimulation of the attached muscle

no longer occurred. He interprets this as a phenomenon of fatiga-

bility of the nerve. Thoner's ^ observation seems to lead to a similar

interpretation, for he found recently that fatigability is less effec-

tive when the refractory period is shortened by high temperature.

There seems, then, to be fatigue in the nerve, but it cannot be

measured by an ordinary scale.

After the complete failure of the chemical detection of CO2 and

" A. P. Mathews: Biological bulletin, 1904-5, viii, p. 333; this Journal,

1904, xl, p. 455; ibid., 1905, xiv, p. 203; Biological Studies by the pupils of

William Sedgwick, 1906, p. 81; Journal of pharmacology and experimental

therapeutics, 191 1, ii, p. 234.

® Frohlich: Zeitschrift fiir allgemeine Physiologic, 1903-4, iii, p. 445. Ihid.,

P- 75-

^ GoTCH and Burch: Journal of physiology, 1899, xxiv, p. 410.

^ See Tait and Gunn, Quarterly journal of experimental physiology, 1908,

i, p. 191 ; Tait, ibid., 1909, ii, p. 157.

^ Thoner: Zeitschrift fiir allgemeine Physiologie, 1908, viii, p. 530; ibid.,

1912, xiii, pp. 247, 267, 530.
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acids in the excited nerve, Waller still believes that it must give ofif

CO2 when stimulated. In 1896, he showed, with an electro-physio-

logical method, that among other reagents, CO2, in minute quanti-

ties, increased the excitabiUty of the isolated nerve of the frog, and

that the normal nerve, when excited, also increased its activity.^''

From this he ingeniously formed the hypothesis that every activity

in the nerve fibre must be associated with CO2 production.

That there may be COo production in the nerve, but too small to

be measured by ordinary methods, is shown by the following calcu-

lations: A frog (Rana temporaria) gives off 0.355 gram of CO2
per kilogram per hour at 19 — 20° C.^^ A small piece of the nerve

fibre of the same animal, say i cm. in length, will weigh in the neigh-

borhood of 10 milligrams. Now, if the mass of the nerv-e respires at the

rate of the whole animal, it would give off about 0.0000007 grams of

CO2 during ten minutes. This calculation at once suggested that

the lack of positive evidence of metaboHsm in the nerve fibre was

not at all conclusive that such metabohsm did not occur, in view of

the limitation of the methods for the estimation of CO2. It was

evidently necessary to devise methods for the detection of very

minute quantities of CO2. Thus at Professor Mathews' suggestion

a new method for CO2 analysis was first devised, and then, under

his direction, I have undertaken to go back once more to the question

of CO2 production in the nerve fibre during the passage of a nerve

impulse.

To study the nature of metabolism involved in a tissue, one

should at least determine the oxygen consumption and the carbon

dioxide production. Inasmuch, as the present problem, however, is

concerned only with direct evidence for the existence of metabolism

in the nerve fibre, I have attempted to measure CO2 production

only, for it is true that the lack of oxygen consumption may not

necessarily indicate the absence of chemical changes, while the pro-

duction of COo will surely prove the presence of metaboHsm . Further-

more, as COo production is the only sure universal expression of the

respiratory activity in anaerobic and aerobic plant and animal tissue

in normal condition, the inquiry of CO2 production in an excited nerve

will not only concern the problem of the nature of the nerve impulse

^^ Waller: Croonian lecture, Philosophical transactions, London, 1896.

" Taken from Pott's figures. See figures in Table ix, p. 129.
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itself, but may, also, aid in forming a fundamental conception of the

tissue respiratory mechanism. In this way, if the protoplasmic irri-

tability has a direct connection with the cellular respiration, then

our idea of the general nature of the pharmodynamics of many
reagents on a Uving tissue may be essentially modified.

Methods and Materials

Two new apparati were constructed which will detect CO2 in as

small quantities as one ten-millionth of a gram and estimate it with

quantitative accuracy. The detailed method has been described in

a separate article.
^^

PreHminary experiments with these new apparati showed that the

sciatic nerves of dogs gave too large quantities of CO2 for my method

so that I was compelled to use a smaller nerve of a cold-blooded

animal for quantitative estimation. For exact measurements of CO2

production, I have used only two kinds of nerve, although I have used

a large variety of nerves in qualitative experiments. For a non-

medullated nerve fibre. Prof. G. H. Parker ^^ was so kind as to sug-

gest to me that I use the nerve trunk of the claws of the spider crab

(Labinia CaniHculata) which is a bundle of mixed sensory and motor

fibres. The frog, whose sciatic was used as a representative for

meduUated nerve, was exclusively Rana pipiens, obtained from

Indiana.

As my apparati in the present form cannot be used for a muscle

nerve preparation nor for the normal nerve in situ, the use of an

isolated nerve could not be avoided. Experimental factors thus intro-

duced should be carefully considered before we interpret the observa-

tion as a normal metaboHsm. This serious objection, however, can be

overlooked, as far as our fundamental question of different metabolic

activities before and after a stimulation is concerned, for Waller ^^

has demonstrated that the presence of excitabiUty in an isolated

nerve persists as long as nineteen hours provided that the electrical

changes correctly represent the state of excitability. Although

" See pp. 137-145-

" For this and other suggestions, I am under great obHgation to Dr. Parker.

" Waller: 1896, Brain, xix, p. 53.
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Herzen claims that under certain conditions of local narcosis the

nerve fibre may give an action current without any muscular con-

traction (Wedenshi and Boruttau both deny this), and Elhnson ^'^

recently demonstrated by the use of cinchonamine hydrochloride

the absence of negative variations without abolishing the excitability

of the nerve, yet evidences are now abundant to indicate that the

action current is a normal physiological phenomenon in uninjured

tissue expressing the simultaneous activity resulting in a corre-

sponding change in the peripheral organ. ^^ These facts, therefore,

must be taken as showing that as long as a negative variation remains,

the nerve is probably excitable; and that the phenomena observed in

the isolated nerve could be regarded as identical with that of a nor-

mal nerve as far as the passage of a nerve impulse in an isolated

nerve fibre is concerned.

CO2 Production from Resting Nerve

In this study of the metabolism of the resting nerve, particular

care was taken to select those fibres which were free from nerve cells.

The work of several investigators ^^ seems to indicate that tissue

oxidation is primarily concerned with the cell nucleus. Inasmuch

as the respiration in the central nervous system is certain ^^ and the

blood supply to fibres is seemingly scanty, the notion persists among
certain biologists that a nerve fibre should not respire since it has

no nucleus. In order to test the correctness of such an idea, I have

studied quantitatively the output of CO2 from various lengths of nerve

which are known to be free from nerve cells. ^^ Here is the result:

15 Ellinson: Journal of physiology, 191 1, xlii, p. i.

1^ For further details, see: Gotch and Horsley: Philosophical transactions

of the Royal Society, 1891, clxxii, p. 514; Bernstein: Archiv fiir die gesammte

Physiologic, 1898, Ixxiii, p. 376; Reid and McDonald: Journal of physiology,

1898-9, xxiii, p. 100; Lewandowsky: Archiv fur die gesammte Physiologic,

1898, Ixxiii, p. 288; Alcock and Seemann, ibid., 1905, cviii, p. 426.

1^ See Spitzer: Archiv fiir die gesammte Physiologic, 1897, Ixvii, p. 615;

M. Nussbaun: Archiv fiir mikroskopische Anatomic, 1886, xxvi, p. 485; R. S.

Lillie: This Journal, 1902, vii, p. 412.

1* L. Hill: Quoted from Hulliburton's Chemistr>' of nerve and muscle, p. 79.

1^ In this connection, I wish to express my indebtedness to Prof. H. H. Donald-

son for his kind advice.
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Non-Medullated Nerve Fibre. — (The nerve of the spider crab,

and apparatus 2 for the quaUtative, and apparatus i, for the quanti-

tative, estimations were used.) When I place the nerve of a spider

crab in the right chamber and no nerve in the left, and watch for the

deposit of barium carbonate, the drop on the right will soon be coated

with the white precipitate, but no precipitate whatever is visible with

a lens in the left. CO2 is thus shown to be produced by this resting

nerve. Now, by interchanging the nerve from the right to the left,

no nerve being in th^ right, we can convince ourselves of the correct-

ness of this conclusion, by eliminating any technical error which might

produce the different results in different chambers. The rate at which

the precipitate appears and the quantity of the precipitate, depends

on the size of the nerve. In fact, CO2 production from the resting

nerve of the spider crab is found to be proportional to its weight,

other things being equal, and is constant: For 10 milligrams per ten

minutes it gives 6.7 X 10-'^ grams at 15 — i6°c.

The quantitative determination of this amount is made in the

following manner

:

The claws of the crab are carefully removed, and, by gently

cracking them, the long fibre of the nerve trunk is easily isolated.

After removing the last drops of the water by a filter paper, the nerve,

with the aid of glass chop sticks, is carefully placed on the glass plate,^"

and quickly weighed. The glass plate with the nerve is now hung

on the platinum hooks in the respiratory chamber A, and then the

chamber sealed with mercury. The analytic chamber is now filled

with mercury in the manner described elsewhere,^^ and then the

apparatus is washed by CO2 free air as usual. The time when the

barium hydroxide is introduced to the cup in chamber B is recorded,

and the stop-cock between the two chambers is closed. When at

the end of ten minutes the drop at cut F is perfectly clear, having not

a single granule of the precipitate visible to a lens, thus insuring that

the air is absolutely free from CO2 then a known portion of the gas

from the respiratory chamber is introduced into the chamber below

in which the clear drop of barium hydroxide has been exposed, and it

is determined whether or not the amount of the gas taken contains

^^ The weight of this plate is known so that the weight of the nerve can be

determined very quickly. See p. 120.

" See pp. 138-139.
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enough CO2 to give the precipitate in ten minutes. If it does, a fresh

nerve is prepared and a less volume of the gas is withdrawn; if it

does not, a larger volume should be taken till the precipitate appears

within ten minutes. (See footnote, page 140.)

In this way, by repeated experiments with several fresh nerves,

a minimum volume of the gas for a known weight of the nerve which

gives a precipitate is determined. This minimum volume should

contain exactly a definite quantity of CO2 —^ namely i.o X lo"^

gram.^-

In this way, since we know the original volume of the respiratory

chamber from which this minimum volume is withdrawn, and since

we know the quantity of CO2 contained in this volume, it is easily

calculated, how much CO2 is produced by the nerve during the known

period. It should be understood that in determining the minimum
volume of gas taken from the respiratory chamber, a series of experi-

ments were conducted in order to calculate both the minimum volume

which just gives the precipitate and the maximum volume which

does not give the the precipitate for a known weight of the nerve for

a known period of respiration In the tables following, columns 8

and 9 refer to these volumes calculated from experiments.

Table I, gives the result for a non-medullated nerve.

Medullated Nerve Fibre. — For the quantitative estimation of

CO2 production from the medullated nerve I have taken a frog's

sciatic, using apparatus 2. The results given in Table II, obtained by

similiar methods, show that each ten milligrams of the frog's sciatic

nerve gives off 5.5 X lO"" grams for the first ten minutes.

A large quantity of nerves were tested and it was determined

whether or not all resting nerves give off CO2. As a result, I found

no exception in any of them. The following varieties of nerves

were examined:

1. Motor Nerve: Occulo-motor nerve of the skate. {Rata Ocallata.)

2. Sensory Nerve: Olfactory nerve of the same. {Raia Ocallata.)

3. Medullated Nerve: Sciatic nerve of the dog, frog, turtle, mouse;

optic nerve of the skate. {Both Raia Ocallata and Raia Erinecia.)

4. Non-Medullated Nerves: Nerves of the spider crab; olfactory nerve

of the skate. {Raia Ocallata.)

5. Nerve of Invertebrate: Spider crab's nerves.

" See p. 140.
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6. Nerve of Vertebrate : Nerves of frog, dog, mouse, squiteague {cynoscion

Regalis), and skate. {Both Raia Ocallata and Raia Erinecia.)

7. Nerve of Warm-Blooded Animals: Those of dog, mouse and rabbits.

8. Nerve of Cold-Blooded Animals: Frog, squiteague {cynoscion Regalis)

and skate. {Both Raia Ocallata and Raia Erinecia.)

From this I have concluded that isolated nerves of all animals

give off CO2. It remains, now, to consider whether this CO2 is the

product of normal respiratory activity or due to disintegration of the

dead tissue.

Is THE CO2 GIVEN OFF PRODUCED BY LiVING PROCESSES?

Comparison of Dead and Living Nerves. — In the first place, it

was thought that if COo was due to normal metabolism of a living

nerve, its production should be diminished when the nerve was killed.

The following result (Table III) is self explanatory.

TABLE III

Comparison between Normal and Killed (by Steam) Nerves of Spider Crab12 3 4 5 6 7

Date
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expect at the outset that if ether had no direct affect on the respira-

tory process, as some physiologists beheve, then the negative results

would not at all interfere with my contention. The fact is, however,

that either an isolated nerve directly treated with ether vapor or

urathane, or the nerve isolated from a deeply anaesthetized frog gave

a much less quantity of CO2 than the normal nerve isolated from a

normal frog whose heart has been cut away for a period of time equal

to that of etherization. Anaesthetics, then, diminish COo production

from an isolated nerve fibre. These experiments are being continued

quantitatively.

CO2 Production of Isolated Nerve at Successive Time Intervals.

— It was also thought that if COo production was due to bacterial

decomposition, although it is highly improbable for such a fresh

tissue, we may expect that either killmg by steam or treating with

TABLE IV

Showing Decreased CO2 Production by Long-Standing (Frog's Sciatic)12 3 4

Temperature
of room
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were left in Ringer's solution, and then the rate of the gas production

is determined with the different nerves removed at successive inter-

vals of time from the Ringer's solution for twenty-five hours. The

interesting results given in Table IV not only show that CO2 from the

fresh nerve is not due to bacterial decomposition, but it also indicates

that when such abnormal decomposition sets in, the output of gas

takes a sudden jump. This Table further shows that the vital process

by which CO2 is produced gradually slows up as the tissue approaches

death, indicating that the decrease of COo production is parallel to

the decrease of irritabihty of the nerve.

Increase of CO 2 on Stimulation. -— The most convincing evi-

dence of all that CO2 is formed by a vital process is the fact that

a stimulated nerve gives off more CO2 (Part II) indicating the

presence of normal metaboHsm in the Hving nerve which is accelerated

when the nerve is stimulated. Thus we may safely conclude here

that like any other tissue or organs, the nerve, too, respires whether

it has a nucleus or not, and that the rate of CO2 production is pro-

portionate to its weight, other things being equal.

CO2 Production from Stimulated Nerve

We have now come to our main inquiry, namely, is there any

chemical basis for irritability? Just what relation exists between

nervous activity and chemical changes is the question that a biologist

should consider before he attempts to build any conception of the

real dynamics of hving matter. For it is the phenomena of excita-

bility in the nerve fibre that has stood so long in the path of under-

standing protoplasmic irritabihty in general. As for the brain, it is

now established that certain chemical changes are involved during

stimulation and that definite chemical changes are associated with

pathological cases either in its chemical composition ^ or in the for-

mation of abnormal metaboHtes.^^ Aside from the confused facts

concerning histological changes in the ganghon cells of fatigued ani-

mals, Hill has observed, using Ehrhch's method of methylene blue

J^
Koch and Mann: Archiv of neurology and psychiatry, 1909, iv, p. 44.

'^ Dixson: Journal of physiology, 1899-1900, XXV, p. 63; Croftan: American

journal of the medical sciences, 1902, p. 150.
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for the determination of the rate of oxidation, that a spot of cerebral

surface, if stimulated, loses its blue color owing to the using up of the

oxygen.-^ In case of the nerv-e fibre, however, we have already seen

that no direct evidence has ever been presented to show any chemical

changes connected with its activity, although there has been some

indirect evidence. As considered before, the failure of the direct

detection of CO2 from the stimulated nerve must be due to the lack

of a delicate method. Thus using the new method we have already

demonstrated that a resting nerve gives off COo, and will now attempt

to prove that nerves give off more CO2 when stimulated.-^

Electrical Stimulation of non-MeduUated Nerve. — Owing to the

scope of delicacy of the new method, which is sensitive to as small a

quantity as i.o X lo"'' gram (an amount corresponding to the CO2

contained in J cc. of pure air), the utmost caution must be taken to

prevent any complication which may result in formation or absorption

of minute quantities of CO2. After I had found by experiment that

there is no appreciable increase of CO2 due to the direct electrical

decomposition in the nerve when stimulated by a weak induction

current and that several other forms of stimulation quaHtatively

confirmed the results obtained by the electrical stimulation, I have

naturally employed the induction current as a stimulant in all my
experiments on the quantitative estimation of CO2 production from

the stimulated nerve.
-'^

As Table V shows, the stimulated non-medullated nerve fibre of

the spider crab gives off 16. X lo"^ grams of CO2 for 10 milligrams of

" Hill: loc. cit.

2* Professor Carlson has very kindly called my attention to a recent publica-

tion from the Physiologisch Laboratorium der Utrechtsche Hoogeschool, in which

Buijtendijk reports that certain head nerves of fishes take up more O2 when

electrically stimulated. He could not, however, find any increase of O2 con-

sumption in the sciatic of the frog. Also see: Koninklijk Akademie van

Wetenschappen, Amsterdam, afd, xix, pp. 615-621.

Haberlandt also recently reports (Archiv fur Physiologic, 191 1, p. 419) that

the resting nerve takes up of O2, 41.7 - 33.4 cmm. at 19° - 24° per gram per

hour. When this nerve is excited, intake of O2 is increased. Since the respira-

tory quotient of the stimulated nerve is equal to that of the resting, he con-

cludes that when the nerve is excited, it must give off more CO2. He does

not, however, indicate how much CO2 is produced by stimulation.

" Use of non-polarizable electrodes was impossible for my apparatus, for the

presence of foreign liquid in the chamber interferes with CO2 estimation. As
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nerve for ten minutes, while a fresh resting nerve gave only 6.7 by

lO"" grams for the same units. The details of the methods are as

follows

:

The nerve of the claw of the spider crab is isolated as before. A
comparative estimation was made first. Two pieces of the nerve of

equal weights and length were placed separately on the two glass

plates, each nerve being laid across the electrodes of the plate, in the

manner shown in Figure i , In this way either nerve can be stimulated

at will. These glass plates are hung by their wires upon the platinum

wires fused into the side of the apparatus, these wires being con-

nected in turn with the induction coil. Under this condition, when

both nerves are not stimulated, the amounts of the precipitate are

equal in both chambers. However, when one of the nerves is elec-

C

Figure. 1. Glass weighing plate. A. B. Platinum wire fused in the rear of

the glass plate, with hooks. C. The nerv-e which is stimulated at D.

G. The plate proper.

I have the other piece of the same glass out of which this plate is made. This

piece of glass is weighed exactly equal to this weighing plate, so that any

wet tissue can be weighed very quickly. In order to make results more accu-

rate, no attempt was made to weigh closer than | milligram.

trically stimulated (the distance between the primary and secondary

coils was always more than 10 cm. using a red dry battery, the current

being barely perceptible on the tongue), not only does the precipitate

appear sooner in the chamber in which the excited nerve is placed,

but also the quantity of the carbonate is much greater.

To test whether the increase of CO2 production from the stimu-

lated nerve is due to the direct decomposing influence of the current,

or to the increase of metaboHsm produced by the passage of a nerve

long as we are not concerned with the electrical changes in the nerve, the use of

platinum electrodes instead, is not a great objection, provided that the current

is weak enough not to decompose the tissue directly, and that the duration of

stimulation is not very long.
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impulse, the following experiments were performed. If we assume

that the condition under which an electrical decomposition takes

place is the same both in the living and the dead nerve, then if the

increased CO2 is due to the current itself, we should expect that when

a killed nerve is stimulated by a current, it ought to increase CO2
production just as much. When I placed two nerves killed by steam

in each chamber, and stimulated only one of them, the stimulated

nerve did not give any more CO2 than the unstimulated, using the

same strength of current employed in the other experiments. In

the next place, it was thought that if the increase of COo is due to

direct electrical decomposition, not limited to the point of contact

with the electrodes, we ought to get a proportional increase of CO2
by altering the distances through which the current directly passes.

The fact was, however, that we could produce an increase of CO2
production by stimulating with electrodes 2 mm. apart as well as by

15 mm. apart. Increase of CO2, therefore, is due to nervous excita-

tion and not to the direct influence of the electric current itself.

With this consideration, I have proceeded to make a quantitative

estimation of COo from the stimulated nerve in the manner described

before. The results are shown in Table V.

Electrical Stimulation of Medullated Nerve. — With apparatus

2, the output of CO2 from the excited sciatic nerve of the frog has been

quantitatively estimated. As shown below, 10 mgs. of the sciatic

nerve gives off 14.2 X lo"" grams of CO2 during ten minutes stimula-

tion while the resting nerve of the same animal gave off 5.5 X 10-^

grams for the same units.

Mechanical Stimulation. — We have now established the fact that

when a nerve is stimulated by an electrical stimulus, it gives off more

CO2. In order to prove more conclusively that this CO2 production

is due to the passage of a nerve impulse, I have employed several

other means which are known to have dcfmitc influence on excita-

biHty of the nerve. So far, the use of these methods has been

confined to qualitative experiments, but the results are a sufficient

confirmation of the observations made by electrical stimulation. I

cite them here as a preliminary report.

Since the ordinary method for mechanical stimulation cannot be

applied directly to the nerve in my apparatus in its present form, I

used a different method, namely, crushing the nerve. That, when a
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protoplasm is smashed, there occurs vigorous chemical changes, is

shown by several investigators. Fletcher -^ reports that injured

muscle gives off more CO2 than the normal.

. Later he and Hopkins -^ discovered that muscle, under a similar

condition, is richer in lactic acid.

Dr. Mathews has observed a similar activity in crushed eggs of

Arbacia. Quite accidently, I have discovered that a fresh nerve, too,

when crushed with the rough edge of a glass rod gives off more CO2.

This increase of gas production from the injured nerve, I take to be

due to mechanical stimulation. To test .this h}pothesis, I rendered

the nerve unexcitable by means of ether and 0.2 m. solution of KCl,

which is known to abolish excitability of a nerve.^°

Under these conditions, I observed no increase of gas production

when the nerve is crushed. Therefore, the metabolism existing in

the living nerve must be accelerated by this stimulation when it is

injured.

This interpretation, however, is not accordant with that of Fletcher

and Hopkins, on muscle. In studies of lactic acid formation in muscle,

they found that lactic acid is spontaneously developed, under anae-

robic condition, in excised muscle, and that fatigue due to contractions

of excised muscle is accompanied by an increase of lactic acid. In

an atmosphere of O2, there is no survival development of lactic acid

for long periods after excision. From a fatigued muscle, placed in

Oo, there is a disappearance of lactic acid already formed. But this

disappearance of lactic acid, due to oxygen, does not occur, or is

masked, at supraphysiological temperature (e. g., at 30 ). Now
traumatic injury to an irritable muscle too produces a rapid develop-

ment of acid. Since, however, in this case the disappearance of lactic

acid due to O2 does not occur, they conclude that one essential condi-

tion for this eft'ect of oxygen appears to be the maintenance of the

normal architecture of the muscle. Thus they contend that the

increase of the lactic acid by mechanical injury is not due to stimula-

tion, but must be due to tissue destruction.

They, however, did not determine, as far as I know, how much
the output of CO2 is aft'ected by treating the injured tissue with O2.

^^ Fletchek: Journal of physiology, 1898-9, xxiii, p. 37.

" Fletcher and Hopkins: ibid., 1906-7, xxxv, pp. 261, 288.

"> Mathews: This Journal, 1904, xi, p. 463.

1
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Unless it is proven that CO2 production from the injured muscle is

quantitatively equivalent to lactic acid formed, their interpretation

cannot be appUed to the injured nerve, for in the case of the " plateau "

of the survival muscle respiration, when in complete loss of irritabihty,

the lactic acid yield remains stationary. Hill calculated that the CO2
production corresponds to the amount hberated from the carbonate

of the tissue by the lactic acid formed .^^

Furthermore, if their interpretation is apphed to the nerve, the

fact that etherized nerves or nerves rendered unexcitable by KCl do

not increase CO2 output when crushed, cannot be explained. The

fact that only excitable nerves when injured increase their CO2 pro-

duction, is a sufficient proof that some sort of stimulation is applied

to the nerve when crushed, the tissue destruction, no doubt, following

afterward. The increase of CO2 production on crushing the Hving

nerve and its absence on crushing the anaesthesized nerve is the point

that I want to emphasize here in order to confirm my results obtained

by electrical stimulation. I may add here that a perfectly parallel

increase of CO2 by crushing has been observed in dry seeds, including

wheat, wuld oats, Lincoln oats, Swedish select oats, leaves of Japanese

ivy, and spinal cords of rabbit.^-

Chemical Stimulation. — The study of the nature of chemical

stimulation has been so thoroughly made ^ that at first it was thought

that chemical reagents would be ideal as stimuh.

It was soon discovered, however, that the presence of minute

quantities of a foreign liquid is such a disturbing factor that stimula-

tion by salt solutions could not be used for quantitative experiments.

With a quahtative analysis, however, I found a variety of evidences

which show that the nerve stimulated chemically gives off more CO2,

and that the nerve rendered less excitable by reagents decreases CO2

production.

When each sciatic nerve of a frog is isolated and one is left in the

normal saUne in one case, and in the body of the frog in the other, for

the same length of time, and then transferred to the two chambers of

the apparatus, if the quantities of the precipitate are compared, it is

found that the nerve which has been in normal saline gives more CO2.

'^ Hill: Journal of physiology, 191 2, xliv, p. 481.

'^ Fuller discussion of these will appear in a subsequent paper.

^ Mathews: This Journal, 1904, xl, p. 455; 1905, xiv, p. 203.
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It is known that normal saKne stimulates frog's sciatic nerves. The

different rates at which CO2 is produced from the different nerves

treated by various concentrations of KCl is equally instructive. It

is known that when a nerve is placed in a molecular solution of KCl,

a stimulation takes place for a considerable time. Then it finally

becomes unexcitable,^^ whereas, .2 m. KCl solution aboUshes nervous

excitability in a short time without primary stimulation. The CO2

production follows exactly analogous to this. The nerve treated with

the stronger solution gives more COo than that of a weaker solution.

This was true even after both nerves became unexcitable, showing

that the nerve must be giving off more CO2 while being stimulated

by the stronger solution. Although my quantitative data are not

complete at this stage, this preliminary statement is sufficient to show

that the nerve chemically stimulated gives off more CO2. It may
be added in passing that the different solubility of COo in the different

concentrations of these salts solutions cannot explain these results

solely by a physical interpretation, for there is not enough difference

in the solubiHty of CO2 in dilute equimolecular solutions of KCl,

and NaCl, whose effect on CO2 production is so divergent, the former

salt diminishing, the latter increasing it.

Heat Stimulation. — It may be recalled in Table I that high tem-

perature increases the output of CO2 from the resting nerve. A
respiratory process should increase proportionally to the temperature.

Raising of temperature, however, not only increases the rate of res-

piration, but also (particularly by sudden changes of it) stimulates

the nerve. A very interesting fact is observed in connection with

the killing of the nerve. When the nerve is killed gradually by a

slow increase of temperature, it gives off more CO2 than when killed

suddenly, the determination being made after both are killed. CO2

production from the dead nerv^ e under this condition must be due to

the diffusion of the gas which was formed previously, just as Fletcher's

dead muscle is charged with CO2 gas. The different outputs of COo

between slowly killed and suddenly killed nerves cannot be accounted

for unless we assume that in one case, CO2 is produced more while

being killed than in the other. Whether such increase of CO2 produc-

tion, however, was due to the acceleration of normal respiration by

the slowly increasing temperature, or due to direct stimulation caused

'* Mathews: loc. cit.
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by heat, or due to both, cannot be decided here unless we consider the

relation between excitation and tissue respiration.^^

It is hoped that we may have a better understanding of this matter

when we study the temperature coefficient of normal respiration of the

nerve. At present, we are satisfied to state only that there is a strong

evidence to support the conclusion that heat, too, increases CO2
production from the nerve.

Discussion of the Results

Comparison of Metabolism of Non-Medullated and MeduUated

Nerve. —• Although it appears ridiculous to attach any significance to

the marked similarity in the magnitudes of CO2 production from non-

meduUated and medullated nerves, the temptation is irresistible to

comment on the high output of CO2 from the non-meduUated nerve

fibre. Let us study the Table following (Table VIII), in which a

summarized comparison is given.

TABLE VIII

Nerve
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non-medullated nerve should be reduced more from the figures found

for the isolated nerve, than that of the medullated one. In other

words, by lowering 6.7 X lo"' gram which is the value for resting, non-

medullated, isolated nerves, the rate of increase of CO2 by stimula-

tion in the uninjured nerve would become higher than 2.4 times, and

probably higher than 2.6 times, which is the rate for the medullated

nerve. This greater effect in the non-medullated nerve is what we

should expect if our present conception that conduction is in the

axis cylinder only, is correct. Before any accurate comparison of

the increase of CO2 production on stimulation of non-medullated and

medullated nerves can be made it will be necessary, however, to

determine how much of the CO2 from the resting nerve is due to injury

alone. Before we consider this point seriously, also, we should deter-

mine the metabolic activities of greater numbers of nerves of different

animals. Such an investigation is at present useless until we deter-

mine more quantitatively the relation between CO2 production and

the various strengths of stimulation and the degree of excitability.

If any uniformity of CO2 output in respect to anatomical varia-

tions is discovered, light may be thrown on the function of the

medullary sheath and other differentiations.

However insignificant these results may be as far as the similar

rates of the gas production of these two nerves is concerned, it should

be strongly emphasized that technical error plays no part in these

determinations. Inasmuch, as we are dealing with such an extremely

small amount of the gas, it is quite natural for those who are not

familiar with my apparati to suspect, by a hasty inspection of my
results, that the small differences I found under different metabolic

conditions may be due to mere experimental variations. For this

reason, particular attention is called to a detailed description of the

quantitative method I used, especially the footnote on page 144,

where I have cited a series of determinations of unknown quantities

of CO2 in testing my apparati. I may repeat here that my experi-

ments with the spider crab and the winter skate were done at Woods
Hole^^ during the summer of 191 1, while those with the frog were

done in Chicago during the winter of 191 2. Under these different

conditions, I have not only used the different sizes of nerves, but also

'^ I take great pleasure in acknowledging my indebtedness for the kind accom-

modation offered me by Drs. Lillie and Drew at Woods Hole.
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experimented with two different apparati, the respiratory chambers

of which have had entirely different capacities.'^^

Comparison between the Metabolism of Resting Nerves and that

of Other Tissues. — To compare the rate of metabohsm of the nerve

with that of other tissues is a matter of no great physiological value

on account of great variations which do not afTect equally the rate

of COo production Simply to give a better picture of the scope of

nervous metabohsm, however, let us make the following comparison:

Since there is no exact determinations made on either the other organs,

or the whole animal, in the case of the spider crab, I have quoted those

of the nearest Crustacea of which data are available. (Table IX).

TABLE IX

Animals
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Active Nerves. — That the nerve increases its CO2 production

approximately 2.5 times when stimulated, is in accordance with our

conception of the metabolism of other acting organs. Just how much

increase of CO2 takes place during functional activity of an organ or

organisms depends on conditions as well as on habits of different organs

and animals. Pettenkofer and Voit^^ report that a man (weighing

70 kgs.) gives off when working 0.76 grams per kg. per hour, while

resting only .56 gram. Barcroft^^ found that the submaxillary gland

when stimulated by the chorda tympani gives off 3-7 times more

CO2 than the resting gland. In the case of contracting muscle, the

results are very contradictory. Hermann ^^ found that the contract-

ing muscle gave off 9.3 per cent of CO2 (by volume) while the resting

one, only 1.4 per cent. Tissot ^^ and other workers also found a

similar increase of CO2 from contracting muscle. Minot,^^ working

with Ludwig, maintains that there is no relation whatever between

CO2 production and muscle tetanus. L. Hill ^^ and Fletcher ^^ both con-

firmed Minot's work by finding no increase of CO2 production from

muscular tetanus. According to Fletcher, the increase he found in

CO2 production from a contracting muscle in a closed vessel is due to

the rigor. Under this condition, he believes, increased formation of

lactic acid is responsible for liberating CO2 already produced. In

either case, it is understood that functional activity in the muscle is

accompianied by an increase of metabolic activity. It is difficult to

compare this increase of metabolic activity of the muscle with that

of the nerve unless we determine how much and what I ind of metabol-

ism takes place in contracting muscle.

Respiration Quotient of the Nerve Fibre. — As quoted before

Haberlandt found that a resting nerve consumes 41.7 to 83.4 cmm.

O2 for I gm. for an hour at 19° — 24°. Although he has not deter-

mined chemically the production of CO2 he could easily read the

respiration quotient by means of the index fluid. Thus he found

39 Pettenkofer and Voit : loc. cit.

^° Barcroft: Ergebnisse der Physiologic, 1908, vii, p. 735.

^1 Hermann: Stoffwechsel der Muskeln, Hirschwald, Beriin, 1867.

^ Tissot: Archives de physiologic, 1894-5, (5) vii. p. 469.

'^ Minot: Arbeiten aus der physiologischcn Anstalt zu Leipzig, 1868, p. i.

" L. Hill: See Schafcr's Text Book of Physiology, 1898, i, p. 911,

« Fletcher: Journal of physiology, 1898-9, xxiii, p. 68.
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that the respiratory quotient of the resting and acting nerve is nearly

unity. Since he found that O2 consumption is increased when stimu-

lated, and since the respiration quotient remains constant before and

after the stimulation, he concluded that it must give off more CO2

when stimulated. It is very interesting to compare the O2 consump-

tion in this experment with the CO2 production of mine.^*^

Taking his lowest figure, because he worked in 19° — 24° and I in

19° — 20°, 41.7 cmm. of O2 amount to .00007 cc. for 10 milligrams for

ten minutes. My figure of 5.5 X lO"' grams for the same units may be

translated to .00027 cc. of CO2 (ignoring temperature and pressure

CO2 00027
correction). Therefore —r- = = 3.8, the respiratory quotient.

O2 00007

As I have not determined O2 consumption of the nerve of Rana pipiens,

this figure has no particular value, but the fact that the CO2 produc-

tion is comparatively higher than O2 consumption is a matter of

considerable interest.

One of the most important observations made by A. V. Hill
'*^

is the fact that he could not detect any rise of temperature in a frog's

nerv'e as measured by an apparatus which is sensitive to a change of

one-miUionth of a degree. From this, according to his calculation,

he concludes that not more than one single oxygen molecule in every

cube of nerve of dimension of 3.7 /a can be used up by a single propa-

gated nerve impulse. Therefore, he suggested that an impulse is

not of irreversible chemical nature but a purely physical change.

Although, I confess, my ignorance makes it impossible to interpret

his valuable results from my observations, I may add that these two

apparently irreconcilable facts may throw hght on the true nature of

nervous metabohsm. Dr. Mathews has suggested that metaboHsm

in the nerve may be something of the order of alcoholic fermentation,

which is not a direct oxidation, and where heat production cannot

be so large as CO2 production, since the energy content of glucose is

only a trifle higher than that of the alcohol produced. The compara-

tively little heat production in the case of working glands is a matter

of interest in this connection. At any rate we should not forget the

*^ He used Rana esculenta, which, by the way, gives for the whole animal

.082 g. CO2 per kg. per hour at 17° according to Schultz. IMy frog was Rana

pipiens.

" Hill: Journal of physiology, 191 2, xUii, p. 433.
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anatomical as well as the chemical differences between muscle and

nerve. In this respect the ratio between CO2 production and O2

consumption from the nerve is suggestive.

The extremely small intake of O2 has another point of interest in

relation to the general nature of irritabihty. It has been repeatedly

reported that a nerv^e can remain excitable several hours in an oxygen-

free atmosphere, although there is no doubt its excitabiUty diminishes,

yet there is a considerable amount of evidence to show that oxygen

is very closely associated with the state of excitability. To har-

monize these two facts, the oxygen-storage h>pothesis has been

suggested, by which the exhaustion is attributed to complete consump-

tion of the stored oxygen and that excitabihty is restored when

atmospheric oxygen is readmitted. Without committing ourselves to

this hj'pothesis, I may add that according to Haberlandt's figure, the

resting nerve of 10 milligrams will consume only .0042 cc. O2 in ten

hours. If we take our figure and assume that one volume of oxygen

was necessary to produce one volume of CO2 (this assumption is made

without any significance except to give a liberal estimate), the CO2

production would require about .015 cc. of O2 for ten hours. And if

we assume again that activity will increase O2 consumption in propor-

tion of CO2 production, then it means that the nerve when stimulated

takes up only .03 cc. of O2 during ten hours stimulation. I am not

aware, at present, of the existence of any method which will surely

remove O2 as completely as this from a large vessel; and this is a

very Hberal estimate. My experiences in rendering the air free from

CO2 encourages me to raise the question, How can one remove every

trace of O2 from a nerve fibre? Without having a correct criterion

for an oxygen-free medium we cannot at present consider definitely

any question of the relation of O2 to irritability.

Conclusion

In spite of all the negative evidence against the presence of meta-

bolism in the nerve fibre, we have estabhshed three important facts:

namely, (i) A resting nerve gives off a definite quantity of carbon

dioxide; (2) stimulation increases CO2 production; and (3) CO2

production from the resting nerve proportionally decreases as irri-
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tability diminishes. These facts prove directly that the nerve con-

tinuously undergoes chemical changes, and that nervous excitabihty

is directly connected with a chemical phenomenon. There is still

another question left, namely, Is there any direct relation between

excitability and tissue respiration? To put this question more directly,

we may ask: Does excitability depend on the respiratory process in

the protoplasm? To answer these questions we must refer to two facts;

namely the direct relat on between the rate of respiratory activity and

the decrease of excitability; secondly, the influence of reagents on

CO2 production and their effects on the state of excitability.

By the studies of CO2 production by Fletcher ^^ lactic acid forma-

tion by Fletcher and Hopkins,''^ and heat evolution by A. V. Hill,^°

it has been established that in isolated muscle, respiratory processes

decrease when irritability diminishes. In the case of the nerve,

as shown in Table 3, CO2 production reaches this minimum when

excitability approaches zero. These relations, however, do not show

conclusively that the protoplasmic irritability depends on respiratory

activity, for it is quite probable that the dying nerve may alter its

physical condition as well, which according to the physical school,

may consequently alter the state of excitabihty.

That irritabiUty is independent of the respiratory processes has

been hitherto successfully contended in the case of the dry seed. The

works of Horace Brown, Thiselton-Dyer '"^ and others indicate that

the dry seed can be kept alive at the conditions where no ordinary

gaseous exchanges are possible. It is argued, therefore, that life is

possible without any metabohc activity.-''^ While a definite poten-

tiality for irritabihty may exist without any metabohc activity, yet

that the irritability can persist without respiratory activity, or vice

versa, is a matter by no means settled. In the case of ordinary

air-dry seed. Waller could demonstrate the response of electrical

changes when stimulated although the detection of CO2 was impossi-

" Fletcher: loc. cit.

** Fletcher and Hopkins: loc. cit.

^ A. V. Hill: loc. cit.

^^ Thiselton-Dyer: Proceedings of the Royal Society, 1897, Ix") P- 160;

ihid., Ixv, p. 361.

^2 I am indebted to Professor Crocker for his kind suggestion as to botanical

literature.
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sible. This failure, however, as he himself expected, was due to the

lack of deUcacy of the chemical methods for detecting CO2. I ob-

served, with my apparatus that even a single kernel of a dry seed

gives off a definite quantity of CO 2 as long as it is alive. In ordinary

condition not only a living dry seed gives off more CO2 than the dead

one, but also like the nerve, 'it always gives off more CO2 when stimu-

lated by mechanical injury. In the normal condition, therefore, we

may safely conclude, there is always metaboHc activity as long as

the seed is irritable, and that in the different states of irritabihty,

the respiratory activity is proportionately different. At present,

therefore, we have no decided evidence which will prevent us from

considering excitabiUty as a function of respiration under ordinary

conditions. This relation is more directly studied by the use of

anaesthetics.

I have already demonstrated that an etherized nerve gives off

considerably less CO2 than the normal. Such an etherized nerve will

not give more CO2 when it is crushed. This may be interpreted

by some to mean that the etherized nerve may be already dead.

This, however, is not the case. This objection, also, I have considered

by studying the nerve treated with KCl.

When the nerve is treated with .2 m KCl and then crushed, it does

not give an increase of CO2 production. Mathews has shown that

while a .2 m. KCl solution renders the nerve unexcitabie, yet it will

recover its excitabihty by being replaced into n/SNaCl. These two

facts, therefore, support the idea that any agents that suppress excita-

bihty of the nerves also decrease the CO2 production and that CO2

production by crushing the nerve must be largely due to stimulation.

This hypothesis is strikingly supported by similar observations on

the dry seed. Etherized seeds give much less COo and cannot be

stimulated to give more CO2 by crushing, while under normal con-

ditions, crushing a seed always increases its CO2 production. Quan-

titative experiments in this direction will be given in another paper.

These facts directly support Mathews' hypothesis that substances

which suppress irritability must act on the tissue respiration pri-

marily. If such an hypothesis is correct, we can easily picture what is

happening in the nerve fibre. Vernon ^^ considers that a tissue

contains certain substances which can absorb oxygen from their sur-

" Vernon: Journal of physiology, 1909-10, xxxix, p. 182.

I
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roundings to form an organic peroxide, and by the help of a peroxidase

can transcr this to amino acid and carbohydrate molecules bound up

in the tissue, just as H2 0^^^ can oxidize, with the help of an activator,

an acid of formula R. CHNH2 COOH to CO2, NH3 and an aldehyde

RCHO, and then oxidize this aldehyde to RCOOH and ultimately to

CO2 and H2 O. Poisons such as HNC, NaHSOs and NaF, which he

found to decrease CO2 production, temporarily paralyzed respiration,

he thought, by uniting with aldehyde groups, while formaldehyde, acid

and alkali temporarily paralyze CO2 forming power of the tissue by

destroying the peroxidase. The organic peroxide, though it can still

affect some oxidation, cannot of itself carry it to the final CO2 stage.

Recovery of CO2 forming power is due to the regeneration of the

peroxidase.

Although I doubt that such a process occurs in nervous respiration,

the idea of two similar metabolic phenomena involved in the nervous

metabolism is very helpful to understand the behavior of the nerve

during continued activity. Most recently Tait discovered that a

refractory period has two phases, absolute and relative.^^ When
he treated the sciatic nerve of a frog with yohimbine, the relative

phase is greatly prolonged, while the absolute one is little affected,

a result quite different from other common anaesthetics. Waller^®

has already observed that protoveratrin slows up the positive

variation of the nerve, while the negative variation is little in-

fluenced. Waller contends that this drug does not alter cata-

bolic change, but retards anabolic activity to a considerable

degree. Since pharmocological action on animals of protoveratrin

and yohimbine are very similar, Tait concludes that these drugs

must attack the nerve in similar manner, and that a refractory period,

too, must consist of two phases corresponding to the cataboUc and

anabolic processes which Waller observed in the case of protovera-

trinized nerves. Thus, he considers that his " absolute phase " of

the refractory period corresponds to negative variation or catabolic

process of the nerve, and the " relative " to the positive return or

anabolic. Yohimbine, in other words, retards anaboHc processes con-

siderably, thus prolonging the refractory period, or increasing nerve

" Dakin: Journal of biological chemislry, 1908, iv, pp. 63, 77, 81, 227.

" Tait: Journal of physiology, 191 2, xl, p. xxxviii.

^ Waller: Brain, 1900, xxiii, p. 21.
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fatigue easily. These considerations suggest very strongly that the

absence of fatigabihty in the nerve as measured by the ordinary

methods, is not a question of absence of metaboHsm, but merely the

speed by which these two processes come to an equilibrium.

Although we have an infinite number of facts still unexplainable,

by our present knowledge of nerve physiology, we have established a

few new facts around which we may build up some idea concerning

this most essential phenomena of living matter, — i.e., irritability.

As to the true nature of the nerve impulse, I can only confess my
ignorance.

Summary

1. All nerve fibres give off CO2. The resting, isolated nerve of

the spider crab produces 6.7 X lo"^ gram per 10 milligrams per ten

minutes. The frog's sciatic 5.5 X lo"'^ grams.

2. When nerves are stimulated they give oft" more CO2. The

nerve of the spider crab claw produces 16. X lO"^ gram when stimu-

lated, the frog nerve 14.2 X lo"^ grams. The rate of increase of

CO2 by stimulation amounts to about 2.5 times.

3. The CO2 output of resting nerve is due to a vital active process.

4. Anaesthetics greatly reduce the carbon dioxide output of nerves

and dry seeds.

5. Mechanical, thermal and chemical stimulation also increases

the carbon dioxide output of nerves.

6. Single dry living seeds (oat, wheat, etc.) react in most par-

ticulars similar to nerves as regards their irritability, relation to

anaesthetics, mechanical stimulation and carbon dioxide outputs.

7. The general conclusion is drawn that irritability is directly

dependent upon and connected with tissue respiration and is primarily

a chemical process. These results strongly support the conception

that conduction is of the nature of a propagated chemical change.

To Prof. A. P. Mathews, under whose direction I have carried on

these experiments, I express my appreciation and gratitude. For

many suggestions, I am under obligation to Dr. F. C. Koch.



A NEW METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR THE
ESTIMATION OF EXCEEDINGLY MINUTE

QUANTITIES OF CARBON DIOXIDE ^

By SHIRO TASHIRO
[From the Department of Biochemistry and Pharmacology, the University of Chicago, and the

Marine Biological Laboratory, Woods Hole, Mass.]

IN connection with the study of the metabohsm of the nerve fibre,

I undertook, at the suggestion of Prof. A. P. Mathews, to work

out a method for the detection of exceedingly minute quantities of

carbon dioxide. Following a suggestion made by Dr. H. N. McCoy,

a very simple method was devised, which I reported first to the

Chicago Section of the American Chemical Society; ^ later in con-

junction with Dr. McCoy, its further details were reported to the

Analytic Section,^ of the Eighth International Congress of Applied

Chemistry. The principle of the new method is as follows:

1. Exceedingly minute quantities of carbon dioxide can be precipi-

tated as barium carbonate on the surface of a small drop of barium

hydroxide solution.

2. When a drop of barium hydroxide is exposed to any sample of

gas free from carbon dioxide, it remains perfectly clear, but when

more than a quite definite minimum amount of carbon dioxide is intro-

duced, a precipitate of carbonate appears, detectable with a lens.

3. By determining, therefore, the minimum volume of any given

sample of a gas necessary to give the first visible formation of the

precipitate, its carbon dioxide content can be estimated accurately,

since this volume must contain just the known detectable amount of

carbon dioxide.

* One of these apparati was described at the biochemical section, Eighth

International Congress of applied chemistry, September, 191 2; see also, Journal

of biochemistry, 1913, xiv, p. xli.

* May 18, 1912.

' Original Communication: Eighth International Congress of applied chemis-

try, 1912, i, p. 361.
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I have constructed two apparati, based on this principle, which

are especially adapted for the estimation of the output of carbon diox-

ide for very small biological specimens. With these apparati, one

cannot only detect easily a very small amount of gas, given off by a

small dry seed, or a small piece of a frog's sciatic nerve, but can also

estimate it with considerable accuracy.

The apparatus shown in Fig. i

consists of two glass bulbs. The

upper bulb A, is a respiratory

chamber, having a capacity of about

15 c.c, which can be diminished to

9 c.c. by means of mercury. The

lower bulb B is an analytic chamber

with a volume of 25 c.c, which can

be made to 5 c.c. by filling up with

mercury. These two bulbs are con-

nected with a capillary stop-cock D.

The respiratory chamber is fitted

with a tight glass stopper, R, which

is connected to a three-way capillary

stop-cock C. This glass stopper is

so arranged that the chamber can

be sealed by putting mercury above

the stopper.

The tubes are thick walled capillaries of about i mm. internal

diameter, excepting upturned tubes inside the bulbs, which should

be rather thin walled, especially at F and H, where it is widened to an

internal diameter of about 2 mm. It is important that the glass of

which these tubes are made should be of a quahty not readily attacked

by barium hydroxide.

The details of the method of procedure are as follows:

The apparatus is first cleaned and dried. ^ The specimen is

^ The apparatus is made in such a way that it can be cleaned and dried in

ten minutes without being taken apart. For this, the stop-cock D is closed and

E and L are opened. The arm at L is connected to the suction pump. Then

a little acidulated water is introduced through G. By closing E, and opening D
and G, the excess of water is drained off. Then the process is repeated with dis-

tilled water, alcohol, and alcohol ether. The last drying is completed by passing

a current of air through G while D is closed.

Figure 1

One-third the actual size.
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placed on a glass plate ^ and weighed. The glass plate is hung on

n and m, which are electrodes fused into the side of the respiratory

chamber A. The chamber is now closed with the stopper R and

sealed with mercury. Through L, a connection is made with a

pump ^ and about 20 c.c. of mercury is introduced through G. Not
too much mercury should be used; its surface should not be within

5 mm. of the cup F. Then wash the whole apparatus with carbon

dioxide-free air/ which is introduced through C, by successive

evacuations. After the evacuation and washing out with pure air,

which is repeated three or four times, the pressure inside of the bulbs

is made equal to the atmospheric pressure by adjusting it at the nitro-

meter in the usual fashion. Stop-cock E is then closed, and the

space between E and L is evacuated so that the barium hydroxide

can rush in, a process which is very advantageous to obtain a clear

barium hydroxide solution. Then clear barium hydroxide solution

is run in through L. By opening E very slowly and carefully, the solu-

tion is now introduced into the chamber so that a small drop stands

up upon the upturned end of the capillary at F. Then the connection

between the two chambers is closed by D. It is imperative that this

drop of the solution should be perfectly clear at the start. If no

deposit of barium carbonate forms on the surface of the drop within

ten minutes,^ a portion of the sample gas is drawn into B by with-

drawing mercury through G and opening the stop-cock D. The

volume of mercury withdrawn, which may be readily determined by

volume, or more accurately by weight, gives the volume of the sample

^ The kind of glass plate used in connection with the nerve and small animals

like Planaria is shown on p. 1 20, Fig. i . (The first paper.)

® The pump should be capable of giving a vacuum of at least 25 or 30 mm. of

mercury.
'' Air cannot be freed completely from carbon dioxide by passing it through

wash bottles. In my work, carbon dioxide-free air is prepared by shaking air with

twenty per cent solution of sodium hydroxide in a tightly-stoppered carboy, fitted

with suitable tubes. When this is to be used, it is driven into a nitrometer which

is filled with less concentrated alkaline solution (a weak solution is used so that

the chamber may not be too dry) by displacing it by running in a solution of

sodium hydroxide. After each evacuation, this air is introduced from the nitro-

meter into the chamber A through stop-cock C.

* If no precipitate appears within ten minutes, it is a sure control that the

apparatus is free from carbon dioxide.
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gas taken from the respiratory chamber, since the pressure in A and

B is kept equal to the atmospheric during the transfer.

One now watches the surface of the drop at F with a lens to see

whether any formation of barium carbonate occurs within ten minutes.

With this apparatus, I have repeatedly introduced accurately known

quantities of carbon dioxide of very high dilution into B in the manner

just described and as a result have found, with remarkable regularity,

that i.o X lo-^ gram of carbon dioxide is the minimum amount

which will cause a formation of barium carbonate within a period of

ten minutes. Smaller amounts of carbon dioxide give no visible

results; while larger amounts give a deposit more rapidly, and appear

in larger quantities. This minimum detectable amount i.o X lo-^

gram is about the amount which is contained in g c.c. of natural air,

in which we assume 3.0 parts of carbon dioxide in 10,000 by volume.^

In order to determine the concentration of carbon dioxide in the

respiratory chamber, one must first find, for the apparatus used, the

minimum detectable amount of carbon dioxide. Then one finds, by

trial, ^° the minimum volume of gas necessary to give, the first visible

formation of barium carbonate. This volume must, therefore, con-

tain the known minimum detectable amount of carbon dioxide. From
the ratio between this volume and the original volume of the respira-

tory chamber, out of which this amount is withdrawn, the absolute

' Letts and Blake: Proceedings of the Royal Dublin Society, 1899-03, ix,

p. 107.

^° In the case of biological problems, when the specimen gives off carbon

dioxide continuously, and sometimes at different rates, varying with the time, it

is much simpler not to attempt to determine the minimum volume by a continuous

trial with the same sample; but instead to repeat the experiments with a series

of samples of known weights for a known time, and determine the minimum
volumes which give the precipitates, and the maximum volumes which do not

give the precipitates. In this way, it can easUy be calculated what is the mini-

mum volume which gives the precipitate for the given weight of the specimen for

a given time. Table I on page 114 will illustrate this more clearly.

Another upturned cup H provided in the respiratory chamber A is used in

case only the qualitative detection of CO2 is wanted. In such a case, the perfectly

clear barium hydroxide solution is introduced, after the necessary cleaning and

washing, to the respiratory chamber, forming the usual drop at H instead of F.

It should be noted that in case a smaller capacity is necessary for the respiratory

chamber, the mercury is introduced by a pipette to the bottom of the chamber

at K.
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quantity of carbon dioxide, given by the specimen, may be

computed.

At the suggestion of Dr. F. C. Koch, another apparatus was con-

structed, which provides a control drop of the barium hydroxide

solution, side by side with the other. The apparatus (Biometer) shown

in Fig. 2, although it appears complex, is nothing more than apparatus

I, inclined 90°, but each of its chambers is provided with a barium

hydroxide cup d and f. It is made of glass consisting of two respi-

ratory chambers, serving also as analytic chambers, connected by a

three-way stop-cock L, the other arm of which is connected to one

arm of another three-way &top-cock K. Each of the other two arms

of stop-cock K is connected to a nitrometer W and X. The nitro-

FlGURE 2. Biomclcr, one-third actual siiic.

The shaded portions of the apparatus indicate the rubber connection which is first

coated by shellac, and then sealed with a special sealing wax. Some parts are

also sealed with mercury.

meter on the right, is connected to a carboy with air free of CO2; and

the other, on the left, to a similar reservoir with air free of CO2 plus

any gas which is desired as a medium for conducting the experi-

ment. Chamber A is drawn to a capillary stop-cock C; chamber B

is drawn to the three-way stop-cock G, one arm of which is con-

nected with a mercury burette T, which is used for adjusting the

pressure. Both of the chambers have a capacity of 20 to 25 c.c.

and are provided with a pair of platinum electrodes n and m, and

also with the glass stoppers S and R, which can be sealed as usual

with mercury. The pump is connected through J, and the barium
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hydroxide solution is introduced through V to d and f, where drops

are formed as before.

As stated above, this apparatus can be used for the combined

purposes of quaUtative detection, quantitative estimation, and com-

parative determination of the output of CO2 from the various biolog-

ical specimens. It has a decided advantage over the other in the

fact that we have a control drop, side by side, under exactly the same

conditions, and that the comparative estimation of CO2 produced by

different specimens can be made very easily and accurately. The de-

tailed method of procedure is described under three different headings:

(a) For the Qualitative Detection of Carbon Dioxide. — After

the apparatus is cleaned and dried, ^^ a weighed tissue is placed on the

glass plate and hung on n and m of the chamber A, and no tissue in

the other chamber. After both chambers are closed with the stop-

pers S and R and sealed with mercury, they are so filled with mercury

that the remaining volumes in both chambers are now exactly the

same. The chambers are now evacuated and washed with pure air.

When evacuation and washing with pure air is complete, the pressure

is made atmospheric, by adjusting with the nitrometer the connec-

tion between A and B is then closed with stopcock L. If any CO2
is given off by the tissue, the desposit of carbonate will soon appear

on d, while in the control chamber the drop on f remains perfectly

clear. In order to avoid any possible error of a technical nature this

experiment is repeated by exchanging the chambers, now using

chamber B for the respiratory chamber and the other A as a

control.

(b) For Comparative Estimation of CO 2 from Two Dififerent

Samples. —• By repeated quantitative experiments, it was found

that the speed with which the first precipitate appears and the sizes

of the deposits on the drops at d and f represent corresponding quanti-

ties of carbon dioxide. Thus with remarkably simple means, we can

determine simultaneously the comparative outputs of the gas from two

different tissues or from the same tissues under different conditions.

The method of procedure is best illustrated by the following example.

Two pieces of the sciatic nerv^e are isolated from the same frog and

exactly weighed. One piece is laid on one glass plate, and the other

" This, too, can be cleaned and dried without being taken apart. See foot-

note on p. 138.
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on the other plate in such a way that one part of the nerve Hes across

the electrodes of the glass plates as shown in Fig. i, page 120. In

this way, when the plates are hung on the electrodes n and m, any

desired nerve can be stimulated with the induction current. These

I>lates are now hung on the electrodes in each chamber, and the usual

i:)rocedure is followed for the cleaning and the washing of the appara-

tus to make it CO2 free. After the connection between the two

chambers is closed by means of stop-cock L, the nerve in chamber

A is stimulated by the current. Then if one can watch over the

surfaces of the drops carefully from the start, he finds the first deposit

of the carbonate on cup d of chamber A in which the stimulated nerve

is placed. Later, the total amount of the precipitates grows much
larger in the case of this cup. This increased output of the carbon

dioxide from the stimulated nerve, thus observed, can be duphcated

by repeating the similar experiment, after exchanging the chambers,

as usual. This comparative estimation can be more accurately made

by exact quantitative measurement, the method for which the follow-

ing will illustrate.

(c) For Quantitative Measurement of Gas. — The detailed

method is exactly analogous to that of apparatus i. Here we use

chamber B as the respiratory chamber and A as the analytic cham-

ber. Barium hydroxide should be introduced into chamber A only

at d, and the stop-cock F is always closed except at the time of wash-

ing. The pressure should be adjusted by mercury burette T, or by

the potash bulb of the nitrometer. In case the mercury burette is

used, the remaining volume in the respiratory chamber should be

recorded.^- The introduction of a known amount of gas from the

respiratory chamber B to the analytic chamber A is accomphshed

by withdrawing the mercury from C into a very narrow graduated

cyHnder, while the stop-cocks L G and H are opened. After a quick

adjustment of the mercury burette to equalize the pressure, the stop-

cock L is closed and the presence of carbonate is looked for exactly

in the same manner as described in connection with the other appara-

tus, determining the minimum volume that gives the precipitate for

the known mass of tissue for a known time.

'^ The bulbs are marked at the point where their capacity became 15 c. c.

by introducing mercury. The variation of capacity can easily be read by noting

the mercury burette.
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In summarizing, I may emphasize the following points:

1. Particular care must be taken to test the air-tightness of the

apparatus.

2. Purifying the air must be done with greatest care, as this is

essential.

3. The apparatus must be perfectly dry.

4. A weak suction pump cannot be compensated by frequency of

washing.

5. As long as the ratio between the c.c. taken from the chamber

and the original volume of the chamber is needed, it is most

important to have the pressure in A and B equal to the atmos-

pheric. If this is accompHshed we can neglect any caution against

pressure and temperature variations — a correction which is always

necessary for ordinary methods of analysis of exceedingly minute

quantities of any gas.

In devising this method and in constructing this apparati, I am
under great obhgation to Professors McCoy and A. P. Mathews and

to Dr. F. C. Koch.

In order to test the accuracy with which an estimate of concen-

tration of carbon dioxide could be made, many determinations were

carried out with samples of air which contained accurately known

concentrations of carbon dioxide prepared by Dr. F. C. Koch. The

experimenter did not learn the concentrations of the samples until

after the analysis had been completed. In making up the test sam-

ples, pure carbon dioxide, made by heating sodium bicarbonate was

diluted with the carbon dioxide free air several times in succession,

as illustrated by the following example: 5.5 c.c. of pure carbon diox-

ide was diluted to 52.0 c.c. over mercury and thoroughly mixed;

5.5 c.c. of the first mixture was diluted to 52.0 c.c; i.i c.c. of

the second was diluted to 50.7 c.c; of this third mixture 5.6 c.c.

was received from Dr. Koch. I diluted this a fourth time to

255.6 c.c. to form a mixture to be analyzed. The following observa-

tions were made: 0.5 c.c. was introduced into the apparatus and pro-

duced no precipitate in ten minutes; 0.5 c.c. more of the same sample,

gave no precipitation in another interval of ten minutes; 0.5 c.c. more,

a total of 1.5 c.c, was run into the bulb. In six minutes the first

evidence of a precipitate appeared on the surface of the drop at

d of apparatus 2 and in eight minutes was well developed. Since
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the amount of carbon dioxide required to give the precipitate is i.o

X 10-'' grams, this amount is contained in 1.5 c.c. of the sample

or I c.c. contained 6.7 X lo"'^ grams of carbon dioxide. The

amount of carbon dioxide actually contained in the sample was

5-5 X 55 X 7-1 X 5-6 ^
^ sy ,—— — — 7 c.c. = 6.2 X 10-^ grams.

52 X 52 X 50.7 X 255.6
^

In six such determinations, all made with samples the concentra-

tion of which were unknown to the experimenter at the time of the

analysis, the results given in the following table were obtained

:

\'olume of sample re-

quired to give a

precipitate



STUDIES ON THE PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF

PROTOPLASM

I. The Physical Properties of the Protoplasm of Certain

Animal and Plant Cells

By G. L. kite
[From the Hull Laboratories of Biochemistry and Pharmacology, University of Chicago]

Introduction

ALTHOUGH the living substance of animal and plant cells

was correctly interpreted by Dujardin and von Mohl in

the second quarter of the nineteenth century, almost nothing is

definitely known of the physical state of protoplasm. Properties

described by such adjectives as glutinous, slimy and hyaline were

recognized by the early microscopists, who were forced to study liv-

ing cells and tissues.

During the last fifty years an extensive literature has growTi up on

the subject of the structure of protoplasm. For the purposes of

this paper, these investigations may be divided into two groups. The

first group comprises those studies on the structure of protoplasm,

made with the aid of fixatives. A large part of our knowledge of

the morphology of the cells and tissues of animals and plants is the

direct result of the development of fixing methods.

The errors involved in the attempts to determine the true molar

structure of protoplasm by the use of fixing reagents have been pointed

out particularly by Flemming,^ Berthold,^ Schwarz,^ Fischer,'* and

Hardy. ^ In this connection, it will suffice to state that Hardy's con-

clusion that fixing reagents always cause structural changes in pro-

^ Flemming: Zellsubstanz, Kern und Zelltheilung, 1882, Leipzig.

^ Berthold: Studien iiber Protoplasmamechanik, 1886, Leipzig.

* ScHWAKZ: Cohn's Beitrage zur Biologic der Pflanzen, 1887, v, p. i.

* Fischer: Archiv fiir Entwicklungsmechanilc, 1901, xiii, p. i.

^ Hardy: Journal of physiology, 1899, xxiv, p. 158.
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toplasm that are frequently very different from the normal living

substance, has never been refuted. Hence, at least, it does not seem

that more than an approximation of the actual structure of pro-

toplasm can be attained by the use of fixatives. Besides, this method
is worthless as a means of investigating the physics of protoplasm.

The papers that fall in the second group deal with the study of

living cells. Strassburger,^ Wilson," Foot and Strobell,^Lundegardh^

and others have shown that many of the structural elements of the

mitotic figure can be seen in living animal and plant cells. Numerous
investigators have pointed out the presence of granules, vacuoles,

and fibrils in various types of unfixed cells; but for the most part,

the studies on living cells have been made for the purpose of decreas-

ing the error due to the use of fixing reagents.

All such investigations are open to several sources of error.

Hardy ^^ writes that the process of dying produces structural changes

in the cell substance, since coagulation appears to occur in all dying

cells. Many cells are certainly quickly asphyxiated when mounted

for microscopical examination in the usual manner. I have been

able to overcome, largely, this source of error, by the use of an open-

end moist chamber, that does not appear to interfere with normal

respiration.

A second source of error is due to the nature of the optical prin-

ciples involved in microscopical vision. Many years since Abbe "

demonstrated that the optical image is a diffraction pattern produced

by the object and that under certain conditions the image may be

quite different from the object. More recently, Porter,^^ experi-

menting under ordinary working conditions, has described a number

of interesting examples of this sort. Porter ^^ says, "Images were

formed which were utterly false in their smaller details, and other

images were profoundly modified by the presence of structure lying

' Strassburger: Zellbildung und Zelltheilung, Jena, 1880, iii. Auflage.

' Wilson: Journal of morphology, 1899, xv, Suppl.

* Foot and Strobell: American journal of anatomy, iv, p. 199.

' Lundegardh: Jahrbucher fur wissenschaftliche Botanik, li, p. 236.

^^ Hardy: Journal of physiology, 1899, xxiv, p. 158.

" Abbe: Archiv fiir mikroskopische Anatomic, 1874, ix, p. 413; Gesam-

melte Abhandlungen, 1904, i, p. 45.

^^ Porter: Philosophical magazine, 1906, ii, p. 154.
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entirely beyond the focal plane." Such facts should serve to make

it evident that one can easily fall into error in interpreting the optical

image of a Hving cell. Porter^- recommends "a working knowledge

of the phenomena and laws of diffraction," as a safeguard against

this form of error.

The third and by far the most important source of error is due

to the peculiar and little known optical properties of living matter.

The phenomena of reflection, refraction, absorption, dispersion, inter-

ference, diffraction ^^ and a scattering action on hght ^^ are all exhib-

ited by this substance, with the result that a correct interpretation

of the image of a living cell is frequently impossible. Further-

more, many cells are so opaque and turbid that the interior is not

visible. Cloudiness or turbidity is almost a universal property of

protoplasm and appears to be due chiefly to dispersion, refraction,

diffraction, and the scattering action on Ught of the colloidal par-

ticles which may be considered as the real structural units of all

protoplasm.

Globules, granules and cell walls frequently show diffraction

halos that are difficult to interpret in undissected cells.

The aim of this investigation is to determine the physical state

and the molar structure of protoplasm. The methods are radically

different from those heretofore used, and are believed to be adequate

for this purpose. Dissection and vital staining are used to deter-

mine the truthfulness of the optical image and the actual structure

of cells. Unfortunately, the amount of the error involved in the

employment of these methods depends entirely on the skill of the

experimenter; but it is believed that the error becomes quite small

with complete mastery of the methods.

The structural changes that cells may undergo during the time

" Excellent expositions of the principles of physical optics are given by:

Wood, R. W: 1911, Physical Optics; Drude, P.: 1912, Lehrbuch der Optik;

Preston: 1901, Theory of Light.

" Lord Rayleigh (Philosophical magazine, xli, p. 107) has pointed out that

reflection and refraction have no application unless the surface of the disturbing

body is larger than many square wave-lengths. The turbidity of protoplasmic

sols, then, is due entirely to the scattering action on light of the minute aggre-

gates of the disperse phase, while reflection, refraction, diffraction, dispersion

and a scattering action on light are all seemingly involved in the production of

turbidity by gels.
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required for their dissection is a possible source of error that may-

appear, at first sight, to be very difficult to control. Certainly-

many biologists hold the view that cells rapidly undergo important

morphological changes following mechanical injury. With few

exceptions it has not been found difficult to follow the structural

changes that occur in cells that are being dissected; but the really

remarkable fact is the marked slowness of such death changes

as granulation, fragmentation and general coagulation, following

mechanical injury.

It seems best to limit this introductory paper to a description of

selected types of widely different cells and in future publications to

treat systematically, selected types of the principal phyla of animals

and the chief groups of plants.

The special literature bearing on this investigation will be dis-

cussed in subsequent papers.

A review of such well-known theories as those of Biitschli,

Flemming and Altmann lies outside the province of this paper.

Methods and Material

The development of a really adequate method for the dissection

of living cells, under the highest powers of the microscope, has made

possible this study. The principles of this method are simple. The

dissecting instrument is a glass needle that may measure less than

one micron in diameter and is drawn on the end of a piece of special

Jena glass tubing about 200 mm. long and 4 mm. in diameter. The

needle is held in a three-movement Barber pipette holder. The cell

chosen for dissection is mounted in a hanging drop in an open-end

moist chamber and held in place by water-glass surface tension,

which can be varied at will.

Both diffuse sunlight and artificial Ught are used as sources of

illumination. For the latter a Nernst Glower has been found satis-

factory, but all the light waves outside of 450 and 670 /^/^ are cut out

by the use of appropriate ray screens. The same means is used to

remove enough of the orange and red rays to make the transmitted

light perfectly white. Such light is composed of the waves that are

least injurious to living cells. A special condenser ^^ of a focal dis-

^^ The condenser was made by E. Leitz & Co., Wetzlar.
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stance of about 20 mm., a 2 mm. apochromatic objective, compensat-

ing oculars, and a number of vital stains, are necessary additions.

An open-end moist chamber 25x60x15 mm. has been found

satisfactory. The bottom is separated into three compartments by

very small glass rods and water is placed in the end compartments.

If water be put in the middle compartment it may decrease the

efi&ciency of the condenser. The chamber is held in a mechanical

stage and most of the dissections are made by quick movements of

the chamber and therefore of the cell being dissected, the needle

remaining iLxed.

The use of acetylene which can be burned in a glass micro-burner

has greatly simphfied the making of extremely fine needles. An
acetylene flame that is so small that it is invisible in a well-Hghted

room can be kept alive.

The more important of the vital stains used include methylene

blue, new methylene blue N (Cassella Color Co.), new methylene

blue GG (Cassella Color Co.), new methylene blue R (Cassella Color

Co.), janus green (Metz & Co.), pyronin (Griibler), vusuvin (Griibler),

toluidin blue (Griibler), neutral red (Griibler).

The chief structural components of a cell can usually be quickly

brought out by using a large enough number of vital stains, thus

effecting a great economy of time, v/hen the dissection of the unstained

cell is made.

Barber's ^^ isolation and intracellular injection methods, vari-

ously modified, are frequently employed to supplement and control

the data obtained by dissection.

Nomenclature Employed. — The current nomenclature of de-

scriptive physics, physical optics and colloidal chemistry will be

employed. Such physical properties as soHdity, tenacity, elasticity,

hardness and viscosity have been determined for the cells, so far

studied. In general, the term \dscosity will be used to designate the

degree of rigidity of protoplasmic structures, but such a structure as

a vitelHne membrane may be comparatively soft and yet have what

must be considered as a high internal friction or viscosity. Elasticity

is determined by transfixing a selected piece of a cell and stretching

it and observing the power of resumption of the original form. Dis-

^^ Barber: University of Kansas Science Bulletin, 1907, iv, p. 3; Journal

of infectious diseases, 1911, viii, p. 248; ibid., 1911, ix, p. 117.
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section is the method employed for determining such properties as

solidity, hardness and tenacity or cohesiveness. All physical proper-

ties that have been enumerated are relative and it is hoped at a later

time to increase the accuracy of description by the selection of arbi-

trary standards. The usage of the terms employed in this paper is

based on the dissection of many widely different types of animal

and plant cells.

Living matter occupies an intermediate position between true

solids and true Uquids and has many of the properties of both as

well as properties peculiar to itself. It belongs to the class of colloids

known as emulsoids and exists in either a gel (hydrogel) or a sol

(hydrosol) state. ^^ The term gel will be used to designate the amor-

phous semi-solid state and sol the apparently homogeneous liquid

state, of hving substance. Protoplasmic sols usually appear as hazy

homogeneous Hquids on account of the very minute size of the protein

aggregates that compose the solid phase. On the other hand pro-

toplasmic gels are characterized by the large size of the particles of

the sohd phase which set to form the gel. Hence, living gels may
exhibit either a homogeneous or heterogeneous molar structure.

It should now be clear that the term homogeneous is used in a

relative sense to describe the optical image and refers only to the

molar structure tliat can be brought out by the usual microscopical

powers and further that heterogeneity is the universal distinguishing

characteristic of colloidal sols and gels. In this connection it may be

noted that PauH ^^ states that the ''unfixed" gel of gelatine is not

structured in the sense of being composed of threads, networks,

granules and vacuoles; it has the molar structure of a one-phase sys-

tem, which is precisely what is meant by the term homogeneous as

used in this paper; the molecular structure is unknown. The

present unsettled state of the problem of phase relations of colloidal

^' For discussion of the classification of colloids see: Noyes, A: 1905, Journal

of the American Chemical Society, 1905, xxvii, p. 85; Ostwald, Wo.: 1907,

Zeitschrift fiir Chemie und Industrie der KoUoide, 1907, i, p. 291; Perrin,

J.: 1905, Journal de la chemie physique, iii, p. 50; Freundlich and Neu-

mann, 1908, Kolloid Zeitschrift iii, p. 80; Von Welmarn, P. P.: ibid., 1908, iii,

p. 26.

^^ Pauli: Der KoUoidale Zustand und die \'organge in der lebendigen Sub-

stanz, Braunschweig, 1902.
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solutions has been ably discussed in a recent paper by Hardy. ^^ It

is usual to regard colloidal systems as consisting of two phases, a solid

and a Uquid, which have been termed by Wo. Ostwald ^° the dis-

perse phase and the dispersion medium, respectively.

For convenience of description arbitrary meanings will be given

the terms microsome and globule; the former will be restricted to

minute dense masses of gel, the latter to suspensions in protoplasm

that show many of the physical properties of oil droplets and besides

are usually free of protoplasm when dissected out of a cell. Most of

the suspensions so far found in cells fall into one or the other of

these groups, but intermediate forms have been observed.

The Egg of Asterias

The egg of Asterias is surrounded by a mass of either transparent

or translucent jelly which is soft and somewhat elastic and glutin-

ous; but it can be cut and torn to pieces and removed from the egg

with little difficulty. Thirty-four and six-tenths microns is the

average thickness of this jelly. This structure has a low viscosity

for a gel and is therefore extremely dilute. On many eggs, the jelly

has become turbid and undergone a change in refractive power and

as a result is visible in the usual microscopical examination. The

inner surface of the jelly envelope is closely applied to the outer

surface of the vitelline membrane which is invisible except in eggs

that have maturated. The vitelline membrane of the immature

starfish egg is a transparent and invisible solid of about two microns

in thickness. The physical properties of this structure are very

definite since it exhibits extraordinarily high viscosity, elasticity and

tenacity. A small piece can be drawn out into a mere thread and

when freed the thread contracts to a more or less rounded mass.

During maturation the vitelHne membrane swells to two and three

times its original thickness, undergoes a change in refractive index,

and becomes quite cloudy and hence visible. In this state it is

softer, more glutinous and less rigid. The inner surface of this

^' Hardy: Proceedings of the Royal Society, Series A, 1912, Ixxxvi, p. 601.

^^ Ostwald: Zeitschrift fiir chemie und Industrie der Kolloide, 1907, i,

p. 291.
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membrane is tightly glued to the surface of the cytoplasm, from

which it can be dissected only with considerable difficulty.

The misleading optical phenomena that are involved in a study of

the cytoplasm are of great interest.

It is usual for cytologists to consider the echinoderm egg a classi-

cal example of the alveolar structure of protoplasm. No one can

question the fact that beautiful round spaces with hazy, protoplasmic

walls in which are embedded minute granules, can be seen in such

eggs. Biitschli supposed these spaces to be filled with a watery fluid.

What is the true structure of the cytoplasm of the egg of Asterias?

Careful dissections give a clear-cut answer to this question.

The cytoplasm is a quiet translucent gel of comparatively high

viscosity; it can be drawn out into large strands, but is not cohesive

and elastic enough to form small threads. It can be cut into small

pieces with cofftparative ease. Fragments usually become spherical,

though in some cases water is slowly taken up and the mass changes

into the sol state. Minute granules measuring little more than one

micron are scattered plentifully throughout the cytoplasmic gel.

It has been found impossible to free these structures completely from

the gel in which they are embedded. They are optically more dense

and have a different refractive index from the surrounding living

substance. A part of the total mass of cytoplasm is composed of

what appears to be alveoli or spaces; but a careful dissection of such

an alveolus reveals the presence of a globule that has many of the

optical properties of an oil drop. Such a globule, freed from cyto-

plasm, does not dissolve in sea water and in a light of low intensity

exhibits the usual diffraction halo. The invisibihty of Hquid drop-

lets of rather high viscosity when embedded in the cytoplasm might

at first sight appear difficult to explain. This invisibility is due to

the fact that the refractive index and dispersive power of the globules

is very near that of sea water; also, the optical density of the cyto-

plasm is evidently higher than that of the globule. No diffraction

rings could be seen surrounding the globules when they were imbedded

in cytoplasm. Centrifugal force dislodges the globules, proving them

to be merely suspended in a Hving gel. The minute granules respond

much less readily to centrifugal force. Besides they show optical

properties— their index of refraction is certainly higher than that of

the surrounding gel — that ally them to highly concentrated particles
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of the cytoplasmic gel. Yet it seems likely that all such structures

as granules and globules must be considered as having separated

out of the disperse phase and to be therefore of the nature of

suspensions. The living cytoplasm, then, is an apparently homo-

geneous and very viscous gel in which microsomes and globules are

suspended.

If the nucleus of the immature starfish egg be dissected out in sea

water it undergoes no appreciable change. Dissection of the highly-

translucent nuclear membrane shows this structure to be a very tough

viscous soHd, and, in fact, closely allied physically to the vitelline

membrane and not at all the delicate structure of the conventional

descriptions. With the exception of the nucleolus, the nuclear sub-

stance is all in the sol state. The nuclear sol is apparently a homo-

geneous liquid. The nucleolus is a small mass of quite rigid and

cohesive granular gel that is suspended in the nuclear 9©1.

The polar body is a granular, elastic and highly viscous gel.

In order to make it possible to observe the structural components

of the starfish egg and of the eggs of other common marine inverte-

brates, without having to use my tedious methods, vital staining was

resorted to. The jelly envelope can be stained a beautiful light blue

with dimethyl-safranin-azo-dimethyl-anilin; the vitelline membrane

a very dark blue with isamin blue; the globules or droplets from yellow

to orange with vusuvin; and the extremely small granules a slate blue

with diethyl-safranin-azo-dimethyl-anilin.

The dead or dying asterias egg shows remarkable morphological

changes. The whole egg becomes almost opaque. The cytoplasm

separates into a large number of more or less rounded masses which

still adhere to each other. Such masses vary greatly in size, some

being as small as five microns in diameter. If the formation of such

small masses be observed, one is easily misled into beHeving that

fusion of the globules is occurring. Dissection of such a mass frees

the original globules. The dead gel does not stick to a glass needle

and can no longer be drawn out into strands; it has lost much of its

viscidity and cohesiveness. The nuclear fluid has set and the result-

ing gel is more voluminous than was the nuclear fluid in the living egg.

The nuclear membrane shows little change in its physical properties,

while the nuclear gel is elastic and quite viscous and granular. The

physical properties of the dead nuclear gel are very similar to those
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exhibited by the Hving cytoplasm. Small fragments of the dead

nuclear gel do not go into solution when dissected out in sea water.

Ameba Proteus

Small pieces of ectoplasm of proteus can be cut off in distilled water

and show no change. This living substance has a moderately high

viscosity and cohesiveness ; it does not stick to glass needles very

readily and Httle difficulty is experienced in cutting it into pieces as

small as the Umit of microscopical visibihty. Pieces of all sizes

appear perfectly homogeneous. The cloudiness of the ectoplasmic gel

is a well-known property. The inner three or four microns of the hya-

line ectoplasm and particularly the interior of the outer end of small

pseudopods, contain varying numbers of minute granules and glob-

ules that may measure as much as four or live microns. If these gran-

ules and globules are dissected out they do not go into solution.

The globules show confusing diffraction rings; but, both globules and

granules can be brought out by light staining with diethyl-safranin-

azo-dimethyl-anilin. The endoplasm contains a large contractile

vacuole in "which the presence of protein has not been demonstrated,

as yet, and numerous food vacuoles which contain either liquid or

liquid and food masses. The same kind of granules and globules

are found in the endoplasm as are found in the ectoplasm and the

number of these structures varies in different animals. The sub-

stance forming the walls of the vacuoles is of much higher viscosity

and cohesiveness. The hving endoplasmic substance is a very dilute

and apparently homogeneous gel that possesses a remarkable affinity

for water. The ectoplasm of ameba then is a quite concentrated gel

while the interior is quite dilute and is continously changing its water-

holding pow^r in different regions. New methylene blue R and

trypan blue are of great value in bringing out the globules, granules

and vacuoles.

The nuclear membrane is an extremely thin and moderately tough

solid substance. It shows some elasticity and is quite viscous.

The whole of the nuclear substance is a highly rigid and granular

gel, the minutest pieces of which show no appreciable change when

dissected out in distilled water. A slight elasticity and a definite
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glutinicity are exhibited by this substance. There are variations in

concentration of the nuclear gel that produce a characteristic but

misleading optical image. The nucleus appears to contain an irregu-

lar network with granules imbedded in it. The interstices of the

network are very small luminous spots which have been misinter-

preted to be vacuoles. Many dissections have shown that the granules

are very concentrated masses of gel ; the network irregularly disposed

masses of a diluter gel; and the interstices or light spots the most dilute

gel in the nucleus. The so-called network is a part of the nuclear gel

that forms a concentration gradient; the interstices and granules may
be considered constants connected by the grading network. It should

be clearly understood that the network is not made up of definite

threads of fibres but of irregular masses of hydrogel that are very

dense immediately surrounding the granules, from which they grade

into the dilute gel of the interstices. No free liquid was found in the

nuclear substance.

When the granules are in focus they appear gray and cloudy or

opalescent; when out of focus as dark spots. They .measure from

less than one to about two microns in diameter.

It seems that a part of the luminosity of the interstices of the

network is due to dift'raction and not simply to slight absorption of

light by this portion of the nuclear substance.

The structural details of the nucleus can be brought out with con-

siderable vividness by staining with janus green (diethyl-safran— in

azo-dimethyl-anilin)

.

Slight cuts in the surface of proteus quickly close. Extensive

cuts frequently cause an ameba to explode — in as short a time as

two seconds nothing but the nucleus may remain. If the contrac-

tile vacuole be cut and its liquid content caused to mix with the

cytoplasm the Ameba is immediately destroyed with explosive vio-

lence. A relatively large dose of distilled water and even ^ to i

molar cane sugar solution or one molar sodium chloride or potassium

nitrate give a like result. It is not usually possible to produce more

than a temporary vacuole with two molar cane sugar; a large dose of

sugar of this concentration usually causes the appearance of granules,

globules, fibrils and a hyaline appearance in any portion of the endo-

plasm into which the injection is made. The doses that were injected

varied from about 270 cubic microns to 30,000 cubic microns.
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A large number of indicators have been injected into the interior

of proteus with the idea of determining a possible relation between an

excess of H+ or 0H~ ions and the extraordinary water-holding-power

of the endoplasm. Azolitmin, sodium alizarin sulphonate, tropeolin

000 No. I, methyl orange and congo red, dissolved in from ^ to f

molar cane sugar have been so far employed. A neutral to slightly

alkaline reaction is shown by all the indicators. It seems probable

then that the concomitant variation in water-holding-power of dif-

ferent regions of the cytoplasm is the mechanism by which Ameba
proteus moves and is associated with an excess of 0H~ ions.

A number of operations were performed on the ectoplasm of

Ameba proteus for the purpose of determining the relation between

movement and surface tension changes. The results of shallow and

deep cuts in the ectoplasm have already been given. The outer 5 to 7

microns of the pseudopods were cut away in some animals, and in

others small doses of distilled water were injected into the ectoplasm.

The removal of the outer end of a pseudopod was usually followed by

rapid closure of the incision. The injection of distilled water into

the ectoplasm had no noticeable effect on the formation of pseudopods.

By means of such operations the rigid ectoplasm was either removed,

for a short time, from a given area of the surface or at least greatly

weakened; yet, lio tendency to the formation of pseudopods was

ever observed, in such weakened surface areas. These facts seem to

justify the conclusion that surface-tension changes play a negligible

role in the movement of Ameba proteus. Furthermore, it may be

recalled, that the outer surface of Ameba proteus is a semi-rigid solid

of from 5 to 12 or more microns in thickness, and it has still to be

shown, that the changes, in the tension of the surface film, that are

commonly assumed to occur, can appreciably affect the underlying

semi-rigid ectoplasm.

The nutrient solution in which the amebae were grown was slightly

alkaline in reaction.

Proteus usually recovers from the large doses of neutral salts

and sugar in much less than an hour, almost certainly by throwing

them off.
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Paramecium

The living substance of Paramecium is a soft, elastic and somewhat

glutinous gel which can be drawn out into strands. It is filled with a

large number of vacuoles of various sizes the walls of which are more

dense than the surrounding gel. The surface layer is more viscous and

cohesive than the interior. Small cuts usually close quickly, exten-

sive deep cuts are either followed by a loss of cytoplasm or a rapid

change of the whole cytoplasm into the sol state with almost explosive

violence. If the fluid in the contractile vacuole be caused to mix

with the cytoplasm a rapid change of this substance into the sol state

results. Suspended in the living and apparently homogeneous and

rather dilute gel are varying numbers of extremely small granules

and small globules. Many of the granules are recently ingested

bacteria. Neither the granules nor globules go into solution when

dissected free from the cytoplasm. The food masses are granular

gels of rather high viscosity.

The optical properties of the meganucleus render its study ex-

tremely tedious. It is almost transparent and invisible. Therefore

its refractive index and its dispersion are very close to those of water.

Dissection has proved the meganucleus to be a gel qf higher viscosity

than the cytoplasm and to be slightly glutinous and elastic. The

meganuclear gel has areas, more dense than the surrounding sub-

stance, that may be considered granules.

A complete study of the micronucleus has not been made.

Necturus

The Striped Muscle Cell. — The living substance of the striped

muscle cell of Necturus is the most viscous, elastic and cohesive of

the living gels we have so far considered. The muscle substance

sticks to a glass needle and can be drawn out into extraordinarily long

threads which when released almost regain their previous shape.

The absorptive power and turbidity of this substance are compara-

tively high.

When the whole or a piece of a muscle cell is stretched the stria-

tions become faint or disappear — only to reappear when the tension
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is removed. Beautiful but misleading diffraction phenomena arc

to be observed when a piece of muscle cell is stretched. If the point

of a very minute needle be pushed into a muscle cell, it can be moved
in one direction about as easily as another.

The optical image of striped muscle is very misleading. Dissec-

tions have shown that the dark bands seen in living muscle are pro-

duced by concentrated areas of muscle substance which absorb enough

transmitted light of low intensity to appear as dark bands in the

optical image. I have been unable to dissect out definite fibrils.

The substance lying between the concentrated regions and appearing

as light bands is a highly viscous, elastic gel and has no physical

properties that serve to distinguish it from the surrounding sarco-

plasmic gel. By cutting the dark band to pieces, small masses of

highly concentrated muscle substance, frequently less than one

micron in diameter, are partially freed from the dilute enveloping

gel and in light of low intensity show well-defined diffraction halos.

The appearance of dark bands in the optical image, then, is produced

by absorption of light waves by the concentrated muscle substance;

the light bands, by the low absorptive power of the diluter inter-

mediate gel, and the diffraction of the light waves by the edges of the

concentrated substance. Striking changes in the optical image that

are well known can be produced by increasing the intensity of illumi-

nation. The dark band becomes cloudy and more or less opalescent

and the light band may show an intersecting dark line or well-defined

diffraction fringes just outside the geometrical shadow of the con-

centrated substance. Hence, absorption, diffraction, refraction and

dispersion are involved in the formation of the optical image of striped

muscle and the former two particularly when the illumination is of a

relatively high intensity.

The nuclear substance is a gel that is for the most part compara-

tively dilute but contains more concentrated areas in the form of

granules and an imperfect network. The appearance of a network

in the optical image is due not to definite fibrils but to more con-

centrated parts of the gel that grade into the diluter nuclear substance.

On the outer surface of the muscle cell is found a highly trans-

lucent membrane, the sarcolemma, which is extremely elastic and

measures about one micron in thickness. It is stuck to the whole

outer surface of the muscle cell and is viscous and cohesive enough
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to offer an appreciable resistance to a glass needle a micron or less in

diameter. The disagreement among investigators concerning the

presence of a sarcolemma is due to the fact that it is transparent and

that its refractive and dispersive powers are so nearly the same as

those of water. Instead of being the delicate structure of the con-

ventional descriptions, the sarcolemma of the striped muscle cell of

Necturus exhibit physical properties that are very similar to those of

the vitelline membrane of an echinoderm egg.

If a concentrated solution of isamin blue made by boiling in dis-

tilled water or .8 per cent sodium chloride be added to freshly teased

muscle cells, blue staining of the sarcolemma occurs in ten to fifteen

minutes.

An Epidermal Cell. — The epidermal cells are embedded in an

intercellular gel of extremely high viscosity and considerable elas-

ticity. The substance is tough but softer than many nuclear mem-
branes and shows a relatively high absorptive power. It is also quite

turbid. A few globules and granules, varying in size from about

one to four microns, that can be easily stained with diethyl-safranin-

azo-dimethyl-anihn are to be seen scattered through the intercellular

gel.

The whole cell substance is a gel of even higher rigidity than the

muscle substance of the same animal. Small pieces cut out of the

nucleus or cytoplasm, in distilled water or .8 per cent sodium chloride,

show no appreciable change.

The cytoplasm exhibits a high absorptive power and a definite

elasticity. Very small granules that seem to be denser cytoplasmic

areas are to be seen scattered throughout the turbid cytoplasm.

JMany cells show radially arranged fibrils, in the outer part of the

cytoplasm, which can be partially freed from the surrounding gel by

dissection. Such a fibril is physically and optically more dense than

the remainder of the cytoplasm.

The nuclear membrane is thin, clear, and quite cohesive and elas-

tic, and has a dift"erent index of refraction from the cytoplasm and

nucleus.

The nuclear gel is of a higher viscosity than the cytoplasm. The

appearance of a network in the optical image of the nucleus is due to

concentrated areas in the form of granules and imperfect threads which

are not sharply separated from, but grade into, the surrounding diluter
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gel. The whole nuclear substance is quite glutinous. No trace of

free liquid could be found in the nucleus.

Spirogyra

The cellulose wall of Spirogyra is enormously cohesive; it is cut

or punctured with extremely fine Jena glass needles with considerable

difficulty. The outer surface is covered by an almost invisible soft

gel, that frequently measures five or more microns in thickness and

can be stained red with sodium alizarin sulphonate in a neutral or

slightly alkaline solution. A layer of dilute granular gel covers the

inner surface of the cellulose wall and is connected by a number of

strands of an elastic gel to a central mass of living substance, in which

a small nucleus is imbedded. The central mass of gel contains a

few granules and is of a higher viscosity and cohesiveness than the

surface cytoplasm. This mass also has a higher refractive index and

higher absorptive power than the surface cytoplasm. The anchoring

strands of gel decrease in viscosity from within outwards. Much
of the surface layer of cytoplasm is usually invisible. Hence, it is

quite translucent and has refractive and dispersive powers very close

to those of water. If the cell wall is cut across the surface cytoplasm

shrinks. The chloroplasts either shrink or separate into rounded

masses. The chloroplasts have a higher viscosity and elasticity than

the gel in which they are imbedded.

The pyrenoid is a complex structure. Dissection shows the

presence of an optically dense but fragile wall which, when broken,

frees a globule that is of considerable interest. This globule shows

many of the optical properties of an oil droplet but has too high a

viscosity to round up under the influence of surface tension; there-

fore it seems to be a true gel.

None of the cytoplasm goes into solution very readily even when

cut into very minute pieces.

The nucleus of Spirogyra is a gel that has higher viscosity and

refractive and absorptive powers than the cytoplasm. It is also

more cloudy than the cytoplasm. There are denser areas in the

nuclear substance in the form of granules and threads that form a

sort of network. Small pieces dissected from all parts of the nucleus
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into water, not only do not go into the sol state but remain too rigid

to show surface tension effects. Pieces of broken glass needles stick

firmly to the nuclear gel when imbedded in it. The image of the

nucleus is false in important details. The denser areas, when in the

focal plane, appear as grayish or slightly opalescent granules and

threads and when above or below the focal plane as dark spots

and lines. Besides, if the intensity of the illumination be increased

the network appears much finer. Very small dense masses of gel

could be partly freed from the remaining nuclear substance. It

seems proper to term such structures granules. On the other hand,

the dense masses that produce the appearance of a network in the

image are not actual threads that are sharply separated from the

surrounding gel but irregularly shaped dense areas that grade into

the immediately contiguous diluter gel. The light spots that change

their position at different focal planes seem to be due chiefly to

two factors, viz., a relatively low absorptive power of the gel

occupying the interstices of the network and diffraction by the edges

of the denser areas.

It seems certain that the vacuolar fluid of Spirogyra contains

protein and must be considered a hydrosol. Much evidence has

been adduced in support of this statement. A number of injections

of Millon's fluid into the vacuole were made with positive results.

Extremely small solid particles appeared in the cell sap after the

injection of such precipitating agents for proteins, as saturated subh-

mate, 40 per cent formaldehyde, saturated picric acid and saturated

phosphotungstic acid containing 5 per cent sulphuric acid.

The vacuolar fluid is cloudy. This is positive proof of the pres-

ence of ultramicroscopic particles which would ordinarily be con-

sidered protein even in the absence of a positive color test for protein.

The cell sap of Chara seems to be richer in protein than that of

Spirogyra. This conclusion is based on the fact that a compara-

tively heavy precipitate results from the intravacuolar injection of

saturated subhmate or 40 per cent formaldehyde. Hence, it is proba-

ble that cell sap containing protein is very common in plants.

Mucor, Saprolegnia, Hydrodictyon, Chara and the parenchymatous

cells of the leaves of Tradescantia have been dissected for comparison

with animal cells. In general, it may be stated that the cellulose

walls of plants are extremely cohesive and are cut and punctured
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with considerable difficulty. The protoplasm of plant cells is much
more dilute or less rigid than that of animal cells.

Resting and Dividing Male Germ Cells of the Squash

Bug (Anasa). Grasshoppers and Crickets

A brief note has been published on this subject.-^

The whole cell substance of resting and dividing spermatogonia

and spermatocytes is a moderately viscous gel. Cutting away pieces

of the cytoplasm and nucleus in Ringer's fluid shows that these struc-

tures are far too rigid to flow or change shape under such experi-

mental treatment. The appearance of a network is due to denser

masses of nuclear gel that grade into the diluter surrounding substance.

No definite threads or fibrils could be dissected out of resting nuclei.

Some of the optical principles involved in a study of the living nuclei

of spermatogonia and spermatocytes were discussed in connection

with the nucleus of proteus.

Very definite statements can be made about the physical proper-

ties of chromosomes and spindle fibres. The chromosome has been

found to be the most highly concentrated and rigid part of the nuclear

gel. Such a mass of gel is less translucent and has a higher refractive

index and absorptive power than the diluter homogeneous gel in which

it is imbedded. A chromosome when dissected out shows no affinity

for water and does not disintegrate readily. Pieces of it stick to the

glass dissecting needle but when drawn out show no marked elas-

ticity. The spindle fibre is an elastic concentrated thread of nuclear

gel and its absorptive power and refractive index are also different

from those of the diluter gel in which the spindle fibre is imbedded

and from which it cannot be entirely freed. Metaphase spindle fibres

that were dissected out with great care seemed continuous with the

ends of the chromosomes. The homogeneous gel in which a telophase

spindle is imbedded is so rigid, that all the surrounding cytoplasm

can be cut away and the spindle and chromosomes show no appreciable

change; metaphase, anaphase and telophase spindles can be cut to

pieces in Ringer's fluid and the pieces are so rigid that they undergo

no change in shape.

" Kite and Chambers: 191 2, Science, N. S., xxxvi, p. 639.
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Many of the physical and chemical changes of cell-division are

reversible. Pressure on the cell plate of spermatocytes in telophase

has caused rapid fusion of the daughter cells and extensive swelhng

and loss in rigidity of the protoplasmic gel in which the spindle fibres

are imbedded. If the displaced spindle fibres and chromosomes are

dissected out, after such a partial reversal, they are found to have

undergone no appreciable change in rigidity.

From a preliminary study of mitosis, a few conclusions, that are

probably general, can be drawn. It seems that ceil-division results

primarily from concomitant shrinking and swelhng or change in water-

holding power of different portions of the cell protoplasm. Many of

the structural elements of the mitotic figure separate out of the pro-

toplasm and change in rigidity according to their water-content.

During the prophase, the nuclear substance becomes so soft that

movement of the components of the nucleus is affected by flowing

of the nuclear gel. The mechanism at the basis of this flowing seems

to be a change in water-holding power of the nuclear components.

I wish here to thank Dr. A. P. Mathews for the very helpful

interest that he has shown in this investigation.
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THE importance of the salts of the blood in maintaining the

beat of the heart is established beyond question. The pre-

cise relation of individual salts in the series of reactions making up

a heart-beat is still the subject of study. The problem of the action

of salts cannot be attacked directly; too many factors are involved.

Conclusions must be drawn, therefore, through comparison of data

obtained from numerous more or less indirect experiments. The

difficulties of interpretation under these conditions are necessarily

very great, and workers have been led to form very diverse opinions

from quite similar data.

Consider, for example, the question of the "inner stimulus,"

the actual excitant to the cardiac contraction. At least three distinct

views as to its nature are at present before physiologists. Lingle,^

correlating heart tissue with skeletal muscle tissue, adopts Loeb's

view that sodium ions constitute the excitant. Langendorff ^ looks

upon the metabohc products of the heart's own activity as the means

* Lingle: this Journal, 1900, iv, p. 265.

2 Langendorff: Archiv fiir Anatomic und Physiologic, physiologische

Abtheilung (Suppl. Band), 1884, p. i.
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of stimulation. Howell ^ suggests that the origination of the beat is

not dependent on any specific stimulus, but results from the spon-

taneous break down of the highly unstable substance whose decom-

position yields the energy manifested in the contraction.

With regard to the role of individual salts there is a like difiference

of opinion. Thus, in respect to calcium, Lingle * believes that this

salt exerts its beneficial effect by antagonizing the poisonous action

of sodium. S. R. Benedict ' attributes the improyed beat which

follows its use to the rise in tone which it brings about. Howell ^

pictures the role of calcium in connection with the conversion of energy-

liberating substance from a stable into an unstable, easily dissociable

compound. From a study of the relation of the tissue to its oxygen

supply I was led ^ formerly to beheve that calcium might have

something to do with the oxidative activities of the heart sub-

stance.

Purpose of this Study. — My intention, in presenting the views

herein contained, is not to advance any new theory of salt action,

but to suggest a means whereby the divergent theories already current

can be harmonized in a fashion that will offer satisfactory explanations

of the various salt-phenomena thus far described, so, perhaps, simplify-

ing the situation.

In studies of the action of salts on the heart the chief considera-

tion hitherto has been the presence or absence of spontaneous rhyth-

micity. Solutions have been classified according as they favor or

interfere with contraction. Series of beats have been examined to

see whether the media used cause exhaustion or recovery. A some-

what different, and perhaps instructive point of view can be gained

if attention is directed to the character of the individual contractions.

The operation of the "all or none" law of cardiac activity makes the

height of any contraction the index of the amount of energy-liberating

material available for performing it. By observing the effect of

various solutions on the height of contraction, therefore, conclusions

^ Howell: The Harvey Lecture. Journal of the American Medical Asso-

ciation, 1906, xlvi, No. 23.

* Lingle: Loc. cit.

* Benedict: this Journal, 1905, xiii, p. 199.

® Howell: Loc. cit.

'' Martin: this Journal, 1906, xvi, p. 214.
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may be drawn as to the influence of the solutions on the elaboration of

dissociable energy-yielding material within the tissue.**

Schultz '•• has described another means of gaining information as

to the effect of salts on heart tissue, namely by determining their

influence on the time required after contraction for the excitability

to electric stimuli to return to normal.

By the use of this criterion of Schultz and the one I suggest above,

in connection with the older criteria, which are concerned primarily

with the efficiency of media in causing beats, we should be able to

differentiate, if there be any dift'erence, between agencies concerned

with the actual production of contractions and those having to do

rather with the preliminar\- process of preparing dissociable material.

Is there a Specific, Inner Stimulus?— That the immediate process

of contraction depends upon a definite inner stimulus, in mammalian
hearts, at least, seems to be pretty clearly established by some recent

observations of Cushny^^. This author stimulated a spontaneously

beating ventricle at a rate faster than its own. forcing it into an

abnormally rapid rhythm. At the cessation of the artificial stimula-

tion the ventricle showed a period of stand-still before resuming

spontaneous activity. The significant observation of Cushny was

that during this period of stand-still the heart was as sensitive as at

other times to artificial stimulation. The stand-still was not due,

therefore, to a loss of irritability, but to a failure of the inner stimulus;

and the experiment demonstrates the existence of an inner stimulus

quite independent of any particular condition of irritability. Hering ^^

has also argued in favor of a specific inner stimulus. He cites various

experiments in support of his view, but considers two observations

particularly conclusive. The first of these is the reversal of rhythm

sometimes seen in perfused mammahan hearts, whereby the auricles,

* If the height of contraction is to be interpreted in this manner care must

be used that the tissue under examination is contracting as a whole, and not in

part only. The tendency of heart tissue under experimental conditions to show

partial contractions is pointed out by Schultz. (This Journal, 1908, xxii, p. 134.)

I have observed the same repeatedly. There is, however, little difficulty in dis-

tinguishing partial from complete contractions if one is on the lookout for them.

^ ScmjLTz: this Journal, 1908, xxii, p. 133.

" Cushny: Heart, 1912, iii, p. 257.

" Hering: Archiv fiir die gesammte Physiologic, 1911, cxliii, p. 370, and 1912,

cxlviii, p. 608.
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instead of setting the pace, beat in response to stimuli from the

spontaneously-beating ventricles. This, according to Hering, is an

example of auricular irritability maintained in the absence of spon-

taneous activity. Hering's second significant observation is that in

the dying heart the various parts become inactive, not together, but

one after the other. This is interpreted as signifying that in this

case loss of irritability precedes failure of the inner stimulus.

Although the existence of a definite inner stimulus seems, from

Cushny's observations, to be satisfactorily estabhshed, the experi-

ments of Hering do not appear particularly conclusive in support of

it. The failure of the auricles in the perfused heart to beat spon-

taneously can be as reasonably explained by assuming a partial loss

of irritability, sufficient to prevent spontaneous activity, but not to

abolish response to stimuU from the beating ventricle, as by assuming

an unimpaired irritability made ineffective through the disappearance

of the inner stimulus. In the observation on the dying heart the

successive failure of region after region shows, it is true, a progressive

loss of irritability, but to stimuli proceeding from the regions still

active; there is nothing in the experiment to prove that there is an

inner stimulus exerting its influence ineffectively in the inactive regions.

Hering ^^ has pointed out a possible fallacy in such experiments as

that of Cushny, in that in them the criterion of cardiac irritability

is responsiveness to artificial stimulation, a criterion which may not

be valid when applied to the irritabihty of the heart for its normal

stimulus. To settle the question finally, therefore, either responsive-

ness to artificial stimulation must be shown to be a vahd criterion

of cardiac irritability, or some other undoubted index of irritability

must be established.

Various considerations inchne me to the view that cardiac irri-

tability depends upon the amount of available energy-Hberating

material, per unit of substance, present in the tissue. It is universally

assumed that in the rhythmically beating heart at the end of systole

the available source of energy is exhausted, and that during the succeed-

ing diastole there is an accumulation of the special material required

for yielding the energy of the next systole. That during this accu-

mulation there is also a steady increase of irritabihty until the begin-

ning of the next systole is also generally assumed.

^2 Hering: Loc. elf., 191 1, cxliii, p. 376.
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If wc grant that in the rhN-thmically active heart the diastoHc

accumulation of energy-yielding material is accompanied by increase

ing irritability, must we not admit the probability, at least, that the

presence of abundant available material in the quiescent heart

signifies high irritability there as well?

The index to the amount of energy-liberating material available

for any contraction is, as stated earher, the height of the contraction.

If the increase in irritability goes hand in hand with the accumula-

tion of this material, we can judge the degree of irritability by the

same criterion. As indicating that this suggested relationship between

contraction height and irritability actually holds, certain experi-

mental results are interesting, even though they are based on the

o\
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contractions when stimulated, and during this same period show,

g,ccording to his criterion, mentioned above (p. 167), progressively

increasing irritability. By a method recently developed ^^ I have

made accurate determinations of the threshold of response to induc-

tion shocks of freshly-cut heart strips, and find that there is a remark-

able parallelism between the curve of irritability and of contraction

height. This parallehsm is shown graphically in Fig. i, which is

the record of the course of the irritability and the height of contrac-

tion of a strip during the first two hours after excision.

Schultz reports, and I confirm his statement, that in heart tissue

several hours after removal from the body, the agreement between

excitability to electric stimuli and height of contraction seems not to

hold so strictly. Even though there is thus some opposing evidence,

the preponderance favors the idea that height of contraction is on the

whole a fairly good index to the excitabihty of the tissue, and we are

JUJl
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Figure 2. Tracing showing that a heart strip which is not spontaneously active may
give under artificial stimulation, contractions which are much higher than pre\nous

spontaneous contractions of the same strip.

justified, therefore, in basing tentative judgments as to irritability

on observations of contraction height.

Let us now apply this criterion of irritability to the problem of

the inner stimulus : Can we show that strips which are spontaneously

active with a certain degree of irritability may lose their spontaneity

and yet develop even greater irritabihty? Fig. 2 is a tracing obtained

from an apex strip of ventricle from Chrysemys marginata. The

tracing was taken Nov. 21 and 22, 191 1. The fresh strip was im-

mersed in 0.7 per cent sodium chloride solution till beats began.

The latent period was one hour and ten minutes. Five minutes

after the onset of spontaneous rhythmicity the sodium chloride solu-

tion was replaced (2.15) by 50 c.c. Ringer's solution (NaCl 0.7%,

" Martin: this Journal, iqo8, xxii, p. 116. Also the Measurement of

Induction Shocks, New York, 191 2.
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CaCli 0.026%, KCl 0.04%), to which 2 c.c. 0.9 per cent potassium

chloride had been added. Spontaneous activity immediately ceased.

At intervals, as indicated on the tracing (2.25, 2.35, 2.50, 3.05, 3.30

p.M and 10 a.m), series of three minimal induction shocks were sent

through the strip. The liquid was drawn off just long enough in each

case for the stimulations to be sent in. The record shows a progress-

ive increase in the height of contraction from series to series, con-

tinuing for twenty hours after the first activity of the tissue. The

first contractions under artificial stimulation were higher than the

highest spontaneous contractions, and the last contractions under

artificial stimulation were twice as high as the spontaneous contrac-

tions. This experiment, which I have performed repeatedly with

similar results, proves that a procedure which prevents spontaneous

activity completely may have no influence on the development of

irritability, and to that extent justifies Cushny's use of artificial

stimuli in judging the irritability of the quiescent mammalian heart

in his experiment, cited above. Another experiment, described

below, seems to me to give positive indication that spontaneous

beats, when they do occur, are the result of the operation of a definite

" inner stimulus." In this experiment I was determining the threshold

of irritability of ventricle strips to single induction shocks, measuring

the stimuli by the method I have recently described.''^ A strip had

been immersed in 0.7 per cent sodium chloride solution till spontaneous

beats began, and was then removed to moist air. Spontaneous activ-

ity ceased in about five minutes, without any indication of the onset

of ''sodium chloride exhaustion." After fifteen hours in the moist

air the threshold stimulus for the strip was 720 Z units. ^^ The

contractions following this stimulation were very vigorous Seven

minutes after determining the threshold the strip was immersed in

0.7 per cent sodium cholride. It contracted spontaneously in less

than one minute; the sodium chloride was then withdrawn. One

more spontaneous beat occurred, and then the strip remained quiet.

Three minutes later the threshold was 660 Z units. Five minutes

later still the threshold had fallen to 528. Five minutes after this

last stimulus the strip was again immersisd in 0.7 per cent sodium

chloride solution. Strong spontaneous contractions began within

'^ Martin: Loc. cit.

'^ Martin: this Journal, 1910, xxvii, p. 228.
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ten seconds. These continued for fifteen minutes, although the sodium

chloride solution was withdrawn after one minute. Eight minutes

after the strip had ceased spontaneous activity the threshold was

still 528. It began to decline soon after, however, and within a half

hour threshold values as low as 317 were obtained, without any

reappearance of spontaneous beats. During the hour in which the

observations just cited were made, a ventricular strip had a dechning

threshold of irritability, virtually throughout the period. It showed

spontaneous activity twice; each time immediately after the applica-

tion of a sodium chloride solution; and each time upon a different plane

of irritability. To one watching a strip behaving as this one did, the

impression is overwhelmingly of a definite stimulus thrown into opera-

tion with each immersion in the sodium chloride solution.

The Characteristic Features of Ventricular Activity in Pure

Sodium Chloride Solution. — Careful study of a large number of

experiments in which ventricle strips have been placed in pure sodium

chloride solutions after various sorts of preliminary treatment, has

impressed me with certain features of sodium chloride action which

seem to be general, and which I would summarize as follows: (i) For

ventricle tissue to be active in sodium chloride solution, it must come

from a medium favorable to the production of dissociable substance.

(2) The onset of activity is prompter the greater the irritability in the

preceding medium. (3) The first spontaneous contractions in sodium

chloride equal in height the last contractions in the preceding medium.

Leaving out of account, for the moment, the effects of sodium

chloride on freshly-excised strips, the conditions favorable for the

manifestation of the sodium chloride effects outlined above are:

long continued immersion in Ringer's solution; prolonged suspension

in moist air following immersion in sodium chloride solution; some-

times treatment with sugar solution after sodium chloride exhaustion.^^

The usual termination of spontaneous activity in these preparatory

media is through a period of lessening frequency of beat, without

much decline in height of contraction, indicating a diminished spon-

taneity, but not a decrease in the production of dissociable substance.

The effect of immersion in pure sodium chloride solution is in every

one of these cases prompt resumption of rhythmic activity— after

1^ For detailed description of the behavior of strips in the media named,

see Martin: this Journal, 1904, xi, p. 123 et. seq.
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Ringer's solution activity is usually resumed with striking sudden-

ness, and in every case the first beats are the highest of the series

and are about the same height as the last beats in the preceding

medium.

Frequently strips in moist air, particularly when placed therein

after brief treatment with sodium chloride ^'^ give a rather long series

of beats with continuously declining vigor of contraction. Immer-

sion in sodium chloride solution at the end of such a period some-

times brings about a series in which there is gradual increase of vigor

for some time, as long as fifteen minutes in my experiments. This

result is significant in that it forms the only exception I have seen to

the general observation that the first beats in sodium chloride solu-

tion are maximal or nearly so.

One of the very famihar phenomena attending the use of sodium

chloride on heart strips is the rather long latent period which pre-

cedes activity, when the strips are immersed in the solution immedi-

ately after removal from the animal. The various explanations of

this latent period that have been offered need not be reviewed here.

I wish, however, to report certain facts about the condition of heart

tissue immediately after separation from the animal, including the

latent period in sodium chloride. Schultz ^'•' reports that heart strips

cut while in Ringer's solution and suspended in moist air are inexcita-

ble to induction shocks for a half hour or longer. I have studied the

excitability of similar strips, the only difi'erence between my procedure

and that of Schultz being that I invariably omitted any rinsing solu-

tion; the strips were always cut directly from the heart, through which

blood was being pumped. Such strips, placed for a moment on a glass

plate, are very irritable to mechanical stimulation and in responding

to the stimuli unavoidable in handling them, pump themselves quite

free of blood. My observations differ from those reported by Schultz

in that they show that the freshly isolated strips, when first placed

in moist air, are fairly excitable to induction shocks. I have records

of threshold stimuH ranging from 290 to 850 Z units. In my experi-

ence the irritability decHnes steadily. In an experiment in which

the initial threshold was 290 it had increased in twenty minutes to

1 100. In an experiment with a high initial threshold, 850 Z units,

^* See Martix: Loc. cit., p. 124.

1' Schultz: Loc. cit., p. 134.
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no contractions were given after twenty minutes by stimuli of 8000

units.

I have demonstrated also, by means of an experiment described

in my first paper on this subject,^" the steady decline in irritability in

moist air of freshly isolated apex strips. In this experiment the entire

heart is removed from the body and suspended in moist air and the

apex is partially severed from the base. Records of the contractions

of the apex are taken. This procedure gives an apex strip, virtually

isolated so far as salt relationships are concerned, but subject to

rhythmic stimulation from the active venous portion of the heart.

Such strips invariably show a steady decline in height of contraction,

corresponding, we must believe, with a steady diminution in produc-

tion of dissociable material, and with steady decline in irritability.

The onset of complete "exhaustion" usually requires about two hours.

However we may interpret these observations they demonstrate

the fact that ventricular tissue upon separation from its normal

environment loses its excitabihty more or less rapidly. When a

strip is immersed in sodium chloride solution it has first to over-

come this tendency to declining irritability before it becomes able to

execute spontaneous contractions.

Schultz {loc. cit.) states that the return of excitability of excised

strips is promoted by immersing them in a saUne bath. I have made
observations of the threshold stimulus,'^ at intervals during the latent

period, of fresh strips in 0.7 per cent sodium chloride, the solution

being withdrawn only long enough in each case to allow stimulation.

I find that the threshold a few minutes after immersion is usually

several times higher than at the moment of separation from the body.

Thus in one experiment, the threshold of the freshly isolated strip

was 400 Z units. Five minutes after immersion in 0.7 per cent sodium

chloride the threshold was 1224. In seven minutes more the thresh-

old had fallen to 576; eight minutes later it was 343; and three

minutes after this reading, and just before spontaneous contractions

began, the threshold was 300. Similar variations, although with a

more rapid secondary increase in irritability, I have observed in

fresh strips immersed in Ringer's solution. Such results show that

removal from the body to any medium whatever involves in the

course of the readjustment of the tissue to its environment a lowering

^^ Martin: this Journal, 1904, xi, p. 105.
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of excitability, which must be overcome before activity is resumed.

I believe the necessity for this readjustment explains, at least, in part,

the long latent period of fresh strips in sodium chloride solution, as

well as the various means of shortening the period that have been

described. Further discussion of this point is reserved for a later

portion of the paper.

The Characteristic Features of Ventricular Activity under Treat-

ment with Calcium-Containing Solutions. — Apex strips respond

to treatment with solutions containing calcium in a manner perfectly

characteristic, and often very striking. The effect of such solutions,

when positive, is always to bring about a marked increase in the

height of contraction, which is prompt in showing itself. I have

seen the effect follow the addition of calcium-containing solutions

to sodium chloride solutions surrounding strips in all stages of the

typical sodium chloride series. Strips beating in moist air show

marked increase of vigor after the application of calcium-containing

solutions. Fresh strips immersed in Ringer's solution show only

occasional spontaneous contractions, but such as occur are always

very vigorous indeed.

That this effect of calcium extends to mammalian heart tissue is

shown by Langendorff and Hueck -^ and by Gross,-'- who report that

a permanent increase in the calcium content of the circulating blood

causes a permanent increase in the force and amplitude of the heart

beat.

Discussion

I have emphasized the characteristic effects of sodium and of cal-

cium on ventricular tissue to bring out what I assume, tentatively,

to be their respective functions with reference to cardiac activity.

The effect of sodium is always such as to suggest the action of a direct

stimulus, and this I assume to be its function so far as the heart is con-

cerned. In adopting this view I am abandoning my former position ^^

of support for the Langendorff theory of stimulation by meta-

bolic products, in favor of Lingle's theory that sodium ions consti-

21 Langendorff and Hueck: Pfluger's Archiv, 1Q03, xcvi, pp. 473-485.

^^ Gross, E.: Ibid., 1903, xcix, pp. 264-322.

2^ Martin: this Journal, 1906, xvi, p. 201.
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tute the ''inner stimulus "
; but only to the extent of granting to sodium

ions a positive stimulating effect. I still beheve that the evidence

formerly adduced by me -^ indicates that metabohc products may
also stimulate heart tissue. I see no reason why we must confine

stimulating properties to single substances, excluding all others.

Indeed an experiment reported by Benedict,-^ in which galactose

solution caused beats in a freshly isolated apex strip, and the commonly

observed revival after sodium chloride exhaustion by sugar solutions,

can be explained more satisfactorily by granting to these substances

certain stimulating powers than in any other way.

An objection which may be urged against this theory, so far as it

assumes for sodium a direct stimulating function, is that in such an

experiment as that cited on p. 171, in which immersion in sodium

chloride is followed promptly by beats, the tissue must be saturated

with sodium chloride at the time of immersion, and the application

of more sodium to a tissue already saturated with it would scarcely

be expected to exert a very positive influence.

To my mind the best answer to this objection is the experiment

itself. The tissue, saturated with sodium chloride, is quiescent;

when immersed in more sodium chloride it beats. Obviously

there is some difference of condition before and after immersion.

The equiUbrium existing in the tissue saturated with sodium

chloride is instantly upset when it is immersed in more sodium

chloride.

We have no positive knowledge as to the ionic conditions obtain-

ing in the equilibrium of the quiescent tissue. Various h}potheses

to account for the equiUbrium and its upset by sodium chloride might

be offered. A suggestive fact is that equilibrium with quiescence

cannot prevail in heart tissue immersed in sodium chloride solution,

after the initial latent period is over, so long as dissociable material

is available, and provided activity is not prevented by the presence

of an inhibitory substance, such as potassium. Moreover, after

prolonged immersion in sodium chloride solution, strips removed to

moist air are nearly always active for many hours. In view of these

facts the occasional stand-still shown by strips, after a rather brief

immersion in sodium chloride solution, suggests that a true satura-

^* Martin: Loc. cit., pp. 203 and 205.

^^ Benedict: this Journal, 1908, xxii, p. 22.
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tion may not have occurred under these conditions, and lessens the

force of the objection I have mentioned.

The effect of calcium seems clearly to be that suggested by Howell,-^

namely to promote the production of dissociable energy-liberating

material. If the height of contraction is a reliable index to the amount
of dissociable substance available, as we must beUcve it to be, all the

reported facts about the effects of calcium point directly to this con-

clusion, for the one striking feature of the calcium effect wherever it

appears is improvement in the vigor of beat.

The dependence of the calcium effect upon the oxygen supply,

which, as I have previously shown, -^ is very marked, I formerly

interpreted ^^ as indicating a role for calcium in connection with the

oxidative processes in the tissue. That the facts can be interpreted

as satisfactorily in terms of my present view I shall show in a later

paragraph.

The theory of the action of sodium and calcium on heart tissue

presented in this paper may be summarized in a brief statement.

Sodium and calcium ions are not antagonistic, but act positively

upon different phases of the contractile process. Calcium promotes

the conversion of stable material into unstable, energy-liberation

material; sodium promotes the dissociation process whereby energy

is actually liberated. In other words, calcium makes material avail-

able, sodium causes this material to liberate its energy. In neither

of these functions are the salts exclusive agents; the production of

dissociable material may depend on other factors than calcium; the

dissociation process may be affected by other substances than sodium.

The notion that sodium and calcium ions are antagonistic in their

influence on vital processes has prevailed since the work of Ringer ^^

and of Loeb ^° on the interaction of these and other ions. The greater

part of the evidence offered in favor of such antagonism has been

derived from experiments on tissues other than heart, chiefly skeletal

muscle, Fundulus, and Gonionemus. Loeb has recently presented

^^ Howell: Journal of tfie American Medical Association, 1906, .\lvi, No. 23.

" Martin: this Journal, 1906, xv, p. 309.

2* Martin: Ibid., p. 316.

2' Ringer: Journal of physiology, 1886, vii, p. 302; also, xviii, 1895, p. 428.

'" Loeb: this Journal, 1900, iii, p. 337; also, Archiv fiir die gesammte

Physiologic, Ixxx, 1900, p. 229.
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his ideas on salt antagonism ,^^ taking the position that the antagonism

is not a true one in the sense that one salt acts in direct opposition

to another, but rather that there is a cooperative action of the salts

upon the tissue, of such a sort as to interfere with the manifestation of

the pecuUar effect of either one. The experimental basis for Loeb's

view is chiefly a series of studies on the effects of salts on developing

eggs of Fundulus. Osterhout ^- has demonstrated by two distinct

methods that in plant cells "the antagonistic action of salts is largely

or entirely due to the fact that they hinder or prevent one another

from entering the protoplasm."

Joseph and ]\Ieltzer,^^ on the other hand, have described experi-

ments on skeletal muscle, which furnish indication that in this par-

ticular tissue there may be a direct salt antagonism.

All these observ^ations and opinions serve to show clearly that the

conclusion reached depends often on the tissue studied To assume,

then, an antagonistic action in heart tissue between sodium and

calcium ions, on the ground of observations made on very different

tissues, is surely unwarranted.

When I reviewed the literature of the causation of the heart beat,

after ehminating from my mind the idea that sodium and calcium

are antagonistic, I wondered that the idea could persist so strongly

with such meagre evidence in its favor. The observations upon which

the belief is based, with reference to heart strips, are the recovery

from sodium chloride "exhaustion" which follows the use of calcium,

and the better beat in sodium-calcium mixtures as compared with

pure sodium chloride solution,^^ and the observation of Howell ^^

that sodium tends to relaxation, while calcium tends to tonic shorten-

ing. With reference to the improvement in beat caused by calcium,

I have shown above that this is apparently a direct calcium effect,

and there is abundant evidence that it may be quite independent of

a previous injurious influence of sodium. Thus strips which have

been vigorously active for hours in moist air often show marked

^1 Loeb: The Carpenter Lecture, Science, N.S., xxxiv, 191 1, p. 653.

^ Osterhout: Science, n.s., xxxiv, 1911, p. 187; and Ibid., n.s., xxxv, 1912,

p. 112.

^ Joseph and Meltzer: this Journal, 191 1, xxix, p. i.

^ Lingle: Loc. cit., p. 277.

'^ Howell: this Journal, 1901, vi, pp. 184 and 199.
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increase in amplitude following the application of calcium-con-

taining solutions, a result wJiich can scarcely be due to an antagoniz-

ing of sodium by the calcium.

Howell's correlation of the antagonism between sodium and cal-

cium in the causation of the beat with their antagonism in relation to

tone loses its force if the salts are shown not to be antagonistic in

their effects on tone. In a recent paper ^^ I have analyzed the rela-

tions of salts to cardiac tonus and have advanced evidence which

seems to me to cast grave doubt on the view that sodium and calcium

as present in the blood are definitely antagonistic in their influence

on tone.

If there is truth in the idea herein advanced that sodium and

calcium ions are not antagonistic in their effects on heart tissue, but

act positively on different phases of cardiac activity, the various

previous observations on the behavior of heart substance when

treated by these ions must be expHcable in terms of this idea. I

purpose, as briefly as possible, to discuss the recorded observations

on this basis so as to show the applicability to them of my hypothesis.

Ventricular tissue of the turtle in its normal relation to the blood

supply we know to be highly responsive to stimuli from the venous

end of the heart, but, as the immediate stand-still following excision

shows, not capable of spontaneous activity. We have in this situa-

tion a high degree of excitabihty in the absence of an effective inner

stimulus.

When ventricular tissue is removed from the blood supply, but

not otherwise treated, its excitability, both to artificial stimulation

and to the normal stimulus from the active venous region, diminishes

steadily. This decUne in excitabihty can be explained as due to a

disturbance of equilibrium whereby the ions present in the tissue

enter other than their normal combinations. A similar change for

the ions of shed blood I have already suggested.'" That the disturb-

ance in ionic relationships is a permanent one is shown by the com-

plete failure of excised ventricle to recover excitability unless treated

with certain suitable solutions.

Freshly cut ventricle strips immersed in 0.7 per cent sodium chlo-

ride solution show a latent period in which there is at first a decline

^ Martin: this Journal, 1912, xxx, p. 182.

" Martin: this Journal, 1904, xi, p. 117.
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in excitability to induction shocks. This is succeeded by a period of

increasing excitability, and this in turn by spontaneous activity.

]Methods of shortening the latent period are by treatment with

calcium-containing solutions or carbon dioxide (Martin) or sodium

oxalate or galactose (Benedict). On the justifiable assumption that

spontaneous beats begin as soon as the intensity of the inner stimulus

meets the threshold we may look for shortening of the latent period

either by agencies which intensify the inner stimulus or by those that

increase the excitabihty. According to the theory proposed by Howell

and supported in this paper the shortening of the latent period by

calcium is due to the action of this substance in increasing the excita-

bihty. Inasmuch as the immediate onset of beats after sodium

oxalate is said by Benedict ordinarily to require the use of Ringer's

solution rather than pure saline, we may interpret the effect of the

oxalate as due to the precipitation of the calcium of the tissue, thereby

preparing the way for immediate influence to be exerted by the

calcium of the Ringer's solution. The effects of carbon dioxide and

of galactose are best to be explained, I believe, by attributing to them

direct stimulating properties.

The ultimate onset of spontaneous activity of strips in pure sodium

chloride solution, following a period of increasing excitabihty, can be

explained by supposing that the tendency of the ions contained in

the tissue to enter combinations unfavorable to excitabihty is over-

come by the presence of the sodium. This possibihty I have previously

pointed out.^^

The decHning series of beats terminating in "sodium chloride

exhaustion" signifies a continuous decUne in the conversion of energy-

liberating material from inactive into active form. This decline is

probably due, as I have suggested elsewhere,^^ primarily to insufficient

oxidation, whereby unoxidized waste products accumulate to an

extent which interferes with the production of energy-hberating

material. The evidence for this view is the excellent recovery which

follows treatment with abundant oxygen. Since calcium salts also

induce recovery from this exhaustion we must beheve that under the

stimulation of calcium the production of dissociable material goes on

in spite of the clogging effect of the unoxidized waste products,

^* Martin: this Journal, 1906, xvi, p. 203.

^^ Martin: Ibid., 1906, xv, p. 319.
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although, as I have sho\vn/° the calcium effect cannot manifest itself

in the complete absence of oxygen.

Sodium carbonate and sugar are other substances that bring

about recovery from sodium chloride exhaustion. That induced by

sodium carbonate is probably akin to the improvement which follows

treatment with oxygen, at least in that it operates by getting rid of

waste products, although in this case the method is neutralization

and not oxidation. The beneticial effects of sugar solution may be

either through influence on the conversion of material into available

form, or, as seems to me equally likely, through a combination of this

effect with a powerful reinforcement of the inner stimulus.

The Role of Potassium. — That potassium is inhibitory to cardiac

activity has long been definitely estabhshed. The precise mechanism

of its action is, however, unknown. I am inclined to believe that

potassium in moderate concentrations acts in opposition to the inner

stimulus rather than in antagonism to the elaboration of energy-

liberating material, but in higher concentrations opposes both

processes. Some observations that bear out this view are reported

by Howell ^^ in connection with studies of the relation of the potas-

sium content of the circulating medium to vagus inhibition. Howell

states that if the concentration of potassium chloride in the medium

is gradually increased a point is reached (o.i per cent) above which

there is a definite effect upon the force of the beat, as well as upon its

rate. In this diminution of force we have definite evidence of an

effect of potassium on the production of dissociable material in the

ventricle. The eft'ects of potassium on rate are irrelevant in this

connection, since the ventricular rate is established by the venous part

of the heart.

That concentrations of potassium insufficient to affect unfavorably

the production of energy-hberating material may, by opposing the

inner stimulus, prevent the manifestation of spontaneous activity

in the ventricle is shown by the experiment of which a tracing is given

in Fig. 2, p. 170. In this experiment spontaneous rhythmicity

developed as the result of immersion in 0.7 per cent sodium chloride

solution, and after becoming well established was aboHshed by trans-

ferring the tissue to Ringer's solution containing a small excess of

*'^ Martin: Loc. cit., p. 316.

^ Howell: this Journal, 1906, xv, p. 283.
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potassium chloride. That the suspension of activity was not due to

interference with the production of dissociable material was shown

when artificial stimuli were applied. The responses to these stimuli

were progressively greater and greater, a result which can be explained

only by supposing that the presence of potassium in small concentra-

tion is no bar to the conversion of substance into energy-liberating

form, although it does suffice to overcome the action of the inner

stimulus.

According to the view of the action of sodium and calcium set forth

above, we may look upon potassium as antagonistic to both sodium

and calcium, but to sodium more markedly than to calcium, a much

higher concentration of potassium being required to counteract the

influence of calcium on the process of preparing energy-liberating

material than to counteract the directly stimulating influence of

sodium.

Summary

1. Various means of studying the influence of salts on the heart-

beat are considered. The conclusion is drawn that by virtue of the

"all or none" law the height of contraction is an index to the amount

of available energy-liberating material present at the beginning of

the contraction, and as such offers a fruitful means of attacking the

problem of salt action.

2. Evidence is presented indicating that to a considerable degree

the irritability of heart tissue depends on the amount of dissociable

substance per unit of mass present within it, so that the height of

contraction may serve to some extent as a criterion of irritabihty.

3. An experiment is described which may be interpreted as con-

firming Cushny's demonstration of the existence of a specific inner

stimulus.

4. The characteristic features of ventricular activity in pure sodium

chloride solutions are stated as follows: (i) for ventricle tissue to be

active in sodium chloride solution the tissue must come from a medium

favorable to the production of dissociable substance; (2) the onset

of activity is prompter the greater the irritability in the preceding

medium; (3) the first spontaneous contractions in sodium chloride

equal in height the last in the preceding medium.
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5. Freshly excised ventricle tissue is shown to undergo a steady-

decline in irritability which can be overcome only by treatment with

suitable solutions. The dechne occurs during the first few minutes

of immersion in sodium chloride solution or Ringer's solution, but is

presently succeeded in these solutions by steadily increasing irrita-

bility. The initial decline is interpreted as an inevitable effect of

cutting the tissue off from its usual environment. Its occurrence

explains the latent period in sodium chloride.

6. The characteristic effects of calcium-containing solutions

on heart tissue are shown to be always in the direction of increased

vigor of beat.

7. To interpret the characteristic effects of sodium and calcium

the notion that they are antagonistic in their action on heart tissue

is rejected. To each is assigned a positive function on a definite phase

of the heart's activity. For calcium is assumed the function proposed

for it by Howell of acting to promote the conversion of stable into

unstable energy-yielding material; and for sodium the function

proposed by Lingle of serving as the immediate stimulus to bring

about the actual dissociation, and so to initiate the beat. To account

for various observations the further assumption is made that neither

sodium nor calcium is an exclusive agent; the preparation of dis-

sociable substance is hampered to a great degree by accumulating

waste products, and is therefore aided by abundant supplies of

oxygen or by sodium carbonate; carbon dioxide in moderate con-

centration, and perhaps sugar, act to stimulate heart tissue directly,

much as sodium does.



THE SUGAR CONSUMPTION IN NORMAL AND
DIABETIC (DEPANCREATED) DOGS AFTER

EVISCERATION ^

By J. J. R. MACLEOD and R. G. PEARCE
[From the Physiological Department, Wester)i Reserve University, Cleveland, 0.\

IN connection with the physiology of the carbohydrates no problem

more urgently requires solution at the present day than that of

the relationship which the pancreas holds to the utilization of sugar

in the animal body. The h^'perglycaemia which supervenes with

such remarkable rapidity after complete pancreatectomy and the

subsequent inability of the animal to metabolize any form of carbo-

hydrates indicate that in the normal animal this relationship must

be of the very greatest importance. When we attempt to explain

the manner in which the pancreas exercises this function, however,

great difficulties present themselves. We are, for example, not yet

certain whether the pancreatic function is a local one or one effected

in other parts of the body by an internal secretion (hormone) which

the gland discharges into the blood.

By a local function is meant one by which some toxic substance,

present in the blood and produced in the course of body metaboHsm,

is acted on by the pancreatic cells in such a way as to neutralize it.

When this substance is not thus acted on by the pancreas its accumu-

lation in the blood paralyzes the power of the tissues to utilize sugar.

Although there is no known fact which absolutely disproves this view

there is likewise no direct evidence which would encourage us to enter-

tain it, so that the tendency at present is to consider the pancreatic

influence as being exercised by means of an internal secretion. Even

if we accept this view, however, there is no agreement as to the

modus operandi of the hormone. Some believe that the hormone

is necessary for the utilization of dextrose in the tissues, others, that

1 A preliminary communication of many of the observalions included in this

article appeared in the Zentralblatt fur Physiologie, 1913 (March), p. 1311.
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it participates in the control of the mobilization of dextrose from the

liver. According to this latter view the disturbance which removal

of the pancreas creates is one in which the liver not only loses the

power of retaining absorbed dextrose as glycogen but in which it also

develops in an exaggerated degree the power of producing sugar out

of proteins and certain fats (gluconeogenesis) . The sugar which thus

passes the liver without having gone through a glycogen stage, and

the new sugar which has been produced, accumulate in the blood

more quickly than the tissues can utilize them, even although the

tissues are not believed to show any less than their normal glycolytic

powers.

A third view, which is really a compromise between the other two,

supposes that the tissues cannot utilize dextrose until after it has

undergone a preliminary transformation, one stage of which involves

the production of glycogen for which the pancreatic hormone is

necessary.

It has proved itself to be a most difficult matter to devise experi-

ments which offer decisive evidence for or against any one of these

hypotheses. Thus, the observations of Forschbach,^ that the removal

of the pancreas from one of two animals that had been previously

united by sewing skin, muscles and peritoneum together (parabiosis)

did not cause the usual degree of glycosuria, is unconvincing. Even

if the observations themselves were free of criticism —- which they

are not — the immunity to diabetes of the depancreated animal

might just as well be explained by local action of the pancreas of

the anastomosed animal as by the presence of an internal secretion.

The same criticism can be made of the observations of Carlson and

Drennan ^ that pancreatectomy in pregnant dogs near full term is

not followed by the usual degree of glycosuria. One of these authors

(Drennan ^) has furnished another type of evidence which if correct

would certainly favor the "hormone" h}^othesis. He found that the

amount of sugar excreted by a depancreated dog in twenty-four

hours became less when blood from a normal animal was intravenously

injected. Unfortunately, however, the urine alone was examined;

2 Forschbach: Deutsches medicinische wochcnschrift, 1908, xxxiv, p. 910;

also Archiv fiir experimentelle Pathologic und Pharmacologic, 1908, ix, p. 131.

^ Carlson and Drennan: this Journal, 191 1, xxviii, p. 391.

* Ihid, p. 396.
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the evidence would be much more convincing if the behavior of the

blood-sugar had also been ascertained.

Seemingly incontrovertible evidence in favor of the "hormone"

hypothesis has recently been furnished by Knowlton and Starling.^

These authors have studied the rate of dextrose consumption in blood

perfused through the heart and lungs of normal and depancreated

dogs. They found that the normal heart in an hour consumed about

4 mg. of dextrose for every gram of heart muscle, whereas the

diabetic heart in four cases did not consume any dextrose in this

time. They also found that the rate of disappearance, although low

at first, gradually became greater when blood from a normal animal

was perfused through a diabetic heart, and conversely, that the per-

fusion of blood from a diabetic animal through a normal heart was

followed by a practically normal rate of dextrose consumption for

the first hour but that this diminished subsequently. The interpre-

tation which Knowlton and Starhng put on these results is that the

normal blood and tissues contain some substance which is necessary

for the utilization of sugar in the organism, and they further offer,

as evidence that the "hormone" is derived from the pancreas, the

observation that the addition of a decoction of the pancreas, made

with faintly acid Ringer's solution and subsequently neutrahzed with

sodium carbonate, caused the diabetic blood to reacquire its normal

glycolytic power, when perfused through the diabetic heart.

Confirmatory evidence for these remarkable observations has

been furnished by Maclean and Smedley ^ who found that there

was very much less consumption of dextrose from oxygenated

Locke's solution when this was perfused through the heart of a de-

pancreated animal than when it was perfused through a normal heart.

These authors were however unable entirely to confirm Knowlton

and Starling's statement that the addition of pancreatic extract

restores the sugar-consuming power. They point out that the

extracts may not have been prepared under exactly the same con-

ditions.

Although the conclusions which are drawn, at least in so far as

* Knowlton and Starling: Zentralblatt fiir Physiologic, 1912, xxvi, p. 169;

Proceedings of the Royal Society, 191 2, Ixxxv, p. 218; The Journal of physiology,

1912, xlv, p. 146.

^ Maclean and Smedley: The Journal of physiology, 1913, xlv, p. 470.
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they refer to utilization of sugar by the heart, do seem to be justified

by the published results, there are, nevertheless, several technical

details in connection with the experiments which demand attention.

In the first place, it is unfortunate that an untried method was
employed by Knowlton and Starling for estimating the amount of

sugar in the blood mixture that was used for perfusion. This method
consisted in precipitating the proteins in the blood or serum with

copper sulphate and subsequently removing the excess of copper in

the protein-free filtrate with sodium hydrate. We have found, by

comparison of results obtained on the same blood by this and the

well-tried method of Rona and Michaehs, that considerable discrep-

ancy is likely to occur unless very great care is taken to add just

exactly the amount of sodium hydrate that is necessary to neutralize

the cupric sulphate. Even with these precautions, we have been

unable to obtain the same close agreement between the duplicates

that is observed when the Rona-Michaelis method is employed,

nor have we found that the results obtained by the two methods

always agree with one another. These facts are shown in the follow-

ing table:

TABLE I

Sugar in Blood or Serum atter Removal of the Protein by Copper
Sulphate or Colloidal Iron

Fluid employed
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We were never able to obtain accurate agreement between the dupli-

cates, by the copper method whereas this is usually the case when the

colloidal method is employed. We have probably omitted some pre-

caution which Knowlton and Starhng adopted, but of which they do

not warn us in their pubhshed papers. We can only add that we have

been most careful to follow their directions. These authors them-

selves obtained much more satisfactory results; for example, out of

eleven duplicate analyses there was absolute agreement in sLx, a dif-

ference of less than 2 per cent in three. In two cases, however, the

error was more than 5 per cent.

It is stated by Knowlton and Starhng that the amount of gly-

colysis in the blood under the conditions of their experiments could

not have exceeded o.oi per cent dextrose per hour. This is without

doubt too low a figure. It is at least very much less than that found

by one of us (J. J. R. M.) to apply in the case of deiibrinated or

"hirudin" blood of the dog incubated under strictly sterile conditions

at body temperature;^ thus, in deiibrinated blood the following per-

centile glycolysis was observed:— 40 (2 hrs. 15 min.), 55 (2 hrs. 5omin.),

34 (2 hrs. 30 min.), 27 (i| hrs.) ; and in Hirudin blood these values were:

70 (2 hrs. 30 min.) and 37 (2 hrs. 30 min.). It should be pointed out,

however, that in the experiments referred to no dextrose was added to

the blood whereas in those of Knowlton and Starhng a considerable

quantity of dextrose was usually added. This was especially the

case in those bloods which exhibited a very shght degree of glycolysis

(cf. Table I of Knowlton and Starhng). The importance of this

observation will be discussed in a subsequent paper; meanwhile it

is significant to note that the sugar content of the blood used for

perfusing the heart of the diabetic dogs was very high in the

three cases recorded in which no sugar disappeared, (Nos. 12, 17,

and 18, Table III), possibly because dextrose had been added in

excess of the amount usually present, even in diabetic blood.

Edehnann,^ working with oxalate blood (of the dog) found that

after two hours incubation from 11.26 to 24.24 per cent of sugar dis-

appeared and Loeb,^ using defibrinated blood, found in ninety minutes

^ Unpublished experiments. The sterility of the blood was tested by bac-

teriological examination.

* Edelmann: Biochemische Zeitschrift, 1912, xl, p. 314.

8 LoEB, A.: Ibid., 1913, xlix, p. 413.
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that from 48 to 62 per cent disappeared. The former author also

found that a certain amount of glycolysis likewise occurs in diabetic

blood and this was also observed to be the case by Knowlton and

StarHng.^° It is somewhat difficult to harmonize this fact with the

statement that in blood perfused through the diabetic heart there

should sometimes be no glycolysis whatsoever.

Although, as computed from Knowlton and Starling's tables, it is

the case that the general average for sugar consumption by the normal

hearts was about 4 mg. per gram heart muscle per hour yet there

were very great deviations from this average; thus, leaving out of

account cases in which the anaesthetic was left on by mistake, or in

which the blood was very venous, the variations ran from 2.84 to

6.29 mg. per gram muscle per hour. In three of the seven hearts of

diabetic animals the consumption varied from 1.8 mg. to 4.9 mg. per

gram per hour, but this almost normal consumption is explained by the

authors as probably due in part, at least, to bacterial growth; in the

remaining four observations of this series extra precautions against

bacterial growth were taken and no dextrose was used. In five

diabetic dogs of another series of observations the consumption was

much less than normal.

It is stated by Knowlton and Starling that the diabetic heart

beat was very slow but that it increased in rate whenever pancreatic

extract was added to the perfusion fluid. This and the accompany-

ing partial restoration in sugar consuming power may have depended

on the fact that the extract was neutralized with sodium carbonate,

the presence of which in Locke's solution as Neukirch and Rona ^^

have shown materially augments the beat and increases the sugar

consuming power of the heart. Knowlton and StarHng also observed

slight quickening of a perfused diabetic heart when some sodium

bicarbonate was added to the perfusion fluid.

In making these criticisms we do not desire to be understood as

denying the possibihty that less sugar may be used by the diabetic

as compared with the normal heart. We believe however that the

observations so far recorded do not unmistakably prove this fact.

^° KxowLTON and Starling: Cf. Proceedings of the Royal Society, 191 2,

B., Ixxxv, p. 221.

" Neukirch and Rona: Archiv fiir die gesammte Physiologic, 1912, cxlviii,

p. 285.
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But even if the diabetic heart should consume less sugar it is not

justifiable to conclude that removal of the pancreas brings about the

disappearance from the blood of some substance which is necessary

for the utilization of carbohydrates in the other tissues of the body.

It is necessary before drawing such a conclusion to compare the sugar

utilization in the skeletal muscles of normal and diabetic animals.

Theoretically, this could most simply be done by ascertaining the

rate of sugar consumption in the artificially perfused hind Hmbs.

Since such experiments always involve a certain risk of bacterial con-

tamination, and since there are other technical difficulties and sources

of inaccuracy connected with them, we have put the question to the

test by observing the behavior of the sugar in the blood of dogs from

which all the abdominal viscera were removed. Following such

evisceration, as Bock and Hofmann, Pavy, and one of ourselves ^^

have shown, the percentage of sugar in the blood steadily falls because

the utilization of sugar in the tissues cannot be compensated by an

increased discharge of sugar from the fiver. Such preparations may
really be considered as perfusions of the muscles with blood pumped
by the heart and arterialized by the lungs. In them' the conditions

are certainly more nearly normal than is the case when an artificial

pump and in vitro arterialization of the blood are employed. There

are however two difficulties which present themselves in the use of

such preparations. The first of these is that anaesthetic must con-

tinue to be administered, the presence of which in the blood might, as

Knowlton and Starhng imply, depress the glycolytic power. To

control this, in about one half of our experiments, we have tied the

innominate and left subclavian arteries just after their origin from the

aorta, thus removing the higher nerve centres from the circulation

and rendering the administration of anaesthetic unnecessary. As

can be seen from the tables of results, however, this did not measur-

ably affect the rate with which sugar disappeared. The other dif-

ficulty was with regard to the arterial blood pressure. Although

this invariably rose considerably, as an immediate result of the Uga-

tion of the coefiac axis, it subsequently fell, as a rule, until, in some

cases, it came to be no higher than about 40 mm. Hg; indeed, especi-

12 BocK and Hofmann: Experimental Studien iiber Diabetes, Berlin;

Pavy and Siau : The Journal of physiology, 1903, xxix, p. 375; Macleod:

this Journal, 1909, xxiii, p. 278.
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ally in our earlier observations, the blood pressure might steadily

decline to zero within a period of about half an hour after ligation of

the abdominal vessels.

The cause for the fall of pressure in these earher experiments was
probably haemorrhage into some untied small branch of the aorta, for

the viscera were not actually removed after ligation of the vessels.

This bleeding may have been through vessels coming to the stomach

from the oesophagus or on to the rectum from the inferior haemor-

rhoidal arteries. In the subsequent experiments, where actual evis-

ceration was practiced, these vessels were necessarily tied.^^ But
even when every precaution was taken to avoid any such leakage of

blood into untied splanchnic vessels, the blood pressure usually fell,

so that within an hour after the evisceration it was no more than

60 mm.. Hg. Such a fall was not experienced by Pavy. Since we
have found from experience that irregular results in the amount of

sugar in the blood are likely to be obtained when the blood pressure

is much below 40 mm. Hg., we have, in the later experiments of the

present research, kept it at a higher level than this by intravenous

injections of adrenalin. The amount of adrenalin injected was

always adjusted so as to keep the pressure as constant as possible.

The preparation used was i-iooo adrenahn chloride (Parke Davis);

in some cases it was injected undiluted, in others it was diluted five

times with Locke's solution. The amounts required were never

large and even in the cases where the dilute solution was employed

were never sufficient to bring about any material dilution of the

blood. It can be seen, by comparing the results obtained in cases

with and without adrenalin, that the injection did not in any way

influence the rate of sugar disappearance. In certain of the experi-

ments the animals died from cardiac failure in spite of all we could

do to prevent it and we were compelled to take the blood for analysis

from the heart chambers after death. We have found, however, that

the amount of sugar in such blood is practically always considerably

in excess of that present in blood removed even a few minutes pre-

viously from the renal vein or carotid artery.

The sugar was estimated in the blood by Bertrand's method after

^' On account of Pavy's observation that even after ligation of the portal

vein there may be some sugar discharged by way of the hepatic veins, we have in

all experiments applied mass ligatures to the back portions of the liver lobes.
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removal of the proteins of means of colloidal iron. In as many cases

as possible duplicate analyses were made.

C0NSIDEIL.A.T10N OF Results

In order that we might have some standard with which to compare

the rate of glycolysis following pancreatectomy, a series of observa-

tions were made on samples of blood removed at varying intervals

after evisceration in normal dogs. It was hoped that it would be pos-

sible so to control the conditions of the experiments, that a constant

rate of sugar disappearance for different animals could be determined.

The results actually obtained in a series of eleven such observations

are given in Table II from which it will be seen that no such con-

stancy was attained. The values set down in the fourth column of

the table most clearly demonstrate the rate of glycolysis. They

represent the milligrams of dextrose which disappeared from 100 gm.

of blood during one minute.

TABLE II

Glycolysis in the Blood or Eviscerated non-diabetic Dogs

No.
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it will be seen the dextrose consumption varied between 0.83 to 2.4

mg. In the next four experiments (Nos. 5 to 8 inclusive) it was at-

tempted to maintain the blood pressure in the eviscerated animals by-

removing usually about 150 c.c. of blood from the animal at the start

of the experiment and after defibrination and the addition of an equal

volume of Locke's solution, containing i per cent dextrose, reinjecting

it into the animal immediately after the evisceration. This was done

in order to leave as small a quantity of blood as possible in the tied-

off splanchnic vessels. The procedure did not materially prevent

the rapid fall of blood pressure. The glycolysis was naturally some-

what quicker immediately after the injection (in one case rising to

4.46 mg.) but after some time it fell to between 0.46 and 0.97 mg.

dextrose per minute.

In the last three experiments of the table, adrenalin (i-iooo or

1-5000 in Locke's solution) was injected at constant pressure into the

renal vein at such a rate as to keep the blood pressure at least above

60 mm.; the dextrose consumption varied between 1.13 and 2.8 mg.

per minute, thus indicating, when compared with the previous figures,

that the adrenalin had no material influence on the rate of glycolysis.

Under the conditions of these experiments there is therefore a

considerable variation in the glycolysis of different normal animals

and it is not possible to co-relate the variations either with the mean

arterial blood pressure or with the tying off of the head arteries which

of course also involves opening the thorax and applying artificial

respiration.

Turning now to the results obtained on diabetic animals, which

are given in Table III, it is to be noted that in a much larger pro-

portion of the experiments the fall of blood pressure produced by

evisceration was compensated by injections of adrenahn. These

experiments, being on very valuable material, were naturally not

undertaken until after the experience gained by work or normal

animals had been obtained, the outcome of which as we have seen was

to indicate adrenalin injections as the most satisfactory means of

keeping up the blood pressure That such injections did not bear

any relationship to the rate of glycolysis in diabetic animals was

demonstrated in one or two cases in which the drug did not require to

be given until the latter part of the experiment, in one case (No. 10)

the rate of glycolysis was the same before and after the injection,
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in another (No. 11) it was less and in a third (No. 15) it was greater.

Nor was Kgation of the vessels proceeding to the head and fore limbs

associated with any demonstrable variation in the glycolysis. Thus,

in the cases in which these vessels were untied (Nos. 10, 11, 12, 13

and 14), and the anaesthesia consequently maintained the rate of

glycolysis varied between 0.5 (No. 10) and 4.6 (No. 4) mg. per minute,

whereas in those in which the vessels were tied (Nos. 3, 8, 9, 14 and

15), it varied between 1.5 and 4.3 mg. per minute.

When we compare the results obtained on diabetic with those

obtained on normal dogs it is plain that no difference can be made out.

For some reason which we cannot explain, the results in both cases

are extremely -variable and it, therefore, becomes impossible to give

any average which would be at all rehable for either series of observa-

tions. However, some comparisons may be of interest. The average

dextrose consumption for the 11 normal dogs (17 observations) is

1.63 mg. per minute and for the 10 diabetic animals (19 observations)

it is 1.86 mg. per minute.

The maximum and minimum rates for the non-diabetic animals

(including those in which dextrose was injected) are 2.4 and 0.83 mg.

per minute respectively, and for those that were diabetic, 3.7 and 0.50.

In one experiment on a diabetic animal (No. 10) there does appear

to be distinctly less glycolysis than in any other case, either normal or

diabetic. This was an unusally resistant, although markedly diabetic,

animal, the blood pressure remaining above 60 mm. for more than an

hour after the evisceration so that no adrenahn had to be injected

until after ninety minutes. The dextrose consumption meanwhile

ranged between 0.5 and 0.7 mg. per cent per minute. Unfortunately

in this experiment the kidney on the right side was not tied off so

that the comparatively small decrease in dextrose which did occur

might be accounted for, in part at least, by excretion into the urine.

In five other experiments, however, the vessels of both kidneys were

ligated and in those the glycolysis was very marked. The injection

of 250 c.c. defibrinated blood containing 5 per cent dextrose into this

dog was followed by more marked glycolysis which might be attrib-

uted to the influence of pancreatic hormone. We are not prepared

to give any other explanation at present, only we would point out

the remarkable rate in the experiments on normal dogs, in which dex-

trose was injected, at which it disappeared. Perhaps the dextrose
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introduced in this way finds some depot other than the hver in which

it is converted to glycogen. The possibility of its being retained in

the h-mph must also be borne in mind.

We cannot draw any conclusions from our results regarding the

comparative rates of sugar utilization by the normal and the diabetic

heart, but we believe that there is no difference in this regard in so far

as the skeletal muscles are concerned. It is possible that the difference

observed by Knowlton and Starling in sugar consumption between

normal and diabetic hearts might have existed under the conditions

of our experiments and yet have been insufficient to make an impres-

sion on the blood of the eviscerated animal. The conditions which

influence the rate of sugar disappearance are so variable in different

animals, and even in the same animal at different periods of the same

observation, that it has proved impossible to obtain an average figure

for sugar utihzation by the use of which we could decide whether this

was more marked in the one group than in the other. As already

pointed out we can offer no explanation for these variations. We
are certain, however, that they do not depend on any error in the

blood-sugar estimations.

As a criterion of the degree of diabetes in the depancreated animals

we have as usual taken the D. N. ratio. In one instance this could

not be obtained because of an unaccountable and severe haematuria.

Most of the animals received a pint of milk for the day or two follow-

ing the pancreatectomy and meat on the succeeding days. In one

or two instances they were starved for the day immediately preced-

ing the evisceration experiment. It will be seen from the second

column that all of the dogs were diabetic to the full degree. Although

the operations were performed with every aseptic precaution possible

and were kept afterwards in thoroughly clean cages there was always

some suppuration of the wound, a condition which we have ver}- rarely

experienced in operations on non-diabetic animals. For example,

in the experiments numbered three and four in the table the pancreat-

ectomy was performed in two stages; in the first one the gland was

removed except for the free vertical portion (processus uncinatus)

which was grafted, with its blood vessels intact, in the subcutaneous

tissues of the abdominal wall. After this operation there was no

suppuration. The graft was then removed (without opening the

abdomen) and the wound suppurated.
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In conclusion we may point out that even if the isolated heart

of the diabetic animal should be unable to utilize dextrose, this

need not necessarily imply that it is because of the absence of some

hormone which is necessary for utilization of dextrose by the heart

muscle. It may be because of the presence in diabetic blood of

toxic substances which may interfere with sugar utilization by the

heart, under the conditions of the perfusion experiments. The fact

that addition of pancreatic extract to the diabetic blood brings about

a restoration of the glycolytic power — a fact which is not, we believe,

supported by a sufficient amount of evidence (see p. 186) — would

certainly offer stronger support to the hormone hypothesis but it

would not necessarily render the "toxic" h}^pothesis untenable, for

such an extract might contain antitoxin.



ON THE FORMATION OF FAT FROM CARBOHYDRATES

By SERGIUS MORGULIS aot JOSEPH H. PRATT

[From the Nutrition Laboratory of the Carnegie Institution of Washington, Boston, Mass.,

and the Laboratory of the Theory and Practice of Physic of Harvard University.]

THE experiments described in this paper have all been performed

on a dog belonging to one of us (J. H. P.), which showed

certain peculiarities in the metabolic activity due to pancreatic

achyHa.

On March 29, nearly eight months before our experiments were

begun, the corpus pancreatis of the dog was removed, leaving the

processus lienalis and the processus uncinatus in situ. A detailed

description of the operation and subsequent history of this dog "Flora"

is given in another paper.

^

At the time of the operation the dog was very fat and weighed 13.8

kg. There was a steady loss of weight from the time of the exclusion

of the pancreatic juice from the intestine to the end of June, when it

had fallen to 6.5 kg. From this time to the middle of September

the weight was fairly constant. Diabetes did not develop. The

administration of pigs' pancreas, which was begun in September, was

followed by a gain in weight. When the feeding of pancreas was

discontinued on October 21 the dog weighed 8.35 kg.

An absorption experiment was begun on November 12 and con-

tinued for four days. During this period the dog ate 3000 gm. of

meat. 42.23 per cent of the nitrogen of the food was lost in the

feces and 72.73 per cent of the fat. The animal was in nitrogenous

equilibrium, losing only .02 gm. of body nitrogen during the four

days.

The experiments were performed at the Nutrition Laboratory

with the dog apparatus constructed on the principle of the closed

circuit, and essentially like that described by Prof. F. G. Benedict

1 Benedict, F. G., and Pratt, J. H.: Journal of biological chemistry,

July, 1913.
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in an earlier paper - but modified by him for direct determinations of

oxygen. It would be superiluous to give here a detailed description

of the apparatus; it will suffice to mention that the animal's muscular

activity has been carefully controlled by means of a pneumograph

attached to the cage in which the animal is kept, and communicating

with a Alarey tambour. The cage being suspended by a spring at

one end and resting on two knife edges at the opposite end is sensitive

to the slightest movement on the part of the animal, and the move-

ments are recorded on a kymograph by means of a pointer resting on

the tambour. The carbon dioxide, absorbed in soda lime bottles, is

ascertained by the difference in weight of the bottles at the beginning

and end of each experiment. As there are two sets of soda lime

absorbers attached to the apparatus, either one or the other may be

brought into operation by a shift of a three-way valve. By this

arrangement it was possible to determine the carbon-dioxide produc-

tion during successive half-hour periods without interrupting the

course of the experiment. The oxygen was admitted into the system

from a small cylinder, which was likewise weighed before and after

each period. The amount of oxygen thus determined by weight was

also checked by readings of a Bohr meter through which the oxygen

passed before entering into the system. The relative humidity of

the air of the respiration chamber was measured by a psychrometer;

samples of the air at the end of the experiment or at the end of each

successive period have been analyzed for carbon dioxide with the

Sonden apparatus.

Knowing the empirical volume of the entire system (including

the chamber and accessories) we were able to compute the quantita-

tive composition of the residual air at the end of each period by mak-

ing use of the data obtained from readings of the psychrometer,

barometer, thermometer, and the per cent of carbon dioxide in the

air. The difference in the residuals enabled us to make corrections

for the consumption of oxygen and the production of carbon dioxide

as determined directly by weight.

The efficiency and accuracy of the respiration apparatus have been

frequently tested, and we did not run regular experiments before

complete satisfaction as to its perfection in this regard could be

2 Benedict, F. G.,and Homans, J.: this Journal, 191 1, xxviii, p. 29; Journal

of medical research, 191 2, xxv, p. 409.
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obtained. The system was tested for tightness and blank experiments

showed no changes in the weight of the soda-Kme absorbers. Further-

more, check experiments were performed from time to time by burn-

ing ethyl alcohol in the respiration chamber. Almost invariably the

quotients obtained were in complete agreement with the theoretical

expectation for the combustion of alcohol, thus giving positive proof

of the accuracy of our apparatus.

There is nothing essentially novel in the fact that within the

organism of an animal one substance miay be chemically transformed

into another substance. The formation of carbohydrates from fat

or protein, and the formation of fat from carboh}'drates have been

maintained by physiologists on different occasions, and in the ma-

jority of cases with sufficient justification. The transformation of

fat into carbohydrates, for instance, figured greatly in metaboHsm
studies with hibernating animals where it was thought that this

transformation furnished the raison-d'etre for the extremely low

respiratory quotients observed by several investigators. This hypoth-

esis, however, has serious objections against it, and recently it has

been severely criticized by Nagai,^ who showed that with accurate

and well-controlled methods one does not find quotients with hibernat-

ing animals as low as were hitherto claimed. The fact of the trans-

formation of carbohydrates into fat, on the contrary, has been receiving

more and more confirmation ever since Liebig supposed that such a

change may occur, and it may be said that today this is fairly beyond

questioning. It was corroborated by the experience of breeders and

agriculturists that rich carbohydrate food is conducive to the fatten-

ing of the stock. Henneberg (i88i),^ Chaniewski (1884),^ Munk
(i885),^Meissl (1886)'' and others^ experimenting with various animals,

such as sheep, geese, dogs, pigs, found that in striking the balance

of the intake and output, and comparing it with the actual acquisi-

^ Nagai, H.: Zeitschrift fiir allgemeine Physiologic, 1909, ix, pp. 243-367.
" Henneberg, W. : Zeitschrift fur Biologie, 1881, xvii, pp. 295-350.
'" Chaniewski, T.: Zeitschrift fiir Biologie, 1884, xx, pp. 178-192.

6 Munk, J.: \'ircho\vs Archiv fiir Pathologische Anatomic, 1885, ex, pp.

91-134-

^ Meissl, E.: Zeitschrift fiir Biologic, 1886, xxii, pp. 63-160.

* Lehmann, K. B., und Voir, E. Zeitschrift fiir Biologie, 1901, xlii,

pp. 619-671.

* RUBNKR, M.AX: Zeitschrift fur Biologie, 1886, xxii, pp. 272-280.
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tions of the body they could not evade the conclusion that the carbo-

hydrates had contributed to the deposit of fat. These experiments

dealt with the assimilation of protein, fat and carbohydrate unassisted

by a parallel investigation of the respiratory exchange of the animals

under observation. Yet, if the transformation of carbohydrate into

fat is an actuality, it should be reasonable to expect some clue as to

its occurrence in the gaseous metabolism, since a substance rich in

oxygen is thereby changed into one poor in oxygen. In other words

this process should become revealed in the respiratory quotient which

is the ratio between the carbon dioxide produced and the ox}'gen

consumed during any length of time.

When this paper was already written we found an interesting paper

in Russian, in which the metabolism of both dogs and rabbits fed

only on sugar was discussed. The author of this article apparently

did not realize the significance of the respiratory quotient, as through-

out his voluminous tables and text he makes no mention of it. He
determined, however, the carbon dioxide production and oxygen

consumption of his subjects, and we were thus able to work out the

respiratory quotients from his data. The experiments were per-

TABLE I

Original data
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formed in the following way : An animal was first subjected to a fast

lasting several days, with water, and the urine was analyzed for

nitrogen and the various inorganic constituents. Then the animal,

after it had recuperated from the fast and attained the initial weight

again, was put on a diet of sugar either in the form of solid lumps or

in the form of a solution which was given through the stomach tube.

The urines were also collected and analyzed as in the preliminary

period. In a few instances the gaseous exchange was likewise deter-

mined, and we used these data in compihng Table I.

We may observe that in either case with an exclusive sugar diet

the dog had a respiratory quotient of over one. In the case of the dog

"Damka" the average quotient for the first nine days of the sugar

feeding was 1.267, ^-nd for the entire experimental period of twenty-

nine days, 1.065. The other dog "Bijka" shows only a slight rise of

the respiratory quotient over one, but the respiratory quotient of the

first dog is likewise a great deal higher when fasting. It is possible

that the method for measuring the gaseous exchange employed by

Protasov ^ was not unimpeachable, as it is very improbable for an

animal fasting nine days to have a respiratory quotient of .858, and

it may be that the figures for the oxygen are lower than the actual

consumption.

We believe that Pfluger first realized the importance of the gaseous

exchange and of the respiratory quotient in the transformation of

carbohydrate into fat when he instructed his student Bleibtreu ^° to

carry out a study of the gaseous metabolism. Bleibtreu employed

young geese which he fed superabundantly upon rye meal and found

large deposits of fat in their bodies when they had been killed at the

close of the experiment. He performed also several respiration experi-

ments with the result, as was to be expected on theoretical grounds,

that in each case the respiratory quotients rose above one, ranging

from I.I 17 to 1.38, thus furnishing new proof for the origin of fat

from carbohydrates. While Bleibtreu's experiments are extremely

interesting, and undoubtedly conclusive, yet owing to deficiencies of

' Protasov, I. I.: Metabolism of matter under condition of exclusive feed-

ing with sugar, Dissertation, Imperial Military Medical Academy in St. Peters-

burg, 1895, p. 67. (In Russian.)

'" Bleibtreu, M.: Archiv fiir die gesammtc Physiologie, 1901, Ixxxv, pp.

345-400.
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his apparatus they leave room for criticism, and it seems to us not

unhkely that with methods more properly controlled one would not

fmd quotients as high as 1.38. However this may be, his results are

true in the main and the quotients of over one may be taken as a direct

proof of the phenomenon which has been recognized and postulated

long ago.

Although the point may be considered well established, we do not

hesitate to contribute to this subject as the conditions under which

the transformation of carbohydrates into fat took place are rather

singular. Besides, our experiments present practically the first series

of determinations of oxygen and carbon dioxide coincident with this

transformation (certainly in the case of the dog) which have been

made with a well-controlled and critical method. Our dog was in a

very emaciated state and since, as was stated above, she could utilize

but a fraction of the protein and fat in the ingested meat, most of it

(40 and 70 per cent respectively) being excreted in the form of large

bulky stools, she was fed on glucose besides, and on one occasion we

observed that the respiratory quotient increased above one. Sus-

pecting that our dog was forming fat, we decided to follow up this

matter.

We proceeded to feed the dog large quantities of glucose, expect-

ing by thus over-feeding her with carbohydrates to find a state

resembling somewhat that observed by Bleibtreu. The dog was

given daily at least 120 gm. of glucose with some meat, and on the

days on which respiration experiments were performed she got as

much as 200 to 225 gm., with a relatively small admixture of chopped

meat. It is interesting to note that in spite of such an abundance

of nourishment her body weight remained practically unchanged

throughout the experimental period of nearly three weeks.

Having given the dog glucose in the food for two preceding

days, she was brought into the respiration chamber on November 18,

two hours after eating 100 gm. of glucose and 300 gm. of meat. The

dog remained in the chamber for two hours and during that time she

produced per hour 4.12 htres of carbon dioxide and consumed 3.90

htres of oxygen. A week later the dog was fed 300 gm. of meat and

125 gm. of glucose and about three hours later a similar amount of

meat and 100 gm. of glucose, after which she was placed in the respira-

tion apparatus for two hours. This time she produced per hour 4.96
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litres of carbon dioxide and consumed 4.78 litres of oxygen. The same

thing was repeated next day. The animal received 50 gm. of meat

and 100 gm. of glucose in the morning, then three hours later another

portion of 50 gm. of meat and 125 gm. of glucose, and went directly

into the respiration chamber. The dog produced per hour 5.40

litres of carbon dioxide and consumed 5.19 litres of oxgyen. On
November 26, the dog was again given 50 gm. of meat and 125 gm.

of glucose, and a respiration experiment lasting nearly two hours

was immediately begun. Then she received another 100 gm. of

meat and 100 gm. of glucose and the interrupted experiment was
continued for another two hours. During these two successive

experiments the animal produced per hour 4.20 and 4.50 litres of

carbon dioxide and consumed 3.92 and 4.22 litres of oxygen respec-

tively, but the respiratory quotients in both experiments were prac-

tically the same. The last experiment of the series was performed a

week later during which time the dog was fed on meat and glucose.

On the day of the experiment she received 50 gm. of meat and 125

gm. of glucose, but could not be induced to eat any more, and vomited

at the mere sight of food. Under these circumstances we were obliged

to resort to injecting the glucose subcutaneously, and we thus intro-

duced into the body 240 c.c. of a 20 per cent aqueous solution of

glucose, making a total of 48 gm. of glucose. The dog was put

directly into the respiration chamber and this time the highest respira-

tory quotient of practically i.i was obtained. The respiratory quo-

tients obtained in this series of experiments range from 1.038 to 1.099

and the data are presented in tabular form in Table II.

Since the respiratory quotient is the r^tio between the carbon diox-

ide production and the oxygen consumption, the high quotient con-

tingent upon the formation of fat from carbohydrate may be either

due to an increase of the numerator, or to a decrease of the denomina-

tor; the numerical outcome in both events remains the same. The
latter course is in agreement with Liebig's conception of this trans-

formation process. Pfliiger's idea of an intramolecular migration of

the oxygen atoms resulting in a formation of carbon chains of which

the fat molecule is afterwards reconstructed, is* probably the more

correct one. The postulate that the transformation is accompanied

by an increased output of carbon dioxide which is to be expected on

this assumption, finds corroboration at least in some of our experi-

I
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ments. Thus we observed a gradual rise in the carbon dioxide pro-

duction in successive periods of thirty minutes each while the oxygen

consumption remained practically constant. In one of the experi-

ments the dog having been placed in the respiration chamber two

T.\BLE II

Date
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compensate for each other, remains practically 2.39 in each period.

Although in the early part of the fourth period there was some mus-

cular activity, the dog has been very quiet in the second and third

periods, as can be seen on the kymograph records, while she was less

quiet in the first period. This must be taken as good evidence that

the increasing output of carbon dioxide has not been caused by an

increased muscular activity of the subject.

TABLE III

Date
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the carbon dioxide that results from the maintenance combustion of

the metabohsm. Theoretically, we know that 2.7 gm. of glucose

may give i gm. of fat with the liberation of .55 gm. of water, and 1.16

gm. of carbon dioxide. Hence it follows that for every gram of fat

originating from carbohydrates there should be set free 1.16 gm. or

.59 litre of carbon dioxide above the amount resulting from the com-

bustion of the body materials. If we avail ourselves of Hanriot's

formula for the transformation of carbohydrates into fat, where a

hypothetic substance (stearo-oleo-palmitin) is imagined to be formed

by satisfying the three valencies of a glycerid with the fatty acid

radicles of the three chief representatives of animal fatty acids (stearic,

palmitic, oleic acids), we would expect instead .60 litre of carbon

dioxide. On the line of reasoning suggested above this extra amount

of carbon dioxide resulting from the formation of fat can be computed

by subtracting from the ascertained quantity of carbon dioxide an

amount equal to that of consumed oxygen, which on the above sup-

position must have been directly produced in the process of combustion

of carbohydrates. For the sake of convenience, we may make

use of the average figures given in Table II which may serve as

representative for the entire set of experiments recorded therein.

We will observe that there were 4.78 litres of carbon dioxide produced

and 4.50 litres of oxygen consumed per hour, and that the average

respiratory quotient was 1.062. If carbohydrates alone had been

burned for maintenance during that time 4.50 Ktres of carbon dioxide

would have been derived from that source. The excess of .28 htre

(4.78-4.50) of carbon dioxide is what on this view has been set free

in the transformatory process which was going on simultaneously

with the other. The theoretical expectation of the liberation of about

.60 litre of carbon dioxide when one gram of fat is newly formed from

glucose, is equivalent to a rise in the respiratory quotient by .131

when the animal's consumption of oxygen per hour is 4.50 Ktres, as

may be gotten by dividing .60 by 4.50. The average respiratory

quotient observed in our experiments is .062 above one, or roughly

one-half of the theoretically expected rise of the quotient, when one

gram of fat is newly formed. In other words, we may assume that

in the course of one hour .5 gm. of fat are being formed from carbo-

hydrates on the average in such an extreme case as when carbohydrates

alone are being burned for maintenance. As a matter of fact, how-
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ever, the experiments with our dog have shown that on a mixed diet,

though the respiratory quotient was very high, it never reached unity,

but was usually about 0.940. We may, therefore, assume further

that under the experimental conditions and the condition of the dog

described here, the animal deposited on an average a gram of fat

per hour.

In concluding we wish once more to emphasize the fact that a weak

and emaciated dog with severe disturbance in the absorption of fat

and protein was still able to form fat from carbohydrates. Apart

from the additional proof which our investigation brings to the theory

of the transformation of carbohydrates into fat, it also shows that the

transformation may and actually does take place even in the

carnivorous dog.



THE ACTION OF THROMBOPLASTIC SUBSTANCE
IN THE CLOTTING OF BLOOD

By F. W. Macrae, Jr. and A. G. SCHNACK
[From the Physiological Laboratory of the Johns Hopkins University]

IN the theory of the coagulation of the blood which we owe to

Morawitz it is assumed that the prothrombin is converted to

active thrombin by the combined influence of calcium and thrombo-

kinase, the latter element being furnished by the tissue cells, including

the blood corpuscles. Howell in several papers has contended that

thrombokinase, or the thromboplastic substance of the tissues, is not

concerned in the activation of the prothrombin, but exerts its favor-

ing influence upon coagulation by neutralizing the antithrombin

present in blood. This latter author ^ has shown, moreover, that

the active constituent of thromboplastic substance is one of the

lecithans or phosphatids; not the one designated as lecithin, but

a related substance which in its solubilities coincides rather with the

fraction known as kephalin. A somewhat similar conclusion in regard

to the nature of the thromboplastic substance has been reached

independently by Zak.-

In order to determine whether or not the thromboplastic sub-

stance (kephalin) acts as a kinase, it would be desirable to isolate

prothrombin and determine directly whether calcium alone suffices

to convert it to thrombin, or whether the action of thromboplastic

substance is needed in addition. Unfortunately no method of isolating

prothrombin has been devised, so that this direct mode of approach-

ing the problem is not feasible at present. An indirect method of

attack is suggested by the fact, emphasized by Morawitz,"* that the

favoring influence of thromboplastic extracts upon the coagulation

of blood is not exhibited when the blood is deprived of its calcium

^ Howell: This Journal, 191 2, xxxi, p. i.

2 Zak: Archiv fiir experimentelle Pathologic und Pharmakologie, 1912, Ixx,

p. 27.

^ Morawitz: Handbuch der Biochemie, 1909, ii, pt. 2, p. 51,
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by the addition of oxalate solutions. Thromboplastic substances

(tissue extracts) have a very remarkable influence in hastening the

coagulation of peptone-bloods. It is upon such bloods in which,

owing to an excess of antithrombin, spontaneous clotting is greatly

delayed or entirely prevented, that the effect of thromboplastic

extracts is shown most clearly, and it is a matter of interest to know

whether in peptone-blood the presence of calcium is absolutely neces-

sary for this action of thromboplastic substance. At Dr. Howell's

request we undertook to study this point. We began our experi-

ments with the idea that a peptonized blood which was oxalated as

soon as it was drawn from the animal might behave differently from

one which, after removal from the animal, was allowed to stand for

a certain time, thirty minutes to an hour, before being oxalated, since

in the latter there would be an opportunity for the conversion of some

of the prothrombin to thrombin. To test this idea a dog was pep-

tonized by the injection of peptone in amounts equal to 0.4 gm. per

kilogram of animal. The blood, after twenty minutes, was withdrawn

in two lots. The first lot was drawn at once into a solution of sodium

oxalate in the proportion of nine parts of blood to one part of oxalate

(one per cent sodium oxalate made up in 0.9 per cent solution of

sodium chloride). The second lot was allowed to stand for thirty

minutes to one hour and was then mixed with sodium oxalate in the

same proportions as in the first lot. Both lots w^re then centri-

fugalized to obtain a clear plasma. It was believed that the second

lot, because of standing for a time before its decalcification, would

have enough thrombin formed so that kephalin solutions added to it

might be able to cause clotting in the absence of calcium. The

experiments carried out in accordance with this plan failed to dem-

onstrate the point. Neither the plasma of lot one nor that of lot

two would clot upon the addition of solutions of kephalin alone.

Addition of calcium chloride alone caused prompt clotting, when the

plasma was first diluted with an equal volume of water, and calcium

solutions together with kephalin solutions were even more effective.

A single example (see opposite page) will suffice to illustrate this point.

Similar results were obtained from other experiments in which

the calcium was removed by the addition of sodium metaphosphate,

sodium citrate, or sodium fluoride.

An interesting although inexplicable result which came out of
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these experiments may be referred to briefly although it has no direct

bearing upon the main problem which we were investigating. In a

successful peptone plasma which does not clot spontaneously, even

upon the addition of an equal volume of water, the addition of solu-

tions of calcium chloride alone does not produce clotting while solu-

tions of kephalin alone cause clotting in a few minutes. If this same

Lot I. Peptonized Dog Bled at once into Oxalate Solution

Peptone
plasma
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ments were modified, therefore, by providing for the removal of this

excess of oxalate. For this purpose the oxalated peptone plasma was

dialyzed in collodion tubes against large volumes of solutions of sodium

chloride, 0.9 per cent, the outside solution being renewed once or twice.

The results obtained from this series of experiments differed some-

what in details, for reasons which were not clear, but which depended

probably upon certain variations in conditions that could not be con-

trolled, such, for example, as the varying amounts of fibrin factors in

the several bloods used, the character of the dialyzing membranes,

etc. The important fact is that by this means we have been able to

show that solutions of kephalin alone can cause clotting in peptone

plasmas free from calcium. The following experimental results may
be quoted in proof of this point.

Experiment.— Fasting dog. Eight per cent solution of Witte's peptone

injected under pressure into the femoral artery in amount to give

0.4 gm. per kilogram of animal. Blood withdrawn after 20 minutes.

One lot oxalated at once (9 pts. blood to i pt. solution of sodium

oxalate made up in solution of sodium chloride 0.9 per cent) and

one lot oxalated after standing 30 minutes. Each lot was centrifu-

galized to get a clear oxalated peptone plasma. Each lot was then

dialyzed overnight (15 hrs.) against a solution of sodium chloride,

0.9 per cent. The plasmas, free from oxalate and calcium, were then

tested as follows:

Lot I

Peptone
plasma
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The kephalin solution used in these experiments was calcium free

as was demonstrated by incinerating a large amount of the kephalin

used and dissolving the ash in dilute hydrochloric acid. This solu-

tion gave no precipitate on the addition of ammonia and ammonium
oxalate. It is not possible, therefore, to explain the clotting obtained

with the solutions of kephalin on the hypothesis that the kephalin

acted as a thrombokinase in conjunction with calcium as demanded

by Morawitz's theory. Nor is it possible to assume that the kephalin

acted as a kinase to activate alone the prothrombin present in the

plasma. Other experiments, made with oxalated normal (non-pep-

tonized) plasma, subsequently dialyzed for twenty-four hours to

remove excess of oxalate, showed that the kephalin has no such action.

Such plasmas clot readily on the addition of thrombin or of calcium

solutions, but are entirely unaffected by solutions of kephalin.

The only hypothesis that explains satisfactorily the result obtained

is that the kephalin by neutralizing the antithrombin contained in

the peptone plasma allowed the thrombin present to react with the

fibrinogen. The specimen — lot II— allowed to stand before oxalat-

ing clotted more readily than the other specimen — lot I — because

more thrombin had formed. Some subsequent experiments carried

out in a manner similar to the one described above gave a different

result in that the solutions of kephalin did not cause clotting in the

dialyzed plasma. Investigation showed that one difficulty lay in

the length of time that the oxalated plasma was submitted to dialysis.

As is well known thrombin is easily adsorbed and it is, therefore,

probable that in plasma in which little thrombin is present this sub-

stance ma}' be removed partially or completely either as a result of

dialyzing off or because of adsorption by the substance of the dialyz-

ing tube. If such an action takes place kephalin of course can no

longer induce coagulation, if its action is limited to neutralizing the

antithrombin. In later experiments, therefore, the plasma was

examined from time to time during the dialysis to determine whether

oxalate was still present and whether kephalin solutions caused coagu-

lation. While each specimen of peptoneplasma used gave somewhat

different results when treated by this method, it was possible in all

cases to demonstrate that for a certain time after dialysis had pro-

ceeded the plasma when treated with kephalin alone gave a clot.

Before the dialysis the kephalin had been ineffective and usually
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when the dialysis had gone over a certain period the kephalin was

again without effect, probably, as suggested above, because the

ready-formed thrombin in the plasma had been destroyed or removed.

Two examples may suffice to indicate the variations exhibited by

different plasmias. In each experiment the dog was peptonized as

described above and the withdrawn blood after standing was oxalated

and centrifugalized to obtain a clear plasma. It was shown first

that this oxalated plasma was not clotted by solutions of kephahn

and it was then submitted to dialysis and tested from time to time.

Period of

dialysis

Peptone
plasma Water

Kephalin
solution

15 min.
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lasting over several days it is evident that prothrombin unlike the

thrombin is relatively stable. In one case, however, for reasons which

were not apparent, the reaction with calcium was slower and slower

as the dialysis proceeded and disappeared entirely after two hours.

In the above-described experiments it is assumed that the kephalin

alone causes clotting of a calcium free plasma because by antago-

nizing or neutralizing the antithrombin it permits whatever ready-

formed thrombin may be present to exert its action On this view it

is evident that if thrombin is added to the peptone plasma, in amounts

insufficient to neutralize the antithrombin. the eflfect of the kephalin

in causing clotting should be shown more clearly. Experiments

demonstrated that this inference is correct. For example:

Experiment.— Dog weighing 7-2- kg. Injected into the femoral artery 3

gm. of Witte's peptone. After twenty minutes the blood was drawn

from the carotid into an oxalate solution (9 parts of blood to i part

of oxalate i per cent). The oxalated blood was centrifugalized at

3000 for thirty minutes. The clear plasma was drawn off and was

dialyzed in a collodion tube against a solution of sodium chloride 0.9

per cent until the oxalate was completely removed. With this plasma

the following experiments were performed in duplicate.

Peptone
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is indicated clearly enough by the experiments described above, but

other observations have shown that even in the presence of an excess

of oxalate the effect of kephalin in neutralizing antithrombin may be

demonstrated, provided sufficient active thrombin is present in the

mixture. In one series of experiments, for example, a peptone plasma

was oxalated and was then divided into two portions. To one of them

was added an equal volume of water, to the other an equal volume of

a solution of kephalin and to these two portions a thrombin solution

was added in increasing amounts to determine for each the minimal

amount of thrombin requisite to cause clotting. In all cases the solu-

tion containing the kephalin clotted with the fewer drops of thrombin

indicating that in spite of the oxalate the kephalin continued to exert

some favoring influence. Under the conditions of the experiment

the nature of this favoring influence can hardly be interpreted other-

wise than on the h)^pothesis that it exerted a neutralizing effect of

some kind upon the antithrombin.

Summary

Calcium-free (oxalated) peptone plasma may be made to clot

by the addition of calcium-free solutions of thromboplastic substance

(kephalin), provided the excess of oxalate is removed by dialysis,

properly controlled.

This action of the kephalin is demonstrated more easily if some

thrombin is added previously to the dialyzed oxalated plasma in

an amount insufficient in itself to overcome the effect of the

antithrombin.

This result is opposed to the theory (Morawitz) that the throm-

boplastic substance acts as a kinase in conjunction with calcium, but

is in accord with the view (Howell) that thromboplastic substance

(kephalin) facilitates clotting by neutralizing the action of anti-

thrombin.
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STUDIES IN FATIGUE

I. Fatigue as Affected by Changes of Arterial Pressure

By CHARLES M. GRUBER
[From the Laboratory of Physiology in the Harvard Medical School.]

THAT increased muscular effort causes an increased arterial

pressure has long been known. The reverse of this relation
—-the effect of arterial pressure on muscular efficiency — seems not

to have attracted much attention. After carefully searching through

the literature I have been unable to find any references to observa-

tions on the effects of changes of arterial pressure, either increase

or decrease, on neuro-muscular fatigue. In a recent paper ' Cannon
and Nice have called attention to the need of more exact study of

the relation between the circulation and muscular ability, and the

work here reported was undertaken with the purpose of making clearer

these relations.

The Method

Cats, anaesthetized with urethane (2 gm. per kilo, by stomach)

were used in the experiments. By making a small slit through the

skin on the outer side of the left thigh, the sciatic nerve was isolated,

cut, and its distal end fastened in a Sherrington shielded electrode.

The electrode was then held in place by fastening around it, with

paper clips, the two flaps of skin.

1 C.A.NN0N' and Nice: this Journal, 1913, xxxii, p. 80.
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Through another small slit in the skin the tendon of the left

tibialis anticus muscle was isolated from its insertion. The tendon

was then fastened to a muscle lever by a string passing about a series

of pulleys. These pulleys were arranged so that the muscle pulled

in its normal direction. One leather loop about the hock and another

around the foot just below the fastening of the tendon bound the leg

to the board and made a very satisfactor}- nerve muscle preparation.

This preparation had its normal blood supply, unaltered except by

the cutting of the sciatic nerve.

The stimulating current in every case was a break induction shock,

obtained from a ^Martin \-ulcanite knife-blade key ^ operated by an

electro-magnet as follows. A soft iron bar was pivoted near its

centre to an upright board. Below one end of the bar was an electro-

magnet, working in opposition to a fiat steel spring attached to the

other end of the bar. An upright iron rod, fastened near the centre

of the bar, was connected at the other end (by a wire link) to the

inverted brass triangle of the Martin key. Thus as the upright rod

was moved to and fro it moved the knife blade making and breaking

the circuit through the mercury in the key. A motor running at a

uniform rate was used to revolve a metalUc cyhnder provided with

projecting points, which made and broke the current in the electro-

magnet circuit, usually i6o times per minute. In a few experiments

lower rates were used. This rate was slow enough to produce not

vasoconstriction but vasodilation ^ in the vessels of the stimulated

muscle. The secondary of the inductorium was connected with the

shielded electrode on the sciatic nerve.

The muscle lever consisted of a piece of Hght straw 20 cm. in length

from the axis to the writing point. The tendon was attached 4.5 cm.

from the axis and at the moment of contraction began to pull against

the tension developed in a spring which was attached at the same

position on the lever. This spring, in the majority of cases, had a

tension of 120 gm. the moment the muscle began to contract, but in

a few cases it had an initial tension of as much as 250 gm. For each

2.5 cm. excursion of the muscle lever on the drum the spring increased

15 gm. above the original 120.

- Martin: this Journal, 1910, xxvi, p. 181.

3 BowDiTCH and Warren: Journal of physiology, 1886, vii, p. 416; Brad-

ford: Ibid., 1889, X, p. 390.
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The blood pressure was registered from the right carotid or femoral

artery by means of a mercury manometer. A time marker which

indicated intervals of thirty

seconds was placed at the

atmospheric pressure line of

the manometer. Thus, at

any given muscular contrac-

tion, the height of blood

pressure was simultaneously

recorded.

The blood-pressure style,

muscle lever and time marker

were all placed in a vertical

line on the kymograph surface.

The rate of the drum was

always slow and the muscle

contractions were recorded

close together.

Several methods were used

to vary the blood pressure.

Those employed to raise it

were: (i) stimulation of the

spinal cord in the cervical

region with platinum elect-

rodes, and (2) stimulation of

the left splanchnic nerves with

the adrenal glands tied off.

The electrode used on the

splanchnic nerves was similar

to that used by Cannon and

Nice.^ The methods employed

to lower the pressure were:

(i) simple compression of the

thorax; (2) pulHng on a loop placed around the aorta just above its

iUac branches, and (3) injection of very small doses of adrenalin ^

through a cannula in the left external jugular vein.

* See Cannon and Nice: Loc. cil., p. 71.

5 See Cannon and Lyman: this Journal, 1913, xx.\i, p. .376.

Figure 1. In this and all following records, the

upper curve indicates the blood pressure the

middle line muscular contraction, and the

lower line the time in 30 seconds (also zero

blood pressure). Between the arrows the

exposed cervical spinal cord was stimulated.
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The Effects of Increased Arterial Pressure

In taking up the results of variations of arterial pressure on fatigue,

it is convenient to consider first, the effect of rise of pressure. This

rise was brought about in the experiment represented in Fig. i, by

stimulation of the cervical spinal cord, and in Figs. 2 and 3 by stimu-

A B C

Figure 2. Stimulation of the left splanchnic nerves (left adrenal

tied off) during the period indicated by the arrows.

dand

lation of the left splanchnic nerves after the left adrenal gland was

tied off. The original blood pressure in Fig. i was 1 20 mm. of mercury.

This was increased 62 mm. with an increase of only 8.4 per cent in the

height of muscle contraction. In Fig. 2 the original pressure was 100

mm. of mercury. By increasing this pressure 32 mm. there resulted

a synchronous betterment of 9.8 per cent in the height of muscular

contraction. In Fig. 2B the arterial pressure was raised 26 mm.
and the height of contraction increased correspondingly 7 per cent.

In Fig. 2C no appreciable betterment can be seen although the blood
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pressure rose 18 mni. In Fig. 3 the original blood pressure was very

low — 68 mm. of mercury. This was increased in Fig. 3A 18 mm.
with an increase in the height of contraction of 20 per cent; in Fig.

3B 24 mm. with a corresponding increase of 90 per cent and in Fig.

3C 30 mm. with a betterment of 125 per cent.

That this increase in the height of contraction is due to the increase

in blood pressure seems almost beyond dispute. It is evident from

A B c

Figure 3. During the period indicated in the time line

the left splanchnic nerves were stimulated. The
vessels of the left adrenal gland were tied ofif.

these observations that when the blood pressure is low a small rise

has many times the effect that it has when the pressure is high. There

is abundant evidence that fatigue products accumulate in a muscle

doing work.® As the pressure rises, thus bettering the circulation

through the active muscle, these products are carried away more

rapidly. Moreover, since the stimulation of the sciatic nerve used

^ DuBois, Reymond: Archiv fiir Anatomic, 1859, p. 849; Ranke: Archiv

fiir Anatomic, 1863, pp. 422-450; Moleschott and Battistini: Archives ital-

ienncs de biologic, 1887, viii, pp. 90-124; Gleiss: Archiv fiir die gcsammtc I'hy-

siologie, 1887, xl, pp. 69-75; Landsberger: Archiv fiir die gcsammtc Physiologic,

1891,1, pp. 339-363; Fletcher and Hopkins: Journal of physiology, 1906-07,

XXXV, p. 247; Lee: this Journal. 1907. xviii, p. 267.
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in these experiments was too slow to cause vasoconstriction, but

instead caused vasodilation the opportunity for the blood to pass

readily in large volume through the vessels and thus to carry away a

large per cent of the accumulated waste products of fatigue, is obvious.

Ranke '' found that if a muscle is deprived of its circulation and

fatigued to a standstill, and then the circulation restored, it again

contracts for a short time due to the neutralization of the waste-

products by the blood.

The Effect of Mechanical Decrease of Arterial Pressure

If an increase in blood pressure produces an increase in the height

of muscle contraction it is natural to suppose that a decrease in

ABC D
Figure 4. The arrows indicate the point at which the thorax began

to be compressed.

blood pressure would have the opposite effect. Such is the case only

when the blood pressure falls below the region of 90 to 100 mm. of

mercury. Thus, if the arterial pressure is 150 mm. of mercury it

" Raxke: Archiv fiir Analomie, 1863, p. 446.
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has to fall approximately 55 to 65 mm. before it produces a decreased

effect in the height of contraction. Fig. 4 is a record in which the

blood pressure was decreased by compressing the thorax. The record

shows that, when the pressure dropped

from 120 to 100 mm. of mercury there

was no appreciable decrease in the

height of contraction; when to 90 mm.
of mercury there resulted a decrease

of 2.4 per cent; when to 80 mm.
of mercury a 7 per cent decrease and

when to 70 mm. a 17.3 per cent

decrease.

Thus about 90 to 100 mm. of mercury

may be called the critical region at which

the decrease in blood pressure is accom-

panied by a concurrent decrease in the

height of muscular contraction. It is

near that point that the blood flow is in

danger of being insufficient.

Results similar to those represented

in Fig. 4 were obtained by pulling on a fioure 5. During,' the period in-

string looped about the aorta just above '^r'''^*'^,'"/''''
time line 0.3 c.c

°^ ^ '
of a 1:100 ,(X)0 solution of adre-

the iliac branches. nalin was injected into the left

external jugular vein.

The Effect of Decreasing the Arterial Pressure

BY Adrenalin

In the third series of experiments adrenalin was used to lower the

blood pressure. Cannon and Lyman found that adrenalin injected

in small doses — o.i to 0.2 c.c. of i: 100,000 solution — produces

a fall in blood pressure until a critical region was reached. Below

this region the same amount injected produces a rise.*^

In Fig. 5, 0.3 c.c. of i: 100,000 solution of adrenalin was injected

slowly into the right external jugular vein. The blood pressure

dropped from 120 mm. to 96 mm. of mercury. With this decrease

in arterial pressure there was a resultant betterment of 14.3 per cent

Loc. cit., p. 389.
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in the height of muscular contraction. Since this fall of pressure is

within the critical zone a uniform contraction or a decrease would be

expected. A similar drop in arterial pressure is shown in Fig. 4B.

This was brought about mechani-

cally and there resulted a decrease

of 2.4 per cent in the height of

contraction. When at 100 mm. no

change resulted. This betterment

may be accounted for by the effect

of adrenalin.^

A quite different eft"ect is shown

in Fig. 6A. The same amount of

adrenalin — 0.3 c.c. i : 100,000

solution — was injected as in the

case represented in Fig. 5. In this

case, however, the blood pressure

fell from a low region to a region

below the critical region— 108 to

90 mm. of mercury. Instead of a

betterment in the height of contrac-

tion, as in the preceding experi-

ment, there was a decrease of 18.7

per cent. The same result followed

when the pressure was lowered by

compressing the thorax. In Fig. 6B

an almost equal fall of blood pressure was thus produced and a fall

of 17.7 per cent in the height of contraction resulted.

Fig. 7 confirms Fig. 6 very well. In Fig. 7A, as in Fig. 6A, 0.3 c.c.

of 1 : 100,000 solution of adrenalin was injected. There was a fall

in blood pressure from 102 to 80 mm. of mercury and a corresponding

fall of 17.7 per cent in the height of contraction. In Fig. 7B the same

quantity of adrenalin was injected, but here the blood pressure was

maintained above the critical point by stimulating the left splanchnic

nerves (with the left adrenalin vessels tied) at the points indicated by

arrows. No fall in the height of muscular contraction resulted. This

seems to indicate that, in these cases, the muscular contraction is

A B

Figure 6. In A, at the point indicated

by an arrow, o.3 c.c. of a 1:100,000 solu-

tion of adrenalin was injected intrave-

nously. In B, the arrows indicate the

period during which the thorax was
compressed.

^ Sec Cannon and Xice: Loc. cit., p. 74.
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A H

Figure 7. In A, the arrow indiaites the point at which o.3 c.c.

of a 1:100,000 solution of adrenalin was injected. In B, the

lower arrow indicates the point at which the same quantity of

adrenalin was injected. The upper three arrows indicate the

{joints at which the left splanchnic nerves were stimulated.

The left adrenal gland was tied off.

dependent upon the blood flow rather than upon the action of

adrenalin.

Summary

1. Increasing the arterial pressure, thus bettering the circulation,

increases the height of muscular contraction loo to 125 per cent when

the blood pressure is below 90 to 100 mm. of mercury but only 5 to

25 per cent when the pressure is above this region.

2. As the blood pressure or the circulation is decreased, the height

of muscular contraction is lowered, but this takes place only when the

arterial pressure falls below 90 to 100 mm. of mercury.

3. Small doses of adrenalin — o.i to 0.3 c.c. of a i : 100,030 solu-

tion— slowly injected intravenously, cause a fall of arterial pressure.

When this fall is not below the critical region — about 90 to 100 mm.
of mercury — a betterment in the height of contraction results;

when below this zone the result is the opposite.

I wish to express my thanks to Dr. W. B. Cannon for valuable

suggestions offered me during these experiments.
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Introduction

PERHAPS the most widely accepted distinction between taste

and smell is that taste is excited by materials in the state of

solution and smell is called forth by substances in a vaporous or

gaseous condition. This distinction is based upon an experiment on

sensory stimulation published by E. H. Weber in 1847 i^ which he

showed that a dilute solution of eau de cologne, though highly

odorous when snififed, produced no sensation of smell when poured

into the nose. Nagel, many years later (1894), was so fully persuaded

of the correctness of this view that he went so far as to deny a sense

of smell to water-inhabiting vertebrates, such as the fishes, etc.,

maintaining that solutions were inodorous and that the so-called

olfactory organs of fishes and other water-inhabiting animals were

more in the nature of organs of taste than organs of smell.

Meanwhile. Aronsohn (1884), who had repeated Weber's experi-

ment, declared that substances in solution when poured into the nose,

could be smelled, provided they were dissolved in a physiological salt

solution that was kept warmed to about the temperature of the human
body. This conclusion was confirmed by Vaschide (1901), and by

Veress (1903), though the latter showed that the solutions tested were

rather in the nature of heterologous than homologous stimuli. Thus,

notwithstanding the opinion of Zwaardemaker (1895), Haycraft

(igoo), and others, it seems to us that solutions must be admitted to
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be stimuli for the olfactory surfaces, a conclusion in agreement with

the belief expressed many years ago by Miiller (1837, p. 484) and
reiterated recently by von Frey (1904, p. 334) and even by Nagel

(1904, p. 600), that in normal olfaction in man the odorous particles

are caught on the moist olfactory surfaces and dissolved there before

they can act on the nerve terminals. The belief that solutions are

stimuli for the olfactory surface is also favorable to the view that

fishes and water-inhabiting amphibians may have as true an olfactory

organ as air-inhabiting vertebrates do, a conclusion suggested by the

observations of Aronsohn (1884, p. 164) on goldfish, and of Baglioni

(1909a, p. 719) on Balistes, and proven by the experiments of Parker

(1910, 191 1) on Ameiurus and Fundulus, of Sheldon (191 1) on

Mustelus, and of Copeland (191 2) on Spheroides. It must, there-

fore, be admitted that in both air-inhabiting and water-inhabiting

vertebrates the stimulus for the olfactory organs is in reality

a solution and, since this is also true for the sense of taste, the

problem naturally presents itself of the real difference between smell

and taste.

In attacking this question it seemed well to select as a stimulus

a substance that was relatively simple chemically, that was easily

obtainable in pure form, and that was at once a stimulus for both

smell and taste. Such a substance was found in ethyl alcohol. This

well-known reagent has a characteristic odor and a well-marked

sweetish taste. Our preliminary tests were carried out with a high-

grade laboratory product, but our final tests were made with Kahl-

baum's alcohol of the highest obtainable purity and guaranteed to

contain not over 0.2 per cent water. The alcohol was received in

sealed tin containers and was kept by us in glass-stoppered bottles.

In carrying out our tests we endeavored to determine the lowest

dilutions at which the sweet taste and the characteristic smell could

be excited as well as that which would call forth the first signs of sting

from those surfaces of the mouth that are unprovided with gustatory

organs. In order that the various concentrations of alcohol used as

stimuli for the several sense organs might be compared, we have

made all dilutions on the basis of the relative number of molecules

and expressed them in terms of molecular solutions or corresponding

gas dilutions and not in per cents as has been done heretofore by

many investigators.
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Taste from Ethyl Alcohol

So far as the taste of ethyl alcohol was concerned, it was our object

to ascertain the weakest dilution at which the sweet taste could be

distinguished. We therefore prepared a 10 mol. solution of the purest

alcohol and this we used as a stock from which weaker solutions were

made as they were needed. In each test the subject was required to

close the eyes, close the nose by pinching it between thumb and finger,

and receive on the extended tongue near the tip two drops of the fluid

to be tested. The glass dropping apparatus that we used delivered

297 drops of dilute alcohol per 5 c.c. The two drops generally em-

ployed in these experiments represent, therefore, about 0.017 c.c.

The fluids used in these tests were dilute alcohol and, as a check, dis-

tilled water. After the fluid had been on the tongue a short time and

before the nose was released, the subject was required to state whether

the fluid was distilled water or dilute alcohol. Preliminary tests

showed that a fold of filter paper wet with dilute alcohol and held in

the cavity of the mouth, but not in contact with its walls, could not

be distinguished from a similar fold wet with distilled water. Hence

there was no reason to suppose that the determinations were influ-

enced by any diffusion of alcoholic vapor from behind into the nasal

chambers. It is believed that the determinations depended abso-

lutely on the action of the materials on the surface of the tongue.

The subjects of the tests were the authors of the paper, one experi-

menting on the other. After each test the subject washed out the

mouth with tepid tap water and rested for a period of about five

minutes before another test was made.

To a solution of alcohol of 5 mol. strength both subjects responded

with perfect accuracy and, on repeated trials, they always distin-

guished the dilute alcohol from the distilled water. At a dilution of

3 mol. the sweet taste of the alcohol was very faint. In ten tests

nine were correct and one a failure. On applying the two drops of

dilute alcohol to the tongue, both subjects regularly experienced a

slight indescribable sensation before the characteristic sweet taste

of the alcohol appeared. This preliminary sensation was quickly and

completely obliterated by the sweet taste that followed. At a dilu-

tion of 2 mol. the subjects failed five times in ten trials and we there-
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fore conclude that the weakest solution that can call forth the

sweet sensation with certainty is of about 3 mol. strength.

A comparison of the sweet taste of cane sugar with that of ethyl

alcohol showed the former to be much the more effective stimulus.

While it was possible to distinguish with certainty a solution of ethyl

alcohol of not less than 3 mol. concentration, a solution of cane sugar

of only 2V "^ol. concentration was easily recognized and, judging

from the results of Lemberger (1908, p. 303), still more dilute solu-

tions can be easily distinguished. Ethyl alcohol is to be regarded,

therefore, as a not very efficient stimulus for the sweet taste.

Irritation from Ethyl Alcohol

Distilled water and solutions of alcohol were applied to certain

non-gustatory surfaces of the mouth in the same manner as to the

tongue, with the intention of determining the weakest dilution that

would call forth the slight stinging and warming effect of alcohol on

such sufaces. Three regions were selected for these tests: first, the

region on the floor of the mouth between the lower incisors and the

root of the tongue; secondly, the space between the lower lip and

the lower incisors; and thirdly, the inner face of the cheek.

In the region between the lower incisors and the root of the tongue,

the results were most uniform. At a concentration of 10 mol. ten

correct determinations were made in ten trials. At 5 mol., however,

there were six failures in ten trials.

In the region between the lower lip and the incisors the results

were less uniform than on the floor of the mouth proper. One sub-

ject (E. M. S.) distinguished with certainty the 5 mol. solution of

alcohol but failed generally on the 3 mol. solution; and the other

subject (G. H. P.) distinguished the 10 mol. solution but failed on the

5 mol. solution.

The records of the tests on the inner surfaces of the cheeks show

a somewhat similar difference. A 10 mol. solution of alcohol was

always distinguished with certainty from distilled water by one

subject (E. M. S.) and poorly distinguished by the other (G. H. P.).

At a dilution of 5 mol. both subjects failed to distinguish between the

water and the distilled alcohol. In this, as in the preceding trials,

one subject (E. M. S.) proved to be somewhat more sensitive than the
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other (G. H. P.), a condition probably dependent upon the greater

youthfulness of the former.

The sensations produced in these tests were described in a variety

of ways, such as faintly warming, warmish sting, slightly stinging,

prickling, etc., but they all partook in general of the nature of slight

irritations. They probably result from the stimulation of sense

organs which have recently been designated as those of the common
chemical sense (Parker, 191 2), and which probably pervade many of

the peripheral mucous surfaces of the body.

The Smell from Ethyl Alcohol

In determining the weakest dilution at which the characteristic

smell of alcohol could be detected, a method of procedure different

from that used for taste had to be employed. This was in essentials

the method that had been used by Valentin (1850), Fischer und

Penzoldt (1886), and others. Our own procedure was as follows:

Two glass battery jars of equal capacity, 1340 c.c, were cleaned till

they gave the least possible odor. It was found impossible to free

such jars entirely from smell. A careful examination always dis-

closed a faint clay-like odor, which, from its constancy, we were led

to believe was due to the glass itself. When the two jars were indis-

tinguishable in this respect, a drop of distilled water was put in one

and a drop of dilute alcohol in the other. Both jars were covered and

the fluids allowed to evaporate completely, a process which was

faciUtated by the introduction of a small electric fan, through the

cover of the jar. After the complete evaporation of the fluids, the

jars were tested in sequence by the subject, who, with eyes closed,

was allowed a full breath through the nose from first one and then the

other jar. The subject was then required to state in which jar the

alcohol had been evaporated. The jars were then carefully washed

and, after having been dried, were tested for their own smell and

prepared for another trial.

The results obtained from these tests were remarkably uniform

and constant for the two subjects. Both subjects distinguished with

invariable correctness the jar in which a drop of a 10 mol. solution of

alcohol had been evaporated from the one in which an equal amount

of distilled water had been vaporized. When a drop of dilute alcohol
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of 5 mol. concentration was evaporated in the jar, six failures in ten

were made. Taking into account the dilution due to the evaporation

into the known volume of air in the jar, the results may be stated as

follows: both subjects detected the alcohol in an aerial dilution of

ygVo mol., but failed to detect it at izk^'G rnol. In other words

the most considerable dilution at which the alcohol could be detected

by the olfactory apparatus was about i^oVo rnol.

This determination was obtained by the use of Kahlbaum's

purest grade of alcohol. The preliminary trials made with the high-

grade laboratory alcohol gave a very different result. The jar in

which the laboratory alcohol had been evaporated could be distin-

guished when the contents were at a dilution of oi^u^/ffoo or even

? 7/0 00^ niol. The odor noted at these dilutions, however, had a

sharp and penetrating quality quite unlike that of alcohol and was

without question due to some impurity. In the test with the Kahl-

baum alcohol, the odor remained constantly alcoholic to the weakest

dilution that could be smelled. We therefore believe that the limit

of dilution, goVo^ mol., found by us for the odor of ethyl alcohol is

a reliable determination uninfluenced by impurities.

The only previous record of such a determination that we have

been able to find is that given by Passy (1892b, p. 1140), who states

that 0.250 mg. of ethyl alcohol in a litre of air is the least concentration

at which alcohol can be detected by its odor.^ This is equivalent

to a dilution of ig^^ooo mol., which is so near that of the least per-

ceptible dilution of our laboratory stock that we suspect that this

determination, like that for our laboratory stock, was influenced by

an impurity and does not represent the real limit for pure alcohol.

Discussion

It appears to us that the evidence is sufficient to justify the con-

clusion that in vertebrates the stimulus for smell is a substance dis-

solved in the fluids that bathe the olfactory surface and that in this

respect smell and taste are similar. The difficulty in imitating a

normal stimulation of the olfactory organs by solutions experimentally

^ Passy (1892,* p. 307) elsewhere states that ^^ir gni. of ethyl alcohol in a

litre of air is only slightly perceptible. This concentration is twenty times that

referred to by Passy as the lowest concentration that can be smelled.
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introduced into the nose of air-inhabiting animals is due in our opinion

to the inabihty of the investigator to reproduce the olfactory solvent.

This material, the slimy covering of the olfactory surface, is very

different from water or even warmed physiological salt solution.

Hence, it is not surprising that odorous substances dissolved in these

media should not act as normal stimuli for the olfactory surfaces of

air-inhabiting vertebrates. Were it possible to imitate closely the

olfactory solvent, we believe that there would be no difficulty in

stimulating the olfactory organs with solutions made up in this solvent.

The fact, known even to Weber (1847, P- 35 1)- that water introduced

into the human nose will cause a temporary loss of the power of smell,

is enough to show the extreme sensitiveness of the olfactory organ and

to suggest that any fluid, except that which is normal to it, may be

physiologically disturbing to its surface. Hence, we put at naught

those experiments that have thus far yielded negative results on

introducing odorous solutions into the nose and believe that these

results are dependent upon the disturbing effect of the solvent rather

than on the inability of the olfactory organs to be stimulated by

dissolved materials. In fishes the olfactory surfaces are apparently

undisturbed by the water that bathes them, but in air-inhabiting

vertebrates these surfaces seem to have become adapted to a well-

developed slimy covering and thus to have lost their ability to respond

normally to simple aqueous solutions. It is this loss of responsive-

ness that has led, in our opinion, to the degeneration of the olfactory

apparatus in such mammals as the whales, whose aquatic habits, in

comparison with those of fishes, have been secondarily acquired. We
therefore definitely abandon the idea that taste and smell difi^er on

the basis of the physical condition of the stimulus, a state of solution

for taste, a gaseous or vaporous condition for smell, and maintain

that both senses are stimulated by solutions, though in smell, at least

for air-inhabiting vertebrates, the solvent is of a very special kind.

If the senses of taste and smell are stimulated by solutions, the

probability that they are both chemical senses, as maintained long

ago by Nagel (1894), is thereby greatly increased, and from this

standpoint a partial distinction between them may be drawn on the

basis of the solutes. Most substances that we smell have no taste,

and most substances that we taste are without smell. Thus the

olfactory sense is attuned to one set of substances and the gustatory
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to another. But this distinction has numerous exceptions, for not

a few organic substances, like alcohol for example, have both taste

and smell, and, judging from the work of Veress (1903), there are

inorganic salts with smells as well as tastes. Nevertheless the dis-

tinction pointed out seems to us to have some value.

But the difference between taste and smell that we believe to be

of a still more general character is a quantitative one; we smell very

dilute solutions, we taste only relatively strong ones. This difference

appears most clearly when we deal with the dilution of the stimulus

as expressed in terms of molecular solutions rather than in per cent,

for this method allows us to compare mixtures of gaseous materials

with solutions. If, from this standpoint, we compare the stimuli

for some of the most penetrating odors with those of the strongest

tastes, the contrast becomes very striking. One of the strongest

tastes is the bitter taste of quinine hydrochloride and this can be

excited by a solution as dilute as 2 si 00 rnol. One of the strongest

smells known is that of mercaptan of which, according to Fischer

und Penzoldt (1886, p. 8), o.oi mg. evaporated in 230 c.c. of air gives

a perceptible odor. Assuming the substance used to have been

methyl mercaptan and stating the matter in terms of a molecular

solution, this substance can be smelled at a dilution of ^.y o^^j.^o o\o o,¥7(r

mol. Thus it appears that when we compare the most powerful

tastes with the most powerful smells, we find that the olfactory organ

of man is responsive to a dilution over 44,000,000 times greater than

that to which the sense of taste responds. But this comparison is

obviously inexact since the stimuli for the two senses are different

substances. Hence, the importance of making this comparison with

a substance that is a stimulus for both smell and taste. Ethyl alcohol,

as recorded in this paper, can barely be recognized by taste at a con-

centration of 3 mol., but it is discernible by smell at a dilution of about

goVo moh This comparison, then, like that between mercaptan

and quinine, shows that the olfactory organs of man are much more

sensitive to ethyl alcohol than are his gustatory organs, the ratio of

the stimuli being about i to 24,000.

Although we believe that the distinction between taste and smell

as presented in the preceding paragraph is a valid one, we are per-

fectly aware that the measurements upon which this opinion is based

are not measurements of the real stimuli. They show the relative
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concentration of molecules in the materials supplied to the tongue and

to the moist olfactory surfaces; they do not show the molecular con-

centrations in contact with the actual end-organs. It is probable,

however, that in both smell and taste the concentration of stimula-

ting material at the end-organ is not far from that in the adjacent

source, the air in the olfactory organ or the solution on the surface of

the tongue. We therefore believe that we are correct in concluding that

we smell enormously attenuated solutions and taste only relatively

strong ones. In this respect the two senses may be said to differ

from each other more or less as ordinary scales do from a chemical

balance; taste is used in determining the presence of relatively large

amounts of substance, smell for only the most minute quantities.

Hence, taste is inoperative except when the source is very near at

hand, usually in the mouth, whereas smell may be active when the

source is far distant, the dilution suffered by the stimulating sub-

stance in its spread not having been sufficient to have brought it

below the concentration necessary for stimulation.

Summary

1. The weakest aqueous solution of ethyl alcohol that could be

tasted was of about 3 mol. concentration.

2. The weakest aqueous solutions of ethyl alcohol that just stim-

ulated the non-gustatory surfaces of the mouth were as follows:

for the region between the lower incisors and the root of the tongue,

10 mol.; for the region between the lower lip and the incisors, from

5 to 10 mol.; and for the inner surface of the cheek, 10 mol.

3. The weakest aerial dilution of ethyl alcohol that could be

smelled was about ^oVo rnok

4. Ordinary grades of ethyl alcohol may excite smell at dilutions

as low as 40 0^/0 00 mol., but this is probably due to impurities.

5. Both smell and taste are stimulated by solutions. In air-

inhabiting vertebrates the olfactory solvent is a slimy fluid of organic

origin and not easily imitated. Hence the olfactory organs of these

animals are not appropriately stimulated by ordinary aqueous

solutions.

6. Beside the different chemical nature of the stimuH, that for

the sense of taste is a relatively strong solution, that for smell a rela-
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tively weak solution. The dilutions of ethyl alcohol as minimum
stimuli for smell and taste are as i to 24,000.
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IS THE PRESSOR EFFECT OF PITUITRIN DUE TO
ADRENAL STIMULATION

By R. G. HOSKINS and CLAYTON McPEEK

[From the Laboratory of Physiology of the Starling-Ohio Medical College]

OUR first experiments were made upon dogs under ethcr-urethane

anaesthesia. In most cases the experiments were begun under

ether, then urethane (two grams per kilo) was immediately introduced

into the stomach and the ether gradually discontinued as the urethane

became effective. In some instances, however, a slight amount of

ether had to be continued throughout the experiment in order to

maintain satisfactory anaesthesia. Cannulas were introduced into

the carotid artery for the registration of blood pressure and into the

femoral vein for the administration of the drug under investigation.

The belly was opened in the median line and, while the viscera were

protected by warm towels, needles were thrust through the body

wall at each side of the hilus of each adrenal gland. By means of

these needles double Hgatures were drawn through so that they could

be pulled tight from outside the body and occlude adrenal circulation.

The ligatures were carefully placed to avoid including any considerable

number of splanchnic nerve fibres, the blocking of which would intro-

duce an extraneous factor. The ligatures were used double to permit

removal with a minimal laceration of tissues; they were looped

together and so adjusted that the junction came at the hilus of the

gland. Then when either member of either loop was cut, a slight

traction on its fellow-member released both loops. The ligatures
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having been adjusted, the abdominal cavity was closed and the experi-

ment begun. This technique has previously been used by several

investigators.^

Blood pressure was recorded by means of an ordinary mercury

manometer and float. Having estabUshed the normal pressure for

a given animal, a standard dose of pituitrin (Parke, Da\T[s and Co.)

was introduced into the femoral vein. In order to avoid a diminu-

tion of effect when the dose was repeated, small quantities only were

used, — from 0.6 to 10 c.c. of a i :io solution. It was found, as a

matter of fact, that such dosage could be repeated at intervals of

10 to 15 minutes without significant decrease in pressor effects. Having

recorded the results following a given standard dose, the adrenals

were Hgated by traction upon the previously arranged ligatures.

After a brief fluctation blood pressure immediately returned to its

previous level. Then the same dose was repeated and the effects

again observed. When this effect had worn off, the Hgatures were

released. Again there was a brief fluctation of pressure, which, how-

ever, soon returned to normal, permitting another repetition of the

standard dose. Allowing for a sHght progressive diminution in the

sensitiveness to the drug, there was no appreciable difference between

the eft'ects when the adrenals were intact and when their circulation

was occluded. Our results confirm the observations of Young and

Lehmann and of Hoskins and McClure ^ that adrenal ligation in the

dog has no immediate influence upon blood pressure.

An obvious source of error in such results is a possible exhaustion

of the adrenal glands as a result of the anaesthetic and of the sensory

stimulation necessarily involved in the preparation of the animal.

In carrying out another research we obtained evidence which indicates

that in the dog such exhaustion actually does occur.^ Cannon and

Nice* have shown, however, that there is still dischargable epinephrin

in the adrenals of cats even after evisceration. We decided, therefore,

to repeat the observations on this animal. Three such experiments

1 Young and Lehmann; The Journal of physiology, 1908, .xxxvii, p. liv.

Hoskins and McClure: Archives of internal medicine, 191 2, x, p. 343.

2 Loc. cit.

3 Hoskins and McPeek : The Journal of the American INIedical Asso-

ciation, 1913, Iv, p. 1777.

* Cannon and Rice: This Journal, 1913, xxxii, p. 49.
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were made, using correspondingly smaller doses, — about 0.5 c.c.

Ether alone was used for anaesthesia. The results in each case, how-

ever, confirmed our previous findings. One experiment was par-

ticularly convincing. The cat was in a late stage of pregnancy and

the adrenals therefore supposedly hypertrophied. That they were

actually secreting during the experiment was shown by the fact that

the blood pressure was lowered during the time they were ligated off

and, after a characteristic epinephrin wave, was re-established at the

original level after their release. Pituitrin was injected before, during,

and after adrenal hgation; the rise in blood pressure was closely

similar in each case.

The presence of accessory chromaffin tissue can scarcely be con-

sidered a source of error. If the adrenal glands contain by far the

greater portion of such tissue and if the removal of these is without

effect, the intact supply can safely be ignored.

The foregoing observations are not without interest in their bear-

ing upon the general problem of the interrelations of the endosecretory

organs. Our findings have been offered for pubhcation because in

the present state of tliis subject definite negative observations are

nearly as much to be welcomed as further positive results. So far as

a relationship between the adrenals and the pituitary is concerned,

there is to be found in the literature little evidence. The fact that

both adrenal and pituitary extracts raise blood pressure and cause

h}^perglycemia '" suggests that one organ might stimulate the other.

There are on record observations by Hallion and Alquier ^ and by

Renon and Dehlle ^ that the prolonged use of extracts of the posterior

lobe of the pituitary causes a hyperplasia of the adrenal cortex. In

our present ignorance of the physiology of the adrenal cortex, how-

ever, the significance of such observations is obscure. On the whole,

it now seems probable that there is no direct dependence of the ad-

renals upon pituitary functioning.

5 Weed, Cushixg, and Jacobson : Johns Hopkins Hospital bulletin, 19 13,

xxiv, p. 40.

8 Hallion and Alquier : Comptes rendus de la Socicte de biologic, 1908,

Ixv, p. 5. .

^ Renon and Delille : ibid., p. 499.
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Summary

1. Intravenous injections of pituitrin in small dosage can be

repeated at intervals of ten or fifteen minutes without significant

failure of their pressor effect.

2. The adrenal glands of the dog can be hgated off without affect-

ing general blood pressure; in the pregnant cat, however, such ligation

has been observed to cause fall of blood pressure with subsequent rise

when the ligatures were released.

3. In either animal occlusion of the adrenal circulation does not

diminish the pressor effect of a standard dose of pituitrin.

4. There is probably, therefore, no direct dependence of adrenal

functioning upon pituitary secretion.



CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE PHYSIOLOGY OF THE STOMACH

V. The Influence of Stimulation of the Gastric Mucosa

ON THE Contractions of the Empty Stomach (Hunger

Contractions) in Man

By a. J. CARLSON

[From the Hull Physiological Laboratory of the University of Chicago]

Analysis of the Problem

THE character of the periodic and continuous motor activity of

the empty stomach in man has been reported. It has also

been shown that the contractions of the empty stomach give rise to

the sensation of hunger, or the " hunger pangs " by stimulation of

afferent nerves endings in the walls of the stomach, and not by stimu-

lation of nerve endings in the gastric mucosa. The hunger contrac-

tions of the stomach are inhibited, reflexly, by all stimuli acting on

the end organs of taste and general sensation in the mouth cavity,

so that in the case of chewing palatable food when in hunger we have

the so-called psychic secretion of gastric juice preceded and paralleled

by a psychic inhibition of gastric motility and tonus. The fact that

the hunger contractions of the stomach lead to increased excitability

of the central nervous system and to vase-motor changes has also

been placed on record.^ In the present paper an attempt is made

to determine more specifically the cause of the hunger contractions

themselves, so far as this is possible in man. The contractions of

the empty stomach may be due to:

(i) The Condition or the Stimulation of the Gastric Mucosa. —
The absence of food means absence of mechanical stimuli, and cessa-

tion or diminution of the secretion of gastric juice, and hence a dimin-

ished acidity. Carbon dioxide may be secreted into the empty

stomach and may act as the primary stimulus. Carbon dioxide and

^ Carlson: This journal, 1912-13, xxxi, pp. 151, 175, 212, 318.
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other gases may enter the stomach from the intestines, and act as

stimuli. Succus entericus, pancreatic juice, and bile may enter the

stomach and act as the primary stimulus through alkalinity or by

means of specific substances such as the bile acids. The reader will

recall that a number of workers maintain that bile facilitates the

intestinal movements.

(2) The Condition of the Blood, such as the relative concen-

tration of nutrient substances, tissue metabolites, and hormones.

It is possible that the neuro-muscular apparatus of the stomach is

specially sensitized to slight variations in these substances. While

we recognize the condition of the blood as a possible factor, it does

not seem a probable one; in the first place, because the composition

of the blood is on the whole more constant than the composition of

the tissues, and because in young and vigorous individuals the

hunger contractions of the stomach begin as soon as the stomach

is empty, and while digestion and absorption is still in progress . in

the intestines, so that there can be no lack of nutrient substances

in the blood. In view of the relative constancy of the composition

of the blood as shown by all past work on the serum, the existence of

a periodic fluctuation in the concentration of any one substance

in the blood parallel with the periodicity of the hunger contractions

seems improbable.

(3) The Nervous Impulses Through the Vagi. — It is well

known that the tonus of the stomach depends, in part, on impulses

from the vagi, and that the stimulation of the peripheral end of the

vagi induces strong contractions in the stomach whether empty or

filled with food. It is also known that the stomach is capable of

carrying out the movements of digestion to a fair degree of efficiency

after section of both the vagi and the splanchnic nerves. In other

words, the neuro-muscular apparatus of the stomach seems to be

primarily automatic, as regards the genesis of the movements of

digestion.

The experiment of sectioning the vagi does not prove this point,

however. The experiment does prove the plasticity of the gastric

motor mechanism. One would expect that the extrinsic gastric

nerves bear the same relation to the movements of the filled and of

the empty stomach. This phase of the problem cannot be studied

on man. If it should develop that the periodic hunger contractions
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of the empty stomach are caused by periodic discharges thr()ut:;h

the vagi, the ultimate question of the cause of hunger would again

become a problem of physiology of the central nervous system.

(4) A Primary Automaticity of the Local Neuro-Muscular Mech-
anism of the Stomach. — This can be established only by exclusion

of the three other possibiUties outhned above. A primarily auto-

matic mechanism might still be influenced by the blood, by the

extrinsic nerves, and by local reflexes from the gastric mucosa. The
periodicity of the automatic activity might be due, not to a parallel

periodicity in any essential stimulus, but to some pecuharity in the

metabolism of the stomach developed as a special adaptation,

similar to periodicities in other organs. The absence of the hunger

contractions during digestion, or possibly the modifications of the

hunger contractions into the movements of digestion, must, in this

case, be due to specific inhibitory or regulatory impulses from the

gastric mucosa.

^Ir. V. is admirably adapted for determining the relation of

stimulation of the gastric mucosa to the hunger movements, as the

fistula is large enough to permit the balloon and connecting tube,

and a tube for the introduction of hquids and gases, to be placed in

the stomach simultaneously. The hquids and gases can be intro-

duced with or without the man's knowledge. Furthermore, the

contents of the stomach (fluid and gas) can be withdrawn for analysis

at any stage of the hunger movements and without any material

disturbance.

Results

(i) The Action of Water. — Water, at body temperature or

nearly ice cold, inhibits the tonus and the hunger contractions of

the stomach. The inhibition following the introduction of a glass

of water (100-200 cc.) directly into the stomach lasts on the whole

only three to five minutes, and is never followed by any augmenta-

tion of the tonus or the hunger contractions. The cold water causes

greater inhibition than the water at body temperature. If the water

is introduced into the stomach during very intense hunger contrac-

tions (" hunger tetanus ") there may be no perceptible inhibition.

In other words, the degree of inhibition by water in the stomach is

inversely proportional to the intensity of the hunger contractions
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present at the time the water is introduced. Water, warm or cold,

introduced directly into the stomach during a period of relative

relaxation and quiescence does not increase tonus or initiate a con-

traction period. A t>pical tracing showing this temporary inhibi-

tion by water is reproduced in Fig. i.

The statement that cold water causes on the whole greater in-

hibition than water at body temperature requires the following

quahfication. The record of the stomach movements were taken

by means of an air-inflated balloon in the stomac"h cavity. Now,

when cold water is introduced the water surrounds the balloon, at

least partly, and cools the air in the balloon. This itself will lower

the tension somewhat, until the temperature of the air is restored to

that of the body by the warming of the water or by the passing of

the water into the intestine. I do not think that this is a serious

source of error, for this reason. A few experiments were made with

water at 5o°C. This causes greater inhibition than the water at

38°C. Water at 5o°C. will, of course, increase the air tension in the

balloon, yet the inhibition of the stomach tonus and movements is

sufficiently marked to mask the effect of slight warming of the air.

How does water in the stomach produce this temporary inhi-

bition? It goes without saying that in these experiments the water

was not introduced fast enough to cause contractions by distension

of the stomach walls, although this occurred unavoidably in a few

instances. The only possible ways that water at body temperature

can stimulate the nerve endings in the mucosa seem to be (i) by

mechanical pressure, or (2) by osmosis. Cessation of the inhibition

probably marks the passing of the water out of the stomach into

the intestine, or the addition of sufficient salts to prevent stimula-

tion by hypotonicity. The greater inhibitory action by cold water

and by water above the body temperature is evidently due to stimu-

lation of the protopathic temperature nerve endings in addition to

those acted on by pressure and osmosis.

It is clear that the action of water on the stomach mucosa is in

the direction of inhibition of the hunger contraction. How can this

be reconciled with the view that a glass of cold water induces or

augments hunger? It is to be remembered that in these experiments

the water had no chance to act on the nerve endings in the mouth

and the esophagus. The alleged action of a cold drink on hunger
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and appetite is probably reflex effects (cold) from the mouth and

oesophagus. In the writer's own case a glass of ice water causes

increased mucular tonus, sometimes even to the point of shivering

and formication. This increased kinestetic sense probably acts in

the way of " bahnung " for the hunger sensation, if it is not actually

a part of the hunger complex. Cannon and Washburn - suggest

that the effect of a cold drink on the hunger sensation is due to " the

power of cold to induce contraction in smooth muscle." Although

their meaning is not clear I take it that they have in mind primarily

the contraction of the stomach musculature. This could not come

about by the cold acting on the stomach musculature directly. The

reflex eft'ects of cold water from the mouth and oesophagus are very

comphcated as regards the stomach, while cold water acting on the

gastric mucosa directly causes inhibition.

(2) The Action of Acids. — All acids, or liquids containing

acids, including normal human gastric juice, cause inhibition of the

movements and the tonus of the empty stomach when introduced

directly into the stomach cavity. No acid has been tested in stronger

concentration than 0.5 per cent. The duration of the inhibition is

on the whole directly proportional to the concentration and the total

quantity of acid introduced. 200 c.c. of 0.5 per cent HCi may cause

complete inhibition of the contractions and a relaxation of the tonus

for 40-60 minutes, while 200 c.c. of 0.25 per cent HCi will usually

inhibit for a period of 25-30 minutes only.

This inhibition by acids can be made evident during all stages

of activity of the empty stomach. If the acid is introduced during

relative quiescence of the stomach the appearance of the next period

of hunger contractions is delayed; if introduced during the active

contractions these are abolished or depressed.

The duration of the acid inhibition is probably determined by

three factors, namely, (i) passing of the acid into the duodenum,

(2) fixation and neutrahzation of the acid of the mucous gastric secre-

tion, (3) neutrahzation by bile and intestinal juice which at times

pass into the stomach through the dilated pylorus.

While it is a striking fact that gastric juice of full normal acidity

(0.48-0.53 per cent) and other acid solutions inhibit the hunger con-

tractions, it does not follow that a neutral or alkahne reaction in the

- Cannon and Washburn: This journal, 191 2, xxi.x, p. 452.
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gastric cavity is a prerequisite for these contractions. During the

strong contractions the stomach secretes a juice rich in mucin and

combined HCi, but usually containing some free HCi. After the

introduction of acids the contractions reappear before all the acid

has passed out of the stomach or has been completely neutralized.

And in case Mr. V. chews palatable food during a strong hunger

period, the hunger contractions reappear before there is complete

cessation of the psychic secretion of gastric juice. In other words,

the hunger contractions are not inhibited by weak concentrations of

acids in the stomach. A neutral or alkahne reaction of the mucosa

is not necessary for these contractions.

A typical tracing showing the inhibition of the hunger contrac-

tions by V.'s own gastric juice is reproduced in Fig. 2. When V.

chews palatable food during a hunger period two inhibitory factors

come into play, namely the reflex inhibition from the mouth, and the

acid inhibition from the stomach. If the food is sufficiently palatable

and the mastication is continued long enough the inhibition pro-

duced reflexly from the mouth fuses with the acid inhibition from the

stomach. If the food is not especially palatable or the mastication

period brief, the contractions may resume on cessation of the chew-

ing and then again be inhibited for a time during the period of most

rapid secretion of the gastric juice.

The degree of inhibition produced by normal gastric juice is the

same as that caused by an equal quantity of hydrochloric acid of a

concentration equal to the free acidity of the gastric juice. It would

thus seem that the hydrochloric acid in the gastric juice constitutes

the stimulus that leads to the inhibition.

This acid inhibition of the hunger contractions is of peculiar

interest in connection with the neuro-muscular mechanisms of these

hunger movements and the gastric movements in normal digestion.

The movements of the stomach in digestion are not inhibited by

acids in the stomach, that is, at least not by acids in concentrations

equal to that of the gastric juice. The fact that the intensity of

movements of the antrum increases as the gastric digestion advances

may even indicate that a certain degree of free acidity facilitates the

movements of digestion. At first it occurred to me that since acid

in the stomach inhibits the hunger contractions, but not the digestion

contractions, the mechanisms involved in these two t}'pes of gastric
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activity are different, at least as regards the character of the afferent

impulses from the gastric mucosa. But on further reflection it

became apparent that this is not necessarily the case. For the

digestive movements involve primarily the pyloric end, while the

hunger movements (as studied by our method) involve the fundus

of the stomach. It is possible that acid stimulation of the nerve

endings in the gastric mucosa leads, reflexly, to inhibition of the

fundus, and peristalsis of the pyloric region of the stomach. This

h\-pothesis is, of course, capable of experimental verification or refu-

tation.

(3) The Action of Alkalies. — The tests were made with sodium

carbonate in concentrations varying from 0.2-1.0 per cent, and in

varying quantities. In concentrations of 0.2 per cent or less the

sodium carbonate solution appears to have the same influence on the

hunger contractions as equal quantities of water, that is a slight

temporary inhibition. This inhibition is evidently due, not to the

alkalinity but to the hulk of the solution. In concentrations from

0.-2 per cent to i.oper cent the degree of inhibition produced is on

the whole directly proportional to the concentration and the quantity

of the solution put into the stomach. 200 c.c. of one per cent sodiimi

carbonate causes about the same degree of inhibition as 200 c.c.

one-half per cent hydrochloric acid. It is thus clear that alkalinity

has the same eft'ect as acidity, only to a less degree; both acids and

alkaUes causing inhibition without any after effect of the nature of

augmentation.

The fact that 0.2 per cent sodium carbonate has no more effect

on the hunger movements than equal quantities of water seems to

show that a slight alkalinity of the gastric mucosa is compatible with

the hunger contractions of the empty stomach. It makes it also

evident that the entrance of bile or intestinal juice into the stomach

will have little or no effect on these movements, while any concen-

tration that influences these movements produce inhibition.

(4) The Action of Local Anaesthetics. — Solutions of some

local anaesthetics were tested with the view of determining whether

the sensory nerves in the gastric mucosa plays only an inhibitory

role in the processes of gastric hunger contractions. Phenol, chlore-

ton, orthoform, quinine-urea-hydrochloride, and adrenalin chloride

were used in quantities and concentrations compatible with absolute
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safety to ]\Ir. V. It was not considered advisable to use cocaine.

The solutions of the drugs were introduced in quantities of 100 and

200 c.c.

In the concentrations employed no specific action of any of the

above substances could be demonstrated. For example, 100 c.c. of

phenol (dilution 1-10,000) has the same effect as 100 c.c. of water,

that is, a shght temporary inhibition. The same applies to the

other drugs. No appreciable anaesthesia of the gastric mucosa was

produced by any of the drugs. It seems probable that the solutions

of these drugs pass out of the stomach just as rapidly as equal quanti-

ties of water, and hence do not remain long enough in the stomach

to produce local anaesthesia. Because of the danger attending the

use of local anaesthetics in strong concentrations, further work on

V. was deferred until complete orientation was at hand from work

on dogs. It seemed, however, that adrenahn chloride introduced

into the stomach even in considerable quantities could not be par-

ticularly-injurious. But even in large quantities (100 c.c. of a dilu-

tion of 1-10,000) the adrenahn acting in the gastric cavity has no

other effect on the hunger movements than equal quantities of water.

(5) The Action of Alcoholic Beverages. — Tests were made
with sour and sweet wines, beer, brandy, and pure alcohol. The

taking of alcohohc beverages with the meals is a habit with many
people. It is claimed by many people that a glass of wine, beer, or

some mixture of alcohol taken before meals increases the appetite

(and possibly the hunger). The writer is neither a total abstainer

nor a habitual user of alcoholic beverages. But it is his experience

that a glass of beer or brandy taken at meal time seems to awaken

or increase appetite. This effect is rather immediate and therefore

not due to the absorption of the alcohol. Powlow has recorded an

instance from his own experience where a drink of wine seemed to

initiate the sensation of hunger (?) the very minute the wine reached

the stomach. From enquiries as extensive as opportunities have

permitted, I am inclined to beheve that this apparent augmentation

of the appetite by alcoholic beverages is rather a common experience.

In view of this fact I expected to find that these alcohohc beverages

increased the tonus and the contractions of the empty stomach, since

it is the tonus and the contractions of the empty stomach that give

rise to the hunger sensation. To my surprise the results proved to
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be the \'ery opposite. Wine, beer, brandy, a}id pure alcohol introduced

directly into the stomach inhibit the hunger contractions and the tonus of

the empty stomach instead of increasing them. This is true whether

these fluids are cold or at body temperature. If these alcoholic bever-

ages are greatly diluted with water, a degree of dilution can be reached

which has the same action on the stomach as equal quantities of

water, although the specitic beverage is readily detected when the

mixture is placed in the mouth. In no instance have I been able to

make out any undoubted augmentation of the stomach tonus and

hunger contractions after the inhibition period. In other words,

alcoholic beverages when introduced directly into the empty stomach

in quantities and concentrations that directly affect the tonus and

the contractions of the stomach cause inhibition, and inhibition onlx.

The pure alcohol was never used in stronger concentrations than

ID per cent. The brandy was usually diluted one half with water,

while the beer and wines were put into the stomach undiluted.

We have seen that acids in the stomach cause inhibition of the

hunger contractions. Pure alcohol also causes inhibition. It is

therefore evident that the alcohol and acids are primarily responsible

for the inhibition following the introduction of alcohohc beverages

into the empty stomach. But for the sake of brevity we may desig-

nate it
'' the alcohol inhibition."

The duration of the alcohol inhibition varies directly with the

quantity and concentration of the beverage introduced in the stomach.

Thus 50-100 c.c. of 10 per cent alcohol may inhibit the hunger con-

tractions for one to two hours; or if introduced during a period of

relative quiescence it delays correspondingly the onset of the next

hunger period. 200 c.c. of beer causes inhibition for 30-60 minutes.

The sour wines on the whole cause greater inhibition than the sweet

wines, probably through their acids. A t}pical record of the alcohol

brandy inhibition of the hunger contractions is reproduced in Fig. 3.

This tracing is from a series of experiments on the author himself.

It must be stated that these alcoholic beverages were put into

the stomach of ]\Ir. V. with his consent and without any protest,

resentment, fear, or disgust on his part, which might account for the

stomach inhibition. Mr. V. takes wine and beer occasionally. At

times I had him bring his own choice of wine and beer, and occa-

sionally I had him, himself, introduce into the stomach the desired
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quantities. The effect on the hunger contractions was ahvays the

same. I am therefore confident that we are here deahng with a

characteristic alcohol and acid inhibition, and not with a masked
" psychic " inhibition.

How are these results to be harmonized with the seeming stimu-

lation of the appetite by alcohohc beverages taken by the mouth?

In the first place the local inhibitory action of alcoholic beverages in

the gastric cavity is so marked and so invariable, that I feel confident

that this is always the gastric effect of these beverages, whether taken

normally by the mouth, or introduced into the empty stomach with-

out coming in contact with the mouth and oesophagus. Alcoholic

beverages can therefore not initiate or increase hunger, since hunger is

caused by the stomach contractions, and these are inhibited by the

alcohol. Since most alcoholic beverages stimulate the end organs of

taste and smell as well as those of general sensibiKty in the mouth

caxity and in the oesophagus it is possible that this stimulation in

some way augments or initiates appetite for food. If this is the case

we have the singular condition of alcoholic beverages augmenting

appetite and inhibiting hunger at the same time. There can be

little doubt that cerebral states as modified by training and habit

are also a factor in this apparent action of alcoholic beverages on

appetite. It is certain that the individual's first taste of alcohol,

beer, or sour wines does not focus his attention on food and eating.

If alcohohc beverages in the stomach caused as marked inhibition

of the stomach movements in digestion as they do in the case of the

stomach movements in hunger even moderate drinking with meals

would lead at once to acute indigestion. As this is not the case, it

is evident that alcohohc beverages affect the mechanisms of these

two t>pes of movements differently.

(6) The Action of Carbon Dioxide and Air. — The action of

carbon dioxide in the ca\'ity of the empty stomach was studied in two

ways: (i) by introduction of water charged with CO2, (2) by intro-

duction of CO2 gas. It is well known that an excess of carbon dioxide

in the blood of the abdominal vessels initiates and augments the

tonus and movements of the digestive tract. An excess of CO2 is

sometimes found in the gaseous contents of the empty or partly filled

stomach. It is known, furthermore, that carbon dioxide in sufficient

concentration acts as a powerful stimulus to the nerve endings in
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such membranes as those of the mouth and nose, and of '^he cornea

and conjunctiva.

Carbon dioxide in the cavity of the empty stomach was at first

considered a possible stimulus to the gastric hunger contractions, but

this h}'pothesis proved entirely erroneous. In so far as the carbon

dioxide in the stomach ca\Tty affects the hunger movements the

influence is in the direction of inhibition.

Water saturated with CO2 under pressure has practically no more

efifect than similar quantities of pure water. It produces the same

degree of temporary inhibition without any after effect in the way

of augmentation. As such carbonated water stimulates the nerve

endings in the mouth in the characteristic way, it follows that the

nerve endings in the stomach are less affected by CO2 than are the

nerve endings in the mouth.

When the CO2 is forced into the stomach in the form of gas and

under pressure, the results are complicated by the mechanical action

of the gas in forcibly distending the walls of the stomach and raising

the intragastric pressure, and hence increasing the pressure in the

balloon in the fundus. A sudden and forcible distension of the

stomach no matter how produced leads to a few strong contractions.

This factor can be fairly well controlled by introducing the gas slowly.

When this precaution is taken the empty stomach can be considerably

distended with CO2 gas, without any marked effect either on the

tonus or on the hunger contractions. But the chemical effect of CO2

so far as it is demonstrable at all, is in the direction of inhibition.

It will undoubtedly occur to the reader that this slight inhibition

by the CO2 may be an instance of " psychic " inhibition from the

distress of an overdistended stomach. This possibility has been

guarded against. In the first place the stomach was not distended

to the point of painfulness by the carbon dioxide. Furthermore, the

stomach cavity was irrigated, so to speak, with the gas without

raising the intragastric pressure perceptibly, by introducing the inlet

tube to the cardiac end and allowing the gas to escape freely by the

fistula. The reader will recall that the oesophagus is completely

closed, so that the gas cannot escape by way of the mouth. Under

these conditions the same sUght inhibitory effects were recorded with-

out signs of primary or secondary augmentation. It is thus clear

that in so far as carbon dioxide in the gastric cavity affects the gastric
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tonus aiKf'hunger contractions at all, the action is in the direction of

inhibition. This is probably due to the acid stimulation of the nerve

endings in the mucosa.

The introduction of air into the empty stomach has no effect

whatever on the tonus and the hunger contractions, provided the

stomach is not overdistended by the air, or the air introduced rapidly

and under such pressure as to cause sudden and forcible distension

of the stomach walls. This leads to a few contractions. But the

same thing is produced by sudden inflation of the balloon in the

fundus. It is therefore purely mechanical. Oxygen in greater con-

centrations than that of the air has not been tried. But it is evident

that the 20 per cent oxygen of the air acts neither favorably nor

unfavorably on the hunger movements.

(7) Confirmatory Observations on Dogs. — The results of the

foregoing observations on Mr. V. are new, and, to the writer's mind

at least, unexpected, on the basis of what is known of the motor

activities of the stomach. That the same conditions which favor or

permit the gastric movements of digestion should invariably inhibit

the gastric hunger movements could not have been predicted. The

fact that any and all kinds of stimulation of the nerve endings in the

gastric mucosa cause inhibition, and only inhibition, of the gastric

hunger movements is not to be accepted without rigid scrutiny of

the evidence. The observations on Mr. V. were completed in August

and September, 191 2. They were repeated and confirmed, point for

point, in April and May of this year. I am satisfied as to the facts.

Is there any error in the interpretation? One possible error in the

interpretation of fundamental importance has been referred to once

or twice in the previous discussion. It is of sufficient importance to

be taken up now, and disposed of as best we may. The fact that

nothing but inhibition is produced by substances acting on the gastric

mucosa, suggests that this may be in every case a '' psychic " inhibi-

tion masking any weak action that may be of a positive or augTnenta-

tion type. The very consciousness of Mr. V. that these substances

were introduced into the stomach for experimental purposes might

be the primary element in this possible psychic inhibition. That

cerebral states may inhibit the gastric hunger movements is certain,

from results both on Mr. V. and on dogs. In one instance when

preparing to introduce 200 c.c. of 0.5 per cent acidic acid into the

\

'
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stomach in the midst of the period of powerful hunger contractions

Mr. V. somehow thought that I intended to introduce that rnuch

concentrated acid (or vinegar). As I was going about with the prep-

aration I noticed that the stomach contractions suddenly became

very feeble. Mr. V. looked worried. I inquired if he did not feel

right, and he asked if I intended to put all that vinegar into the

stomach. "It will surely hurt me," he said. To assure him, I

drank half of the acid myself, and then asked him to take a mouth-

ful of it. Then he laughed and said, " Oh, I thought it was pure

vinegar." In two minutes after the mental stress and anxiety was

over the hunger concentrations returned to their normal rate and

amplitude.

The following facts speak against the possibiUty of the results

being due to psychic inhibition.

(i) There was no evidence that Mr. V. was in any way afraid,

displeased, disgusted, or impatient with the experiments. This

appHes particularly to the repetition of the tests in April and Ma^''

this year. Mr. V. is now usually much interested in all the te^ts,

and he has full confidence in the writer.

(2) The direct proportion between the quantity and concentra-

tion of the substance introduced into the stomach and the degree of

inhibition produced is contrary to the hypothesis of a psychic inhibi-

tion. The displeasure or disgust ought to have been practically the

same on introduction of o.i per cent and of 0.5 per cent HCi, of i per

cent and o.io per cent alcohol, as in most cases Mr. V. did not know

the strength of the material used, and he did not care, being satisfied

with my assurance that it was harmless.

(3) In many cases I purposely deceived him as to the nature of

the material, exchanging water for acids and vice versa. The stomach

reaction was invariably in accordance with the substance actually

introduced.

Hence I feel fairly satisfied even on the basis of the tests on Mr,

V. that psychic inhibition plays no role in these results. But to meet

the possibihty once and for all, I have now repeated and confirmed

all of the above tests on dogs.^ The parallel on the two series on

man and dog is complete. The details of these results on dogs will

* A series of experiments on myself also confirm the general results as stated

above.
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be reported later. But one t^-pical tracing may be submitted now

(Fig. 5). Well, may not psychic inhibition play a role in the tests

on dogs? It does not, and for the following reasons:

(i) The dogs could not have known either the difference between

the substances introduced into the stomach or the different concen-

trations of the same substance.

(2) Tests were made during sleep and without the animal waking

up. The results were the same.

(3) Psychic inhibition of the gastric hunger movements in dogs is

invariably of much shorter duration than the inhibition caused by

acids, alkalies, and alcohohc beverages.

It is therefore clear that results on Mr. V. reported above are
|

fundamental facts in the physiology of the stomach and not primarily
'

dependent on afferent impulses that enter consciousness. =

(8) The Influence of the Inhibitions from the Gastric Mucosa
|

on the Fundamental Rhythm of the Gastric Hunger Contractions. —
(

During the progress of this work it soon became apparent that these

temporary inhibitions described above do not cut short a hunger
^

period, but simply delay its culmination. The contractions that

appear as the inhibition ceases are the continuation of the period

temporarily checked by the inhibition. They are not the beginning

of a new period. This is particularly true when the inhibitions are

induced during the first half or two thirds of the hunger period. When

the tetanus stage of the hunger period is reached a stimulation of the

gastric mucosa sufficiently strong to cause prompt cessation of the

contractions seems to actually terminate the period, for when the con-

tractions reappear they are not the incomplete tetanus or strong

and rapid contractions of the culmination of the period, but the

feeble and slow movements characteristic of the beginning of a period.

By careful adjustment of the quantity and strength of the material

introduced into the stomach during the first part of the hunger period

and by renewing the inhibition on reappearance of the rhythm it is

possible to lengthen a 30-40 min. period into a 90-120 min. period.

In other words, the motor mechanisms of the hunger contractions

• may be compared to the spring of a watch. When the spring is

wound up it will run the watch for a certain number of hours, and it <

makes no difference whether or not these hours are consecutive.

It seems to me that this fact has an important bearing on the
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question of the primary stimulus to the hunger movements. It

seems to point to a primary automatism, peripheral or central, or

both, relatively independent of the condition of the blood as well

as of afferent nervous impulses. The fact speaks particularly

strongly against the hypothesis that the primary stimulus is to be

sought in the condition of the blood. For example, if the primary

stimulus is in some condition of the blood, this condition must be

present and to a gradually increasing degree from 12:30 to i p.m.

to parallel a hunger period beginning at 12:30 p.m. and ending at

I p.m. And this condition of the blood must be absent from i p.m. to

1 :45 p.m. as the stomach is relatively quiescent during that time.

The hypothesis seems to be rendered untenable by the fact that by
manipulations which do not, at least in some cases, involve any

change in this h}^othetical condition of the blood the culmination

of the hunger period may be delayed till i :30 or i :45 p.m., so that the

strongest hunger contractions fall in the time when the blood does

not stimulate the gastric mechanism in a way to cause the hunger

movements.

(9) Discussion of the Results. — I do not see how the further

analysis of the mechanisms of these inhibitions is possible by experi-

ments on man. Whether the reflex is, in whole or in part, through

the vagi and the splanchnic nerves or local through the mesenteric

plexus can only be determined by lesion of the extrinsic nerves. This

phase of the work is not yet completed.

But what is the significance of this inhibition in the normal work

of the stomach? The inhibition of the hunger contractions by me-

chanical and chemical stimulation of the gastric mucosa prevents

the appearance of these contractions during the period of gastric

digestion. This negative control of the hunger movements from the

stomach cavity is obviously a useful coordination. The primary or

actual stimulus to the hunger contractions is therefore to be sought

in the vagus tonus, in some condition of the blood, or in a primary

automatism of the gastric neuro-muscular mechanism. I have some

evidence that the latter is the essential factor and that extrinsic

nerves and the condition of the blood only modify the primary autom-

atism. If this is the case the hunger contractions ought to appear

as soon as the stomach is empty of food or other substances capable

of stimulating the nerve endings in the mucosa. We would also
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expect these contractions to be more or less continuous as long as

the stomach is empty, at least in young and vigorous individuals,

and when the condition of the individual as a whole does not lead

to increased activity of the extrinsic inhibitory nerves (splanchnics).

On this hx-pothesis the gradual tonus contraction of the gastric fun-

dus pari passu with the progress of the gastric digestion represents

the algebraic sum of the inherent automatism and the inhibitory

effects from the gastric cavity. A gradual fatigue of the inhibitory

mechanisms is probably also a factor, as I have abundant exddence

(man and dog) of such " escape " of the stomach from inhibitory

nervous processes.

We should probably look for the closest paralleUsm between the

gastric hunger contractions and the absence of stimulation of the

gastric mucosa in infants and young children, that is, before cerebral

(and possibly gastric) habits relative to feeding have been estabhshed.

During the last five months I have made a close study of a healthy

(bottle-fed) infant touching this point. It is well known that, other

things being equal, the more food put into the stomach the longer

time required for the completion of gastric digestion. If this infant

(now five months old) is given only four ounces of food he calls for

more after about two hours. If he is given seven to eight ounces of

the same food the call for more food is delayed for three to four hours.

If he is given five ounces of the food at 6 p.m. he nearly always wakes

up and calls for more at 12-1 o'clock; while if he is given as much
food as he will take (7 :y to 8| ounces) at 6 p.m. he rarely wakes up

and calls for food until 3-5 o'clock the following morning. There is

evidently .a close parallel between the time of the empt}-ing of the

stomach and the appearance of the hunger contractions. The more

frequent calls for food during the day are obviously due to the fact

that the gastric hunger contractions must reach a certain degree of

intensity before they cause the soundly sleeping infant to wake up.

This is certainly true in the case of dogs. A dog may sleep on peace-

fully and quietly during gastric hunger contractions of moderate

intensity. When these contractions become very intense the dog

moves or moans in his sleep and sometimes wakes up.

While I have made no observations on the action of acids, alkalies

and alcoholic beverages on the gastric movements of digestion, it

is quite clear that these substances do not inhibit these movements
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at least to the extent that the}- inhibit the hunger contractions. The
movements of digestion are primarily concerned with the pyloric

region, while the hunger contractions involve the cardiac and fundus

region. Either these two regions of the stomach react differently

to local stimulation of the gastric mucosa, or else the nervous mech-

anisms concerned in the hunger contractions and the digestion

contractions are to a certain extent different.

In \dew of the fact that acids as well as normal gastric juice in-

hibit the gastric hunger contractions I expect that persons having

gastric hypersecretion or actual hyperchlorhydria experience little or

no true hunger sensations or pangs of gastric origin. At the same

time we must consider in cases of prolonged hj^persecretion, the

possibihty of a readjustment of such a character that the acid

stimulation of the mucosa causes less inhibition than is the case in

the normal stomach. The degree of plasticity inherent in these

gastric mechanisms is virtually unknown.



RAPID METHOD OF PREPARING THROMBIN

By W. H. HOWELL
[From the Physiological Laboratory of the John Hopkins University]

AFEW years ago the author described a method of preparing pure

or approximately pure thrombin. Beginning with a solution

of fresh fibrin in strong solutions of sodium chloride the other pro-

teins were removed gradually by repeated shaking of the solution

with chloroform. The method is effective, but it is very tedious,

requiring usually two months or more when the solution is shaken

twice a day. I have modified the method recently so that an equally

good, in some respects a better preparation of thrombin may be ob-

tained in three or four days. This method, in detail, is as follows. A
'large amount of (pig's) fibrin is obtained from the butcher and is

washed thoroughly in running water until the hemoglobin is removed.

The washing must be done by hand, picking apart the strands that

are deeply colored. When sufficiently washed the mass of fibrin is

squeezed free from water and is then minced and well covered with an

8 per cent solution of sodium chloride. The preparation is allowed

to stand for forty-eight to seventy-two hours in the cold and is then

filtered. The filtrate contains thrombin together with other proteins.

The filtrate is treated with an equal volume of acetone. A bulky

precipitate is thrown down including the thrombin, while a large

amount of the other proteins remains in solution. The precipitate

is filtered off rapidly through a number of small filters, each con-

taining from 25 to 50 c.c. As soon as the filtrate has run through,

each filter is opened upon a pad of filter paper and the precipitate is

spread as thin as possible by means of a spatula. Each filter paper,

then, with its layer of precipitate is dried rapidlyin a current of cold air.

For this purpose I make use of a box with wire trays and an electric

fan. When perfectly dry the portion of the filter paper holding the

dried precipitate is cut up with scissors into a bulk of water, using an

amount of water equal to about two-thirds of the original saline
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filtrate. After standing, with occasional stirring, for one-half hour,

this solution is filtered. The filtrate contains the thrombin with

traces of salt and of a protein coagulable on heating. To remove this

latter protein the solution may be shaken with chloroform (10 or 15 c.c.

to 100 c.c. of solution). After shaking, the chloroform settles, on

standing, as a thick emulsion. This is filtered off and a specimen of

the filtrate is tested by boihng. If the specimen shows any opalescence

it indicates the presence still of some coagulable protein, and the

process of shaking with chloroform must be repeated once or twice

until a specimen of the filtrate remains entirely clear on heating.

Care must be taken; however, not to continue shaking with the chloro-

form after the removal of the coagulable protein, as the thrombin

also will come down eventually with the chloroform. This result

seems to happen much more easily in these solutions practically free

from salt than in the strong salt solutions of my first method. To
preserve the thrombin finally obtained my method is to evaporate it

to dryness in watch crystals, 2 c.c. to a crystal, using the current of

air from an electric fan. When thus evaporated the thrombin shows

a characteristic snow-flake crystalHzation together with a few crystals

of sodium chloride. The dried thrombin may be kept indefinitely in

a desiccator. It is easily and completely soluble in water and shows

the reactions described in my previous paper.

To test the action of thrombin it is very convenient to keep on

hand specimens of dried oxalated and dialyzed plasma. Dog's blood

is oxalated and centrifugalized. The clear plasma is removed and

dialyzed in collodion tubes against 0.9 per cent solutions of sodium

chloride for twelve to twenty-four hours to remove the oxalate. The
plasma is then evaporated in watch crystals, 2 to 5 c.c. to a crystal, in

a current of cold air. When dry the plasma may be preserved indefi-

nitely in a desiccator. For use the contents of each crystal are dis-

solved in 0.9 per cent salt solution, using double the volume of the

original plasma. When properly made the dried material dissolves

completely, giving a clear solution in which the fibrinogen is in a more

normal condition than when obtained by the usual method of repeated

fractional precipitation with sodium chloride.



THE RELATION OF METATHROMBIN TO THROMBIN

By F. W. WEYMOUTH
[From the Physiological Laboratory of the Johns Hopkins University]

MORAWITZ showed in 1904 that part of the confusion sur-

rounding the .question of thrombin has arisen from the fact

that there are two inactive forms both of which have been considered

as precursors of the ferment. To one of these, found in oxalated

plasma and activated by calcium salts, the prothrombin of Pekel-

haring, he gave the name a -proferment. The second, found in serum

subsequent to clotting and not activated by calcium salts but by

acids and alkalies in the entire absence of calcium, he called y8-profer-

ment; this was identical with the metazym of Fuld.^ Later ^ he

proposed the term metathrombin, a more suitable name in view of

the fact that its absence from oxalate plasma and presence in serum

only subsequent to thrombin formation shows it to be a modification

and not a forerunner of the latter.

Unfortunately all writers have not adhered to this original con-

ception. IMellanby, for instance,^ after referring to Morawitz's y8-pro-

ferment uses the term metathrombin for the active agent liberated in

serum by the action of acids and alkalies, an entirely unwarranted

use of the term so clearly defined by Morawitz.

The present paper presents the results of some experimental

work, undertaken at the suggestion of Dr. W. H. Howell, with the

hope of throwing some light on the relation of metathrombin to

thrombin, which according to Morawitz is entirely unknown.

A brief account will first be given of the technic employed, after

which the experiments, dealing with serum, thrombin, and meta-

thrombin, respectively, will be considered. The clotting power of

thrombin or serum was tested on plasma solutions which were pre-

' Hofmeistcr's Beitragc, 1904, iv, p. 401.

^ Ergebnisse der Physiologic, 1905, iv, p. 367.

^ Journal of Physiology, 1909, xxxviii, p. 92.
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pared as follows. A dog (or cat) was bled directly into centrifuge

tubes containing enough sodium oxalate to give a concentration

0.1 per cent to the mixture. The tubes were at once thoroughly

mLxed and centrifuged, the plasma drawn off and dialyzed for twenty-

four or more hours against a large amount of 0.9 per cent NaCl to

remove the oxalate. The plasma was then measured out in watch

crystals (usually 3 c.c. to a crystal) and dried rapidly in a current of

air at room temperature. Such crystals were kept in a desiccator

until used when they were rubbed up in twice their original volume of

0.9 per cent NaCl (6 c.c.) and filtered. This procedure gives clear

solutions which clot promptly and firmly upon addition of fresh serum

or thrombin and are of very uniform strength. To avoid errors in

comparison a particular experiment was always carried out on a

single lot of plasma.

In obtaining the specimens of serum the blood was allowed to

flow directly into centrifuge tubes and when clotting had taken place

the clots were loosened and the whole centrifuged. The clear serum

was then drawn oft" and set aside to be used as needed.

The tests for clotting time were carried out as follows. Varying

small amounts of serum (usually 3, 4, and 5 drops) were placed in a

series of homeopathic vials and ten drops of a freshly prepared plasma

solution added. This was observed usually at five-minute intervals

by tilting the vial until the formation of a clot was noted. This

method, though it does not give accurate results for times less than

two or three minutes, proved very satisfactory in work of the present

nature, as there is little trouble from evaporation and the solutions

may be observed over periods of twenty-four or more hours.

Non-sterile Sera

The first three experiments were carried out on what may be

termed non-sterile sera, the serum being collected without aseptic

precautions and allowed to stand in uncorked test tubes at room tem-

perature throughout the experiment. Chart No. i shows the varia-

tions in clotting power of these specimens, the abscissae representing

the time in days after the drawing of the blood, and the ordinates

the clotting time in hours. The solid fines represent the clotting

time in five drops of serum added to ten drops of plasma, and though
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similar and consistent data are at hand for three and four drops

they have been omitted for clearness. The broken lines represent

tests for metathrombin to be considered presently.

The serum in the three experiments shows great variation yet

essential agreement in certain features which may be summarized as

follows.

1. A period of loss of clothing power, becoming more rapid as the process

continues.

The clotting time of the serum of Experiment Xo. i increased from

fifteen minutes to three hours in three days (its further course was

not followed). No. 3 when tested at three days gave no clot although

the solutions stood for six days. The curve of No. 2 shows a rise

almost as rapid though its start is delayed. This is apparently due

to the fact that the serum was kept on ice for part of the time between

its drawing and the first test. At five days its clotting time had also

exceeded three hours. It would appear from this that dog's serum

when freely exposed at room temperature (18° to 27° C.) for three

to four days has its clotting power so greatly reduced as to escape

detection by many of the methods employed; in fact for practical

purposes the clotting power may be said to have been lost. The most

active serum observed at this time caused clotting in nine times its

original period.

2. A second period of marked variations in clotting power. This extended

over five days in No. 3 and eighteen days in No. 2; the two experi-

ments show few points of resemblance in this period. Infection is

present in this period; it will be convenient to return to this point

later.

3. A practically complete return of clotting power. In No. 3 this ex-

tended over eight days and reached a point where clotting took place

in twenty minutes as against fifteen minutes in the first test. In No.

2 it lasted five days, reaching a clotting time of fifteen minutes as

compared with ten minutes in the beginning.

4. A final period of complete loss of clotting power, occurring in eighteen

to twenty-nine days.

Although tests were made over a period of thirty-four days in No.

2, and forty-eight days in No. 3, no clots were obtained though the

solutions stood twenty-four to forty-eight hours.

Morawitz, who studied the diminution of ferment content in
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horse serum, states that, though it varies considerably in different

samples, the loss is practically complete in five to six days, the loss

at first being more rapid. This corresponds well with the initial

period of loss here shown, though to be exact there is clear evidence

of thrombic power in samples of dog scrum at the end of six days and

for a long time afterwards. I am not aware that the serum has been

carefully followed over long periods by any previous worker.

Reactivation

Parallel with the tests on the clotting power of these specimens

of serum the content of metathrombin was studied and the results

are shown by the broken curves in Chart No. i. The method used

was that which Morawitz found most efficient, treatment with an

equal volume of f^ NaOH and subsequent neutralization with

^ HCl. The period of incubation was usually twelve minutes.

As this process diluted the serum to approximately three times its

original volume, a larger amount of the mixture was used, though not

enough to offset the dilution. The curve given is based on the clotting

time of 6 drops of a mixture of 10 drops serum, 10 drops 7^ NaOH
and about 10 drops ^ HCl. The process of reactivation does not

always give uniform results and has at times failed, due apparently

to changes taking place in the solutions of acids and alkalies on

standing, yet on the whole the results are consistent and give valuable

information.

A more serious question is that of the eft"ect of the alkali on the

free thrombin, as the interpretation of the curve depends upon what

part of the clotting power of the reactivated samples is due to the

persistence of the free thrombin and what to the thrombin liberated

from the metathrombin. Morawitz states'* that the prolonged ac-

tion of alkahes destroys the Hberated thrombin; for instance, the

action of 7^ NaOH for three hours at 35° C. completely destroyed

the clotting power of a solution which if neutralized in less time proved

very active. Strong solutions of the thrombin used in later experi-

ments were tested for this point and it was found that even short,

treatment with ^ NaOH greatly injured the thrombic power and

^ Hofmeister's Beitrage, 1903, iv, p. 404.
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though the results were not always uniform it appears that the amount

of thrombin undestroyed by the usual incubation of twelve minutes

must be sHght.

The features in common shown by the curves representing meta-

thrombin content are: first, an initial loss much slower, however,

than that of the serum, and second, a final complete loss correspond-

ing to that of the thrombin. The intervening oscillations are neither

consistent in the two experiments nor clearly related to the curves of

the serum in the same experiments, sometimes following these and

sometimes going in the opposite direction.

Sterile Sera

It was noted in the preceding experiment that during the period

of greatest variation patent signs of putrefaction appeared. (See

Fig. I.) This suggested that more uniform and satisfactory results

could be obtained by preventing infection. Accordingly a second

series of experiments was carried out in a manner similar to that

already described except that sterile cannulae and tubes were used

and that the specimens of serum were kept stoppered with cotton

except when samples were removed with a sterile pipette. During

part of the time cultures were taken to determine the success of these

precautions.

Figure 2 represents curves constructed as in the previous case

from the results of two experiments. The most striking fact shown is

that as long as the solutions are sterile there is no spontaneous return

of power either of the thrombin or the metathrombin. The curves

which were so variable in the previous experiments have become

remarkably uniform. The only exception is shown by the serum of

No. 5, which exhibits an increase of power just before its final loss.

That this uniformity is due to the sterile condition is clearly demon-

strated by the fact that a sample of the serum removed in No. 5 and

exposed to the air, became infected and at once showed an increase

of clotting power, diverging sharply from the behavior of the still

sterile serum.

An equally important fact is that the initial loss is greatly delayed.

Up to seven days in No. 6 and to fourteen days in No. 5 the sera
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Figure 1. Curves from three experiments representing the relative amounts of throm-

bin and metathrombin in dog's serum (non-sterile) kept for a number of days.

The solid lines give the curves for thrombin, the broken lines the curves for meta-

thrombin. The figures along the abscissa represent daj's, those along the ordinate

give the time in hours for the clotting caused by five drops of serum added to ten

drops of the fibrinogen solution (oxalated and dialysed plasma). * Infected.

10 It ;z 13 H I! « It , n to V a 23 zi ts te :>d«^

Figure 2. Curve of two experiments representing the relative amounts of thrombin
and metathrombin in a sterile serum kept for a number of days. * Infected.
** Clotted in seventeen hours on twenty-first day; did not clot again.
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are still very active, clotting in seventy and fifty-five minutes respec-

tively. This is even more strikingly the case with the metathrombin,

which retained most of its power up to seventeen days in both ex-

periments. Infection, therefore, hastens the initial loss of clotting

power, which, however, occurs in its absence, and causes most if not

all of the apparently spontaneous returns of thrombic power observed

in ordinary serum.

Morawitz mentions various factors which hasten the loss of clot-

ting power. ^ Temperature is important, specimens kept at 35° C.

lost power in two and a half days, while those in an ice chest showed

power after twelve days. Free exposure to the air also hastened

the loss. Since sterile serum in the present work retained its clotting

power at a room temperature of 18° to 27° C. for as long a time as

that just cited for the serum kept in an ice chest, it is plain that the

temperature in itself had little to do with the inactivation. It is

clear that the influence of high temperatures and free access of air is

to promote infection and bacterial growth rather than directly to

affect the serum. Morawitz also states that power is retained longer

in a neutral than in an alkaHne medium. The present work throws no

hght upon this fact.

It is interesting to note in connection with the question of loss of

thrombic power that suggestively analogous behavior has been found

in the case of inorganic ferments. For instance, ^Mcintosh ^ states

that on standing, colloidal silver loses some of its power to decompose

hydrogen peroxide, due apparently to the fact that on standing the

silver precipitates out. The silver solutions were also "reactivated"

by alkahes. In reacting some of the silver passes into the hydroxide,

which is broken up, liberating free silver. Here both "inactivation"

and "reactivation" depend upon definite reactions the counterparts

of which we do not yet know for thrombin.

Reduced to their simplest terms and freed from the compHcation

of putrefaction these experiments show that there is a gradual and

progressive loss of clotting power in serum so that in the course of

one or two weeks the clotting time has increased about fivefold and

by another week the serum is completely inactive. Metathrombin

runs a similar course though its loss is much less rapid. Though ap-

^ Hofmeister's Beitrage, 1904, iv, p. 395.
' Journal of physical chemistry, 1902, vi, p. 15.
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parently a more stable body it does not seem to survive the thrombin

for any appreciable time.

The fate of thrombin and metathrombin is not shown by their

behavior in serum. According to the method of reactivation, already

discussed, metathrombin is present from the outset and in greater

amount than at any subsequent time. If the thrombin is transformed

into metathrombin during the period of its rapid loss, the amount is

too small or its subsequent destruction too rapid to cause an increase

in the latter. These experiments, therefore, can throw no light on

the origin of metathrombin. The return of clotting power after in-

fection may be due to transformations of one of these substances into

the other, but the factors are too complex to be easily analyzed and

offer small inducement to investigation in this direction.

Kephaline

Several experiments were carried out in which the effect of adding

kephaline solutions" to serum was tried. Experiment 15 will serve

as an example of the results. Six mixtures were made as follows.

Serum
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the mixtures were all less active, showing a very close correspondence

to the amount of kephaline added, as indicated by the following

table.

Amount of

kephaline
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Thrombin

The greater number of experiments in the present work were

carried out with specimens of thrombin which was made by Howell's

chloroform method.** At that time he stated (p. 459) that *' aqueous

solutions of thrombin protected from putrefaction slowly lose their

eflSciency." The lot from which the solutions here used were made
gave very uniform results and these solutions retained their thrombic

power for remarkably long times. In all of the experiments controls

of thrombin diluted with water were used and in no case under ob-

servation was there any loss of power though some of the periods

were as great as eighteen days. The power of these thrombin solu-

tions to cause clotting in two and a half to live minutes after standing

for two weeks is in marked contrast to that of serum, which under the

most favorable conditions will not cause clotting under an hour after

similar periods. Some at least of the factors causing loss of power

have been removed in preparing the thrombin solutions.

That the thrombin in these solutions is not more stable than that

in serum is easily proved, for if some serum is mixed with a thrombin

solution the clotting power of the latter is rapidly and completely lost.

A considerable number of experiments were carried out in this manner

to test the effect upon thrombin of serum treated in various ways.

The following may serve as examples of these. It should be re-

membered that heating plasma to 60° C. coagulates the fibrinogen

and destroys the thrombin so that these preparations carry no throm-

bin into the mbcture.

Experiment 9:

2 c.c. thrombin -t- 2 c.c. serum heated to 60° C. for 5 minutes

(In this and all other experiments there was a control of thrombin and water which

clotted in 2^ or 5 minutes)

Test Period of

incubation 3, 4 and 5 drops + 10 drops plasma sol.

1 20 min. 4d. weak clot at 70 min.

2 3 hrs. 5d. clotted in 25 min. 3 and 4d. in 24 hrs.

3 20 hrs. 5d. clotted in 40 min. 4d. in 70, 3 trace in 24 hrs.

4 44 hrs. 5d. clotted in 45 min. 4d. in 6 hrs., 3 no clot in 24 hrs

^ This Journal, 1910, xxvi, p. 453.
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control. Pigs serum heated to 80° C. also showed no inactivating

power. Unheated serum, as we have seen, has an even more rapid

inactivating action than heated sera.

Therefore there exists in fresh serum or oxalated plasma a thermola-

bile body which acts rapidly upon thrombin converting it to an inac-

tive form. The similarity of action of this body to antithrombin is,

of course, obvious. Since this substance even though considerably

diluted works so rapidly on a solution of thrombin more active than

fresh serum it seems pecuhar that serum should, under ordinary

circumstances, hold its clotting power for several days. In fact a

specimen of serum to which thrombin is added, loses its power more

rapidly than it otherwise would. It is difficult to see an explana-

tion for this behavior.

An effort was made to locate the inactivating body by salting out

the proteins of the serum. It was found that the first filtrate after

half saturation with ammonium sulfate (freed of this salt by dialysis)

caused loss of power. This filtrate was further completely saturated

to see if the body was an albumin or went out with the albumins.

The protein-free filtrate had no inactivating effect but the albumin was

unfortunately denatured in the treatment and could not be tested.

A second preparation of serum albumin as well as egg and lactalbu-

min did not show the inactivating agent. Later experiments showed

that the body was greatly weakened and finally removed by dialysis,

thus explaining the failure to locate it among the proteins.

Calcium

Since the inactivating body is destroyed by heat it cannot be an

inorganic salt. Calcium was, however, tried for possible eft'ects

Solutions of CaCl2 of varying strengths, some of them approximating

that of the blood, were added to thrombin solutions, but produced no

more sign of inactivation during the eleven days of the experiment

than did the controls containing distilled water. A second possibility

was tested by oxalating serum and dialysing it free of the added

oxalate. This calcium-free serum when mixed with thrombin

caused as rapid inactivation as ordinary serum. Evidently the

presence of calcium does not produce, nor its absence prevent,

inactivation.
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HiRUDIX

Since the behavior of the inactivating body toward heat, dialysis,

kephaline and other factors clearly identify it with the antithrombin

of the blood, hirudin was tested for its effect on thrombin. ]\Iuch

difficult}- was experienced in balancing the strengths of the hirudin and

the thrombin, and though repeatedly tried it was not found possible

to get a mixture in which the original retardation of thrombic power

was slight, but which showed on standing the progressive action

characteristic of serum. The thrombin was either completely and

rapidly inactivated or, if^ the initial action was small, this decreased

rather than increased:

Kephalixe

As kephaline acts only on antithrombin it was not tested on throm-

bin direct but in conjunction with serum or hirudin. In these cases

it retarded the inactivating effect but did not completely prevent it;

agreeing thus with the results already given of its action in serum.

IVIetathrombix

Having considered the fate of thrombin and methrombin in serum

and the factors causing inactivation of thrombin solutions, we come

to the main purpose of the present work, a study of the character-

istics and mode of origin of metathrombin. ]\Iorawitz gives the

following as characteristic properties of metathrombin.'-' It is not

found in oxalate or fluoride plasmas but in all sera whether fresh or

old and inactive. It is more resistant toward the factors destroying

thrombin, since it is found in as great amount in five-day-old serum as

in fresh serum. If treated with acids and alkalies the active thrombin

freed rapidly disappears. Apparently all is not freed by the first

activation, since it may be reactivated twice, but the freed thrombin

does not return to metathrombin as it may not be activated a third

time. It is thermolabile, being destroyed (as are thrombin and pro-

thrombin) by half an hour's heating to 60° or 62° C. It is not re-

moved by dialysis and is precipitated out with the globulins by

^ Hofmeister's Beitrage, 1904, iv, p. 402 et seq.
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addition of 30 to 50 per cent ammonium sulfate. It is activated by

alcohol as well as acids and alkalies, but prolonged action of the latter

destroys it. It is not found in Schmidt's thrombin.

I can confirm many of these points and have Httle to add. Meta-

thromhin is present in five-day serum in considerable amount but

never in the full strength shown at first. It is absent from very old

serum. Thrombin prepared by Howell's method shows no meta-

thromhin.

One prevalent misconception must be here corrected. It is

stated, for instance/*^ that ''the thrombin [destroyed by the action of

serum] may be recovered, in part at least, by proper alkali or acid

activation." Serum shows metathromhin directly after clotting and it

is not necessary to wait until the inactivation of the patent thrombin

before attempting activation. In the present work many of the

experiments gave misleading results because at first this was not real-

ized. That thrombin is continually going over into metathromhin is

quite probable, but if so the amount is too small to affect the much
greater initial mass of metathromhin, and even the rapid loss of

clotting power of serum in the first three or four days causes no increase

of metathromhin.

Morawitz ^^ considers that since metathromhin is not present in

oxalate plasma but is present in great amount after clotting, its origin

must be connected with the process of clotting. To determine this

point as well as the possible role of calcium, he clotted oxalate plasma

with Schmidt's thrombin containing oxalate. The serum obtained

was inactive because of the great dilution of the thrombin and its

absorption by the fibrin. It also contained no melathromhin. He
therefore concludes that metathromhin is not formed in the process

of clotting but arises through the action of calcium on prothrombin

as does thrombin. Later ^- he modifies this view slightly, stating that

the thrombin for the greater part goes over into metathromhin very

quickly after clotting. That metathromhin represents a thrombin-

antithrombin compound he considers disproved by the fact that in

serum which has lost its antithrombin there is still much metathrom-

hin. On the other hand, since the free thrombin of the serum persists

1" Rettger, This Journal, xxiv, 1909, p. 430.

" Hofmeister's Beitrage, 1904, iv, pp. 405, 411.

'- Ergebnisse der Physiologic, 1905, iv, p. 371.
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so much longer than what is apparently the same thrombin liberated

from metathrombin by activation, he concludes that part of the former

is bound to antithrombin and is only slowly Hberated to disappear

almost at once.

In regard to the experiment of clotting oxalate plasma with throm-

bin, the only point estabhshed is that the formation of fibrin from

fibrinogen and thrombin does not produce metathrombin. Work of

a different character, soon to be detailed, confirms this, and, in fact,

such an origin was hardly to be expected. That metathrombin arises

from prothrombin through calcium action is not proved, since other

h}^otheses, for instance the theory here proposed of a thrombin-

antithrombin origin, meet equally well the logical requirements

which are merely the absence of both thrombin and metathrombin

from oxalate plasma and their presence soon after normal clotting,

or to be more exact, the opportunity for interaction between pro-

thrombin and calcium in the presence of the other components of the

blood. Experiments on this point will be given.

As to the presence of metathrombin in solution from which the

antithrombin has disappeared: this, instead of mihtating against a

thrombin-antithrombin compound, is rather what would be expected,

since if the antithrombin were bound in any such union it would hardly

manifest itself in the ordinary manner.

It has already been stated that thrombin solutions (which contain

no metathrombin) are rapidly inactivated by serum. Such solutions

were tested not only for thrombin but for metathrombin. Somewhat
detailed results of one such experiment may be given.

Experiment 20:

Five mixtures were made as follows:

Serum

Heated
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Test 1. After 15 minutes' incubation,

5 drops clotted plasma in

A 5 min.

B 20 min.

*

C 10 min.

D 5 min.

E 2| min.

Test 2. After 1 hour and 4 minutes.

5 drops clotted plasma in
|

6 drops activated clotted in

\ 5 min.

B
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the presence of metathrombin. In B, the first mixture to show loss of

power, test 2 reveals a large amount of metathrombin. After this

time both thrombin and metathrombin decline in this specimen. In

C, in which the inactivation is less rapid, the metathrombin appears

correspondingly later (test 3). In ^ and E there is at no time evi-

dence of any considerable amount of metathrombin, ancf the readings

are due in part at least to incomplete destruction of the large amount

of thrombin present by the process of reactivation.

This experiment seems to me to offer in the related loss of thrombin

and appearance of metathrombin proof of the transformation of throm-

bin into metathrombin by an inactivating agent in the serum which

we have every reason to identify with antithrombin.

As previously stated, the action of hirudin upon thrombin was

studied, but in this case no metathrombin was detected though it

was repeatedly sought for. Whether this failure arose from the

difficulty of balancing the action of the thrombin and the hirudin

—

it will be noted that in the experiment just given the whole course

of events was far more rapid than in serum, and conceivably throm-

bin and hirudin may act even more quickly — or from an essential

difi"erence between liirudin and the antithrombin of the blood, I cannot

say.

If metathrombin arises from the union of thrombin and antithrom-

bin it ought to be possible to obtain a serum free from metathrombin

if clotting took place in plasma deprived of its antithrombin. This

was attempted by adding kephahne to oxalate plasma and then clot-

ting with CaClo, but the antithrombin could not be completely re-

moved by this method, and metathrombin, though in reduced amount,

was still present. On standing, the antithrombin content of both

plasma and serum diminishes, but this did not prove a more satisfac-

tory method. It was found, however, that dialysis removed the anti-

thrombin, and though it weakened the prothrombin so that it was

impossible to obtain an absolutely antithrombin-free plasma that

would clot on addition of calcium, the antithrombin was very greatly

reduced.

In Experiment 27 it was found that after forty-two hours' chalysis,

one drop of the plasma (heated to 60° C. to remove the fibrinogen)

added to two drops thrombin caused a fibrinogen solution to clot in

five minutes, while a similar solution of thrombin and water caused
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clotting in two and a half minutes. With fresh plasma the clotting

may be retarded from twenty minutes to an hour. Ten c.c. of this

plasma were removed and 0.2 c.c. of 2 per cent CaCl2 added, pro-

ducing clotting in twenty-three minutes. This clot was removed

with a stirring rod and the serum tested at once for thrombin and

metathrombin. Five drops of the serum caused clotting in five min-

utes; six drops of a reactivated sample caused no clot in twenty-four

hours. A second test, half an hour later, gave similar results except

that the reactivated mixture caused a weak clot in five hours which

did not become firm on standing over night. Two hours later the

metathrombin was increased, though not more than might have been

expected from the small amount of antithrombin present. It should

be borne in mind that under ordinary circumstances a sample of

serum taken half an hour to two hours after clotting will cause clotting

in five or ten minutes. Calcium was of course present, but this failed

to produce metathrombin, so that Morawitz' conception of an origin

from prothrombin and calcium is hardly tenable.

In view of the facts that metathrombin may be produced from a

thrombin solution by the addition of antithrombin, and that the ab-

sence of antithrombin from an otherw^ise normal process of clotting

prevents the appearance of metathrombin, there can be little doubt

that metathrombin is a compound of thrombin and antithrombin.

It apparently arises wholly or in great part very soon after clotting

from the union of the newly formed thrombin and the antithrombin

present in the blood, and then disappears, as does the unchanged

throm.bin, though much less rapidly.

Summary

The present paper deals with the thrombin content of serum as

determined by its clotting power on fibrinogen solutions and the meta-

thrombin content as indicated by the clotting power after "activating"

by the addition of weak alkalies and subsequent neutralization with

acids. The efi'ect of various substances upon thrombin and on serum

was studied in an attempt to find the relation between thrombin and

metathrombin.

I. The clotting power of serum (dog) is rapidly lost under ordinary

conditions, becoming practically negligible in three or four days.
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Following this there is a considerable period (live to eighteen days) of

great variation ending with an almost complete return of power and

finally after eighteen to twenty-nine days an absolute and lasting

loss.

2. What has been said of thrombin is also true of the metathrom-

bin content except that the initial loss is markedly less rapid.

3. If the serum is kept sterile the loss of power is much slower, the

solution remaining quite active up to one or two weeks and requiring

another week to become entirely inactive. The loss of metathrombin

is even slower and in neither is there evidence of spontaneous reactiva-

tion. We may conclude that infection hastens the loss of both throm-

bin and metathrombin and is the cause of the apparently spontaneous

return of power observed. ]\Iost of the factors which are stated to

hasten inactivation act by hastening infection and bacterial growth.

4. Thrombin prepared by the chloroform method of Howell will

retain its clotting power absolutely unimpaired for considerable periods

(at least eighteen days).

5. The clotting power of this thrombin is rapidly destroyed by a

body present in oxalate plasma and in serum.. This inactivating

body is considered identical with antithrombin from the following

characters:

(a) It is thermolabile, surviving a temperature of 65° but being

destroyed by 70° C.

{b) It is weakened and finally destroyed by prolonged dialysis.

(c) Its action is retarded by the presence of kephaline.

id) The amount of antithrombin present in serum as indicated

by the ordinary test of its retarding effect on a mixture of thrombin

and fibrinogen always corresponds to the amount of the inactivating

body present.

6. The presence of metathrombin in solutions of thrombin after

the inactivation of the latter by antithrombin has been demonstrated

at least in certain cases. This seems to make highly probable

that metathrombin arises from the interaction of thrombin and

antithrombin.

7. The practical absence of metathrombin arising from the clot-

ting of oxalate plasma deprived as far as possible of its antithrombin

by dialysis, greatly strengthens the probability that metathrombin is,

as indicated above, a thrombin-antithrombin compound.
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To recapitulate: it seems highly probable from the present ex-

periments that metathromhin (/3-proferment) is a thrombin antithrom-

bin compound, which arises normally in greater part at the time of

clotting by union of the newly formed thrombin with the antithrombin

present in the blood. It exists parallel with the thrombin, but on

account of its greater resistance to destroying influences and probable

greater initial amount it persists in greater strength and for a longer

time, but finally disappears entirely. Its role in ordinary clotting

would appear to be negligible ; it represents part of the excess of throm-

bin produced. The theoretical possibility of its origin from protec-

tive neutralization of thrombin in circulating blood is not supported

by experimental proof, as it has not been found in oxalate or fluoride

plasmas.



ON THE ABSORPTION OF WATER BY THE SKIN

OF THE FROG

By S. S. maxwell

[From the Rudolph Sprcckels Physiological Laboratory of the University of California]

I. Introduction

THE process of secretion plays so large a role among the activi-

ties of the animal organism that an understanding of its under-

lying mechanism would go far to the elucidation of some of the most

fundamental problems of physiology. For this reason it would be

desirable to examine it in that form which presents the" fewest varia-

bles. The experiments of Reid ^ and the observations of Overton ^

seemed to indicate that the skin of the frog is able to pass water

through itself in opposition to osmotic pressure. If this could be

clearly and satisfactorily demonstrated the frog skin could be used

for a more thoroughgoing analysis of the process. On first view

.the results obtained by Reid appear to be convincing, and they seem

to have been accepted without question by many physiologists. He
experimented by using frog skins as the membranes of osmometers,

and compared the rate at which liquid passed through when the

outer side was exposed, to the lower osmotic pressure with the rate

when the inner side was so placed. He found that in healthy living

skin the transfer of liquid took place most readily from without in-

wards, but that this result could be reversed by subjecting the skin

to the action of chloroform or by allowing it to become stale. The

latter fact, however, the fact that when the skin becomes stale, water

passed more readily from within outward, would appear to prove too

much. By the use of his very ingenious differential osmometer Reid

^ Reh): Journal of physiology, 1890, Vol. ii, p. 312.

^ Overton: Verhanlungen der physikalisch-medicinische Gesellschaft Zu

Wiirzburg, 1904, xxvi, p. 277.
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found on comparing the rate of passage of water through the skin

three periods:

1. A period in which the quantity of water passing from without

inwards is in excess of that passing from within outwards.

2. A period in which the two amounts are practically equal.

3. A period in which the quantity of fluid passing from within

outwards is in excess of the quantity passing from without inwards;

and the number representing this excess increases with the lapse of

time post mortem.

The existence of the first period was taken to prove a vital activity

on the part of the cells of the epithelium. The water was supposed

to be moved from without inward by a process of secretion on the part

of the Kving skin. By the same logic, however, the existence of the

third period proves that the dead skin is also possessed of a secretory

power but in the opposite direction, an inference which for obvious

reasons no one has ever drawn.

A second set of experiments more to the point was reported by

Reid ^ wherein the same hquid was placed in both sides of the osmom-

eter and it was then found that liquid was transferred in the direc-

tion from without inward. The hquid used was '' normal sahne"

supposedly isosmotic with the tissues. The concentration is not

stated, but at that time normal salt was commonly taken to mean

0.6 to 0.65 per cent NaCl. As wx shall see later the concentration is

a matter of the utmost importance.

Very extensive experiments on the osmotic transfer of water

through the skin of the frog were made by Overton."* When the

frog was submerged in water large quantities of Hquid were taken up,

and accumulated in the body in case the discharge of urine was pre-

vented. Even in 0.65 per cent NaCl solution, supposedly isotonic

with the tissues, some liquid was still taken up.

Snyder '" reported experiments on the temperature coefficient of

absorption made in the following way: Frog skins were removed

without tearing and were tied so as to form little sacs. These sacs

were filled with Ringer's fluid, placed in Ringer's fluid and kept at

constant temperatures. From the change in quantity of contents

the inference was drawn that the process of absorption is a chemical

^ Reid: British medical journal, 1892 (Feb. 13.) * Loc. cit.

* Snyder: Zentralblatt fur Physiologic, 1908, xxii, p. 236.
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one. As Snyder does not state the concentration it is to be presumed

that he used the original solution of Ringer.

II. Experiments

My first experiments were made to determine approximately the

magnitude of the water absorption by the detached skin. It is well

known that if a frog's leg is ligatured so tightly as to prevent fluid

exchange with the rest of the body a relatively enormous quantity

of water is taken up by the leg. While some of this water is later

absorbed by the muscles and other tissues and produces pathological

changes in them, a large part of the excess of Kquid remains free

in the interstices and lymph spaces of the Hmb. Does the detached

skin take up water in a similar way? The following experiments will

answer.

The skin of the leg was removed with as little violence as possible,

any adherent blood gently wiped off, the skin turned right side out

and hgatured at both ends. The closed sac, thus formed was dipped

into distilled water, immediately withdrawn and gently pressed

between folds of bibulous paper and weighed. It was then placed

in distilled water, and, after twenty-four or forty-eight hours, it was

weighed again in a similar manner.

Table I is t^-pical as to range of magnitudes and variability:

TABLE I

Inxrease of Weight of EitpxY Skix of Frog's Leg ix Distilled Water
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It is apparent that a relatively enormous quantity of water

passes through a frog skin immersed in water. Is this liquid free

or is it in part held in some kind of colloidal solution in the tissues of

the skin?

The results in Table II were obtained in the same way as in Table

I, but at the close of the experiment the sac was cut open, the liquid

emptied out, the empty skin pressed gently between folds of bibulous

paper and weighed.

TABLE II

Experiment
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TABLE III

Skins Rinsed Inside and 2 c.c. Distilled W.a.ter Pl.\ced in Each

E.\j:)eriment
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A comparison of the results in Table IV shows as would be ex-

pected that the movement of water is in the direction of the lower

electrical resistance, that is towards the higher osmotic pressure.

It would have been better to have made determinations of the freez-

ing point of the liquids, but the apparatus at hand was not suited to

the small amounts of liquids obtainable in some of the experiments.

It is perfectly evident, however, that any error due to the presence

of non-electrolytes, suspended colloids and the like, would be in the

sense of increased resistance, and hence would give appearances

favoring the idea of vital activity as opposed to osmotic transfer.

A few experiments were arranged with skins filled with the same

liquid as that in which they were immersed. The liquid used was

Loeb's solution composed of g NaC! 100 parts, g CaClo 2 parts,

^ KCl. 2 parts. Ten cubic centimetres of the solution were placed

in each skin and the skin was immersed in fifty cubic centimetres of

the same solution. It should be pointed out that these experiments

are far from being so crucial as they would seem. Notwithstanding

the fact that the skins were rinsed inside and out in the solution, before

they were filled and tied, they nevertheless carried with them a con-

siderable quantity of water in the mucous layer on the one side, and

of blood and lymph on the other. The attempt to meet this objection

by turning some of the skins wrong side out was not wholly satis-

factory and it is planned to continue this part of the work in a new

form. The sample experiments shown in Table V will, however,

give some idea of the conditions observed:

TABLE V

Skins .IN Loeb's Solution; 10 c.c. of the Same Solution inside Each Skin

E.\i)eri- Side

mcnt
1

out
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It is probable that a careful removal of excess of liquid from

the skins used in experiments 2 and 3 of Table V would have changed

the result of the conductivity experiments considerably, but it is a

question how much of this can be done without injury to the skin.

Experiment 3 would seem to indicate that transfer of liquid can take

place without difference of osmotic pressure; but it is possible that

such a difference had existed and that in this case equilibrium was

established within twenty-four hours.

III. Discussion of Results

It will be seen that while the above experiments show an enor-

mous tendency of the frog skin to transport water by osmosis, the

skin appears to be highly impermeable to inorganic salts. Some

of the experiments, however, seem to show an ability to transfer

water from one side to the other when the same osmotic pressure

exists on both sides. The amount of such transfer is strikingly

small as compared with that obviously due to osmotic pressure, and

also as compared to the work done by secreting organs Hke the kid-

neys or the salivary glands. This difference raises the question

whether the inference is justified that any transfer of water taking

place through the skin is due to vital activity of the Kving cells.

The experiments of Reid *" commonly cited in support of such a view

are not very convincing. He found, for example, that the osmotic

effect of a 5 per cent solution of glucose in normal saline in one side

of the osmometer, against a normal saline solution on the other, was

more effective when the inner side of the skin was turned towards

the glucose than when in the reverse position. In the clearest set

of experiments reported by him ' the amount of liquid passed through

in twenty-four hours in the one direction was 174.093 cubic milli-

metres in the other 79.035 cubic millimetres. The difference of

the two is 95 cubic millimetres. According to the secretion theory

this difference is due to an acceleration in the one direction and a

retardation in the other and is brought about by the vital activity

of the cells. The actual secretion would then be approximately

equal to one half the difference or 47.5 cubic millimetres. The area

^ Loc. cit.
'' Loc. cit., p. 326.
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of skin exposed in the osmometer used by Reid was 95 square milli-

metres and the total effect was equal to the transfer of a layer of

liquid one half a millimetre deep over the entire surface of the skin, an

amount which could be very well due to the physical differences of

the two sides of the skin. On the one side is a layer of tissues infil-

trated with blood and lymph; on the other an adherent layer of watery

mucous secretion. This arrangement would favor movement of water

by osmosis from the outer to the inner side of the skin. When liquids

of equal osmotic pressure were placed on the two sides of the skin,

movement of water from outside to inside would proceed until the

salt concentration of the mucous layer became equal to that of the

surrounding Uquid. The irreciprocity of permeabihty to sodium

ions described by Bayliss ** is harder to understand but may be

accounted for on analogous grounds. Moreover, Starling ^ has given

theoretical considerations to prove that under certain conditions

substances may actually pass through a membrane against osmotic

pressure without the interference of vital activity. It is highly

desirable that the conditions which he assumes should be worked

out experimentally.

It has also been shown by Reid that the rate of transfer of water

through the frog skin is affected by the addition of chloroform and of

alcohol to the liquids in the osmometer, and the inference has been

drawn that this is due to an effect of these agents upon the proto-

plasmic activities of the epithelial cells. In view of the slender evi-

dence for the apparently slight amount of secretion by the skin, it

would seem much more reasonable to suppose that these agents bring

about some change in the physical state of the epithelium itself or

in the adherent layers of material.

It has been pointed out already in the introductory part of this

article that a difference in rate according to direction of transfer

of liquid through the skin does not of itself prove a vital activity as

the cause of the difference, for such a difference exists also in dead

skin. In the latter the direction of easier transfer is from within

outwards. The differences dealt with are differences in rate of trans-

fer. It is noteworthy that the emphasis in most of the work on

osmosis has been laid upon equilibrium rather than on rate, while

* Bayliss, Zeitschrifl fiir Biochemie, 1908, xi, p. 226.

^ Starling: The fluids of the body, London, 1909.
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diffusion has been studied from the standpoint of movement. When
we have an adequate knowledge of the dynamics as well as of the

statics of osmosis it will be easier to understand the apparent anom-

alies of the movement of water through the frog's skin without

invoking vital activity as a means of explanation.

Summary

1. It has been shown that an empty frog skin immersed in water

takes up a relatively enormous quantity of water.

2. The taking up of large quantities of water depends upon the

permeability of the frog skin to water and its relative impermeability

to inorganic salts.

3. A skin exposed to liquids of equal osmotic pressure on both

sides may still transfer water through itself from without inwards,

but the amount is relatively small and is probably due to physical

differences of the layers of liquid carried by the skin on and within its

opposite surfaces.

4. The assumption of a vital activity on the part of the frog skin

in transferring water through itself is shown to be unnecessary.
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PHYSIOLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS FOLLOWING DESCENT
FROM PIKE'S PEAK TO COLORADO SPRINGS

By EDWARD C. SCHNEIDER

[From the Department of Biology of Colorado College, Colorado Springs, Colorado]

AMONG the numerous physiological observations on the

influence of high altitudes upon man, only a few have

dealt with the changes following the* descent to the lower level,

and these have been on men who have resided at the high alti-

tude from a few days to five weeks. It has been interesting,

therefore, to follow the changes in the blood, circulation, and

respiration of a man who has lived long on the summit of Pike's

Peak, altitude 14,109 feet.

Mr. Howard H. Robison,^ the resident manager of the Sum-
mit House on Pike's Peak, very kindly consented to serve as

the subject for this study. He has resided on the summit six

months— from early in May to November — for seventeen

consecutive years. He first went up when a young man in his

early twenties. He is a man of athletic physique, excellent habits,

and leads a very active life. He hold§ the record for the most

rapid ascent ever made of the Peak, walking from Manitou to

the summit, up the " Cog " railway track, a distance of 8.9

miles and a rise of 7485 feet, in 2 hours 31 minutes.

^ The writer wishes here to express his sincere thanks to Mr. Robison for

so kindly serving as subject for this study, and to Mr. Leon C. Havens for

help with blood-counts and air analyses.
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In 191 2 he went to the summit the morning of May 8 and

came down the evening of November 12. During this period of

over six months he had been down only once and then for only

one night. The first observations on him were made on the sum-

mit of the Peak October 12, 13, and 14. The first study in Colo-

rado Springs, altitude 6000 feet, was on the morning following

his descent.

An attempt was made to have the examination made at the

same hour each day so that daily rhythms need not be considered.

Observations were made at frequent intervals throughout a period

of ten weeks, and to these have been added a few isolated exami-

nations made at other times. Changes were followed carefully

for the first six days after the descent. Mr. Robison then went

on a hunting trip for two weeks to Lamar, altitude 5765 feet,

and was available again for the investigation several times during

the next ten days. December 12 to January 25 he spent at San

Antonio, Texas, near sea-level, after which he subjected himself to

further observations.

The Changes in the Blood

The changes in the percentage of haemoglobin, number of red

corpuscles, total oxygen capacity, total volume of the blood, and

specific gravity of the blood have been followed. The results ap-

pear in Table I. The total oxygen capacity and blood volume

were determined by the carbon monoxide method of Haldane and

Lorrain Smith.- Care was taken to allow at least twenty minutes

to elapse, while the subject still continued to breathe into the con-

fined space of the apparatus, after having received the carbon

monoxide, so that the gas would distribute itself evenly through-

out the body. The blood samples then taken were titrated in

dupHcate, and sometimes in triplicate, with a standardised carmine

solution against a north light. The percentage of haemoglobin was

determined by the Haldane-Gower's haemoglobinometer and the

blood-counts were made with a Thoma-Zeiss haemocytometer. For

the specific gravity a series of wide-mouthed bottles containing

mixtures of glycerine and water of different densities was used.

2 Haldane and Lorrain Smith: Journal of physiolog>', 1900, xxv, p. 331.
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The changes that followed Robison's descent from the summit of

Pike's Peak to Colorado Springs agree in general character with

TABLE I

Observations ox the Blood of Mr. Robison

Date
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those observed by Douglas, Haldane, Henderson, and Schneider ^

in the EngUsh-American Pike's Peak Expedition of 191 1. They

observed on themselves following their return to Colorado Springs

that there was an immediate reduction in the percentage of haemo-

globin, which fell in a day or two to about no per cent, which is

near the normal for the altitude of 6000 feet. Simultaneously in

them there was a distinct decrease in the total oxygen capacity of

the blood, but this was not so marked as the change in the haemo-

globin percentage. In each man, except one, the blood volume

increased for thirteen days following descent, after which it re-

turned to the normal for the lower altitude.

In Robison the blood changes delayed in appearing and then

took place at a very slow rate. The percentage of haemoglobin

did not clearly alter during the first six days. At the end of three

weeks it had fallen from 148 to 134 or about 9.4 per cent. Nine

days later it had only reached 132, so in one month it had not

nearly approached the average for the altitude. Sometime during

the next six weeks while Robison was near sea-level" the haemo-

globin fell to 122, the level to be maintained throughout the re-

mainder of the stay at the foot of Pike's Peak. The previous

winter Robison's percentage of haemoglobin fell from 145 on Pike's

Peak to 116 at Manitou. This also is high, the average being no
in men at 6000 feet. In 191 2-13 the entire fall in the haemoglobin

percentage was 17.6 per cent.

The destruction of haemoglobin and alteration in blood volume

followed a somewhat different course than that observed in the

Enghsh-American Pike's Peak Expedition. Two determinations of

Robison's total blood volume and total oxygen capacity were made
on Pike's Peak; unfortunately the figures, which were on a loose

sheet of paper, for the titration in the experiment made October 13

were lost. An approximate estimate made at the time showed the

results to agree well with the data of the 14th. Unlike the imme-

diate change observed in Douglas, Haldane, and Schneider there

was in Robison no destruction of haemoglobin during the first six

days after his descent. However, while the total oxygen capacity

remained stationary there was some diluting of the blood on the

' Douglas, Haldane, Henderson, and Schneider: Philosophical Transac-

tions of the Royal Society of London, 1913, Series B, CHI, pp. 271-298.
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sixth day which gave an increase of 5.4 per cent in the total blood

volume. During the next three weeks the total oxygen capacity

diminished 4.3 per cent; while on the other hand, the blood reached

its maximum volume. This was 7.5 per cent greater than the

volume on Pike's Peak. While Robison was at sea-level the blood

volume does not appear to have increased. There was, neverthe-

less, during this period a marked destruction of haemoglobin; the

total oxygen capacity of the blood the last of January was 11.9 per

cent less than it had been on the summit of the mountain. Apply-

ing Hiifner's value that the amount of oxygen which combines with

one gram of haemoglobin is 1.34 c.c. there were 822 grams of hae-

moglobin in the subject's blood on Pike's Peak. Sometime within

the ten weeks he destroyed a surplus of 98 grams of haemoglobin.

The reductions in the number of red corpuscles and in the

specific gravity of the blood are roughly parallel with the other

blood changes.

Observations on the Arterial Pressure and Pulse-Rate

For six years at widely separated periods arterial pressure and

pulse observations have been made on Robison, and these indicate

that long residence at an extremely high altitude has in no way
altered the eiificiency of his heart action and circulation. The

arterial pressure determinations were always made on the subject

while resting in the sitting posture. They have been found to

range as follows: —

Systolic pressure Diastolic pressure Pulse pressure

On Pike's Peak 106 to 122 mm. 75 to 86 mm. 26 to 38 mm.

In Colorado Springs 114 to 126 " 80 to 90 " 28 to 39 "

A uniform difference in the pressures at the two altitudes has

not been found. On the whole, however, the data agree with the

observations of Schneider and Hedblom.^ They found in a series

of eighteen observations on Robison, in 1907, that his systolic and

diastolic pressures averaged somewhat less on the summit of Pike's

Peak.

* ScHNEmER and Hedblom: This journal, 1908, xxiii, p. loi.
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Robison's resting heart-rate on Pike's Peak during the three

days October 12, 13, and 14 varied between 80 and 92 beats per

minute. The normal tempo on Pike's Peak per minute as shown
by frequent observations was about 82. The slowest rate yet

noted in him at this high altitude was 68, recorded by Schneider

and Hedblom in 1907.

A very marked slowing of the pulse-rate, such as was observed

by Durig and Kolmer,^ occurred following Robison's descent to

Colorado Springs. During the first five days the rate remained

constantly at 60 but on the sixth morning it had increased to 64.

After the trip to Lamar the resting pulse had accelerated to 72 and

throughout the remaining period of study it never returned to the

slow tempo of the early days, but varied between 68 and 78. This

increase in the pulse-rate does not appear to be definitely associated

with the blood changes although the haemoglobin percentage had
fallen ten points at the time the rate increased and the total oxygen

capacity of the blood was slightly lowered. Very likely the expla-

nation is to be found in the fact that the alveolar oxygen pressure

in the lungs had fallen almost to the normal for the lower altitude.

Benedict and Higgins*^ have shown that the pulse-rate at sea-

level in normal individuals breathing oxygen-rich mixtures is less

than when breathing ordinary air. Parkinson " confirmed their ob-

servations and suggests in that the blood is capable of taking up
more oxygen, when an excess is present, the heart muscle is better

supplied with oxygen and thus works to better advantage, supply-

ing the tissues by fewer beats. It is evident that the reaction of

the organism to high altitudes is in large measure due to deficiency

of oxygen and, therefore, we may expect the heart to benefit when
oxygen is administered. This was found to be the case. Robison

was set to breathing oxygen through the apparatus employed for

administering carbon monoxide and oxygen in the blood volume

studies. In each of two experiments on the summit of Pike's Peak

there was almost an immediate slowing of the heart. Thus in the

first experiment in two minutes after beginning to breathe the pure

^ Durig: Physiologische Ergebnisse der im Jahrc 1906 durchgefuhrten

Monte Rosa Expedition, p. 48.

* Benedict and Higgins: This journal, iqii, xxviii, p. 25.

' Parkinson: Journal of physiology, 191 2, x\\\, p. 54.
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oxygen his pulse-rate was reduced from 80 to 72 and at the end of

seven minutes had fallen to 64. The second experiment a day

later was briefer but again the pulse-rate after having remained at

82 for some minutes was reduced in two minutes to 72 and a

minute later was down to 70.

During the first month after the descent to Colorado Springs

repeated attempts were made to reduce the cardiac-rate with oxy-

gen but without success. It should here be remarked that the

normal individual at an altitude of 6000 feet will respond to the

breathing of oxygen-rich mixtures by a slowing of the pulse-rate.

In our laboratories we have often confirmed the earlier observa-

tions on healthy young men. For example, one subject after sit-

ting quietly for ten minutes had a pulse-rate of 7 1 ; this was lowered

to 62 during ten minutes breathing of pure oxygen and four min-

utes after return to air it had again accelerated to 70 per minute.

In a majority of th€ men studied, the character of the pulse while

breathing the oxygen changes, becoming fainter and softer. With

Robison this change could not at first be noted with certainty.

However, on January 28 and 30 after he returned from sea-level

the character of the pulse while he breathed the oxygen, although

the rate was still unaltered, was found by several observers to be

softer.

A definite slowing of this subject's cardiac-rate was obtained

in an experiment on May i, five and one half months after the

descent. For ten minutes his pulse remained constant at 68 per

minute; he was then given oxygen for ten minutes and during this

interval the rate varied between 64 and 62. After the return to

air the rate slowly increased and within nine minutes it had re-

turned to 68.

The observations indicate that the accelerated heart-rate ob-

served in the majority of persons during residence at very high

altitudes is one of the several adaptive responses to the influence

of the shortage of oxygen. They furthermore may possibly offer a

confirmation of Parkinson's explanation that an excessive supply

of oxygen in the blood favors the heart muscle. That there was

less oxygen available for oxidative processes in the blood at 14,000

feet was indicated by the decidedly dark color of the blood when
it was drawn for examination; while in Colorado Springs the color
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was always a good arterial red. In addition, the partial pressure

of oxygen in the arterial blood was less at the high altitude. Thus
Douglas, Haldane, Henderson, and Schneider^ found the mean
partial pressure of oxygen in the arterial blood on Pike's Peak to

be 88.3 mm. while Douglas and Haldane ^ have shown the mean
at Oxford to be 99.1 mm. Miss FitzGerald ^° has pointed out that

the symptoms of oxygen deficiency at high altitudes are due not

to the amount of oxygen in the arterial blood but to the partial

pressure of this gas in the blood. When Robison came down to

Colorado Springs there must have been, because of his deep breath-

ing (this is discussed later) and of the high content of haemoglobin

in the blood, much more oxygen rendered available by the rise in

the partial pressure of the arterial oxygen. This excess of oxygen

may have acted by destroying easily oxidizable substances which

are very abundant in the blood at very high altitudes and even to

some extent at sea-level. ^^ The withdrawal of the stimulating

action of these metabolites which may act through their hydrogen

ion-concentration,^- or the excess of oxygen alone,^^ reduced the

heart-rate of Robison below his normal for the lower altitude; and

inhalation of pure oxygen, therefore, failed to further slow the

heart. Later the breathing was shallower and the total oxygen

capacity of the blood less, hence the supply of oxygen in the blood

was not sufficient to completely destroy these oxidizable meta-

boHtes, or to permit the heart to work as economically as during

the early days after the descent. It was, therefore, then possible

to show the heart-rate when oxygen was administered.

The Respiration

Lung Ventilation. — The ventilation of the lungs for those

dwelling at high altitudes is greater than that of mankind living

* Douglas, Haldane, Henderson, and Schneider: loc. ciL, pp. 197-98.

' Douglas and Haldane: Journal of physiology, 1912, xliv, p. 331.

^"FitzGerald: Philosophical Transactions of the Royal Society of Lon-

don, 1913, Series B, CHI, p. 361.

" Douglas, Haldane, Henderson, and Schneider: loc. cit., p. 300.
^"^ See Feldman and Hill: Journal of physiology, 191 1, xlii, p. 439.

" Mathison— Heart, 1911, II, p. 60 — finds in his study of the heart-block

that the cardiac tissues are sensitive to want of oxygen.
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at sea-level. It has been known since the researches by Haldane

and pupils ^^ that the volume of fresh air taken into the lungs per

minute during rest is so regulated as to keep the partial pressure

of carbon dioxide in the alveolar air practically constant for the

individual. The carbon dioxide content of the alveolar air is,

therefore, taken as an index of lung ventilation. A diminution of

the alveolar carbon dioxide pressure indicates an increase in the

lung ventilation, while an increase in carbon dioxide means a

reduction in the alveolar oxygen pressure. A number of workers ^^

have demonstrated that the alveolar carbon dioxide pressure falls,

and as a consequence the volume of air breathed increases, with a

diminution of atmospheric pressure. According to Douglas, Hal-

dane, Henderson, and Schneider the alveolar carbon dioxide pres-

sure required to excite the respiratory centre of man on Pike's Peak

falls to about two-thirds that of the normal value at sea-level.

This causes the breathing of 30 per cent more air per minute and

an increase of 50 per cent in the alveolar ventilation.

The partial pressure of carbon dioxide in the alveolar air on

Pike's Peak is about 27 mm. as compared with 40 mm. at sea-level.

A series of observations on Robison's alveolar air under resting

conditions were made while he was on the Peak and at intervals

for a period of five and a half months after his descent. Hal-

dane's ^^ gas apparatus was used for the analyses and the samples

of alveolar air were obtained by the direct method of Haldane and

Priestley.^^ Table II contains the results of this study. The

figures as given are with two exceptions the average of the analyses

of two samples.

The content of alveolar carbon dioxide and oxygen on Pike's

Peak agreed closely with that obtained on the members of the

" Haldane and Priestley: Journal of physiology, 1905, xxxii, p. 225,

and Douglas and Haldane: ibid., 1909, xxxviii, p. 420.

'^^ See Boycott and Haldane: Journal of physiology, 1908, xxxvii, p. 25;

Ward: ibid., p. 378; Douglas: ibid., 1910, xl, p. 472; Zuntz, Loewy,

MtJLLER, and Caspari: Hohenklima und Bergwanderungen, 1905, p. 428;

Durig: Uber das Verhalten der Atemmechanik und der Alveolartension, 1910,

p. 61; and Douglas, Haldane, Henderson, and Schneider: loc. cit., pp.

206-220.

1* Haldane: Methods of Air Analysis, 1912, p. 47.

" Haldane and Priestley: loc. cit., p. 228.
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TABLE II
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English-American Pike's Peak Expedition after they had been two

weeks on the summit. The first sample of alveolar air which was

taken from Robison fourteen hours, or the next morning, after his

descent showed no change whatever in the carbon dioxide partial

pressure. Hence he still continued to ventilate his lungs as much
as on the summit of the Peak, which resulted in an alveolar oxy-

gen pressure at least 35 mm. greater than he had on the summit

and' at least 10 mm. above that found in men acclimatised to the

altitude of Colorado Springs. During the first six days following

the descent the alveolar carbon dioxide pressure very gradually

increased and as it did the ventilation decreased. However, on

the sixth day the alveolar oxygen pressure was still more than 5

mm. above the normal for the altitude of 6000 feet.

The next two weeks while the subject was hunting near Lamar

the decrease in lung ventilation must have greatly retarded, for

on December 3, three weeks after the descent, the alveolar carbon

dioxide content was 35.2 mm., which was still below normal; his

normal for the altitude of Colorado Springs being about 37 mm.
Sometime between December 3 and 12 the carbon dioxide

pressure reached normal and may have passed above if the read-

ing 39.4 mm. may be regarded as correct and it is the result of

several analyses. It was impossible to study this condition further

because the subject left that day for the journey to near sea-level.

The observations made in January, immediately after the re-

turn from this journey, indicate that at sea-level he adapted his

breathing so that the ventilation of the lungs was similar to that

of the normal man at that level.

It appears that Robison readjusted his breathing on returning

to the altitude of Colorado Springs after a residence of six months

at 14,109 feet far more slowly than men who have sojourned only

a few weeks at a high altitude. Thus Ward ^® after a residence

of six days at Capanna Regina Margherita on Monte Rosa, alti-

tude 14,965 feet, and Douglas, Haldane, Henderson, and Schneider

after their sojourn of five weeks on Pike's Peak, on descending

found an immediate response, by an increase in carbon dioxide

pressure and lessened lung ventilation, to the rise in the barometric

pressure. The time required for complete adjustment in the mem-

1' \V.\rd: Journal of physiology, 1908, xxxvii, p. 383.
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bers of the English-American Expedition at 6000 feet was not

determined because they later went down to sea-level. Here,

however, they observed that the change became complete within

two weeks of the day of leaving the summit of Pike's Peak.

This slow change in Robison's respiration suggests that some
condition affecting the respiratory centre and due to the altitude

stimulus, want of oxygen, becomes more permanently fixed by
longer residence at the high altitude. This acquired condition or

habit is then very slowly readjusted on return to a low level.

It has been suggested by Douglas, Haldane, Henderson, and

Schneider ^^ that the fall in alveolar carbon dioxide pressure at

high altitude is due to diminished alkalinity of the blood. They
deem it probable that the diminished alkahnity is not due merely

to an excessive production of lactic acid, as is the case after

muscular activity, but to some adaptive alteration in the regu-

lation of blood alkalinity; this regulative function they attribute

to the kidneys. " A sUght and gradual adaptive alteration in

what one may call the exciting threshold of alkahnity for the

kidneys would explain the reduced fixed alkahnity of the blood in

acclimatised persons."

Power to hold the Breath. — AIosso -° found on Monte Rosa

that the power to hold the breath voluntarily was less than in

Turin. The subject of this report was able to hold his breath on

Pike's Peak for not longer than 25 to 28 seconds but in Colorado

Springs he was able to hold it 46 to 56 seconds. No change in

the power to hold the breath occurred during the winter.

Vital Capacity. — It is a popular beUef , also held by numerous

medical men, that the chest is greatly enlarged by residence at

high altitudes. Humboldt-^ claimed to find an increase in the

capacity of the thorax among the inhabitants of the Andes, and

Williams -- reports an increase in the size of the chest as a result

of a residence in high mountain resorts. With these exceptions

'^ Douglas, H.^ldane, Henderson, and ScHNEmER: loc. cit., p. 301.

'° Mosso: Life of Man on the High Alps, 1899, p. 201.

2^ Humboldt: Voyage aux regions equinoctiales du nouveau continent,

fait en 1 799-1 804, Paris, 1814.

^^ See Strauch: American Journal of the Medical Sciences, 1911, cxlii^.

P- IIS-
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all observers agree that for the majority of persons the vital

capacity actually diminishes at high altitudes. Mosso ^^ showed

the members of his expedition had on ]\Ionte Rosa a vital capacity

that was less than in Turin. Zuntz and his co-workers,-^ Durig,^^

and Fuchs -^ have confirmed Mosso 's report.

The morning after Robison came down to Colorado Springs

and frequently throughout the period of study his vital capacity

was determined. The records of the first day taken at intervals

of five minutes are 4000, 3975, 4120, and 4070 c.c. The second

day shows 4225 c.c. The difference undoubtedly should be at-

tributed to lack of experience with the spirometer and not to a

change in the thorax. After his return from sea-level there was

no change in the capacity.

Robison's endurance and strength as a mountain climber are

certainly not to be explained by chest development as the follow-

ing comparison with Born's^^ statistics of Yale men well shows:
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September at an altitude of 14,965 feet and continually ascended

and descended for provisions showed a similar chest development.

Francioli with a height of 68.5 inches and weight 169.8 lbs. had

a vital capacity of 4017 c.c; while Quaretta, height 64.6 in.,

weight 154.4 lbs., had a vital capacity of only 3790 c.c.

Summary

1. The percentage of haemoglobin in the blood decreased very

slowly after the descent from Pike's Peak, falling from 148 to 132

in 30 days and to 122 during the following six weeks.

2. The number of red corpuscles decreased from 7.7 to 7.0

millions; the specific gravity of the blood from 1.073 to 1.067.

3. The total volume of the blood showed an increase of 5.4

per cent on the sixth day and a maximum, 7.5 per cent, on the

30th day.

4. The total oxygen capacity of the blood did not alter the first

six days. At the end of the third week it had decreased 4.3 per

cent and at the end of 10 weeks had diminished 11.9 per cent.

5. During a period of six years the arterial pressure has re-

mained normal.

6. The pulse-rate on Pike's Peak was about 82. The first

days after descent it remained at 60 and later accelerated to 70.

7. The breathing of an oxygen-rich mixture slowed the heart-

rate from 82 to 64 per minute on the Peak, but after the descent

did not alter the rate the first ten weeks. Later at the lower

altitude a slight reduction in the pulse-rate was obtained with

oxygen.

8. The alveolar carbon dioxide pressure required to excite the

respiratory centre did not alter immediately. After 24 hours it

began to rise and increased slowly for 30 days, at which time it

was above the normal for Colorado Springs. It later returned to

the normal. For more than three weeks the amount of lung

ventilation was excessive for the altitude of 6000 feet.

9. The power to hold the breath on Pike's Peak was one-half

of that in Colorado Springs.

10. The vital capacity and chest measurements are not greater

than those of men of similar physique at sea-level.



THE EFFECT OF WATER INGESTION ON THE FATTY
CHANGES OF THE LIVER IN FASTING RABBITS '

By M. R. SMIRNOW
[Instructor in Pathology and Bacteriology, Med. Dept. Vale Univ., New Haven, Conn.]

IN a paper entitled ^' Hydropic Changes in the Liver Cells of

Rabbits," soon to be pubHshed by Dr. C. J. Bartlett and my-
self, mention is made that the peculiar picture described is not

seen in fasting rabbits. It was to establish this point and to

emphasize the fact, that the " hydropic " changes were probably

due to h^-perfunctional activity, that the work here outlined was

undertaken.

Five rabbits were taken for experimentation, and emphatic

instructions were given to the attendant not to feed them; but

no instructions were given concerning water. Our rabbits are at

all times given plenty of green stuffs, so the attendant as a rule

finds no need of watering them, and it was this fact that caused

him to neglect to water the rabbits placed under observation. The

first and second rabbits were killed on the fourth and fifth day

respectively, but showed nothing abnormal in gross. The third

was killed on the seventh day, and showed a moderate degree of

fatty change in liver. The liver was enlarged, quite yellow, softer

than normal and tore easily. It was this unexpected condition

coupled with the lack of water ingestion that resulted in the work

here to be reported.

Twenty-seven normal rabbits were used. Of these, eleven were

fasted from four to ten days, no water being given, and are here

designated as " Group A." A second group of nine rabbits were

fasted from four to fourteen days, but were given ordinary tap

water, and are here called: " Group B." The last, a group of

seven rabbits, were fasted five to eleven days, were given distilled

water, and are here designated: " Group C."

^ Read before the American Ass'n of Pathologists and Bacteriologists, in

Washington, D.C., May, 1913.
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The rabbits were separated into groups of three to five, and

placed in clean cages, which allowed ample room for them to move
about; but not room for excessive exercise. Water was placed

in dishes for the animals that were to receive it. Most of the

rabbits were weighed at the beginning and at the end of the

experiment, and showed an average loss of two fifths their original

weight, varying from between 250 to 600 grams. This average

was the same for both the watered and unwatered animals.

The livers were examined in the fresh state with Sudan III in

all cases. Frozen sections were also made and stained with Sudan

III, haematoxylin and eosin, and tissue was fixed in Zenker's

fluid and formaHn for inbedding.

Eight of the first group of eleven rabbits showed a moderate

or advanced fatty infiltration. These animals were fasted, with

no water given, from five to ten days, were then killed, and

autopsied immediately. The livers of these animals were quite

yellow, flabby, almost semi-fluid in consistency, tore readily, and

left considerable fat on the knife in cutting. Scrapings stained

with Sudan III showed numerous small and large fat globules.

Osmic acid gave positive test for fat where tried. Microscopically,

with haematoxylin-eosin stain, the typical picture of fatty infiltra-

tion was seen, the more numerous fat vacuoles nearest the central

veins. One animal of this group was killed at the end of four

days. The Hver showed nothing in gross, but gave a few fat

globules when stained with Sudan III. Microscopically, the cells

were somewhat smaller, coarsely granular, and showed here and

there a few small vacuoles, which might have been interpreted

as fat. The remaining two were animals that fasted seven and

nine days respectively. These animals died. The livers showed

a marked degree of coccidiosis and were quite congested. Scrap-

ings stained with Sudan III and microscopical examination were

negative.

Of the second group of nine normal rabbits deprived of food

from four to nine days, water being allowed, only one showed a

fair degree of fatty infiltration of the liver, and gave the Sudan

III test. The livers of five others showed very slight vacuola-

tions in the cells, microscopically with the use of the oil* immer-

sion. The cells were smaller and more granular and the nuclei
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stained well. The livers did not give the Sudan III test in the

fresh state, but microscopically the vacuoles mentioned might

have been interpreted as fat. The remaining three animals of

this group showed only a slight increase in size of the cells and a

more granular cytoplasm than normal.

Of the seven that makeup the third group of fasting animals,

and which received distilled water, only one, an eleven-day rabbit,

gave a positive Sudan III test, and was found to have a fair

amount of fat microscopically. The others showed a slight

.vacuolation of the cells with the oil immersion, but did not give

the Sudan III test. Of these rabbits, the one that showed the

distinct fatty change, and one of those that showed vacuolations,

were killed, all the others died. Most of the animals of this group

showed a marked coccidiosis, which might have contributed to

their deaths; but apparently did not favor fatty change.

Summing up the results obtained as shown in the accompany-

ing charts, we find that nine of the eleven hungered and un-

watered rabbits gave both the Sudan III test and the microscopic

picture of fatty infiltration. This is in striking contrast to the

findings in the rabbits fasting under the same conditions, but

receiving water, wherein only two of the sixteen animals showed

a fair amount of fat, evidenced both with Sudan III and the

microscope; seven showed slight microscopic vacuolations, but

gave no Sudan III test; and seven were entirely negative.

Whether or not a greater percentage of watered fasting rabbits

would show the fatty change, if more time were given them, is

questionable. Offhand it would appear that it is not only a

matter of time, in-as-much as six of the seven animals that were

negative both to Sudan III and microscopical examination were

kept under observation until death. It is worthy of mention in

this connection that all of the last mentioned animals suffered

from extreme coccidiosis, which must have at least hastened their

deaths before fatty changes could develop.

The literature on this subject is very scant and conflicting.

Statkewitch ' and Nikolaides ' and others have shown fatty changes

in the livers of fasting dogs, cats, rabbits and guinea pigs; but

" Mottram: Journal of physiology, 1909, vol. 38, page 281.

' Gilbert and Jannier: Quoted by Mottram.
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regard a decided fatty change taking place only after prolonged

hunger, and consider these changes to be degenerative in charac-

ter. Water was given the animals during their fast.

On the other hand, Gilbert's and Jannier's ^ experiments show

that only a very mild degree of fatty change is seen in rabbits

fasting for one to eight and one half days. These investigaors

do not regard the change as degenerative.

GROUP A

No.
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Mottram^ claims that a marked degree of fatty infiltration is

evident in fasting and watered rabbits, and guinea pigs in from

twenty-four to forty-eight hours. He states that this change is

GROUP B

No.
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show similar changes in the liver, but the percentage of incidence

is very low, as compared with that of the unwatered animals.

3. In half the number of the fasting, watered rabbits under

observation, microscopic vacuolation was observed. This vacuo-

lation may be interpreted as a fatty change, but the picture is by

no means comparable to that seen in the non-watered animals.

GROUP C

No.



ON THE INFLUENCE OF MUSCULAR EXERCISE ON
THE ACTIVITY OF BULBAR CENTRES

By e. g. :nl\rtin and c. :m. gruber
[From the Laboratory of Physiology in the Harvard Medical School]

MUSCULAR exercise is accompanied by certain very definite

adaptive changes in the circulation and in respiration.

That there is an increased heart rate is a matter of common
experience. The increase has been studied in detail by Hering/

Bowen,- Cook and Pembrey,^ and others.' An increase in arterial

pressure has been demonstrated by Zuntz and Tangl "* on dogs

working in a tread-mill, and by MacCurdy, Bowen, Cook and

Pembrey, and others on men.^ An increase in the rate and depth

of respiration is a familiar accompaniment of muscular exertion.

This has been studied in great detail by Geppert and Zuntz.

^

The mechanism of these adaptations remains obscure. \^ari-

ous factors may be involved in bringing them about, and the task

of determining which of the several possible factors are actually

responsible is by no means easy. In each of the adaptations we
have to do with a bodily function governed by bulbar centres.

These centres have been shown to be susceptible to influences

reaching them either by way of the blood stream or over afferent

nerves. Our first task is to decide, if possible, for each of the

^ Herin'g: Archiv fiir die gesammte Physiologic, 1895, Ix, p. 483.

^ Bowen: Contributions to Medical Research, Ann Harbor, 1903, p. 462.

^ Cook and Pembrey: Journal of physiology, xlv, p. i.

^ Lowsley: This journal, 1911, xxvii, p. 446.

* Zuntz and Tangl: Archiv fiir die gesammte Physiologic, 1898, Ixx,

P- 544-

* For references see Lowsley: loc. cit., p. 446.

' Geppert and Zuntz: Archiv fiir die gesammte Physiologic, 1888, xlii,

p. 180.
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adaptive changes, the relative importance of the two great channels

of influence. Hering,^ Hunt,^ and Bowen ^'^ have concluded that

so far as cardiac acceleration is concerned the adaptation is medi-

ated chiefly through the nervous system. Johannson ^^ agrees

with their \dew as to the mechanism of immediate acceleration,

but offers evidence that the persistent increase in heart rate fol-

lowing exercise depends on stimuli conveyed to the bulb by the

blood. Johannson's view has recently been supported by Mans-

feld,^- to the extent of making the blood an important agent in

the persistent acceleration of exercise, although the latter author

differs from Johannson as to the details of the mechanism.

When arterial pressure is considered we deal with a function

depending only in part upon the activity of special bulbar centres,

changes in heart rate and mechanical eft'ects of muscular move-

ment tending likewise to modify it. We cannot, therefore, draw

direct conclusions as to the influence of exercise upon these centres

from simple observations of blood-pressure changes. Bowen, ^^

in fact, interprets the rise of blood pressure accompanying exer-

cise on a basis wholly exclusive of vasomotor influences. Evidence

that the vasoconstrictor centre is affected positively by exercise

seems to be lacking, although Hooker ^^ postulates a compensatory

splanchnic vasoconstriction in accounting for the rise of venous

pressure observed by him. There is, moreover, direct evidence

of vasodilation within the active muscles,^'' perhaps dependent on

activity of the vasodilator centre; and of cutaneous vasodilation

in the later stages of prolonged exercise, ^^ indicating a depres-

sion of the constrictor centre. Whether the mechanism for bring-

ing about vasodilation in active muscles operates through nervous

influences upon the vasodilator centre, or in some other way, has

^ Hering: loc. cit., p. 483.

^ Hunt: This journal, 1899, ii, p. 464.

^° Bowen: loc. cit., p. 462.

" Johannson: Skandinavische Archiv fiir Physiologic, 1895, v, p. 20.

'^ Mansfield: Archiv fiir die gesammte Physiologic, 19 10, cxxxiv, p. 598.

'^ Bowen: This journal, 1904, xi, p. 60.

'• Hooker: This journal, 1911, xxviii, p. 235.

^^ Kaufmann and Chauveau: Archives de physiologic normale ct patho-

logique, 1892, p. 283.

'* Bowen: loc. cit., p. 69.
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not yet been demonstrated. Masing ^^ has shown that the cuta-

neous vasodilation occurring in prolonged exercise appears only

when there is sweat secretion, suggesting a common, perhaps non-

nervous, cause for the two phenomena.

The increased activity of the respiratory centre in exercise

would seem, from the work of Geppert and Zuntz,^^ to be wholly

explicable upon a non-nervous basis, as due to the presence of

metabolites in the circulating blood.

Recapitulating the evidence thus far cited we note that the

bulbar centres controlling the heart rate are influenced nervously

during exercise so as to cause acceleration; that direct evidence

for nervous action upon the vasoconstrictor and vasodilator centres

is wanting, and the indirect evidence indicates no very striking

influence; and that the respiratory centre is apparently unaffected

during exercise by nervous influences.

So meagre a play of nerve impulses upon the medulla as here

indicated seems strange when we consider on the one hand the

demonstrated great susceptibility of the bulbar centres to afferent

impulses in general, and on the other the great volume of nervous

activity called into play during muscular exercise.

Such nervous influence upon the medulla as does accompany

muscular exercise may possibly be of two sorts, associated innerva-

tion from the motor cortex, or reflex from excitation of organs of

muscle sense in the active muscles. The possibility of associated

innervation of the bulb during exercise seems to have been con-

sidered thus far chiefly with reference to cardiac acceleration.

Johannson ^^ beheved that the immediate acceleration accompany-

ing exercise is due chiefly to associated innervation. He based

his view on the observation that experimental animals showed

much more marked acceleration during voluntary struggling than

during vigorous passive moments.

Athanasiu and Carvallo,^" on the other hand, concluded from

experiments on human beings suffering from paraplegia, in whom
powerful but ineffective efforts toward movement brought about

" Masing: Deutsches Archiv fiir klinische Medicin, 1903, Ixxiv, p. 253.

1* Geppert and Zuntz: loc. cit., p. 189.

" Johannson: loc. cit., p. 20.

20 Athanasiu and Carvallo: Archives de physiologic, 1898, xxx, p. 55.2-
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no acceleration, that muscular exercise acts only reflexly in its

effect upon the cardiac centres. They cite in support of their

view the observation of Asp ~^ that stimulation of the central end

of nerves from skeletal muscles causes cardio-acceleration. Her-

ing -^ considered both possibihties without arriving at any con-

clusion in favor of one over the other. Bowen -^ concluded that

the increased pulse rate is partly cortical in origin and partly

reflex.

We have undertaken the present investigation in the hope of

throwing additional light upon the general problem of the reaction

of the bulbar centres to muscular exercise and particularly in the

attempt to determine whether or not the influence of muscular

exercise is uniform in its effect upon the different centres.

The suggestion which we wish to offer as the result of our

work may be stated in brief as follows: The immediate eft'ect

upon the bulbar centres of muscular exercise is due in the main

to associated innervation from the motor cortex. This innerva-

tion acts to depress the cardio-inhibitory centre, the vasoconstrictor

centre, and the respiratory centre.

The Depression of the Cardio-inhibitory Centre by Associated

Innervation. — That the acceleration of the heart in exercise is

due to depression of the inhibitory centre, rather than to stimu-

lation of the augmentor centre, was well established by Hunt ^^

on the basis of the short latent period of the acceleration as com-

pared with the long latent period shown when the accelerator

nerves are stimulated directly. Hering's earlier observation that

the acceleration fails when the accelerator nerves are cut ^^ is

satisfactorily explained by Hunt -^ as showing the necessity for

constant tonic activity of the augmentor centre to make depres-

sion of the inhibitory centre effective.

In the attempt to decide whether this depression of the inhibi-

tory centre is cortical or reflex we have to consider the conflicting

-^ Asp: Ludwig's Arbeiten, 1867, p. 182.

^ Hering: loc. cit., p. 483.

2' Bowen: Contributions to Medical Research, Ann Arbor, 1903, p. 462.
2'' Hunt: loc. cit., p. 464.

" Hering: loc. cit., p. 483.
2« Hunt: loc. cit., p. 464.
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evidence of Johannson and of Athanasiu and Carvallo already cited.

The position taken by these latter investigators seems to us to be

not justified by their evidence. Powerful efforts toward move-
ment on the part of paraplegic individuals do not necessarily result

in a flow of impulses as far as the bulb, and in the absence of

positive proof that impulses do reach the bulb, the experiment

does not invalidate positive evidence on the other side.

We have attacked the problem of associated innervation vs.

muscle reflexes, as accounting for the cardio-acceleration of exer-

cise, in three different ways. Our first experiment was a repetition

of Johannson's -" observation on the influence of passive move-

ments on heart rate. To avoid possible complications from the

cortex we performed the experiment on a decerebrate cat. The
form of exercise used was vigorous passive flexion and extension

of both hind limbs, continued for about thirty seconds. We
obtained acceleration of the heart in four of eight periods of exer-

cise. The acceleration did not exceed 14 per cent in any case,

and did not appear until after the exercise had been in progress at

least five seconds. This latter observation we consider significant

in view of the great promptness with which acceleration occurs in

ordinary voluntary activity.
'^^

Although passive movements of the joints give rise, undoubtedly,

to considerable streams of afferent impulses, the objection may be

offered that the impulses generated by passive movements are not

necessarily equivalent to those aroused in the muscles during active

contraction. Our second series of experiments was designed to

overcome this possible objection. In these experiments we ob-

tained vigorous active movements in two decerebrate cats by the

use of strychnine. Our strychninized cats showed a rapid heart

rate, ranging between 35 and 40 beats in ten seconds, but not by

any means a maximal rate for the cat's heart; we have repeated

observations of rates exceeding 44 beats in ten seconds. In twelve

observations of the effect of strychnine convulsions on the heart

rate we got acceleration in only three cases; not exceeding in any

of them 9 per cent, and coming on more than ten seconds after the

beginning of the convnlsions.

" Johannson: loc. cit., p. 20.

2" See Bowen: loc. cit., p. 462.
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Our third series of experiments was a repetition of Johannson's

original ones, except that we used human beings as subjects. The

procedure was as follows: The subject lay flat on his back with

legs extended. At intervals of one minute the pulse was counted

for twenty seconds with a stop-watch. The subjects in these tests

had been having their pulse counted regularly for several weeks,

and were, therefore, presumably free from disturbing psychic re-

actions. After four or five minutes of preliminary pulse-counting

the subject flexed his legs forcibly at the hips a designated number

of times, leaving them extended again at the end of the exercise.

The pulse was counted for twenty seconds beginning within two

seconds after the body came to rest, and at minute intervals there-

after. For the passive exercise the subject's feet were grasped by

an assistant and the legs alternately flexed and extended as vigor-

ously as possible. The results obtained were as follows: Subject

G. had for five minutes a pulse rate not exceeding 24 beats in

twenty seconds. He flexed his legs four times; in the succeeding

twenty seconds there were 26.5 beats. Three minutes later the

rate was 23.5; two leg movements raised it to 26. Two minutes

later, with the rate at 22, a single flexion of the leg brought about

a rate of 25 in twenty seconds. Four minutes after this last read-

ing the rate was 23.5; the legs were flexed passively one hundred

times; the rate immediately afterward was 22.5. Two minutes

later, with the heart rate at 22, the passive movements were re-

peated. The rate rose to 23. Two minutes after this last reading

the rate had fallen to 21.5. A single active flexion of one leg

raised the rate to 24. A second subject, M., showed precisely simi-

lar results. Prolonged passive exercise brought about no significant

increase in heart rate, while one to four active leg flexions increased

the rate three to four beats in twenty seconds.

The striking features of these experiments on human subjects

were the marked acceleration resulting from very moderate

amounts of active exercise, and the total failure of acceleration

from vigorous passive exercise. Unless we deny absolutely the

possibility that effective afferent impulses may be generated by

passive movements, we must admit that these experiments point

strongly toward associated innervation as the chief, if not the only,

cause for the immediate acceleration of exercise. Our observa-
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tions on decerebrate animals seem to us to point the same way,

since neither vigorous passive movements nor the violent convul-

sions of strychnine brought about increases in rate at all com-
parable, either in amount, in promptitude, or in uniformity of

occurrence, with the increases observed by Johannson and by our-

selves in consciously active organisms.

An argument apparently in favor of the reflex source of the

acceleration is that afforded by the well-known efl"ect of posture

on the heart rate, the erect posture being accompanied by a more

rapid heart than is the recumbent. That this change of rate is

not dependent on the increased muscular effort involved in main-

taining the erect posture, but is due to the increased flow of blood

to the lower parts of the body under gravity, was shown by Erlan-

ger and Hooker.-^ In corroboration of their conclusion we can

report the observation that even so marked a heightening of

postural tonus as appears in decerebrate rigidity is without marked

eft'ect on heart rate. In two experiments on cats in which we
compared the heart rate before decerebration with the rate after

decerebration we had average rates of 18 and 15 beats in five

seconds before, and of 16 and 15 in five seconds after the opera-

tion, and after rigidity had manifested itself.

The Response of the Vasoconstrictor Centre to Muscular Exer-

cise. — The rise in blood pressure which accompanies muscular

exercise is to be explained, as already noted, as due to mechanical

effects of the exercise, together with the augmented heart beat.

Whether direct nervous or chemical influences dependient upon

muscular activity exert any effect upon the vasomotor centre has

not been certainly determined. A fact noted by Lowsley ^° sug-

gests that the metabolites poured out into the blood during exer-

cise may depress the vasoconstrictor centre, as they were supposed

by Johannson to depress the cardio-inhibitory centre. Lowsley

observed that shortly after the cessation of activity blood pressure

falls to a point lower than that obtaining before the exercise began.

Since this lowered blood pressure cannot be referred to a diminished

heart beat it signifies depression of vasomotor tone. The explana-

2' Erlanger and Hooker: Johns Hopkins Hospital Reports, 1904, xii,.

P- 332-
30 Lowsley: loc. cit., p. 451.
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tion proposed by Lowsley,^^ that this lowered blood pressure is due

to fatigue of the centre following its great activity during the

period of exercise, does not commend itself, in view of the prob-

ability that there is, as a matter of fact, Httle such activity. The
observation of Bowen, already cited,^'- of cutaneous vasodilation

during later stages of prolonged exertion, counts against the notion

that the vasomotor centre is active during exercise, and may be

looked upon, perhaps, as additional evidence pointing toward a

depressor function for fatigue products.

While we have in metabolites carried by the blood a probably

adequate mechanism for the vasomotor effects which follow exer-

cise, these are too slow in operation to explain any reactions of the

vasomotor centre that may occur at the outset of activity. If any

such are normal accompaniments of exercise they are due to the

operation of one or both the nervous mechanisms already noted

as possible agents in bringing about bulbar responses, namely

associated innervation, and muscle-sense reflexes.

A procedure which might be indicative of the existence of

nervous influences affecting the vasoconstrictor centre during exer-

cise would be stimulation of the motor cortex. Vasomotor re-

sponses to such stimulation might be supposed to represent the

normal results of associated innervation during voluntary muscular

activity. The earlier investigators who studied the effects of

cortical stimulation on blood pressure obtained contradictory

results.^^ Usually vasoconstriction with rise of blood pressure was

observed, but in a number of cases a fall of pressure occurred

instead. These observations were made upon curarized animals.

Howell and Austin,^^ repeating the experiment, found that the

effect varied with the anesthetic used. They obtained with dogs

rise of pressure uniformly when morphia and curare were used,

and fall of pressure when morphia and ether were used. We stimu-

lated the motor cortex in several cats, using ether and morphia,

and ether alone, and obtained uniformly a fall of carotid pressure.

" Lowsley: loc. cit., p. 465.
^^ Bowen: This, journal, 1904, xi, p. 69.

^^ For early literature see Tigerstedt: Physiologie des Kreislaufes, Leip-

zig, 1893, p. 536.

^* Howell and Austin: This journal, 1900, p. x.x.
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The percentage drop varied from 16.7 to 35, averaging in fourteen

observations 23.7. That this drop was due to vasodilation and

not to diminished heart action is shown by the fact that in all but

two of more than twenty-five observations the heart was slightly

accelerated during the period of falling pressure. To determine

whether the dilation was the result of depression of the constrictor

centre or stimulation of the dilator mechanism we clamped the

abdominal aorta, below the renal arteries, and also both axillary

arteries, thus shutting the extremities out of the circulation. Repe-

tition of the cortical stimulation gave a fall of carotid pressure as

before, and the percentage change equalled that of our previous

experiments. In another cat, whose splanchnic nerves had been

cut sometime previously, in connection with another research, we
stimulated the motor cortex repeatedly, recording blood pressure

throughout. A slight drop in pressure accompanied each stimu-

lation, not exceeding in any case eleven per cent, whereas in ani-

mals with intact splanchnics the least drop observed exceeded

sixteen per cent, and the average was above twenty-three per cent.

Since these procedures show the splanchnic area to be predominant

as the seat of pressure changes, and since dilators to the splanchnic

area have not been conclusively demonstrated, the evidence for

splanchnic vasodilators depending at present solely on the observa-

tions of Dale,^^ we interpret our results as indicating an associated

innervation from the motor cortex, depressor to the vasomotor

centre. A criticism which might be urged against this conclusion

is that we have accepted the results of cortical stimulation with

ether anesthesia, and rejected contrary results obtained with cura-

re-morphia anesthesia, because the former fit our theory and the

latter do not. In reply to such a criticism we would state that

our laboratory experience with ether and with curare, together

with some observations to be pubHshed in due time, indicate that

in ether anesthesia the behavior of reflex mechanisms corresponds

in kind, although not in degree, with their behavior in decerebrate

unanesthetized animals, whereas under curare the responses are

often different in kind as well as in degree. The very fact that

diametrically opposite results are obtained from cortical stimula-

tion under these two drugs shows that one or both of them brings

"Dale: Journal of physiology, 1913, xlvi, p. 291.
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about profound modifications in the nervous mechanisms involved.

In our opinion curare probably has this effect, and for that reason

we are incKned to question the soundness of many observations

on vasomotor reactions in which curare was employed.

As a means of determining

whether a definite immediate effect

of exercise on the vasomotor sys-

tem can be demonstrated in ani-

mals in which cortical influences

have been excluded, we made a

number of observations on decere-

brate cats. One method of in-

ducing vigorous activity in these

animals was by the use of strych-

nine. Decerebrate cats dosed with

strychnine (.3 mg. in 3 c.c. saline)

show typical convulsions. The

blood-pressure changes observed

during these convulsions were in

some of our experiments such as

to suggest more than mere me-

chanical effects from the strongly

contracted muscles. A typical

rurve is presented in Fig. i.

During the convulsion there was

a sharp rise in pressure followed

immediately by a rapid and ex-

tensive fall. Had these been

purely mechanical effects there

should have been, with cessation

of the spasm, a rapid return of pressure to normal, such as occurs,

for example, after a lowering of pressure by squeezing the thorax.

Instead of such a rapid return, the pressure rose gradually, requir-

ing thirty seconds to reach normal, and suggesting recovery from

depressor stimulation. Pressure changes similar to those shown in

Fig. I occurred in two of our strychninized decerebrate cats. In

a third cat, dosed with excessive amounts of strychnine (3 mg.),

each spasm was accompanied by a marked rise of pressure, ap-

FiGTJRE 1. Blood pressure curve during

a strychnine convulsion. The upper
signal line shows the period of the

convulsion. The lower line indicates

time— 5 second intervals.
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parently mechanical, with a prompt return to normal after the

spasm, and without a secondary fall. In still another cat, given

the usual strychnine dose (0.3 mg.), no marked blood-pressure

changes occurred, although the convulsions appeared to be of as

great intensity as in our other experiments.

While these observations point to a possible reflex depression

of the vasoconstrictor centre during the muscular spasms induced

by strychnine, they were not constant enough to establish such

an effect definitely, nor do they yield much information concerning

the response of the normal animal, since the strychnine poisoning

may well have brought about profound variations from the normal

functioning of the nerve centres.

Another method of initiating from the muscles reflexes which

might affect the vasoconstrictor centre was by the use of passive

movements of the limbs. These we tried also upon decerebrate

cats. In four trials we observed very sUght lowering of pressure

with gradual recovery, and in three other tests no pressure change

whatever.

So far as our observations on blood pressure suggest anything

they point to associated innervation as a more important influence

than muscle-sense reflexes, and indicate depression of the vasocon-

strictor centre as the eflect produced. Physiologically such an

effect might be of value as a protection against the excessive

arterial pressure which would normally follow the augmented heart

and the mechanical influences of exercise.

The Effect of Exercise on the Respiratory Centre. — We have

already cited the conclusion reached by Geppert and Zuntz that

the heightened activity of the respiratory centre during and after

exercise is mediated through the blood rather than through nervous

influences. In connection with our studies of muscular exercise we

have made some observations on the immediate respiratory changes

which accompany it. These, on account of the promptness of their

onset, can scarcely be due to influences exerted through the blood

stream. One form of exercise selected for this study was the lift-

ing and sustaining of heavy weights, in some cases by flexing the

arm at the elbow, in others by Ufting with both arms a bar on

which weights were hung. We adopted this form because it in-

volves intense voluntary innervation of the active muscles without
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calling into play so large a bulk of muscle tissue as to flood the

system immediately with metabolic products. Respiration was

recorded by means of a Fitz pneumograph about the chest, com-

municating with a recording tambour. Our subjects, except two,

were ignorant of the meaning of the experiment, and of the signifi-

cance of the apparatus used. They were chosen thus to avoids

as far as possible, the modifications in breathing which are apt to

occur when the subject gives attention, voluntarily or involun-

tarily, to the act.

In sixteen observations, with weights ranging from 4 to 10

kilos, lifted with the left arm, there was a slowing of respiration in

ten cases, an increase of rate in five, and no change in one. All

the cases of increased rate, save one, occurred in experiments upon

subjects who were aware of the nature of the procedure, and inter-

ested in the outcome.

When the subjects lifted heavy weights (25-50 kilos) with both

arms the respiratory behavior was uniformly as follows: at the

signal for beginning the effort a deep inspiration was taken; then

with the glottis closed and the abdominal muscles tense the

weight was lifted and held. During several seconds no respiratory

activity was manifested. When, after this period of cessation,

breathing was resumed, it proceeded at the normal rate, but the

individual breaths were abruptly drawn and shallow and the chest

was held throughout the period of effort more or less in the in-

spiratory position through the sustained contraction of the

abdominal muscles.

Further evidence as to the respiratory behavior during intense

muscular effort was had by questioning athletes with reference to

their practice during the vigorous running competition known as

the short dash. A common feature of indoor games is a forty-

yard dash. So far as we could learn, the invariable habit of par-

ticipants in this event is to refrain from breathing throughout its

progress, except for a quick inspiration taken sometimes at the

instant of starting. In the hundred-yard dash there is usually

cessation of breathing during the first forty yards or so of the

distance, then two, or sometimes three, hurried breaths are caught

in rapid succession, and during the final rush for the goal the

breath is held again. An interesting bit of incidental testimony is
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that the closer the contest, and therefore the more intense the

struggle, the more tendency is there for the breath to be held.

The observations we have cited seem to us to show clearly that

during intense muscular effort there is a tendency toward inhibition

of the respiratory centre. There is, to be sure, in nearly every

case a preliminary drawing of breath, but this, so far as we can

judge, is primarily of importance as a means of fixing the trunk

muscles in the position most favorable for the effort, and only

secondarily of respiratory significance. These respiratory modifi-

cations are obviously not voluntary in the ordinary sense, since

they may occur without the conscious knowledge of the subject,

and while his mind is engrossed with the muscular effort he is

making, and since they become more marked the more complete

is the engrossment in the effort. On the other hand, if one ob-

serves his breathing during the performance of intense exercise the

impression is strong that the effort of holding the breath is part

of the general effort involved. The inhibition of the respiratory

centre through associated innervation, postulated by us in the

opening paragraphs of this paper to account for the change of

breathing occurring at the outset of exercise, seems to us to offer a

reasonably satisfactory device for beinging about the effect ob-

served. Associated cortical innervation acting upon a system of

ordinary motor nerves and skeletal muscles such as is the respira-

tory mechanism might be expected to give the impression in con-

sciousness of voluntary effort when attention is directed to it, and

to operate unconsciously under ordinary circumstances.

From the standpoint of respiration an inhibition of the centre

during intense muscular effort is obviously not adaptive. From
the standpoint of the exercise, however, the fixation of the trunk

in the inspiratory position may well be advantageous. There is

no danger that the body will suffer. from the suspension of breath-

ing, for the rapid accumulation of metabolic products presently

overcomes the cortical inhibition of the centre, with resumption of

breathing and hyperpnea.
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Summary

1. The view of Johannson that the immediate cardio-accelera-

tion of exercise is due to associated innervation from the motor

cortex is supported, and additional evidence in favor of it is pre-

sented. This evidence consists of experiments on decerebrate cats

in which vigorous passive movements or activity induced by-

strychnine produced no noteworthy change in heart rate; and on

men, in which passive movements, producing no change in heart

rate, were contrasted with moderate voluntary movements, which

resulted in marked cardio-acceleration. On the basis of observa-

tions of Hunt and Bowen this acceleration is interpreted as due

to depression of the cardio-inhibitory centre.

2. The assumption is made that the vasoconstrictor centre is

depressed by associated cortical innervation during muscular

activity. In support of this assumption the fall of pressure ac-

companying stimulation of the motor cortex is cited, and evidence

is presented showing that this is due to depression of the vaso-

constrictor centre and not to active vasodilation.

3. On the basis of observations of breathing during weight-

lifting and during sharp running we conclude that there may be a

cortical inhibition of respiratory activity during periods of intense

motor innervation, not voluntary in the ordinary sense, but rather

the result of associated innervation.

4. The conclusions cited in the above paragraphs are grouped

into the general assumption that during muscular exercise there is

associated innervation to the bulb, depressor to the cardio-inhibi-

tory, the vasoconstrictor, and the respiratory centres.
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IN outfitting for a new instrument it is often desirable, if

for no other reason than that of economy, to make use so

far as is possible of apparatus already at hand. Outfitting

for the thread galvanometer admits of this practice to such an

extent that it is thought worth while to report, among other

things, a few of the devices that have been made use of in this

laboratory.

The Main Switch-board

So complicated does the wiring become in setting up the

apparatus for the thread galvanometer that instrument makers

have found it profitable apparently to place the keys, metres,

resistances, etc., with their proper connections, upon a table

in a fixed position and offer the arrangement for sale as a single

piece of apparatus.

The part of this, which we may call the main switch-board,

as assembled in this laboratory, consists of the accessories neces-

sary for the projection lantern, the storage of the electric bat-
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teries and the current necessary to maintain and control the

magnetic field in the galvanometer.

The accompanying diagram, Figure i, shows the connec-

tions on this switch-board.

P'IGURE 1

Of course the conditions of each laboratory will determine

the exact disposition of the parts, many of which could be

placed upon a board hung vertically upon the wall; other parts,

such as the storage batteries, could be kept in some distant

room.

In this particular case nearly all the parts shown in the dia-

gram happen to be close together upon a table top and a shelf

beneath. One end of the table abuts against the wall upon
which are fixed the main key, A, and the ammeter. The stor-

age cells of three batteries (five cells each) are placed upon the

shelf under the table. The resistance box, capacity ranging from

o to 50 amperes, must be near at hand on account of the need

of constant adjustment. Upon the table top itself are placed

the projection lantern, thread galvanometer, voltmeter, all the

keys except A, and the wiring as shown.

Keys A, B, and C are double keys of the knife-edge type

to be had of electrical supply houses, key B being a two-way
key, and k a single key.
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Key B may be regarded as the master key of the board.

When closed in the upward position it admits of the charging

of the storage cells. In this event the carbons of the lantern

("arc" in the diagram) are not in contact with each other

and the resistance ("resistance" in the diagram) is set to supply

a suitable amperage.

When key B is closed in the downward position the storage

cells are available for the electro-magnet coils of the galva-

nometer.

By the wiring it will be noted that in no event can the

main current supplied by A be put into communication with

the galvanometer, and that key C, in a way, is superfluous.

Its use (open) while charging the storage cells, however, is

obvious.

Key D, a three-way plug key, admits of connecting any one

of the three batteries of storage cells either with the main

current for storing, or with the galvanometer for making the

magnetic field.

The single key k by way of the voltmeter enables one to test

the voltage of any one set of the storage cells at any time and

independently of the galvanometer, that is, with C open.

The main key A may be supplied from the city's direct cur-

rent, no or 220 volts. In case only an alternating current is

available the lighting company may be induced to install a

transformer at its own expense. In the latter event a rheostat

interposed (also by the company) between the AC supply and

the transformer enables one to adjust the voltage of the generat-

ing direct current within wide limits, say from 40 to 120 volts,

a condition which is highly desirable in the many exigencies

of experimentation.

The advantages of the adjustable coiled (dark) resistance, in

the direct circuit after leaving A, are obvious when one re-

members that one is working under the conditions demanded by

photography. It is often desirable to "load" the batteries and

the camera at the same time. This a lamp resistance would

not easily allow.
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The Photographic Registration Apparatus

The photographic registration apparatus so far supplied by
the makers is apt to have the disadvantages of either a too

narrow speed Hmit, or an unrehable, jerky movement. Both
of these defects are particularly true of Edelmann's "Trommel-
registrier Apparat." This apparatus, which I shall call the

camera-drum in this paper, has been made very serviceable

however by discarding the spring-motor supphed by the makers,

and substituting, for the slower speed-ranges, the driving

mechanism of a Baltzar kymographion.

A set of pulley wheels calculated to give several different

speeds may be fixed to the axle of the kymographion. The
pulley wheel on the friction disk of the camera-drum is too

small and should be replaced by one of greater diameter, say

60 mm. One can thus obtain easily a half dozen steady speeds,

of say 20, 30, 40, 60, 90 and 120 seconds per revolution of

camera-drum.

For the rapid speeds which one finds necessary for graphic

records of muscle-nerve latencies, for example, the Baltzar

drum motor is not serviceable. But without any other change

than that involved in changing pulley belts another device is

employed. In this device a falling weight is used as follows.

A clutch of two pulley wheels as shown in the photograph.

Figure 2, was constructed. One of the wheels carries the weights

and rotates upon its axle at a fixed point; the other wheel

revolves upon the same axle, and, when clutched to the first,

transmits the motion by pulley belt to the camera-drum. But
to facilitate the reversal of the weight-wheel and the setting of

the camera-drum at its starting point, the transmission-wheel is

movable along the axle so that it may be released from the

weight-wheel at will. This latter movement is effected by means
of a lever and ratchet device (shown in the photograph). When
the lever is pulled down the transmission-wheel is^drawn away
from the weight-wheel against a strong spring which is wound
spirally around the axle. The two wheels then are free to move
independently of each other.
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When the lever is released the spiral spring throws the trans-

mission-wheel over against the weight-wheel, whereupon the two

become locked by the clutches on their faces and must so rotate

together as one wheel.

By varying the load of the weights, there being friction to

overcome, one may obtain a variety of speeds. The fast speeds

used so far in this work have been varied from one-half to two

metres per second.

The demands of experimentation are such that a simpler

driving mechanism cannot well be employed. For it is not

only high speed one wants but the high speed must be developed

Figure 2. Photograph of clutch-device used for rapid speeds. (About one eighth

actual size.) The transmission-wheel is held away from the weight-wheel by
the lever, preparatory to reversing the weight-wheel and setting the camera-drum

at its starting point. The wheels are then facing each other so that the clutch

pegs fit into each other whenever the lever is released. The pulley belts and

weights are not shown.

within one revolution of the camera-drum, — before the camera

shutter opens and before the automatic stimulation signal-key

(to be described directly) is thrown into action.

The ''Fallapparat" of Prof. Max Cremer Ms an ideal appa-

ratus for rapid speeds, but the size of sensitized plate is limited

to 15 or 20 cm. and for slow speeds one must again turn to

another apparatus.

By using the devices here described one is able to employ the

camera-drum for both slow and fast speeds by simply changing

1 See Garten's article on photographic registration in Tigerstedt's Hand-

buch der physiologischen Methodik, p. 1 20.
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a pulley belt. At the same time one retains the advantage of

being able to use a sensitive surface 50 cm. long if needed. The

power is also sufficient to operate simultaneously the spoke-wheel

device of Garten for automatic ruhng of the negatives.

An Automatic Stimulation and Signal Key

In muscle and nerve work, or in any work where a rapidly

moving sensitized surface is required, it is obviously essential

to have the stimulation key (whenever one is required) operated

automatically by the revolving mechanism itself. By extending

a lever arm from the stimulation key and allowing its end to

fall in front of the camera shutter one may record photographi-

cally the exact point in time when the stimulation occurred.

In other words one has a stimulating key whose action can

be controlled exactly as regards the time relations of the moving

camera-drum, and at the same time a signal key that makes a

record of this action with no greater latency than that of a beam
of light traveUing only a few millimetres.

The photo-signal key has been used before. The object

here is only to describe the method of its application in the

present series of experiments.

To the edge of the shutter of the camera-drum a specially

shaped metal bar is fastened at about its middle point. The

bar is free to move at this point and may be regarded as a

lever of two arms. One arm extends a few millimetres over

and in front of the sht of the shutter. Its end is flattened

in the vertical plane and the edges shaped to give the sharpest

image possible. We shall call this arm of the lever the signal

arm.

The other arm of the lever extends beyond the edge of the

camera-drum and is then bent at right angles backwards. Its

end is flattened in the horizontal plane.

When the lever is set in nearly horizontal position this arm

makes contact with the flattened end of a small rod extending

downward in a fixed position. The two contact surfaces are

of platinum and when actually in contact may complete an
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electric circuit. We shall call this arm of the lever, therefore,

the contact arm.

The contact arm is made to extend somewhat beyond the

point of contact so that a stout finger fixed on the edge of the

friction disk of the drum when in motion may strike it and thus

break the contact automatically.

Since both arms are of one and the same metal bar and have

the same fulcrum, a movement that strikes the contact arm
down simultaneously strikes the signal arm up.

If, at the same time, a beam of light is falling upon the signal

arm, and the camera shutter is open, the movement of the

arm may then be photographed. The instant that the electric

current is broken is thus recorded with as great accuracy and

constancy as can be desired.

Summary

Certain technical devices and procedures are described for

the equipment and operation of a thread-galvanometer in the

usual physiological laboratory.

1. A description is given of a simple and perfectly safe dis-

position of the parts and wiring of an inexpensive main switch-

board.

2. Certain modifications of Edelmann's photo-registration

drum are briefly described which enable one to use it for both

slow and fast speeds. The velocity of the camera-drum may thus

be varied at will from 4 mm. to 2 metres per second.

3. A combined automatic breaking key and photo-stimulation

signal is described which may be attached to the photo-regis-

tration drum.

The above devices have been used successfully, and thus at

comparatively small expense, with the small electro-magnet

thread galvanometer, Edelmann construction.
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The Question

I
HE electric response of muscle to stimulation may have

-* a significance for us in any one, or all, of its three es-

sential features, namely, (i) its magnitude as measured in

terms of electrical units, (2) its duration, as measured in units

of time, and (3) its form by which we shall designate variations

in potential and electrical sign which occur while the response

continues.

The significance of any one, or all, of these features of the

electric response, needless to say, is bound up with the general

problem of the nature of muscular contraction. For a long

time it has been generally conceded that the phenomenon is

an expression of the excitatory process and its propagation in

living tissue. Whether the act of contraction, in case of muscle,

is itself in any way the direct result of the electrical change,

has not been seriously considered by physiologists.

Furthermore the question as to whether the mechanical

changes involved in the act of contraction give rise to, or are

accompanied by, any one part of the electrical change also

has apparently received little or no serious consideration.

And rightly. For the evidence favoring such views is both

meagre and conflicting. Furthermore (it may be stated at the

outset) no evidence has been obtained in the present investi-

gation (when all the evidence is once rightly understood) which

will support such views.
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The evidence in the literature will be reviewed as briefly as

one may and then compared with the results of the present

investigation.

Historical

According to early observers the electrical response in muscle

began with,^ and culminated in the middle of,-^ the latent period,

or at least preceded the contraction wave.^

Bernstein ^ by the use of his differential rheotome obtained

results from which he could conclude that the negative phase

of the electrical response was completed before the beginning

of mechanical change (shortening).

Lee '" using the capillary electrometer as early as 1887 ob-

served that the duration of the change of potential may
continue for the whole of the contraction period. Burdon-

Sanderson ^ using the same instrument succeeded in photograph-

ing simultaneously both electrical and mechanical changes. He
found that "the beginning of change of form in muscle and the

culmination of the electrical change at the seat of origin may
be synchronous." From his tabulated results it appears further

that the electrical disturbance may continue at least during a

part of the contraction.

Engelmann '^ did not believe that the electrical response had

any direct relation to the mechanical process of contraction.

In defence of his position he arrays a large number of facts

and finally expostulates, "if the capillary electrometer shows the

beginning of the electrical change to be later than, or syn-

W. Bezold, a.: Monatsberichte der koniglichen Akademie zu Berlin,

1861, pp. 1023, 1862.

^ Helmholtz, H. : The same, 1854, p. 329.

^ v. KoLLiCKER UND H. MtJLLER : Verhandlungcn der mcdizinischen

Gesellschaft in Wiirzburg, 1856, vi, p. 528.

* Bernstein, J.: Untersuchungen uber den Erregungsvorgang in Muskel-

und Nervensystem. Heidelberg, 1871, p. 60.

^ Lee, Frederic S.: Archiv fiir Physiologic, 1887, p. 204.

* Burdon-Sanderson, Sir J.: Journal of physiology, 1895, xviii, p. 148.

^Engelmann, Th. W.: "Uber den Ursprung der Muskelkraft." Leipzig,

1895, p. 45.
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chronous with, the change of form, then it shows it too late and

thereby demonstrates its uselessness for the determination of

such short time intervals." The chief objection lay in the

experiments of Biedermann ^ who showed that muscle in cer-

tain stages of narcosis, when no longer able to show any

trace of mechanical response, still gave well-marked electrical

response to stimulation.

Samoijloff ^ again uses the capillary electrometer and with

most beautiful technique photographs both electrical and

mechanical responses.

He shows "that the greatest part of the electric process falls

within the latent period of the muscle contraction. The rest

of the curve is for the most part like that described by other

authors." If one examines Samoijloff 's curves (Figure 2, Plate

I) one finds evidence that the electric disturbance continues

after the beginning of contraction and even on into the relaxa-

tion phase.

After Einthoven introduced his thread galvanometer into

physiology it was a natural wish to know what evidence this

instrument could yield us in this field. Paul Hoffmann '^^ made
a study of the question and while he made no simultaneous

records of mechanical and electrical changes, he states that the

electrical disturbance in no case lasted longer than 0.08 second.

"With good material the diphasic curve is all over in o.oi

second"; but, "in other cases, especially using smaller frogs,

I found a great lengthening of the second phase."

Using the red and white muscles of mammals Arnt

Kohlrausch ^^ obtained practically the same results, the whole

time of the electrical response being 0.03 and 0.015 seconds for

the red and white varieties respectively.

Judin ^^ had already published a photograph purporting to

be the simultaneous record of both the movement of the galva-

* BiEDERMAXX, W. : Sltzungsbcrichte der Wiener Akademie, 1888, xcvii,

pt. iii, p. loi.

^ Samoijloff, A.: Archiv fiir Physiologie, Suppl. Bd., 1908, p. i.

*° Hoffmann, P.: Archiv fiir Physiologie, 1909, p. 489.

" Kohlrausch, A.: The same, 191 2, p. 283.

^^ Judin: Zentralblatt fiir Physiologie, 1908, xxii, p. 365.
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nometer thread and the muscle lever in response to a single

stimulus. In this photograph the chief electrical change appears

to have occurred during the latent period but a considerable

disturbance still seems to continue on into the period of con-

traction. Another remarkable thing about the curve is that

it is complex, reminding one more of the curve described by
Lee. If one ignores minor details the curve could be classed

as being triphasic.

While there exists a great diversity of results concerning

the duration of the electric response, the evidence concerning

the form, with exception of that just noted, is much more

unanimous.

When lead off from longitudinal and uninjured surface at cer-

tain points the form of the curve obtained is said to be generally,

as Hermann ^^ long ago described it, diphasic.

If one examines the photographic records however one finds

the evidence not to be so unanimous as are opinions on this

point. The capillary electrometer records for the most part

show evidences of a third phase and Hoffmann speaks of a

monophasic deflection occurring in uninjured frog's gastroc-

nemius, if the leading off electrodes are placed in certain

positions on the muscle.

Hoffmann's work was especially directed toward clearing up

the conflicting mass of evidence in this problem, and one may
only regret that he did not include the mechanical changes

in his records. From the line reproductions which are ex-

hibited in the text, however, one may see that the galvanometer

thread has not yet come to rest at what may be taken as the

end of the second phase. The curves are not always pure

monophasic and diphasic curves or even combinations of these.

To sum up then one may say:

I. While the electric response in muscle takes place for the

most part during the latent period of the muscle contraction

yet there is often a continuation of a slighter electrical dis-

turbance after the muscle begins to contract. This may even

be noted to persist during a part or all of the relaxation of the

muscle.

"Hermann, L.: Archiv fiir die gesammte Physiologic, 1878, xvi, p. 235.
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2. When the muscle is led off from uninjured points the

curve of the electric response is in the main diphasic. But
often the return from the positive deflection (second phase)

does not end at the null point but may pass beyond into a

second negative phase, of small electromotive force, thus giv-

ing rise to an apparently triphasic response.

Are these irregularities which one finds so often in the records

all due to experimental errors, to extraneous causes, and not

at all to actual electrical changes arising within the muscle

itself? The present investigation is an attempt to answer this

question.

Experimental

The frog's gastrocnemius was used, since it has been the

object of study in so many of the preceding investigations and

also on account of its convenience. The muscle was stimulated

by break induction shocks both directly and indirectly.

Both isotonic and isometric contractions were studied, special

muscle levers having been constructed for the work. The
isometric lever was carefully calibrated. While it was not

perfectly isometric for the muscle yet at a tension of 500 gm.

its writing point made an excursion of only 0.33 mm.
The small electromagnet model of Einthoven's galvanometer

(Edelmann's construction) was used throughout.

The photographic apparatus and the special stimulation and

signal key used are described in Part I of this series of studies. ^^

Results

The records being all photographs were carefully marked,

corresponding notes were kept, and the analyses of the records

tabulated. The features of these analyses bearing upon the

problem of this paper are presented in the following protocols.

May, igi2. — The records of this month show the duration of the

second phase (time from culmination of first phase to culmina-

" Snyder, C. D.: This journal, 1913, xxxii, p. 329.
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tion of second phase) to vary from 7 to 68 thousandths of a

second. In one set of experiments a third phase (negative)

appears which comes to a culminating point at the end of 'about

100 thousandths of a second, or sigmata.

January, iQij. — The second phase requires from 7 to 42 sigmata

to reach the culmination point. A slow third phase is likewise

present in a few records.

February, igij. — Time to culmination of second phase, 60 to 135

sigmata. No third phase remarked.

.Vn.-vlysis of Photo-records from the Experiment of July 19

Number
of

record
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Figure 1. January 16, photograph Xo. 1. The second phase here, it will be noted,

culminates only after the muscle begins to shorten. A third phase also appears

culminating only after the contraction wave is passed. The muscle exerts a ten-

sion of about 100 gm. Leads from muscle, a-c.

Figure 2. April 2, photo. No. 3. The thread used has a resistance of about 7200

ohms. Stretch of nerve, 24 mm. Isometric lever. Leads, h-c. Resting current

of about 4 mm. not compensated. Tension exerted by muscle, 200 gm.; actual

shortening of muscle, about 0.13 mm.

^/^/^A/Vv/^v/^A/yM
*
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Figure 7. July 19, photo. No. 7. Same muscle and conditions as in Figure 6, save
the direction of the stimulating current is reversed, which fact is shown in the
record. The initial slight deviation of the thread is now downward instead of

upward as in the other records. This proves it to be no part of the muscle re-

sponse. The whole of the electric response is complete in the latent period!

Figure 8. July 19, photo. No. 3. Same muscle and conditions as in Figures 5, 6,

and 7, save instead of the isometric an isotonic lever is attached to the muscle.

The lever was loaded with a 40 gm. weight. The culmination of the second phase
again falls synchronously with beginning of rise of lever. The muscle is changed
in length freely; the deflection of thread at end of relaxation must be due to some
movement of the leading off thread as also the slight irregularities at the begin-

ning of shortening.

—J
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All the photo-records here reproduced except number 3

show simultaneous records of the galvanometer thread, the

muscle lever, the vibrations of tuning fork (100 D. V.'s per

second) and the stimulation signal. The latter is a lever key

falling, upon opening the circuit, in the beam of light. The

image of the thread is the dimmer line, that of the muscle lever

the heavier, in the middle of the photographs. All records

read from right to left. The leads from the muscle to the

galvanometer are (unless otherwise indicated) the leads h-c.

The figures are one half the original size.

The photo-records of experiments of July 12, 13, 16, and 23

all show data similar to that tabulated for July 19.

It is of interest to compare the figures of July 19 with those of

Burdon-Sanderson ^^ for frog's muscle stimulated indirectly with

stretch of nerve of 12 mm., isotonic contraction. The times

given are the actual times of each event:

Latency of response Time to culmination

mechanical electrical of electrical response

1st phase 2d phase

8 4 5 4

The two methods of procedure which produced in the July

experiments such different results from those obtained in the

previous spring and winter are, (i) the use of a much tighter

thread, and (2) the horizontal instead of the vertical suspen-

sion of the muscle.

Discussion and Conclusion

From the foregoing it appears that the electric change in

muscle in response to single stimulus is, as generally accepted,

purely diphasic in character. A third phase or any other devia-

tion from the diphasic wave finds explanation either in uncon-

trolled stray currents, or in displacement of the leading off

electrodes caused by the changing form of the muscle during

contraction. If the muscle hangs vertically it is difficult to

prevent the leading off thread from slipping (experiments in

" Burdon-Sanderson, Sir J.: loc. cit., p. 148.
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May, January, and February). Even where the muscle is sus-

pended horizontally and every precaution is taken to keep the

threads in position evidence of their displacement is still at

hand in the isotonic twitch. (Figures 8 and 9.)

Of the pure diphasic curves we have two types, those which

are completed within the latent period and those which are

greatly prolonged into the contraction period. Of the latter

variety whatever the conditions of the muscle or the position

of the leads they are all stamped with a common character.

The first phase is apparently of small E.M.F. and of short dura-

tion, the second phase is of relatively greater E.M.F. and of

greater duration. Indeed the prolonged character of the re-

sponse is due to the great duration of this second phase. The
explanation of this kind of electric response is to be found in

the system of the galvanometer used. If the swing of the

galvanometer is too slow in giving expression to the full amount
of current flowing such a curve may obtain. For if the system

(in our case the thread) has not yet measured the full value

of the first phase before the "negative charge" has reached the

second electrode then it will be cut short in its deflection in

the negative direction. Reversal of current has set in and it

now swings in the positive direction. There being no more

reversals of direction the system has time to take the full

measure of the second or positive phase of the response. It is

thus that we have curves of electric response in muscle with

greatly prolonged second phases (see Figures i and 2).

Furthermore a loose thread after no current flows in it will

lag in its return to the null position. (See Figure 3.) This is

also a part of the "continued electrical disturbances" found in

such curves as shown in Figures i and 2. The greatly prolonged

curves obtained in the experiments of May, January, and

February thus also find an explanation. The thread used at that

time was much looser than in the later experiments.

Doubtless this fact will also account for the observations of

others of a greatly prolonged second phase (Hoffmann's and

Judin's for example).

The manner in which the leading off threads are slung around

the muscle would also affect the character of the electric re-
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sponse. If one thread lay along an exact cross-section, the

other longitudinally for some distance or even diagonally, it is

quite apparent how one phase would be of a greater duration

than the other. Indeed three threads laid on the muscle, the

middle one connected to one pole of the galvanometer, the

other outer two to the other pole, would give a triphasic curve.

It is well known that the temperature coefficient of the veloc-

ity of the excitation wave in muscle is positive for a greater

range of temperature than the temperature coefficient of the con-

traction time, and that that of the latent period of the mechanical

response is greater than that of the latency of the electrical

response.

Experiments made at different temperatures, therefore, would

doubtlessly show some difference in the time relations of me-

chanical and electrical responses. But compared to the causes

pointed out above this factor would be of slight value.



THE ENDURANCE OF ANEMIA BV NERVE
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[From the Laboratory of Physiology in the Harvard Medical School]

RESULTS obtained by various investigators have shown that

nerve cells of different classes and positions in warm-
blooded animals show differences in sensitiveness to anemia.

The nerve cells of the cerebellum and cerebrum are most

sensitive. Mayer stated that from lo to 15 minutes was the

limit of cerebral anemia, beyond which resuscitation is not

practicable.^ Batelli stopped the heart by the induced current

and started it again after varying intervals; he found that the

functions of cerebral cells were re-established if the blood supply

was absent for only 10 minutes, but that after 15 minutes the

restoration was no longer constant, and after 20 minutes it was

impossible.^ Results similar to these were reported by Stewart,

Guthrie, Burns, and Pike.^ Gomez and Pike, on examining the

effects in detail, observed that the small pyramidal cells of the

cortex were most sensitive — 8 minutes of anemia killed many
of them; and that the Purkinje cells were next in order — 13

minutes producing in them diffuse chromatolysis.^

The cells of the medulla are more resistant. Gomez and

Pike report that anemia for 8 to 13 minutes produces in them

only sHght lesions or no changes at all, and that anemia should

last for 20 to 30 minutes in order to produce alterations

incompatible with complete recovery. Stewart, Guthrie, Burns,

and Pike describe one animal in which respiration returned

^ Mayfr: Medicinisches Centralblatt, 1878, xvi, p. 579.

- Batelli: Journal de physiologic et de pathologic generale, 1900, ii, p.

456-

^ Stewart, Guthrie, Burns and Pike: Joumal of experimental medi-

cine, 1906, viii, p. 316.

* Gomez and Pike: Journal of experimental medicine, 1909, xi, p. 262.
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after ligature of the innominate and left subclavian arteries

for an hour, but in this instance there may have been a

partial supply from below.

The cells of the spinal cord apparently withstand anemia for

a somewhat longer period than those of the bulb. Ehrlich and

Brieger produced permanent paralysis of the hind limbs, blad-

der, and rectum by clamping the aorta of the rabbit just behind

the renal arteries from 45 to 60 minutes.^ Spronck ^ and later

Sarbo ^ demonstrated that anemia of the cord for an hour

causes necrosis of all the nervous elements. Considerable varia-

tion in the effects of anemia was noted by Spronck; in one

animal all symptoms of injury disappeared after the ligature

had been applied for a half hour; and in another, recovery was

incomplete when the blood supply was restored after 10 minutes.

Sarbo states that the paraplegia disappeared in his experiments

if the Kgature remained for less than an hour.

The cells of the spinal ganglia are also resistant to lack of

blood supply. Gomez and Pike found no sign of a pathological

change in these cells when made anemic for 30 minutes.

Still more resistant are the cells of the sympathetic ganglia.

Tuckett was struck by the very sHght change in the nerve cells

of the superior cervical ganglion when long deprived of their

blood supply, but still surrounded with lymph. ^ Schroder

applied more exacting conditions. He killed cats by narcosis

and after varying intervals perfused the neck vessels from the

carotid and tested the functioning of the cells of the gangUon

by stimulating the cervical sympathetic trunk for its effect on

the pupil. ^ Thus he succeeded in demonstrating a restoration

of function when 60 minutes had intervened between the last

breath and the beginning of perfusion. These, therefore, are

the most stable nerve cells in the absence of blood supply that

have thus far been described.

^ Ehrlich and Brieger: Zeitschrift fiir klinische Medicin, 1884, vii,

Supplement, p. 155.

* Spronck: Archives de physiologie, 1888, xx, p. 17.

^ Sarbo: Neurologisches Centralblatt, 1895, xiv, p. 664.

* Tuckett: Journal of physiology, 1905, xxxiii, p. 79.

' Schroder: Archiv fiir die gesammte Physiologie, 1907, cxvi, p. 603.
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Objects of this Investigation

Magnus has furnished evidence that rhythmic contractions

of the alimentary canal do not occur if the myenteric plexus is

removed.^" And yet, as Mall has observed, a piece of small intes-

tine may be removed from the body, kept on ice 24 hours, and

on being perfused in a warm bath, will contract rhythmically.^^

If Magnus's evidence is correct the cells of the plexus must have

continued living in the cold temperature for 12 hours or more after

removal from their blood supply. This circumstantial evidence

indicates that the cells of the plexus are exceptionally resistant

to anemia, though of course the resistance could not reasonably

be expected to endure as long in the warm body as in an ice-

cold chamber. The hardiness of the intrinsic neurones of the

alimentary canal, compared with those in other parts of the body,

was the prime object of interest.

Lewandowsky has argued that Magnus's experimental pro-

cedure was faulty in that the plexus was removed by tearing

the two muscular coats apart. ^- If by anemia the nerve cells

are destroyed, a variation of the procedure is offered, and

results thus obtained have an interesting bearing on the ques-

tion of the neurogenic or myogenic origin of gastrointestinal

contractions.

Learning the limits of endurance of anemia in these nerve

cells is of interest also in relation to the possibility of continued

functioning after the loss of blood supply in surgical states —
as in hernia and intussusception.

For these different reasons the present enquiry was under-

taken.

^^ Magnus: Archiv fiir die gesammte Physiologic, 1904, cii, p. 362.

" See Mall: Johns Hopkins Hospital Reports, 1896, i, p. 54. We have

observed similar restoration of rhythmic activity when the intestines, kept ice-

cold over night, was warmed in oxygenated Ringer's solution.

1- Lewandowsky: Die Functionen des Zcntral-Nervensystems. Jena,

1907, p. 92.
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Methods

Two methods were used to produce anemia, — by ligature,

and by compression.

The Ligature Method. — This method is illustrated dia-

grammatically in Fig. i. The vessels supplying a zone in the

stomach, and zones in the small and large intestines were tied,

and the zones then shut off from neighboring parts by tape tied

tightly about the canal. Zones thus isolated soon became pur-

plish in color. By cutting the injected vessels on the surface

of the canal it was possible to prove whether the blood supply

had been completely excluded. Usually when the vessels of

the colon and small intestine were cut no bleeding ensued. The

blood supply to the stomach, however, was much more diffi-

cult to control by this means; and since gastric katastalsis is

the most persistently rhythmic activity of the muscles of the

alimentary canal, and the stomach,

therefore, is an excellent indicator

of the effects of anemia on con-

tractions, the use of a more reliable

method was desirable.

The Compression Method. — In

producing anemia by compression

the stomach or intestine was fixed

tightly between two glass plates,

with rounded edges and sufficiently

sels and the canal itself. The long to project on either side of the
mesentery is cut between the flattened portion of the Canal. The
ligatures.

plates were pressed together either

by rubber bands wound around the projecting ends of the plates

or by screw clamps (see Fig. 2). The transparent glass permitted

observation of the blood supply of the compressed parts and the

pressure applied was always sufficient to render the tissues milky

white. Perfect anemia was thus produced. A cut through the

serosa and external muscular coat on either side of the glass plates,

at the end of the period of anemia, left a mark which showed

clearly the limits of the area which had been kept bloodless.

Figure 1. Diagram representing the

method of isolating a segment of

the alimentary canal by tying ves
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The periods of anemia lasted from i to 7 hours. During

these periods the exposed parts were enclosed in a sheet of

sterile rubber and kept warm. The operation was performed

with careful asepsis. When the glass plates were removed a

return of the circulation was in all cases ascertained by inspec-

tion. The animals (cats) were thoroughly anesthetized from

the beginning of the operation until the abdomen was finally

closed.

The Physiological Examination. — After a varying number
of days following the operation the animal was examined for

movements of the anemic part. On the pyloric end of the

stomach or on the proximal colon, where continuously moving

katastaltic or anastaltic waves can be observed with the X rays,

activity was looked for by this means after food mixed with

bismuth subcarbonate had beed fed. Failure of the waves to

pass over the part which had been anemic would prove, of

course, that the anemia had disturbed or destroyed the func-

tioning of that part; whereas the uninterrupted progress of the

waves would prove that it had had no effect.

On the small intestine the X ray method could not be em-

ployed satisfactorily; in order to test the activities of the gut

after anemia, the animal was fed a few hours before being

killed, and when anesthetized and on its way to death, the

abdomen was opened and the intestine examined under normal

salt solution at body temperature. Segmenting movements can

be induced by tying the gut below any region of particular

interest and permitting the contents to accumulate until there

is increased internal pressure. This procedure was utilized to

call forth activity in the anemic region of the gut. At the

same time observations were made on the movements of the

stomach and colon.

The Histological Examination. — After observations had been

made to determine the presence or absence of activity in the

parts which had been anemic, the animal was killed and these

parts were excised and fixed in Bouin's or Zenker's fluid, or in

acetic acid. They were then embedded in paraffine, sectioned

serially, and stained with eosine and methylene blue. The

microscopic examination was made with a Leitz ocular No. 3,
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and with objectives 7 and 12' Each cell studied was examined

through the series in order to get the three-dimensional appear-

ance.

Results

Physiological Examination. — In the earher experiments in

which anemia was produced by tying the vessels and the diges-

tive tube, physiological tests soon showed that contraction was

not destroyed within time Hmits far beyond the 60 minutes of

anemia which nerve cells of the sympathetic ganglia will endure.

In one of the first experiments four parts of the small intestine

were isolated as shown in Fig. i.

In each place the main vascular

trunks were tied with a linen liga-

ture, and the anastomosis and the

intestine itself tied tightly with

tape. The procedure was carried

out under ether anesthesia and with

care for asepsis. At the end of a

half hour all four isolated portions

were purple and swollen, there was

no pulsation in the vessels, the veins

were full of dark blood, and yet there were some spontaneous

movements of the gut. Removal of the ligatures of one portion

at the end of a half hour resulted in prompt disappearance

of the purple color, which was replaced by pink. The only

difference from normal appearance was slight swelling of the

region and minute subserous ecchymoses. As the blood re-

entered the region strong contractions occurred. The same

changes occurred when the blood was readmitted to two other

portions at the end of an hour. When circulation was restored

in the fourth portion at the end of one and a half hours there

were no spontaneous movements.

The absence of activity immediately after restoration of the

blood supply in the last of the foregoing experiments does not

mean that parts lose their functions by one and a half hours of

such treatment. In Figs. 3 and 4 are shown waves passing over

Figure 2. Diagram showing the

method of producing anemia of a

segment of the ahmentary canal by
including it between glass plates

pressed together by rubber bands

or screw clamps.
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the stomach and the colon; these parts had been tied off for

two hours and at the end of that period were quite purple.

In another instance ligatures were placed on the stomach

and proximal . colon for seven hours. At the end of the period

both parts were purple, but the stomach not so unnatural as

the colon. Seventeen days later the movements of the canal

Figure 3. A photograph of katastaltic

waves passing over the pyloric end

of the stomach where the vessels

had been tied for two hours.

Figure 4. A photograph of anastalsis

in a part of the colon (between

the threads) where the vessels had
been tied for two hours.

were observed under salt solution. The stomach exhibited

perfect katastalsis. The colon had ruptured and had been

mended by the growth of other tissues about it, but the lumen

was thus so much constricted that material could hardly be

passed through. ^^ In all probability the stomach in this case,

in spite of its purple color at the end of 7 hours of "anemia,"

was not wholly deprived of blood supply. The results obtained

under the more rigorous conditions of anemia produced by pres-

sure indicate, indeed, that continuance of activity in this stomach

^^ In this instance the entire lower half of the small intestine was en-

larged and thin-walled. Rhythmically-repeated waves of katastalsis, similar

to those of the stomach, appeared here and there. A tonus ring made by

applying a 5 per cent solution of barium chloride became a source of these

waves; at times it caused no waves to pass downwards, but several to move

upwards (anastalsis) for a distance varying from 2 to 4 cm. Thus the small

intestine in the presence of obstruction had taken on some of the charac-

teristics of the colon. (C/. Cannon: American journal of physiology, 191 2,

XXX, p. 114.)
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was possible only because some slight blood flow persisted, or

because the presence of blood in the vessels, even though stag-

nant, keeps the tissues normal longer than they can be so kept

in a wholly bloodless state. The limits of the endurance of this

sort of anemia (after ligature) by the nerve cells of the myenteric

plexus were not determined.

'~T

Im. 4
'%

Figure 5. Section of a normal duodenum: c, nerve cell showing cytoplasmic gran-

ules; cm, circular muscle la3'er; Im, longitudinal muscle layer.

When complete anemia was caused by pressure between

glass plates for any period up to 3 hours, and the gastric and

intestinal contractions were examined later by the X rays or

by inspection under salt solution, normal movements were

invariably seen. In one instance perfect gastric katastalsis and

occasional spontaneous constrictions of the proximal colon were

seen, in regions which had been compressed for four hours. This

result, however, was unusual. In all other instances compres-
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sion for 3^ hours was followed by failure of activity in the

compressed region; and in three instances in which compres-

sion was applied for 4 or 4^ hours perforation occurred and

caused peritonitis. Complete anemia, with blood pressed from

the vessels, can persist, therefore, at body temperature for about

3 hours, without destroying the ability of the alimentary canal

to contract normally.

.A-

t

Figure 6. Section of a part of the canal which had been compressed for three hours,

showing a nest of nerve cells with moderate connective tissue proliferation. C, c, c,

nerve cells cut through diflerent levels; x, section of a nerve cell passing only

through cytoplasm.

Histological Examination. — In the tissues rendered anemic

by tying vessels no degeneration of nerve cells was observed

even when the anemia had lasted for as long as 6 hours. As

already stated, however, there was some question as to whether

the anemia in these cases was complete. These results, there-

fore, are chiefly valuable in showing that the nerve cells may
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remain normal even if they are in a part of the stomach or

intestines which has been for many hours deprived of its

normal circulation, and is edematous, and purple with stagnant

blood.

In tissues compressed till white for i, 2 and 3 hours the nerve

cells in the compressed region usually appeared quite normal.

Figure 7. Section of a part of the duodenum which had been compressed three and
a half hours. Specimen taken sixteen days afterwards. Muscle tissue partly

degenerated, infiltrated with round cells, and to some degree replaced by connec-

tive tissue. X, original site of myenteric plexus between the muscular layers;

nerve cells absent.

Comparison of the appearance of the cell bodies of the myenteric

plexus in a normal intestine (see Fig. 5) and in a region under

pressure for 3 hours (see Fig. 6) shows that when changes occur

they consist in a disappearance of the cytoplasmic granules, a

diffuse staining of the cytoplasm, and a moderate connective

tissue proliferation. The nuclei become somewhat eccentric.
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In the majority of cells anemic for 3 hours changes were not

observed.

As a rule, in parts of the alimentary canal compressed 3I
hours or longer practically all nerve cells disappear from between

the two muscular layers (see Fig. 7); only occasionally can

degenerated remnants be found. The muscular tissue also under-

goes marked changes, — becoming infiltrated with round cells

and in part replaced by connective tissue.

Summary and Conclusions

If the vessels supplying parts of the alimentary canal are

tied and the parts themselves limited by ligatures, the tissues

become edematous and purple, but may not be completely anemic.

After the condition has persisted for 6 or 7 hours such regions

may recover normal activities and on being examined histologically

show nerve cells with normal appearance.

If complete anemia of parts of the alimentary canal is pro-

duced by compression between glass plates, the condition may
last for as long as 3 hours without loss of normal motility or

of nerve cells in the compressed regions. If the compression-

anemia lasts for 3I hours or longer, it almost invariably results

in loss of function and disappearance of nerve cells in the com-

pressed parts.

The concomitance of persistence or loss of function with

persistence or destruction of nerve cells in these experiments

supports Magnus's contention that the spontaneous contractions

of the ahmentary canal are of nervous origin.

The continued existence of the cells of the myenteric plexus

after 3 hours of complete anemia — 2 hours longer than the cells

of sympathetic ganglia — reveals them as the most hardy nerve

cells thus far found in the body.



EVIDENCE OF FAT ABSORPTION BY THE MUCOSA OF
THE MAMMALIAN STOMACH

By CHARLES W. GREENE and WILLIAM F. SKAER
[From the Department of Physiology and Pharmacology, Laboratory of Physiology,

University of Missouri]

VON KOLLIKER discovered evidence of the absorption of

fat from the gastric mucosa in mammals in 1857.^ He
said, "I have never failed to find fat in the gastric epithelium of

young cats, dogs, and mice." "The content of the cells varies

greatly from the finest fatty granules scarcely perceptible to the

condition of the cells in which they were strutting with the en-

gorged fat." This discovery together with the discovery of the

fat splitting enzyme lipase by Claude Bernard in 1856,^ and the

discovery of the cleavage of fat in the gastric cavity by Marcet

in 1858 ^ marks the historical beginning of the small and scattered

literature on the subject of gastric fat absorption. That fat is

absorbed through the intestinal mucosa was shown by Weber in 1847.'*

The newer methods for the histological identification of fat

lead us to take up a re-study of this important problem with the

hope of settling some of the questions which have arisen in the

last few years concerning the gastric absorption of fats.

Method in Outline

Our method of observation rests on the determination of the

microscopic variation in the quantity of fat in the gastric tissues

in relation to fat feeding. In brief it is as follows: we fed ani-

^ KoLLiKER, A. Von: Verhandlungen der physicalisch-medicinischen

Gesellschaft, 1857, vii, pp. 174-193.

2 Bernard, Claude: Lemons de physiologic experimentale, 1856, ii,

p. 178.

3 Marcet, W.: Medical Times, 1858, xvii, p. 209.

* Weber, E. H. : Archiv fiir Anatomic, Physiologic, und wissenschaftliche

Medizin, 1847, vi, pp. 400-402.
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mals with a constant diet to secure relative stability of conditions,

then withheld food for a definite time, usually 24 hours. After

this time a meal rich in fat and of the desired character was given.

Very rich cream was used in the later experiments for testing the

absorption of fat. For the rats olive oil was mixed with fresh

ground meat. Young animals were allowed to suck the mother's

milk where possible, but occasionally were fed artificially. As a

rule several animals have been run in parallel, each group

selected of the same litter or as nearly the same age as possible.

Animals were chosen of different ages from those that had never

taken food to adults. The animals were killed by anesthetics at

varying times following digestion and absorption. The stomach

was opened and its undigested content carefully removed and

the mucosa rinsed with luke warm physiological saline. Selected

tissues were fixed in 10 per cent formalin for about two hours,

then sectioned by Bardeen's freezing microtome, stained with

saturated alcohohc-alkaline scarlet red, counterstained lightly

with haematoxylin, mounted in glycerine, and sealed. We find

these preparations keep very well for a few weeks, depending

largely upon the care with which traces of alkali are removed

after the staining with scarlet red.

Results of Observations

Our observations may be divided into two groups, namely,

1. The evidences of fat absorption by the gastric superficial

epithelium.

2. The variation in fat content of the mammalian gastric

glands.

I. The Evidences oj Fat Absorption by the Gastric Superficial

Epithelium

The study of frozen sections cut vertical to the free surface

chosen from the two principal regions of the stomach, namely,

the cardiac and the pyloric, reveals a rich absorption of fat by

the superficial epithehum. In both regions the quantity of fat

and its distribution in the cells bears a definite relation to the
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time that has elapsed since fat feeding. The assumption that

the fat observed is a true absorption fat rests upon the con-

stancy of this cycle in its relation to fat feeding. This cycle was

shown long ago for the intestinal epithelium by Eimer.^ Eimer
observed that in the small intestine and in the upper part of the

large intestine the epithehal cells of the mucosa were filled with

fat droplets first in the outer, i.e., superficial, zone, and that

later the basal portion of the cell filled with fat.

The normal comparison for such a series of experiments would

seem to be a fat free epithelium. As a matter of observation,

however, it is extremely difiicult to secure an absolutely fat free

epithelium, a fact that was also observed on the intestinal

epithelium by Eimer. The most favorable condition for com-

parison is that represented by the fasting stage of from 20 to 24

hours. At this time the gastric epithelium still contains a few

fat droplets usually at the deeper, i.e., basal, ends of the cells.

For our purposes this condition was taken as a standard.

After a fat meal is given to a series of 24-hour fasted animals

and these are killed at successive periods of time extending

through a range of, say, 3, 6, 10, 15, and 20 hours, it is noted

that the superficial epithelial cells load with fat droplets to a

maximum in from 6 to 15 hours. The loading is first in the free

ends of the cells, i.e., the surface bordering on the lumen. The
fat dropjets gradually increase in number and size until they

occupy all the space between the free surface and the nucleus.

At the most superficial margin of the cell the fat droplets are

always extremely small, usually a fraction of a micron. In the

zone surrounding the nucleus the droplets are always larger.

In both regiofis of the gastric epithelium the appearance gives

one the impression that the fat droplets are growing larger by

accretions as they pass from the marginal zone toward the

nucleus. At this stage in very young animals the contrast is not

so sharp as regards the size of the droplets as in older animals.

As time progresses the fat droplets appear in ever increasing

numbers in the basal end of the cell, i.e., between the nucleus

and the basement membrane. At this period the entire epithelial

^ Eimer, Th.: Virchow's Archiv fiir pathologische Anatomic, 1867,

xxxviii, p. 428.
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cell is often engorged with fat, the droplets varying in size fror^i

a fraction of a micron to as much as 5 or 6 micra in diameter.

The total mass of fat that may appear in an epithelial cell in

that maximal stage of fat absorption seems to vary according to

two factors. The first and most important of these is the factor

of the age of the animal. The younger the animal apparently

the greater the mass of fat that will be crowded into the cells at

this stage of the cycle. The second factor is that of the quantity

of fat that is being digested. We are convinced that the greater

the mass of fat present in the lumen of the stomach in an active

stage of digestion the greater the quantity in the cells at the

maximum of the absorption cycle. In relation to intestinal ab-

sorption various men have called attention to the fact that the

passage of fat is a progressive one, that, while fat is being ab-

sorbed into the free surface of the cell it is being lost or dis-

charged from the basal end of the cell. Evidently this is also,

true for the gastric mucosa, so that a balance at any given

instant must exist as between the quantitative amount of

dissociated fat in the lumen, and consequently in the absorbing

cell itself, and the quantity of synthesized fat appearing in

droplets within the cell.

As absorption ceases the free ends of the cells begin to lose

fat until very little is present between the free surface and the

nucleus. This disappearance of fat is indicated by two micro-

scopic factors, namely, a diminution in the absolute size of the

fat drops and a decrease in the number present. Cells in which

the free margins are relatively low in fat content as a rule show

only small sized fat droplets. This stage is still characterized by

a heavy loading of fat droplets in the bases of the cells, i.e.,

between the nuclei and the basement membrane. As a final

stage, 24 hours or more, the basal portion of the cells lose

the fat droplets until only liposomes are left in the extreme

basal ends of the cells, the condition which was taken as the

normal.

There is one slight variation in the above cycle, namely, the

fact that at the very beginning of fat digestion and at the time

just before the appearance of fat droplets in the superficial ends

of the epithelial cells the normal remnant of fat in the bases of
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the cells tends to disappear. In other words, there is a distinct

but slight drop in the fat content curve just at the beginning of

fat digestion. This drop, which we found very difficult to inter-

pret at the beginning of our series of experiments, proved to be

easily explained on the assumption of an increased quantity of

lipase which is undoubtedly secreted at this time. The increase

in lipase is sufficient to hydrohze the fat remnant, thus sending

it into solution, in which condition we of course could not find

it by our fat staining methods.

Comparison of Cardiac and Pyloric Absorption.— The evi-

dence of fat absorption is strong in both the cardiac and pyloric

regions. A comparison of the two regions in one and the same

animal generally shows a shght contrast in the relative quantity

of fat in the most superficial cells. One must remember here

that the crypts of the cardiac end of the stomach of most mam-

mals are small and insignificant in comparison with the wide

open funnel-like crypts of the pyloric mucosa. It is probably

for this reason that the epithelial cells that load with fat in

the cardiac end are only those representing the areas between

the crypts. Unless absorption is very rapid and voluminous the

cells in the mouths of the cardiac crypts rarely contain more

than traces of absorption fat. On the other hand, the most

superficial mucosa of the pyloric region is always in relatively

intimate contact with the semi-fluid digesting mass. These cells

are the ones that are so often engorged with fat. The size of the

droplets is somewhat larger than in other portions of the stomach

and occasional areas are observed in which the cells seem actually

to be distended from the excess of internal pressure. In the

pyloric region the cells hning the crypts, especially near the

mouth, show a considerable loading with fat. Traces of fat are

found even down relatively deep in the cells of the crypts.

The cycle of variation in fat quantity and in its distribution

in the cell is the same whether one considers the cardiac or the

pyloric mucosa.

Comparison of Gastric Fat Absorption in Different Animals. —
As previously stated, we have used rats, cats, and dogs as ex-

perimental animals in this study. Of the last two species we

have examined animals of various ages from birth to the adult.
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In the cats we have made comparisons between the young just

before taking nourishment and after the first sucking. In each

of these classes fat absorption occurs in the gastric regions.

The stomach of the rat near the esophageal opening is hned with

stratified epitheHum. This area was not shown to absorb fat.

Our examinations were limited to two adult animals, a number
entirely insufficient to determine the point. Both the cardiac

epithehum and the pyloric were loaded with fat in the rats we
examined. These rats were fed olive oil mixed with ground

meat and cooked in small sausages. The control rats showed

only the normal small quantities of fat at the bases of the epi-

thelial cells.

In dogs, especially in the young puppies, the fat fed animals

present an unusually heavy loading of fat in the epithelial cells.

The fat droplets were of relatively large size and in quantity

sufficient to engorge the most superficial regions.

In cats the mucosa is composed of smaller cells than in dogs.

However, the loading of fat during absorption runs a close

parallel with that in dogs. Our series of animals of different ages

was run on cats. Just born kittens which have taken no nourish-

ment show extremely fine liposomes in practically all the gastric

tissues — the mucosa, gland cells, muscle coat, etc. The lipo-

somes have a characteristic fine granular, evenly distributed

appearance, but were not excessive in amount in any of our

material. Kittens from the same litter that were allowed one

meal gave a beautiful picture of fat loading in the gastric super-

ficial epithelium. The picture is so characteristic and so readily

obtained that this one experiment is sufficient to dispel any

doubt as to the source of the fat. Adult cats reveal fat absorp-

tion by the gastric mucosa. Other things being equal, the

quantity of fat is much less in the adult than in the very young.

However, we must take exception to Weiss' statement ^ that the

power of fat absorption is lost by the gastric mucosa at an early

age.

Considering the series of animals studied it seems that the

power of fat absorption by the gastric mucosa is greater in the

^ Weiss, Otto: Archiv fiir die gesammte Physiologie, 191 2, cxliv, pp. 540-

543-
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young than in the adults, a factor which has been discussed by

SchiUing.'^

2. The Variation in the Fat Content of the Mammalian Gastric

Glands in Relation to Fat Absorption by the Stomach

An important observation running through this series of

experiments is found in the fact that the amount of fat in the

gastric glands increases through a definite cycle following a

fatty meal. In some cases the gland cells are so filled with fat

as to practically obscure the histological structure. The fat is

generally distributed throughout the protoplasm of the cell,

always exclusive of the nucleus. In the peptic glands fat granules

appear first and most strikingly in the parietal cells, later in the

chief cells. In the pyloric glands the fat appears first and in

greatest quantity in the cells at the bottom of the glands. In

cats and in dogs the pyloric glands are often convoluted at their

bases not unlike though less marked than in the sweat glands.

The fat in the cells of these convolutions when stained with the

scarlet red brings the glandular areas into sharp contrast with

the supporting tissues.

After a meal the fat is loaded into the gland cells relatively

slowly, and in like manner is extremely slow to disappear. The
maximum amount of fat in the gland after a fatty meal does not

occur so soon after fat feeding as in the case of the superficial

epithelium. In some cases this maximum appears as late as 20

to 24 hours. During fasting the fat in the cells disappears even

more slowly, often taking several days to reach a stage which one

would consider as comparatively free of fat. Taking it all in all,

the cycle of variation in the fat content of the glands runs its

course much more slowly and does not show such extremes of fat

content as in the case of the epithelium. However, the variation

is definite and quite adequate to be easy of identification. The

length of time involved seems to us to be the factor which has

led certain observers, notably Nikolaides ^ to consider fat in the

glands of the body as degeneration fat. However, we are con-

^ ScHlLLiNX, F.: Allgemcine Wiener medicinische Zeilung, 1901, xlvi,

pp. 279, 291, 301, 313.

® Nikolaides, R. : Archiv fiir Physiologic, 1899, pp. 519-524.
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vinced that the condition that we have had under consideration

is one definitely and directly dependent upon the amount of fat

passing through the walls of the aUmentary tract during absorp-

tion. There is no evidence of protoplasmic degeneration.

Last April Schickele ^ published a paper in which he uses the

term "Wanderfett" to designate the fat that accumulates in the

tissue organs such as the hver, sweat glands, etc., during certain

conditions. This term might well be apphed to the case of ex-

cessive fat in the gastric glands observed in our work.

The fat content of the glands, like that of the epitheUum, also

undergoes a drop at the beginning of the digestion period. We
have come to the conclusion that this depression of fat in the

glands is directly related to physiological change occurring in

the early stages of fat digestion, a fact which is readily explained

on the view of the reversible reaction of lipase given us by Kastel

and Loevenhart ^° and by Loevenhart ^^ himself.

When food reaches the stomach there is a great increase in

the gastric secretions, owing to the usual normal reflexes. This

must now, in light of the work of Marcet, Volhard,'- Laqueur,^^

and others, be accepted as a time of great increase in lipase

produced by the activity of the gastric glands. The effect is that

there is an increase in the normal lipase content not only of the

gastric gland cells, but of the other adjacent structures of the

mucosa also. The net result is that the normal fat of the gland

cell is suddenly surrounded with an increase in the lipase. This

disturbs the balance of the fat remnants in the gastric glands and

in the mucosa as well, which, according to the Shiitz-Borissow

law, should lead to a further dissociation and disappearance of

' Schickele: Verhandlungen der deutschen pathologischcn Gesellschaft,

15th session, 191 2, pp. 451-454.
"> Kastel and Loevenhart: American chemical journal, 1900, xxiv, p.

491.

" Loevenhart, A. S.: This journal, 1901, p. 331.

^^ Volhard, Franz: Miinchener medizinische Wochenschrift, 1900, pp.

141, 194.

Ihid: Zeitschrift fiir klinische Medizin, 1901, xlii, p. 414.

Ibid: Zeitschrift fiir klinische Medizin, 1901, xliii, p. 397.

^^ Laqueur, Ernst: Beitrage zu chemischen Physiologic und Pathologie,

1906, viii, pp. 281-284.
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these fat remnants. The very process, therefore, of the produc-

tion of lipase for the digestion of the fat content of the canal

leads to a local disturbance of fat equiHbrium in the gastric

glands, a disturbance which involves also the gastric epithelium.

With the beginning of absorption of the digested fat there is

first a loading of the fat into the columnar epithelial cells, later

a diffusion of this fat into the membrana propria, lymphatics,

gland cells, etc., with a final reconcentration of the fat into the

gland cells. It is obvious, therefore, that the increase in content

of fat in the gastric gland cells takes place somewhat later in the

cycle of fat absorption than the increase noted in the columnar

epithelial cells.

J. The Variation in Absorption Fat in Relation to Lipase Action

Throughout our work we have accepted Pfltiger's hypothesis

that fat digestion and absorption is a lipolytic process. By this

theory hpase dissociates the fat in the canal and the dissociation

products can pass the surface boundaries of the epithelial cells.

Kastel and Loevenhart's demonstration of the reversibility of

lipolytic action is adequate to account for the reappearance of

stainable fat in the tissue cells. The quantitative amount of fat

is an expression of the balance as between fatty acid and Hpase,

a proposition which may also be stated in the reverse way. This

hypothesis adequately explains the histological picture of fat

variation observed in our experiments. If one applies here the

Shiitz-Borissow law, according to which the c|uantity of the

cleavage fat is proportional to the fourth power of the cleavage

agency, it is obvious that we have a working hypothesis into

which fit very nicely the observed facts not only as to the rela-

tive quantity of fat, but also the gross quantity in both the

absorbing epithelium and in the glands.

In estabhshing our normals we studied a series of fastings of

various durations. In occasional animals of medium to late

fasting duration we found an unexpected quantity of fat in the

various gastric glands. Such cases would be ordinarily judged as

fatty degeneration, but the character and arrangement of the fat

in the cells and the otherwise normal appearance of the tissues

was not that of the typical and unquestioned pathological de-
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generation. It seems rather to be a normal condition. We soon

came to the conclusion that we were deahng with a disturbance

as between lipase production and fat mobihzation, i.e., a case of

Schickele's " Wanderfett." In the early stages of fasting the

labile substances, namely, the carbohydrates, are quickly used

for the production of energy. A little later the fats of the adipose

tissues and other more fixed substances are drawn upon. In

this later stage the lipase producing tissues are doubtless strongly

stimulated to increased activity for the accomplishment of the

transportation of fats. Lipase was proven by Loevenhart to be

a normal content of a large number of tissues of which certain

glandular tissues are particularly mentioned by him. To these

tissues ought to be added the gastric glands which are lipase

producers. If one assumes that an excessive production of

hpase takes place in these glands at the time during fasting when

the fats are being dissolved from the storage tissues and are

present in a relatively high per cent in the circulating fluids, it

follows that there will be an increased synthesis of fats in the

lipase producing tissues themselves. We believe from our evi-

dence that the gastric glands are of this class. This hypothesis

more adequately explains the histological picture shown in our

second case than does the hypothesis of fat production from

degeneration of the cell protein.

In conclusion, let us emphasize the main contribution in our

paper, that there is a definite cycle of variation in quantity oj fat

in the gastric mucosa and in the dijjerent gastric glands in relation

to the time following a meal rich in fals.

Summary

In a series of experiments based on the study of the amount of

fat in the superficial gastric epithehum and in the gastric glands

at different times in relation to feeding and fasting we have come

to the following general conclusions:

I. In puppies and kittens before the young have fed, the

young gastric tissues show minute stainable granules which have

the histological characteristics of fat. These granules are ex-

tremely small and are characteristic in their distribution.
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2. The gastric epithelium of rats, cats, and dogs shows a

definite cycle of variation in fat content following the taking of a

meal rich in fat.

3. The gastric epithelium in a moderately fasting condition

contains traces of fat in the bases of the cells. This condition has

to be taken as the normal in fat absorption experiments.

4. The epithelial fat content following a meal of fat is ex-

pressed by a curve which at first shows a slight drop, then a

rapid rise of the amount of fat in the cells, followed by a more

gradual and slow decline to the normal.

5. The gastric epithelium and gastric glands of puppies and

kittens both peptic and pyloric show a marked increase in the

stainable fat after the taking of the first meal. Under ordinary

conditions this fat is never reduced to the quantity and charac-

teristic arrangement of that in the embryo.

6. The amount of fat in the gastric glands runs a definite and

characteristic cycle of variation in relation to the taking of fatty

foods. This cycle is marked by an initial slight drop with a

slow and prolonged rise to a maximal and fall to the normal.

The extremes of the fat content of the glands vary much less

than in the epithelium.

7. More fat is found in the pyloric than in the peptic glands

and the contrasts are more pronounced in the pyloric glands.

8. It is difficult to cause the entire disappearance of fat from

the mammalian gastric gland cells by prolonged fasting.

9. In medium to late fasting there is occasionally an increased

quantity of fat in the gastric gland cells. This has no relation

to absorption fat but is explained as due to mobihzation of body

fats.

WILLIAM FREDERICK SKAER died June 16, 1913. His

loss is deeply felt by his associates, who saw in him the promise

of a most useful life.



CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE PHYSIOLOGY OF THE
STOMACH

VI. A Study of the Mechanisms of the Hunger
Contractions of the Empty Stomach by

Experiments on Dogs

By a. J. CARLSON

[From the Hull Physiological Laboratory of the University of Chicago]

I. Experimental Procedure

THE contractions of the empty stomach in dogs were re-

corded by means of a bromoform manometer connected

with a dehcate rubber balloon in the stomach. The balloon

was introduced into the stomach either through a gastric fistula

or through the esophagus. We were surprised to learn the

ease with which a small rubber balloon and rubber tube attach-

ment can be passed through the esophagus into the stomach

in dogs. If gentle dogs are selected for the work and the dogs

are handled gently, they make little or no resistance after

the first two or three experiments. I have never observed

vomiting or gagging in dogs as a result of the introduction or

the presence of the stomach tube in the esophagus. On the

contrary, the dog with the rubber tube and balloon in the stom-

ach and esophagus will lie quietly for hours in the lap of an

attendant, while the tonus and movements of the empty stom-

ach are being registered on the kymograph. Frequently the

dog will go to sleep during the experiments. This is especially

the case if the dog is covered up with a coat or a comforter.

The tube in the esophagus does not cause distress or inhibi-

tion of the stomach movements.

Most of the observations were made on dogs with a fistula

in the fundus of the stomach. In our first dog we made use of
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the classical silver cannula. In all the other dogs we discarded

the metal cannula and adopted the method followed in human
gastric fistula cases. The incision (3-4 cm. in length) is made

3 cm. below the last rib and 5-6 cm. to the left of the linea alba.

The oblique and transverse muscles are carefully separated

without cutting them. The desired region of the gastric fundus

is pulled out through this opening. The peritoneum is sutured

to the fundus pouch. The abdominal muscles are similarly

sutured to the pouch. In making these sutures care is taken

not to penetrate deeper than the muscle layers of the pouch.

The apex of the fundus pouch is then slit open, and the edges

sutured to the edges of the skin. A closed rubber tube of

I cm. in diameter is passed through the opening into the stom-

ach and kept in place for four days. Then the tube and dress-

ing are removed. It is found that the abdominal muscles

compress this narrow pouch to such an extent . that there is

virtually no leakage from the stomach, much less leakage in

fact than even in the most successful fistula using the metal

cannula. There is no trouble in way of closing up of the fis-

tula as long as the animal is being used two or three times a

week. The dog takes care of the slight leakage, so there is no

corrosion of the skin. We have dogs now in the laboratory

with such fistula of six months' standing, and the dogs are

in the best of condition. In fact, it is obvious that this fistula

leaves the stomach much more normal than does the silver

cannula method. We have obtained normal hunger contrac-

tions of the empty stomach thirty-six to forty-eight hours after

making the fistula. Nothing like normal hunger contractions

is seen in the stomach for six to ten days after making the

fistula by means of the metal tube.

The splanchnic nerves were sectioned through an incision

in the linea alba. The splanchnic nerves on both sides were

therefore cut in one operation.

The vagi nerves were sectioned in the chest. We found

the following method most serviceable. The incision (5 cm. in

length) is made on the left side between the eighth and ninth ribs

and well toward the back. The intercostal muscles are cut

midway between the two ribs leaving the pleura exposed for a
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distance of 5 cm. All this can be done with practically no

bleeding. The pleura is then sectioned, the esophagus with

the adjoining vagi hooked up by an aneurism needle, pulled

up to the chest opening, and the vagi sectioned 3-5 cm. above

the diaphragm. This can be done and the chest closed in less

than three minutes, so that artificial respiration (by means of

a tracheal tube) is not necessary. It is best to use artificial

respiration, however, as that diminishes the pneumo-thorax

and in some cases there may be some delay in picking out the

vagi. The animals make rapid and uneventful recovery.

In the beginning of this work the animals were kept sus-

pended in comfortable hammocks during the observations on

the gastric hunger movements. It soon became apparent,

however, that any kind of mechanical restraint on a young,

vigorous and very hungry dog causes restlessness and evident

distress, especially when continued for hours. Training will

overcome this in part, but not completely. Distress and rest-

lessness will obviously interfere with the stomach movements.

We therefore tried the expedient of having an attendant keep

the dog snugly in his lap during the observation period. This

proved very satisfactory, except for the attendant. It is irk-

some, to say the least, to sit still for two to eight hours at a

stretch. We can appreciate the reason for the dog's restlessness

when restrained mechanically in a hammock or on a couch for

that length of time. When the attendant knows how to handle

dogs even a very hungry dog will lie in his lap quietly for

hours, and will usually cuddle up and go to sleep. After a few

experiments most dogs seek the research room by preference,

and jump into the attendant's lap voluntarily. Two dogs

became so well trained that they would lie quietly on a pillow

for two or three hours at a time without any restraint what-

ever. It is obvious that mental stress and restlessness inter-

feres with the stomach contractions not only in the way of

direct inhibition but also by the varying tonus and irregular

contractions of the abdominal muscles.

The animals used in these experiments were mostly young

and vigorous females.
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II. Results

I. The character of the motor activities of the empty stomach

The contractions of the empty stomach, as registered by

means of a delicate balloon in the fundus, fall into three types

according to the degree of tonus of the stomach.

Type I. — When the stomach shows feeble tonus the hunger

contractions show an average duration of about thirty seconds,

Figure 1. (One half the original size.) Tracings from the empty stomach (fundus)

of dogs. Bromoform manometer. A, slow and feeble hunger contractions of

T3rpe I; B, rapid and vigorous hunger contractions of Type II.

and the intervals between the contractions vary from half a

minute to three or four minutes. This type of contractions

usually falls into groups, separated by intervals of relative

quiescence. The duration of the groups vary from half an

hour to three hours, and the number of contractions in each

group varies correspondingly. It is very rare that a contrac-
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tion group of Type I ends in the tetanus so frequently observed

in man (Mr. W.). The group usually begins with feeble con-

tractions but of longer than average duration and relatively

far apart, and the contractions become gradually stronger and

the intervals shorter. The end of the group is usually char-

acterized by contractions of gradually decreasing strength.

A typical tracing illustrating this type of the hunger contrac-

tions is reproduced in Fig. lA.

Type II. — When the stomach is in relatively strong tonus

the hunger contractions follow one another in rapid succession,

Figure 2. (One half the original size.) Record of hunger contractions of the empty
stomach of dog. At X the gastric contractions change from Type III (incomplete

tetanus or strong tonus) to Type II.

that is, without any intervening pause. The duration of the

contractions varies between tw^enty and thirty seconds. These

contractions are frequently interrupted by periods of incom-

plete tetanus lasting from one to five minutes. These periods

of tetanus are practically identical with those previously de-

scribed in man. The contractions of this type do not fall into

distinct groups. They may vary to some extent in amphtude and

rate, but otherwise may be continuous for an observation period

lasting from two to six hours. If the animal becomes restless

during the observation period the hunger contractions become

irregular and may cease altogether, but this is probably due

to splanchnic inhibition, and cannot be regarded as a spontane-

ous cessation of the hunger contractions.

This type of hunger contractions seems to be present only

in young and vigorous individuals in excellent physical con-

dition. Similar contractions were observed in our man. but less

frequently than in our young and vigorous dogs. From obser-
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vations on Mr. V. it is certain that the hunger sensation is

practically continuous during these contractions. A tracing illus-

trating this type of the hunger contractions is reproduced in

Fig. iB.

Type III. — The hunger contractions designated as Type

III constitute virtually an incomplete tetanus of the stomach.

This tetanus is characterized by periods of strong and relatively

persistent tonus on which are superimposed a series of rapid

contractions. The duration of these rapid contractions averages

twelve to fifteen seconds. These contractions are evidently

analogous to the twenty seconds rhythm in man (Mr. V.). These

tetanus periods vary in length from one minute to ten minutes.

In prolonged starvation they may last much longer. In moderate

hunger they are interspersed between groups of the Type II

rhythm as shown in Fig. 3.

Figure 3. (Four fifths the original size.) Record of hunger contractions of the

empty stomach of dog. At x dog allowed to see and smell meat. Showing inhibi-

tion of the hunger contractions through the splanchnic nerves.

This description of the gastric hunger contractions in dogs

is based on observations on twenty-four individuals. The
shortest observation period on each animal was two weeks, the

longest five months with records taken, on the whole, every

third day. The data should therefore be typical. The three

types of contractions may be observed in the same dog on

different days, or Type I may obtain for a few days, and then

be superseded by Type II, etc. As a general rule Type I

predominated in some of the dogs, and Types II and III in

others. Some of the tracings also disclose what may be termed

transition stages. Thus, near the end of a contraction period of
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Type I the rapidity of the contraction may approach that of

Type II, and occasionally the individual contractions of Type II

will for short periods slow up to such an extent that they parallel

Type I. This is to be expected, since the types of the hunger

contractions seem to vary with the degree of gastric tonus, and
this tonus may vary considerably during a single observation

period. It is also to be noted that the hunger contractions

may occasionally be feeble, irregular or practically absent for

at least two to four hours at a time in dogs that are seemingly

in good condition. And this is always the case if the dogs are

in poor condition from any cause. One of the dogs developed

pneumonia (fatal), and three of the dogs serious nose and eye

infections. The dog in pneumonia showed an hypotonic stom-

ach and complete absence of the hunger contractions. The dogs

with the nose and eye infections showed very feeble and irreg-

ular hunger contractions during the period of infection.

The credit of discovery of the rhythmical contractions of

the empty stomach in dogs belongs to Boldireff, but Boldireff's

account of this rhythm is incomplete and partly misleading.

According to Boldireff the contractions always come in groups

of twenty to thirty minutes duration, and during the one and

one half to two and one half hours intervals between these

groups the stomach is completely quiescent. The contractions

observed by Boldireff were evidently short and feeble periods

of the Type I contractions, but the duration of the interval

between the contractions given by Boldireff is on the whole

much greater than that shown in my series. Boldireff evi-

dently never obtained the Types II and III rhythm in his

animals. The difference in the results of Boldireff and our own

are probably due to (i) the condition of the animals, (2) the

method of handling the animals, and (3) the method of register-

ing the stomach contractions. Boldireff used the classical silver

cannula for the gastric fistula. This depresses the stomach.

All of his dogs had in addition to the gastric fistula (fundus)

also duodenal, pyloric, pancreatic or hepatic fistulas. His dogs

were therefore subjected to much greater disturbance of diges-

tion and metabolism than is the case of a simple fistula of the

fundus as prepared by me. The dogs not being in the best of
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condition, it is not surprising that they showed only feeble

rhythm of Type I. But it seems likely that forcing the dogs

by mechanical means to lie or stand in one position for six to

twelve hours at a time is also partly responsible for the brevity

of the contraction periods and the length of the intervening

periods of quiescence. It is my experience when dogs thus

treated become restless, and restlessness always is accompanied

by gastric inhibition, probably through the splanchnics. When
the dog is allowed to make himself comfortable in the lap of

an attendant he lies quietly and usually without any restraint.

This condition is certainly more nearly normal.

The tracings published by Boldireff do not show the respira-

tory intragastric pressures, nor do they indicate the slightest

variations of the gastric tonus during the observation periods.

His method of registration was therefore not delicate enough

to detect small variations in the intragastric pressure. It would

seem, however, that his method ought to have recorded the Type
II contractions, if they had been present in his dogs.

2. Reflex or Psychic Inhibition of the Hunger Contractions

Anything which interests, annoys, frightens, or angers the

dog causes temporary inhibition of the hunger contractions

(Fig. 4B). Cerebral processes of pleasant character such as

the entrance of a friend (animal keeper) into the room cause

almost as marked inhibition as fear or anger. Pain seems to

cause the most pronounced and lasting inhibition, but the

hunger pain itself is an exception.

Particular attention was given to the influence on the hunger

contractions of seeing and smelling palatable foods. It was

noted in a previous communication that seeing and smelling

palatable foods when hungry did not seem to affect the gastric

hunger contractions in our man V. Neither did the sight or

smell of food induce contractions in the quiescent stomach.

In dogs the sight and sjnell of food leads to temporary inhibition

of the hunger contractions, and the inhibition is directly proportional

to the degree of interest taken in the food. This is a true reflex

or psychic inhibition, because it appears too quickly and is too
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temporary to be an acid inhibition (psychic secretion of gastric

juice) from the stomach mucosa. The inhibition from the

sight and smell of food is most marked during the first few

tests in each dog. Most dogs soon learn that they are not to be

allowed to eat the food. Dogs thus ''sophisticated" pay little or

no attention to the food shown them, no matter how intense the

hunger contractions, and when this is the case the sight and

smell of food does not influence the hunger contractions. This

particular inhibition is therefore of the type of "conditioned"

Figure 4. (One half ihe original size.) Topical records of the gastric hunger con-

tractions of dogs with section of the splanchnic nerves (A) and the vagi nerves (B).

reflexes (Pawlow) similar to the "psychic" secretion of gastric

juice on seeing and smelling palatable food. These reflexes not

only require the presence of hunger and appetite processes, but

also a certain fixation of the attention on the foods, and this is

apparently not possible when the dog knows that he is merely

being teased with the food.

In a few instances the sight and smell of food seemed to

induce a few contractions in the quiescent stomach. This is,

indeed, the reaction that I expected to find to the sight and

smell of food. Some such cases have also been observed in our
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man V. It seems that we have the nervous mechanism for

such a reaction in the motor or tonus fibres of the vagi. But
since this motor effect on the stomach is so rare and transitory

I hesitate to conclude that the motor neurones to the stomach

via the vagi can be stimulated by the sight and smell of palatable

foods. I am rather inclined to think that the few exceptions

to the usual inhibitory reflex are coincidences. Few irregular

contractions are frequently seen during the period of relative

quiescence of the stomach. In the dogs another source of error

appears in the sniffing, the altered respiration, and the altered

tension on the abdominal muscles, when food is smelled or

seen. All these changes affect the intragastric pressure. In our

man V. a few forced respiratory movements induces a strong

contraction even in the quiescent stomach, probably through

associated tonus innervation via the vagi.

The mechanism of the reflex or psychic inhibition of the

hunger contractions described above have now been partly

determined. When the splanchnic nerves are cut on both sides,

these inhibitions are greatly diminished and frequently absent.

The main efferent path is therefore via these nerves, either

through inhibitory fibres to the stomach wall or through the

secretory fibres to the adrenal glands causing hypersecretion of

adrenalin. The inhibition appears too quickly to be initiated by

adrenalin, but the latter may be a contributory factor. The

slight degree of inhibition that may be obtained after section of

the splanchnic nerves must come about either through impulses

through the few inhibitory fibres in the vagi acting on the

stomach wall, or (more likely) through inhibition of the vagus

tonus; that is, a central inhibition.

When this phase of the work was outlined the possibility

was recognized that section of the splanchnics may change the

above inhibition to stimulation, by eliminating the bulk of the

inhibitory nerve fibres to the stomach. I anticipated that

after the section of the splanchnics the sight and smell of food

would initiate or augment the gastric hunger contractions by

increasing the vagus tonus. But I failed completely to sub-

stantiate this hypothesis. The gastric tonus mechanism via

the vagi is there and unimpeded by inhibition via the splanchnic
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nerves, but the quality and quantity of the afferent nervous im-

pulse so far tested seem to act on this tonus mechanism only

in the way of inhibition.

It has been shown in our man V. that the stimulation of

nerve endings of taste and general sensibihty to the mouth
cavity causes temporary inhibition of the gastric hunger con-

tractions. Even the chewing of palatable food inhibits the con-

tractions. While the experiments on Mr. V. are conclusive for

man, I attempted to repeat the tests on dogs, as I surmise

that these inhibitions from the mouth cavity are characteristic

for the whole vertebrate series. This phase of the work on dogs

did not yield satisfactory results. To be sure, stimulation of

nerve endings in the mouth by gustatory substances and the

chewing of palatable food leads to temporary inhibition of the

hunger contractions of the stomach in our dogs. But these

measures also cause salivation, swallowing movements, rest-

lessness, and struggling. We have seen that the mere sight and

smell of food suffices to cause inhibition. Swallowing causes

temporary inhibition, and this is invariably the case with rest-

lessness and struggling caused by discomfort, displeasure, or

anger, or anything of unusual interest. All these factors are

easily controlled in man, but they cannot be controlled in dogs.

J. The Influence of Sleep on the Gastric Hunger Contractions

It was hoped that the gastric hunger contractions during

sleep would shed some light on the question of central inner-

vation (via the vagi) of these contractions, as the condition

of sleep seems to involve diminished activity of the cerebro-

spinal system. Lombard showed that even the light sleep of

few minutes duration in the middle of the day depressed or

aboHshed the knee reflex. I have studied the gastric hunger

movements during similar short periods of light sleep in our

man V., the man going to sleep in the course of an experiment

while reclining in an easy chair or lying on a couch. In no case

did I observe any effect of these periods of sleep on the inten-

sity or rate of the hunger contractions. These contractions

invariably continued as if not influenced by the change in the
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central nervous system accompanying sleep. These short

periods of sleep so far studied probably never reached the

degree of central depression that is characteristic of the normal

and uninterrupted sleep during the night. I have not yet

succeeded in observing the hunger contractions in Mr. V. during

a normal night sleep, for the reason that the substitution of

the rubber balloon for the six o'clock dinner does not seem to

be conducive to sleep, in his case.

When a dog is lying comfortably in the lap of an attendant,

and is covered up with a gown or a comforter, he frequently

goes to sleep for periods varying from a few minutes to an hour

or more, provided the hunger contractions are not too intense,

and the room is kept fairly quiet. These periods of sleep are

characterized by the usual change in respiration, pulse, and

muscular tonus, and not infrequently by snoring. During

these periods of sleep the gastric hunger movements persist

unchanged both as regards rate and intensity. In case the

dogs are restless or disturbed in some way before going to sleep

the hunger contractions usually become stronger and more reg-

ular during the sleep. This is obviously due, not to an increased

tonus innervation through the vagi, but to the cessation of

inhibition processes through the splanchnics. If very strong

hunger contractions appear during the sleep the dogs invariably

become restless, even to the point of ''moaning" in their sleep,

and usually wake up. The waking up always causes a temporary

inhibition of the hunger contractions. On waking up during a

period of relative quiescence of the empty stomach the action

of stretching and the increased tonus of the skeletal muscles is

frequently accompanied by what appears to be a temporary

increase in the gastric tonus, and sometimes even a few hunger

contractions. This may be an instance of associated tonus

innervation through the vagi, but the mechanical effects on the

stomach of the increased tonus of the abdominal muscles must

also be taken into account, and eliminated through section of

the vagi. It may be noted in this connection that our man V.

never has gone to sleep during the experiment at the period

when the hunger contractions were moderately strong or very

intense.

I

I
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It is admitted that the above observations on man and
dogs probably do not include the state of deepest possible normal

sleep. But the results show that light sleep has no effect on

the rate and intensity of the gastric hunger contractions, except

in the way of removal of extrinsic inhibitory influences via

the splanchnic nerves. If the gastric hunger contractions are

initiated or augmented by tonus impulses through the vagi

this central tonus mechanism is not materially influenced by
the change involved in light sleep.

On the other hand, the gastric hunger contractions of the

empty stomach do affect the sleep. It is a common experi-

ence that the healthy individual experiences difficulty in going

to sleep and sleeps less soundly on an empty stomach, provided

he is not extremely fatigued, when we probably have to do

with a direct depression of the stomach by fatigue substances

in the blood. The dog is actually aroused from his sleep by
the intense hunger contractions of the stomach. It is highly

probable that this also occurs in man, especially in infants and

in young and vigorous individuals. This is due to action on

the vaso-motor centres and on the reflex centres in general by

the afferent impulses from the walls of the contracting stom-

ach. Whether or not an individual is awakened from his sleep

by the gastric hunger contractions is simply a matter of the

algebraic sum of the intensity of the hunger contractions and

the intensity of the sleep.

The origin of the afferent impulses that cause the hunger

sensation has been demonstrated to be in the walls of the

stomach. But in case any person should want additional proofs,

it may be pointed out that the above observations furnish

additional evidence that the sensation or consciousness of

hunger does not originate the gastric hunger contractions,

since these contractions go on unchanged during sleep. This

conclusion may be objected to on the ground that our man V.

as well as our dogs might have been dreaming of hunger, food,

etc., during these periods of sleep. In the case of Mr. V. there

were no such dreams, at least none that he could recall when

questioned immediately after he woke up. And as for the dogs,

we have as yet no means of finding out, except by sectioning
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the vagi. The gastric hunger contractions do persist after isola-

tion of the stomach from the central nervous system. But it

is not unlikely that a person awakened from his sleep by strong

hunger contractions of the stomach will dream of hunger, food,

etc., during the process of regaining full consciousness.

4. The Influence on the Gastric Hunger Contractions of Isolation

of Stomach from the Central Nervous System

(i) Complete Section of the Splanchnic Nerves. — Observa-

tions have been made on five dogs with complete section of the

splanchnic nerves on both sides. The longest period of observa-

tion after the splanchnic section was two months. Observa-

tions were in some cases begun two hours after the operation.

When the records of these five dogs are viewed as a whole, it is

clear that the complete section of the splanchnic nerves in dogs

increases the gastric tonus and augments the gastric hunger contrac-

tions (Fig. 5A). The hunger contractions become more rapid and

more continuous, that is, there is less evidence of the periodic

groups with intervening periods of relative quiescence. It is not

uncommon to observe contractions at the rate of about two per

minute during an entire observation period of two to four hours.

The section of the splanchnic nerves does not abolish the perio-

dicity completely, however. It seems to be a question of rela-

tive degree of gastric tonus. If for any reason the tonus of the

empty stomach is relatively low on any day, the hunger con-

tractions are less frequent, and there is greater evidence of

periods of relative quiescence. We desire to emphasize the

fact that the above conclusion is based on the observations

as a whole. Even the dogs with the splanchnic nerves sec-

tioned showed on some days no greater tonus of the empty

stomach or greater rate and persistence of the gastric hunger

contractions than does the dog with these nerves intact. And
occasionally a dog with the splanchnic nerves intact exhibits

as great a degree of gastric tonus and rate and persistence of

the gastric hunger contractions as the maximum observed in

dogs with the splanchnic nerves cut. This is to be expected,

as by section of these nerves one eliminates only one (and in
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the normal animal probably one of the least important) of the

factors in the motor activity of the empty stomach. The con-

ditions that effect the stomach through the blood, and through
the vagi are still subject to the same variations as in the animal

with the splanchnic nerves intact.

After complete section of the splanchnic nerves the psychic

or reflex inhibition of the gastric hunger contractions already

described is greatly diminished. The stimuli that cause anger,

FiGXJRE 5. (Two thirds the original size.) Record of exceptionally vigorous hunger

contractions of the empty stomach of dog thirty days after complete section of the

vagi and the splanchnic nerves (isolation of the stomach from the central nervous

system). This record was taken on the fifth day of starvation.

fear, pain, joy, or pleasure no longer lead to complete cessa-

tion of the hunger contractions. The maximum effect is a

slight and transitory weakening of the contractions. It is

therefore evident that the inhibitory fibres in the splanchnic

nerves (and possibly also the secretory fibres to the adrenals)

constitute the main eft'erent path in this type of inhibition. The

slight degree of inhibition usually in evidence after section of

the splanchnic nerves must be due to central inhibition of the

vagus tonus or to action of the few inhibitory fibres in the vagi.

Particular attention was given to the effect of seeing and

smelling food on the hunger contractions in these dogs with
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section of the splanchnic nerves, in order to determine whether

these stimuli augment the tonus of the vagi and thus increase

the hunger contractions. The results were negative. Even

with the greater part of the extrinsic inhibitory fibres to the

stomach eliminated, the sight, smell, and taste of food not only-

fails to initiate or augment the gastric hunger contractions, but

so far as these stimuli affect the stomach at all it is in the di-

rection of inhibition of the hunger movements. The apparent

increase in the intensity of the hunger pangs in man on seeing

or smelling palatable food must therefore be essentially a central

phenomenon of facilitation or Bahnung.

(2) The Section of the Vagi. — Section of both vagi in the

chest was made in three dogs, and after this operation observa-

tions on the gastric hunger contractions were continued for

from two weeks to three months. Observations were in some

cases made two hours after the vagi section.

Section of the vagi leaves the empty stomach on the whole

permanently hypotonic, that is, at least for a period of up to

three months after the operation. The tonus of the empty

stomach in these dogs varies somewhat from day to day, and

occasionally the tonus may approach that of a dog with the

vagi intact, but on the whole the tonus is permanently much
lower than normal. This is evident not only from the observa-

tions by means of the balloon in the gastric cavity, but also

on direct inspection and by palpation (introducing the finger

through the fistula).

The hunger contractions of the empty stomach are changed

mainly in rate and regularity. The duration of each individual

contraction is about normal, or on the whole less than normal.

The long-drawn-out contractions or tetanus are rarely seen.

But the intervals between the contractions vary on the whole

from two to five minutes or even up to eight minutes. The
strength or rather the amphtude of the individual contractions

may appear greater than normal, evidently because the con-

tractions start rather suddenly and without any marked pre-

liminary increase in tonus, and the maximal contractions are

evidently so complete that all the air is forced out of the bal-

loon. These contractions may continue of fairly uniform
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amplitude and rate for two to three hours, that is, during a

whole observation period. (Fig. 5.) The contractions vary-

in strength and rate from day to day, and on some days they

may be completely absent during the entire observation period

(two to four hours).

The periodicity of the hunger rhythm is, on the whole,

obscured, except on the days when the gastric tonus approaches

that in normal dogs. On such days the contractions appear at

shorter intervals, and tend to fall into groups similar to those

in normal dogs. Periods of gastric hunger contractions of normal

rate and intensity have been observed as early as twelve hours

after the complete section of the vagi in the chest. The period

of most powerful hunger contractions so far observ-ed in any

dog was recorded in one dog twenty-four hours after the vagi

section. This dog had during the four weeks preceding the vagi

section showed almost invariably the Type II rhythm. It was

therefore a dog with unusual intense gastric motor activity.

The complete section of the vagi causes on the whole less

depression in dogs that exhibit great hunger contractions while

the vagi are intact. The variations in the rate and intensity

of the gastric hunger contractions in different dogs is therefore

primarily due to individual variations in the condition of the

stomach rather than to variations in the central innervation or

the central inhibition.

In the dogs with the vagi sectioned, but the splanchnic

nerves intact, the "psychic" or reflex inhibition of the gastric

hunger contractions is still in evidence, but the inhibition appears

not to be so marked as when the vagi are intact. Accurate

comparisons are, however, difficult to make because of the

lowered tonus, and the usual long intervals between the hunger

contractions after section of the vagi. I had expected an

augmentation of the inhibition through the splanchnics after

the vagi section. Instead of finding this to be the case there

actually appeared a gradual diminution in the influence of the

splanchnic nerves on the empty stomach in the dog observed for

three months after section of the vagi. It was not due to the

regeneration of the vagi fibres, and consequent restoration of

the vagus tonus. If further work should estabhsh this as a
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fact, we would have a significant instance of physiological read-

justment — either an actual diminution in the inhibitory im-

pulses through the splanchnics in consequence of a dynamic

readjustment in the central nervous system, or else an increased

resistance ("tolerance") to the splanchnic impulses on the part

of gastric motor mechanism.

5. Section of both Splanchnic and both Vagi Nerves

Complete section of the splanchnic and the vagi nerves

were made on four dogs, and observations made on the gastric

hunger contractions for thirty to sixty days after the observa-

tion. The section of the splanchnic nerves were made seven

days after the section of the vagi. After this complete isola-

tion of the dogs' stomach from the central nervous system,

there is practically a permanent hypotonus of the stomach

except under conditions of prolonged starvation. ' The gastric

hunger contractions are much the same as when the vagi alone

are severed. The contractions are usually of great amplitude,

but the intervals between the contractions are frequently longer

than in normal dogs. The grouping of the contractions into

periods is usually in evidence. These contractions of the

isolated and empty stomach are present ten to twenty hours

after the vagi section, and there is some improvement in the

rhythm or an approach towards the normal tonus and con-

traction rate during the thirty to sixty days of observation. On
the whole the hunger contractions of the isolated stomach con-

forms to Type I. The Type II is rare except during prolonged

starvation. Short periods (two to three' minutes) of incom-

plete tetanus are frequently seen especially during prolonged

starvation, and during the first half of the hunger period. It

is therefore clear that all the essential characteristics of the

hunger contractions of the empty stomach are determined by the

local gastric motor mechanisms rather than by the character of

the central innervation or the central inhibition.

Cannon ^ has reported observations on the effects of vagi

and splanchnic section on the gastric movements of digestion

^ Cannon: This journal, 1906, xvii, p. 429.

i
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in cats. Section of the splanchnic nerves did not affect the

movements of digestion; section of the vagi caused slowing and

weakening of the peristalsis of digestion, but the normal rate

of peristalsis was practically restored in a few days. Com-

bined vagi and splanchnic section left the digestion movements

of the stomach practically normal even shortly after the opera-

tion. It seems that section of the vagi or complete section of

the vagi and the splanchnic nerves in dogs cause on the whole

a greater change in the movements of the empty stomach than

does the same lesion in cats in case of the movements of the

Figure 6. (One half the original size.) Tracings from the empty stomach of dog

A, dog normal and showing normal hunger contractions; B, after dog developed

pneumonia, showang complete absence of the hunger contractions.

filled stomach. This probably means that the tonus of the vagi

plays a greater role in the movements of the empty than in

the movements of the filled stomach. For it is not likely that

there is such marked difference in the relative importance of

the vagi in cats and dogs.

The changes in the character of the gastric hunger contrac-

tions after isolation of the stomach from the central nervous

system seem primarily due to the persistent hypotonus. This

is indicated by the fact that on days when the stomach of a

normal dog shows relatively slight tonus, the hunger contrac-

tions approach the type shown by the isolated stomach, and
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on days when the isolated stomach exhibits tonus approaching

that in normal dogs the hunger contractions tend to assume

the normal type. Occasionally records are obtained from the

empty and isolated stomach that practically demonstrate the

above point. During a period of relatively slow hunger rhythm

the tonus for some unknown reason may increase markedly

for periods of varying length and during these periods the hunger

contractions are identical in rate and character with those of the

intact stomach in normal (strong) tonus. In one of the dogs with

the vagi and splanchnic nerves sectioned, six days fasting led

to the appearance of periods of very great gastric tonus and

during these periods (virtually periods of incomplete tetanus)

the gastric contractions assumed the form of Type III.

However, the details of the changes in the hunger rhythm

after isolation of the stomach from the central nervous system

seem of minor importance in this connection. The essential

point is that since the empty stomach completely isolated from

the central nervous system does exhibit the typical hunger contrac-

tions, the primary sti?nulus to these contractions is not to be sought

in the extrinsic nerves. This type of activity is characteristic

of the empty stomach and primarily independent of the central

nervous system. We do not mean to deny that under certain

conditions the tonus fibres in the vagi may inaugurate or intensify

the gastric hunger movements. But it seems likely that under

normal conditions the essential role of the vagi and the splanchnic

nerves in connection with the gastric hunger contractions is that

of modifying or regulating a primarily automatic mechanism in

the stomach wall. Further analysis of the hunger mechanism

must be directed primarily to the intrinsic neuromuscular appa-

ratus of the stomach, and secondarily to the factors that con-

trol the vagus tonus.
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VII. The Inhibitory Reflexes from the Gastric

Mucosa

By a. J. CARLSON
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I. The Problem

IT has been shown by experiments on man (Mr. V.) that weak

acids (including normal gastric juice) and alkalies, alcoholic

beverages (wines, brandy, beer), coffee, tea, and even water

acting on the gastric mucosa inhibit the gastric tonus and the

gastric hunger contractions.^ This inhibition is initiated by

stimulation of nerve endings in the gastric mucosa, and not by
mechanical tension or pressure on the stomach wall. The work

on man led to the conclusion that any substance capable of

stimulating the nerve endings in the gastric mucosa causes inhibi-

tion of the tonus and the hunger contractions, and inhibition

only, as there was no evidence of any increase in the gastric

tonus or hunger contractions following the primary inhibition.

The possibility that these inhibitory phenomena in man are in

reality psychic inhibitions (consciousness of being subjected to

experimentation) and hence not initiated by the stimulation of

nerves in the gastric mucosa was considered. The following

facts seemed to speak against the hypothesis of central or psychic

inhibition, (i) The inhibition is proportional to the quantity

and concentration of the material introduced into the stomach,

and frequently Mr. V. did not know either the nature or the

amount of the substance introduced. (2) The inhibition appears

even when Mr. V. himself puts the wine or beer of his own

1 Carlson: This journal, 1913, xxxii, p. 245.
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choice into the stomach. (3) Mr. V. was at no time impatient

or displeased with the experiments so far as I could determine.

(4) These substances produce identical inhibitions when put

directly into the stomach of dogs (awake or asleep). (5) The

inhibitions are in evidence after isolation of the stomach from the

central nervous system by section of the vagi and the splanchnic

nerves. The present paper deals with the character of this

inhibition in dogs and the modification of the inhibition following

section of the splanchnic and the vagi nerves. For an account

of the special technique and experimental procedure in this work

the reader is referred to the previous reports.^ It will suffice to

state that liquids were introduced into the stomach through the

fistula by means of a soft rubber tube so that swallowing acts,

and the stimulation of nerve endings in the mouth, the pharynx,

and the esophagus were completely eliminated. These tests

on dogs are thus parallel to those on Mr. V.

II. The Action of Water, Acids, Alkalies, and Alcoholic

Beverages

The observations were made on six dogs with all the extrinsic

gastric nerves intact, on six dogs with the splanchnic nerves cut;

and on four dogs with complete section both of the vagi and the

splanchnic nerves. The results on the normal dogs are practi-

cally identical with those on Mr. V. already reported. Gastric

juice (human, canine), weak acids and alkalies, brandy, wines,

and beer introduced directly into the empty stomach during

hunger contractions produce immediate inhibition of the gastric

tonus and contractions. The duration of the inhibition depends

upon the quantity of the material introduced into the stomach

and on the degree of the hunger contractions. Thus the same

quantity of gastric juice or wine seems to cause more prolonged

inhibition in dogs showing the "type I" than in the dogs show-

ing "type III" hunger rhythms. The duration of these inhibi-

tions can best be studied in the dogs showing the type II and III

hunger contractions, as these two forms are practically con-

^ Carlson: This journal, xxxii, p. 369.
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tinuous, so that the errors from spontaneous periods of relative

quiescence are eliminated. In normal dogs showing type H and

III contractions, 25 cc. gastric juice or 0.5% HCl usually causes

complete inhibition for 20 to 30 minutes. The return of the

hunger contractions is always gradual. 25 cc. of beer will

inhibit for 15 to 25 minutes. In one case 50 cc. of beer caused

complete inhibition for one hour.

Figure 1. (One third the original size.) Tracings from empty stomach of dogs.

A, normal dog; B, dog with both splanchnic nerves cut; X, introduction of 25 cc.

0.5% HCl into the stomach. Showing less complete inhibition of the hunger

contractions by acid in the stomach after section of the splanchnic nerves.

U>ilK,j,«>)l,«^^

Figure 2. (One half the original size.) Tracings from the empty stomach of dogs.

A, normal dog; B, dog with section of the vagi and the splanchnic nerves; X,
introduction of 12 cc. of brandy + 12 cc. water into the stomach. Showing less

complete inhibition by alcohol in the case of the stomach isolated from the central

nervous system.

If these substances are introduced into the stomach of dogs

during a period of relative quiescence and tonus relaxation the
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only effect appears to be a still greater tonus relaxation and

prolongation of the quiescent period. In some cases one or two

hunger contractions follow immediately on introducing the ma-

terial into the stomach. I am inclined to attribute these con-

tractions to the mechanical distension of the stomach wall rather

than to stimulation of nerve endings in the mucosa. This

phenomenon was never observed when the stomach was in strong

tonus and hunger contractions.

Typical tracings illustrating this inhibition of the gastric

hunger contractions in normal dogs by acids, brandy, and beer

are reproduced in Figs. i(A) and 2(A).

III. The Action of Carbon Dioxide

The influence on the hunger contractions of CO2 in the

stomach cavity is the same in man and dog. The experiments on

dogs were made with water saturated with C02"and with CO2

gas. When the gas was employed, at times enough of it was

passed into the stomach via the fistula to cause escape of the

gas through the esophagus. The water saturated with CO2 has

practically the same action as ordinary water, that is a slight

temporary inhibition without any after effect of the nature of

increased tonus or contractions. This is true whether the car-

bonated water is introduced during active hunger contractions

or during relative quiescence. The CO2 gas usually initiates

some contractions if introduced into the stomach during a period

of quiescence. This is evidently due to mechanical distension

of the stomach walls and not to chemical stimulation of nerve

endings in the mucosa. If the empty stomach is in vigorous

tonus and hunger contractions the CO2 gas causes a slight tem-

porary inhibition without any stimulating after effect. This

temporary inhibition is in all probabihty due to a weak acid

stimulation of the nerve endings in the mucosa.
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IV. The Effects of. Complete Section of the Splanchnic

Nerves

The inhibition of the gastric tonus and hunger contractions

by acids, alkahes, alcohol, etc., in the stomach cavity persists

after section of the splanchnic nerves, but it is on the whole less

complete and of shorter duration than in dogs with all the ex-

trinsic gastric nerves intact. This apphes to all the substances

used in this series of experiments. A pair of tracings illustrating

this diminution of the acid inhibition from the stomach after

section of the splanchnic nerves are given in Fig. i. When, as

in the present series, the test with each substance is repeated at

least ten times on each animal, some variations in the intensity

and duration of the inhibition appear. That is to be expected,

because the degree of inhibition depends on several variable fac-

tors, such as the excitability of the nerve endings in mucosa, the

excitabihty of the Auerbach plexus and of the central nervous

system, the tonus of the stomach, etc. It is therefore true that

the most pronounced inhibition observed after section of the

splanchnic nerves may be as marked as the feeblest inhibition

obtained in the normal dogs. But when all the results in the

two series of dogs are compared, there is no question but that

section of both the splanchnic nerves diminishes the inhibition

following stimulation of the gastric mucosa by acids, alkalies,

alcohol, etc.

Several explanations of this fact suggest themselves. (i)

Since section of the splanchnic nerves in dogs increases on the

whole the tonus and the hunger contractions of the empty stom-

ach, the diminished inhibition may be due to this greater vigor

of the stomach rather than to cutting the efferent path of a long

reflex. I do not think that this is the main or important factor,

because the typical marked inhibition is obtained in normal dogs

even when the stomach shows as vigorous tonus and hunger

contractions as the maximum shown by dogs with the splanchnic

nerves severed. Moreover, the inhibition is still incomplete in

splanchnetomized dogs that show relatively feeble hunger con-

tractions ("type I").
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(2) The substances stimulate afferent vagi nerve endings in the

mucosa, and the afferent vagi impulses via conscious or subcon-

scious centres finally stimulate the efferent inhibitory neurones

in the splanchnic system. It is well known that the vagi carry

afferent fibres from the stomach mucosa and that the splanchnic

nerves carry inhibitory fibres to the stomach. The present ex-

periments give the first intimation that the afferent vagus and

the efferent splanchnic systems are so intimately associated in

gastric motor reflexes. It is possible that the reflex also involves

the adrenal glands, so that the above inhibition is to be ac-

counted for, in part, by the depressor action of an increased out-

put of epinephrin.

V. The Effect of Section of the Vagi Nerves and of the

Vagi and the Splanchnic Nerves

When all the records are compared it appears that section of

the vagi nerves alone or section of both the splanchnic and the

vagi nerves diminishes the inhibitory reflex from the gastric

cavity on the whole more than does the section of the splanchnic

nerves alone. A fact of greater importance, however, is the per-

sistence of the reflex after complete isolation of the stomach from

the central nervous system. The inhibition is therefore primarily

a local reflex. The increased diminution of the inhibition after

the vagi section may involve two mechanisms. It is well known
that the vagi contain some efferent inhibitory fibres to the stom-

ach motor mechanism, and may be, together with the splanchnic

inhibitory fibres, involved in the long inhibitory reflex. But since

the gastric tonus fibres in the vagi and the gastric inhibitory

fibres in the splanchnic nerves are practically antagonistic, it is

highly probable that aft'erent impulses leading reflexly to the

stimulation of the inhibitory neurones lead at the same time to

the inhibition of the tonus or motor neurones.

The reader may object that we are now discussing inferences

that do not necessarily follow from the facts so far at hand.

The facts, in brief, are these. The inhibition of the tonus and

the contractions of the empty stomach by stimulation of the
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gastric mucosa persist after isolating the stomach from the

central nervous system, but the inhibition is diminished in in-

tensity and duration after section of the splanchnic nerves, and

somewhat more so after section of the vagi nerves. It has been

shown that section of the vagi leaves the stomach on the whole

permanently hypotonic, except during prolonged starvation,

although there seems to be a gradual improvement in the effi-

ciency of the local tonus mechanism. Is it not possible that the

lessened inhibition after the vagi lesion is due to a depression of

the excitability of the local afferent nerve endings in the mucosa

or depression of the local reflex centre similar to the tonus depres-

sion? Our experiments do not exclude this possibility, but the

results on the dogs with only the splanchnic nerves severed

l|l,,,ji%,Aiiytfi«M/^^
\J ^Vv iMMV^l/yilM)^^

Figure 3. (One third the original size.) Tracing from the empty stomach of a dog
six weeks after section of the vagi and the splanchnic nerves; A', introduction of

25 cc. port wine into the stomach. Showing a degree of alcohol inhibition almost

as marked as in normal dog.

show conclusively that it is not the sole factor. For in these

dogs there is no gastric hypotonus, and yet the inhibition from

the gastric mucosa is diminished.

Another possibility has occurred to me. When the same

quantity (25-50 cc.) of acids, alkalies, or alcoholic beverages is

introduced into a stomach in tonus and into a stomach in hypo-

tonus, it seems likely that the solutions will come in contact

with more of the mucus membrane in the tonic than in the

atonic stomach. This might result in less inhibition in the case

of atonic stomach from the mere fact of stimulation of less of the

afferent nervous mechanism. I have tested this possibiHty by

introducing a greater quantity of the respective solutions in the

hypotonic stomach. But if 25 cc. of acid or of beer fails to

produce complete inhibition, 50 cc. of the same liquid usually

also fails. This is to be noted, however, that the depression of
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inhibition following splanchnic and vagi section is most marked

for a week or two after these nerve lesions are made, and there

is a distinct tendency to improvement in the efficiency of the

local reflex pari passu with the improvement in the local tonus

mechanism (Fig. 3). This is probably an instance of readjust-

ment of local reflex mechanisms to a fair degree of efficiency in

the absence of central tonus and accessory central long reflexes.

The experiments on Mr. V. and on normal dogs led to the

conclusion that contractions of the empty stomach cannot be

induced by stimulation of the gastric mucosa, that such stimula-

FlGURE 4. Diagram to represent the local and the long reflex mechanisms involved

in the inhibition of the gastric tonus and the hunger contractions from stimula-

tion of the gastric mucosa. A, adrenal gland; B, gastric mucosa; C, stomach

musculature; D, Auerbach's plexus; E, local afferent neurones from the gastric

mucosa to the Auerbach's plexus (these neurones are predominantly inhibitory);

H, tonus or motor neurones to the stomach via the vagi; L, afferent neurones in

the vagi from the gastric mucosa; P, neurones in the splanchnic nerves; + =
stimulation; — = inhibition.

tion causes inhibition only. It was noted that one or two con-

tractions occasionally follow immediately on the introduction of

these liquids into the stomach, but it seemed probable that these

contractions were due to the mechanical distension of the stomach
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walls rather than to the chemical or mechanical stimulation of

the nerve endings in the mucosa. These initial contractions

following the introduction of acids, alkalies, or alcoholic beverages

into the stomach occur more frequently in the hypotonic stomach

isolated from the central nervous system. This is true even when

special care is taken to introduce the substance slowly so as not

to cause sudden distension of the stomach walls. I am not yet

satisfied that this primary motor response is actually due to

stimulation of nerve endings in the mucosa. If it is, there must

be in the mucosa a few afferent nerve endings of the excitatory

type, but the afferent inhibitory nerve endings are so much more

numerous that the influence of the former group is completely

submerged by the latter except occasionally when the stomach is

hypotonic. Or else local afferent nerve endings in the mucosa

are all of one type, but the type of reflex produced by this

stimulation may depend in part on the tonus condition of the

reflex centres (Auerbach plexus).

The local and long reflex mechanisms governing the tonus

and the hunger contractions of the empty stomach demanded by

the above work on dogs are diagrammaticafly represented in Fig.

4. It may be noted that this diagram is not intended to repre-

sent all the afferent gastric nerve components, such as those

acting in various ways on consciousness, on the vaso-motor

centres, etc. The adrenal glands are indicated simply as a

possible factor, because conclusive data has not yet been obtained

on that point.



THE TONUS AND HUNGER CONTRACTIONS OF
THE EMPTY STOMACH DURING

PARATHYROID TETANY

By a. J. CARLSON

[From the Hull Physiological Laboratory of the University of Chicago]

THE X-ray method of investigation of the gastric move-

ments of digestion in cats and dogs in parathyroid tetany

failed to reveal tetany of the stomach and the intestines.^ The
gastric and intestinal movements of digestion may continue

normal during severe tetany; and in so far as the tetany con-

dition influences the movements of digestion of the stomach

and intestines, this influence is in the direction "of depression

(slowing and weakening). It was also found that the gastric di-

gestion is usually retarded by the parathyroid tetany condition.

These observations have now been extended to the empty
stomach by the method of an inflated balloon in the stomach

introduced through a fistula of the fundus. This permits the

taking of continuous and accurate records of the motor con-

dition of the stomach in dogs."

The motor condition of the empty stomach in tetany is of

special interest in connection with the problem of hunger, as

animals in tetany show diminished desire for food in propor-

tion to the severity of the tetany. Hunger is caused mainly

by gastric contractions. If the condition of the parathyroid

tetany of the skeletal muscles involved a parallel tetany of

the musculature of the digestive tract one might even expect

an increased hunger in tetany. The refusal of food by animals

in tetany might be accounted for if the tetany leads to gastric

hypotonus and absence of hunger contractions. There is a third

possibility. The normal gastric hunger contractions may be

^ Carlson: This journal, 1912, xxx, p. 309.

^ Carlson: This journal, 1913, xxxii, p. 369.
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present in tetany, but the impulses from the stomach may-

fail to give rise to the sensation of hunger because of the change

(the tetany condition) in the central nervous system.

Observations have now been completed on three dogs. The
dogs were observed every third day for two weeks, so as to

secure the average normal gastric tonus and hunger contrac-

tions. Complete thyroid parathyroidectomy was then made.

All three dogs ran a typical course of tetany of varying severity

from day to day. Dog I died in tetany on the sixth day after

the operation; Dogs II and IH died in depression on the eighth

and tenth days respectively.

The results of the observations on the relation of parathy-

roid tetany to the tonus and movements of the empty stomach

were practically the same in the three dogs. In this tetany there

is depression of the tonus and contractions of the empty stomach

parallel with the severity of the tetany, so that during extreme

tetany the stomach is practically atonic and tonus contractions

and hunger contractions are completely absent.

The milder stages of the tetany (hyperexcitabihty of the

motor nerves, slight tremors, twitchings, and some salivation)

may coexist with considerable gastric tonus and hunger con-

tractions, but the hunger contractions are always slower and

weaker than normal.

It is well known that the course of parathyroid tetany,

especially in dogs, is usually more or less periodic, the animal

recovering spontaneously for periods varying from a few hours

to a day or more between the tetany attacks. Dog II showed

two such periods of spontaneous recovery of thirty-four and

twenty hours duration. During these periods the gastric hunger

contractions and the gastric tonus also returned to approxi-

mately normal conditions. A typical series of tracings from Dog
II showing the parallel between the severity of the tetany and

the degree of the depression of the motor activities of the

empty stomach are reproduced in Fig. i.

During what might be called the very beginning of the tetany

symptoms following the operation in Dog I vigorous gastric

hunger contractions were present and the contractions were on

the whole of a longer duration than shown by this dog before
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Figure 1
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the operation. The intervals between the contractions were

also relatively long. This type of contractions has been observed

in normal dogs, so it is not specific for the tetany condition.

Nor can the contractions be interpreted as gastric tetany.

Nothing like the gastric tetany ("Type III") ^ observed in

normal animals (man and dog) especially in prolonged starva-

tion was recorded in the tetany dogs at any stage of the

tetany.

The relation of this depression of the gastric hunger con-

tractions to the depression of the appetite is, nevertheless,

not a direct one. During the mild stages of tetany the depres-

sion of the appetite is usually much greater than one would

i'lGURE 2

expect on the basis of the degree of depression of the hunger

contractions. In strong to extreme tetany there are no gastric

hunger contractions and the dogs show no appetite, but I was

surprised to find that appetite may be entirely absent even

though fairly strong hunger contractions are present in mild

tetany, or if the dog shows some appetite the amount of food

taken is very small. Thus Dog I ate only a few grams of meat

at the time his stomach showed the hunger contractions of

Fig. 2. The degree of hunger contractions shown in Fig. iB

and Fig. 2 is invariably associated with relatively great eager-

ness for food in normal dogs. It is therefore clear that the

diminution or lack of appetite in tetany cannot be accounted

for solely on the basis of depression of gastric hunger contrac-

tions, although this is unquestionably one of the factors. But

^ Carlson: This journal, 1913, xxxii, p. 369.
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we must also take into account either (i) a change in the

central nervous system, or a (2) change in the character of

the nervous impulses from the stomach.

On the whole it can be said that the condition of parathy-

roid tetany, in so far as it influences the stomach motor activi-

ties, depresses both the digestion movements of the filled and

the hunger contractions of the empty stomach, but the move-

ments of digestion show less depression than do the hunger

contractions. Thus moderately strong tetany may leave the

gastric digestion movements practically normal but completely

inhibit the hunger contractions of the empty stomach. The
tetany condition does not lead to increased motor activity or

gastric tetany either in the empty or the filled stomach.

The cause of this depression of the gastric motor activities

in parathyroid tetany is not determined. In the case of the

digestion movements it was shown not to be due to splanchnic

inhibition. This test has not been made in the case of the

hunger movements. But one factor in the depression or com-

plete inhibition of the hunger contraction in tetany is the in-

creased excitability of the nerve endings in the gastric mucosa.

Vomiting is a tetany symptom in dogs. And dogs in tetany

frequently vomit with nothing in the stomach but bile or saliva.

In such dogs water at body temperature introduced into the

stomach through a fistula in the fundus causes vomiting. The

presence of a delicate rubber balloon in the stomach, or the

slight inflation of the balloon causes vomiting. This never

occurs in normal dogs. The stimulation of the nerve endings

in the gastric mucosa in normal animals (man and dog) causes

inhibition of the gastric hunger contractions through local and

long reflexes. In parathyroid tetany these nerve endings

in the mucosa became so hypersensitive that they are intensely

stimulated by saliva, water, bile, and gastric juice. But in addi-

tion to these inhibitory reflexes from the gastric mucosa we

probably also have a direct depression of the automatic tissue

in the stomach, for it is not likely that the inhibitory reflexes,

even though very strong, could maintain the sustained extreme

depression of the gastric motor mechanism seen in strong

tetany.
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In the normal dog sudden inflation of the balloon in the

fundus leads to one or two strong contractions of the empty
stomach. In dogs in marked tetany this leads to vomiting.

Vomiting thus induced, as well as spontaneous vomiting in these

tetany dogs, seems to cause some increase in gastric tonus last-

ing for a minute or more after cessation of the vomiting. This

increased tonus may, of course, be only apparent, and due to

an increased tonus of the abdominal muscles. But I am in-

clined to interpret the tracings as above, as I have evidence

in man that strong contractions of the abdominal muscles,

as in forced respiration, induce contractions of the empty

stomach, probably by an associated innervation through the

tonus fibres of the vagi.

When the parathyroid tetany is temporarily suppressed by

intravenous injections of calcium salts (calcium lactate) the

calcium injections are followed by marked depression of the

tonus of the empty stomach and inhibition of the hunger con-

tractions, if these are present. The stomach recovers from

the calcium inhibition in five to fifteen minutes. The calcium

inhibition of the motor activity of the empty stomach is

probably due mainly to a direct depression of the automatic

tissues in the stomach.

Summary

1. Parathyroid tetany in dogs does not lead to increased

tonus or contractions of the empty stomach, but to depression

of the tonus and the hunger contractions. The degree of depres-

sion of the motor activities of the empty stomach is on the

whole parallel with the severity of the tetany symptoms, and

more marked than the depression of the gastric movements of

digestion.

2. The hyperexcitabihty of the nerve endings in the gastric

mucosa is a factor in this depression. The stimulation of

these nerve endings leads, through local and long reflexes, to

inhibition of the tonus and the hunger movements. There is

probably also a direct depression of the automatic tissue in

the stomach through changes in the blood.
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3. The diminution of or lack of appetite for food in animals

in tetany is on the whole greater than would be expected on the

basis of the degree of depression of the gastric hunger contrac- .
tions. The cause of the lack of hunger and appetite in tetany

is therefore complex. It is due in part to the depression of

the gastric hunger contractions. Other factors are the change

in the brain, and in the character of the afferent nervous

impulses.



THE EFFECT OF PITUITARY EXTRACT UPON RENAL
ACTIVITY

By C. E. king and O. O. STOLAND

[From the Hull Laboratory of Pharmacology, University of Chicago]

IT is well known that extracts of infundibular portion of the

hypophysis, when injected intravenously, give rise to an

increased flow of urine. Schafer and Herring ^ assert that this

effect is due to a specific stimulation of the renal epithelium by a

substance contained in the extract. These observers have also

suggested the possibihty that the diuresis might be due to an

increased blood supply to the kidney resulting from vaso-dilation.

They have, however, been inclined to the former view because in

a number of cases they obtained diuresis without dilation of the

kidney, in fact, with constriction. Houghton and Merril ^

reach the conclusion that the diuresis is due primarily to the

increase in blood pressure brought on by general vaso-constriction.

The experiments reported in this paper were undertaken at

the suggestion of Dr. S. A. Matthews, to determine, if possible,

which of these hypotheses is correct, and to throw more light

upon the mechanism involved.

All our experiments were performed on dogs. Schafer and

Herring ^ report that their results with dogs were not as constant

as with other animals. We found, on the contrary, that under

like conditions the constancy and uniformity of effect was very

striking. There were, however, variations in the degree of

diuresis on repeated injections in the same dog, which, we be-

lieve, have yielded additional facts as to the conditions under

which pituitary extracts cause diuresis.

^ E. A. Schafer and P. T. Herring: Philosophical Transactions of the

Royal Society of London, Series B, 1906, cxcix, p. i.

2 Houghton and Merril: Journal of the American Medical Association,

Nov. 28, 1908, p. 1849.
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The dogs chosen for the crucial experiments were large healthy

animals weighing from ten to eighteen kilos. They were not

prepared in any special way except that in a few cases they were

not given food on the morning of the experiment. The animals

were anesthetized with ether only, except in a few cases when

small doses of atropin sulphate were given intravenously at the

beginning of the experiment. The use of atropin sulphate was

not made a routine practice, because with proper vigilance the

anesthesia could be made uniform without the introduction of

this drug which might complicate conditions.

Records were taken of the blood pressure, kidney volume, rate

of flow of urine from the right ureter, and in a number of cases

records of the changes in the volume of other organs. These

records were obtained by the ordinary methods. The urine was

always collected from the ureter of the free kidney.

In all the crucial experiments the extracts were injected into

the femoral vein. Three brands of extracts were used: "Pitui-

trin," manufactured by Parke Davis & Co.; "Infundibulum" of

Burroughs & Wellcome; and an extract made by ourselves.

This extract was made from dried, pulverized posterior lobes of

the ox. The dried material was first extracted with hot absolute

alcohol in order to remove the depressor substance, and then

with hot physiological salt solution. This latter extract gave

results apparently identical with those obtained from commercial

brands.

Effects of the First Injection of i cc. of Pituitary Extract.

-— After the animals had been anesthetized and prepared for

recording the blood pressure and changes in kidney volume,

there was frequently a transient anuria, probably a reflex inhibi-

tion from injury to the peritoneal wall, ureters, and kidney. No
injections were made until the urine was again flowing at a

uniform rate, except in a few cases in which the urine did not

begin to flow spontaneously, and the injection was made to start

it. It was frequently observed that the anuria was more pro-

longed when the urine in the bladder was of a relatively high

specific gravity.

After the injection was begun there was always a latent

period averaging about five seconds. This was followed by a
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rather abrupt constriction of the kidney and a rise in the sys-

temic blood pressure. Frequently the rise in blood pressure was

very abrupt, in other cases gradual. The blood pressure grad-

ually returned to normal, the period of increased pressure lasting

on an average about ten minutes. The constriction of the kidney

was followed by a gradual dilation, variable in extent, but a

phenomenon constant in occurrence. During the period of kidney

constriction the flow of urine was greatly decreased and in most

cases ceased entirely. The flow of urine began again at about

the same time that the kidney reached its normal size. The rate

Dr.r

gradually increased to a rate greater than the normal, following a

gradual dilation of the kidney.

This diuretic effect after the first injection of pituitary extract

was obtained in every case with one exception, and in that case

the right kidney was found to be atrophied and not functional.

At the end of this experiment the urinary bladder, previously

empty, was greatly distended, indicating that the kidney in the

oncometer responded to the extract. The period of dilation and

diuresis lasted on an average about twenty minutes. Following

this there was a period when the rate of flow was less than

normal, and the kidney became normal in size, or somewhat

constricted.

Fig. I was constructed by averaging the results obtained on

six different dogs, representing the average effect after the first

injection {x) of i cc. of a i per cent extract of the posterior lobe.
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(b) represents the relative changes in the volume of the kidney,

and (a) the rate of flow of urine at the same time. It will be

seen that the fluctuations in the rate of flow of urine w^ere much
greater than the fluctuations in kidney volume. This is ac-

counted for by the fact that after injections there were often

strong uretral contractions during which four or live drops would

flow in rapid succession followed by a period of no flow until

the next contraction. The systemic blood pressure nearly always

returned to normal before the maximal diuretic effect was

obtained. Frequently diuresis was observed with the systemic

blood pressure slightly below

normal. This is in agreement

with the observation of others

(Hoskins and Means).

^

Another series of experiments

was carried out, but instead of

using pituitary extract, a 20 per

cent solution of glucose was used.

The object of this variation was

to study the changes in kidney

volume during diuresis produced

by a substance, the effect of

which upon the vaso-motor sys-

tem is not marked. 25 cc. of

the glucose solution caused a

marked diuresis in almost every

case. Fig. 2 represents the re-

sults as averaged from six dogs, (b) representing the relative

dilation of the kidney, and (a) the flow of urine at the same

time.

The results just described were obtained by injection of a

diuretic which does not cause great vaso-motor changes. Follow-

ing this it was thought advisable to test the diuretic effect of

substances other than pituitary extracts which give . rise to

marked vaso-motor phenomena. Epinephrin was chosen in this

case.

1 R. G. Hoskins and J. W. Means: The Journal of pharmacology and

experimental therapeutics, 1913, iv, p. 435.

Dr.
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Fig. 3 shows the effects of one-tenth of a cubic centimetre of

epinephrin (1:1000); (a) represents the flow of urine and (6) the

relative changes in kidney volume.

After a brief latent period there was in every case the typical

rise in blood pressure, and at the same time a very marked abrupt

constriction of the kidney. Both the blood pressure and the

kidney volume returned rather rapidly toward the normal, the

kidney becoming slightly dilated and remaining so for a period of

from 10 to 15 minutes. During the period of kidney constric-

tion the flow of urine was decreased, and in several cases ceased

entirely, but with the return to normal size and slight dilation of

4 12 20 28min.

I I I I
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the kidney, the flow began and increased rapidly to a rate much

greater than normal. This diuresis lasted until the kidney had

again reached its normal size.

Finally the effects of repeated injections were studied. It

has been found by others that in the dog with repeated injections

there is very Httle or no variation in the blood pressure reaction,

but that in the cat and rabbit the blood pressure is progressively

less. This being the case, the dog appears to be a good animal

to determine whether the diuresis is a function of the increased

blood pressure. If this hypothesis were correct, then in the dog

repeated injections, other conditions being constant, should give

the same degree of diuresis. The graphs in Fig. 4 show the

relative changes in kidney volume and urine flow in the same

animal. The blood pressure curve is not represented. Our

results agree with those formerly reported, — that the blood

pressure response is the same each time provided the pressure is
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allowed to become normal before another injection is given. It

will be seen that neither the changes in kidney volume nor the

diuretic effect were the same after any two successive injections.

It will also be noted that the pressor effect was most marked

after the first injection, and almost disappeared after the second

injection. Other experiments of the same type showed the same

thing. In one series the first three injections were made at brief

intervals, about thirty minutes, and then an hour was allowed to

pass before the next injection. After this injection the pressor

effect was very marked but of short duration, and was followed

Figure 4

by a great dilation of the kidney and great diuresis. So great

was the vaso-motor effect that typical Traube Hering waves

appeared in the kidney curve. Fig. 5 is a portion of the tracing

showing the contraction waves in the kidney, and also showing

that the urine flowed more rapidly at intervals corresponding in

time to the intervals between two successive waves.

In case great diuresis resulted, whether from the first or

second fnjection, it was always followed by a period of urinary

depression, and repeated injections failed to give rise to a rapid

flow. During this period of depression either dextrose or urea

caused, diuresis proportional in extent to the amount injected,

thus showing . that the kidney's capacity for activity had not

been materially lessened. We failed to obtain a single instance in
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which the kidney did not dilate to some extent under the treat-

ment just described. If on the other hand, during this period

of urinary depression, both glucose and pituitrin, or urea and
pituitary extract were injected the results were not so uniform.

It is difficult to say for a particular

injection that if pituitary extract

alone or glucose alone had been in-

jected the diuretic effect would have

been greater or less than that ob-

tained. In a few cases the diuretic

effect was more marked than with

dextrose alone on an average, but

there was always a greater dilation

of the kidney. On the other hand,

in a few cases where the pituitary

extract was injected after the diuresis

from dextrose had begun and reached

what appeared to be the maximal

rate, judging from the amount of

kidney dilation, the injection of

pituitary extract was followed by

no greater diuresis.

One experiment was carried out

in order to determine whether the

amount of urine secreted in 24 hours is greater when pituitary

extracts are injected than when not. The extract was injected

subcutaneously in 2 cc. doses twice daily. The volume secreted

was not increased. The nitrogen content of the urine, however,

was greatly increased.

Figure 5. (One half the original

size.) A, blood-jiressure; B,

kidney oncograph; C, urine flow;

Z>, time in 6 seconds.

Discussion

A survey of the experimental data and observations here

presented reveals the following important facts: (a) extracts of

the pituitary gland, when administered intravenously gave rise

to marked vaso-motor phenomena and diuresis; diuresis from

pituitary extract occurred only in connection with dilation of the

kidney; diuresis following the injection of urea and dextrose was
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accompanied by dilation of the kidney, but not so extensive as

in the case of pituitary extracts; other substances giving marked

vaso-motor phenomena, one phase of which is vaso-dilation, gave

rise to diuresis; diuresis was not directly proportional to the

amount of extract injected; great diuresis was always followed

by a period of urinary depression, during which time pituitary

extracts acted very weakly as diuretics; during this period of

urinary depression other diuretics were active; if an hour or

more was allowed to intervene between injections, successive in-

jections of pituitary extract gave rise to marked diuresis.

Our primary interest in these observations consists not so

much in the mere description of them, as in their significance

in connection with the mechanism involved in causing the

diuresis.

The diuretic effect of pituitary extracts was observed and

described by Magnus and Schafer in 1901.^ A little later

Schafer and Herring ~ put forward the view that the diuresis is

due to a specific stimulation of the renal epithelium. This view

has been accepted by a number of observers as the most plausible

explanation. (Gushing,^ Hoskins and Means). ^ Houghton and

Merril ^ did not come to this conclusion, but contended that the

diuresis is dependent primarily on increased blood pressure.

These observers came to this conclusion after doing perfusion

experiments on the isolated kidney. But perfusion of any iso-

lated organ is less satisfactory than when intact in the animal.

Lately Gesell has shown that the pulse pressure is an im-

portant factor in renal secretion. Hoskins and Means ^ have

shown, however, that pulse pressure is not an important factor in

causing pituitary diuresis.

Unless we accept the "mechanical" theory of Ludwig, we

are forced to assume that diuresis always results from a stimula-

tion of the renal epithehum. In the study of each diuretic,

then, the question arises whether the substance in question

stimulates the epithelium directly, or whether its primary action

1 Magnus and Schafer: Journal of physiology, 1901, xxvii, p. 9.

2 Loc. cit. ^ Loc. cit.

» Harvey Gushing: The pituitary body and its disorders, 1912, p. 8.

^ Loc. cit.
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consists in producing other effects which in turn stimulate the

renal epithelium.

If pituitary diuresis is the result of direct stimulation then

we should expect the same degree of successive diuresis after

injection of the same amount. In our experiments, however,

we found that periods of marked diuresis are followed by periods

during which the same dose will not arouse the kidneys to

activity. In a number of cases larger doses were administered.

Only a slight diuresis resulted, but the dilation of the kidney

was greater than when the original dose was administered. This

failure to produce a diuretic effect cannot be attributed to fatigue

of the renal epitheHum, for it is known that the kidney is capable

of great activity for much longer periods than in this case, and

furthermore, injections of dextrose or urea never failed to produce

marked diuresis.

Diuresis should also occur even if there is no renal dilation.

We were not able to obtain such a result. In all our experiments

constriction of the kidney was accompanied by a slowing of the

urinary flow, and in cases of great constriction, by anuria.

The contentions of Houghton and MerriV in the light of our

results do not account fully for the effects obtained. If pituitary

diuresis is a function of the blood pressure, the kidney should be

the most active at the time of highest blood pressure. The

greatest flow of urine usually came after the blood pressure had

almost returned to normal, and in a number of cases great

diuresis occurred with the systemic blood pressure slightly below

normal. It cannot be denied, however, that blood pressure may

be an important factor in bringing about diuresis or anuria.

It was repeatedly observed that when the systemic blood pressure

rose considerably the kidney increased in size and the flow of

urine was accelerated. On the other hand, it was repeatedly

observed that when the blood pressure fell considerably, even in

the midst of pituitary diuresis, the kidney became smaller and

the flow of urine diminished.

It should then be asked why increase in blood pressure does

not cause diuresis. This is a very vital point, because we

observed that with repeated injections of pituitary extract, the

1 Loc. cit.
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blood pressure reaction is approximately the same after each

injection, but that the diuretic effect is very variable. It is

significant in these cases that the reaction of the kidney as to its

size is also variable, and that the relative degree of diuresis and

kidney dilation run parallel.

The kidney is an organ which normally is active to such an

extent that the composition of the serum as to waste products

remains fairly constant. Urea and water may be considered

as normal diuretics, and as the substances increase or decrease in

the blood, the kidneys are stimulated to more or less activity.

If the blood is low in metabolites and waste substances it takes a

stronger and more persistent stimulus to force the kidney to

lower the composition still more. This is suggested by our re-

peated observations that in case the flow of urine was slow at

the start, and if the urine in the bladder was of high specific

gravity, the first injection of pituitary extract gave comparatively

little diuretic effect. It also partially explains the fact that after

strong diuresis there was a period of more or less anuria.

It is well known that the kidney can be made more active by

an increase in its blood supply. An increase in the general blood

pressure will increase the blood supply to the kidney, provided

there is no local constriction. This might be suggested as one

of the initial factors in bringing about diuresis in case of pituitary

extract, were it not for the marked vaso-constriction during the

period of highest blood pressure. The blood supply to the kidney

during the period is diminished as is also evidenced by the anuria.

But others have observed an increase in the force of the heart

beat after the initial vaso-constriction. This was confirmed in

our observations, and in addition we frequently noted an increase

in rate. These two factors will keep the blood pressure up.

The vaso-constriction is of comparatively short duration. Then,

following this, with a high blood pressure, the blood supply to

the kidney is increased. It is not improbable that this increase

of blood pressure was one of the potent stimuH in bringing about

diuresis after pituitary extract, and that it failed to excite the

kidney when the substances to be eliminated were present in the

blood in low concentration. This is suggested by the fact that

the kidney was most refractory after prolonged diuresis.
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This view is also supported by the fact that epincphrin pro-

duces vaso-constriction and increases blood pressure even more

than pituitary extract, but that the diuresis following its adminis-

tration is less on an average.

None of the facts and hypotheses stated above account for

the dilation of the kidney so characteristic after pituitary extract.

We have recorded our observation that with other diuretics such

as dextrose and urea there was always some renal dilation, but

this dilation was not comparable in extent to that after pituitary

extract. The facts at hand indicate activity on the part of the

vaso-dilator nerves of the kidney, and the existence, origin and

some of the reactions of these nerves have been demonstrated by

Bradford.^ Whether the pituitary extract acts upon both con-

strictors and dilators, the former fatiguing more rapidly, or

whether it acts first upon the constrictors and later upon the

dilators we do not know. We hope to throw more light upon

the point by further researches. It is not improbable that there

is in the kidney a local mechanism whereby increased activity

caused by any stimulus can call forth vaso-dilation and conse-

quently increase the blood supply to the organ.

It was observed that usually the blood pressure had fallen to

normal or below by the time the kidney had reached its maxi-

mum dilation. This fact in iti^elf suggests that the fall in pres-

sure was at least in part due to the increased blood supply to the

kidney. Ranke ^ has estimated that under normal conditions

1.63 per cent of the blood is in the kidney at a given time, say

one minute. Landergren and Tigerstedt ^ have shown that in

strong diuresis as much as 5.6 per cent of the blood may pass

through the kidneys in one minute. The difference is enough to

account for the fall. The fact that the fall in pressure is greater

and more abrupt in case the kidney dilation is greater and more

abrupt also supports this view.

Thus it appears that pituitary diuresis may be due to a num-

1
J. R. Bradford: Journal of physiology, 1889, x, p. 358.

= Quoted by Howell. Taken from Vierordt's "Anatomische, physiolo-

gische und physikalische Daten und Tabellen," Jena, 1893.

3 Landergren and Tigerstedt: Skandinavisches Archiv fiir Physiologie,

1892, iv, p. 241.
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ber of co-existent factors. There is following its administration

an increased blood pressure and a vaso-dilation of the kidney.

These two factors, either combined or separately, will increase

the blood supply to the kidney, which condition is admitted to

be a stimulus sufficient to increase the activity of that organ,

provided the substances in the blood to be eliminated are not

too low in concentration. To these should be added the presence

of a local reflex mechanism whereby increased activity brings

about vaso-dilation, thus completing the ideal condition for

greater renal activity.

While we do not maintain to have shown how the pituitary

extract acts upon the kidney, the following evidence inclines us

against the view that it acts by direct stimulation of the renal

epithelium.

{a) We were unable to obtain diuresis without vaso-dilation

in the kidney.

{h) There were periods during which the kidney responded to

urea and dextrose but not to pituitary extracts.

(c) The vascular changes after administration of pituitary

extract are sufficient to account for the diuresis.

We wish to express our thanks to Dr. S. A. Matthews for

encouragement and valuable suggestions and criticism throughout

this work.

I
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THE usual method of diverting bile from the intestinal canal

is through the estabhshment of an external fistula. This

method has several disadvantages, of which the most important

is the difiiculty of carrying an animal for periods of more than

two or three weeks without the development of disturbing com-

plications, as infection of the liver, or peritoneum, or, as not

infrequently happens, general jaundice due to incomplete drain-

age. Also, the external fistula presents many difiiculties in the

collection of the bile and as the flow usually diminishes greatly

after the first few days the amount of bile secreted may be so

reduced as to prevent satisfactory chemical analysis.

During the past two years it was found necessary in connec-

tion with studies on the relation of the spleen to blood destruc-

tion to develop some method by which bile might be collected

quantitatively over long periods of time. As the external fistula

proved unsatisfactory, an operative procedure was elaborated

by which, after removal of one kidney, the common duct was

sutured to the ureter and the bile thus carried to the urinary

bladder and passed with the urine. In some instances the

desired result was obtaiined and the bile was ehminated without
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apparent resorption; in other instances local obstruction at the

point of anastomosis was responsible for a damming back of bile

into the liver with consequent absorption and general jaundice;

in a few such cases some bile was, however, passed more or less

intermittently in the urine. With the latter outcome the experi-

ment approached the conditions characteristic of jaundice in man
— partial or intermittent obstruction with continual absorption

and therefore a chronic jaundice — lasting sometimes for months.

On the other hand, when the common-duct ureter anastomosis

remained patent, the animal survived for months with complete

exclusion of bile from the intestine, without absorption jaundice,

and with, presumably, the recovery of all bile in the urine.

Although this experimental procedure failed to aid in the

elucidation of the problem which we had in mind, largely be-

cause of the impossibility of separating, chemically, substances

common to both urine and bile, it seems advisable, on account

of the availabihty of the method for various physiologic and

pharmacologic studies, to describe the operative procedure and

our general results.

The general technic of the operation is as follows: The

animal is placed for a day or two on a restricted soft-diet of

bread and water, or bread and milk, and twelve hours before

operation is given a large dose of castor oil. Under ether anes-

thesia, by the insufflation method, and with the most careful

asepsis, an incision is made through the right rectus muscle from

the costal margin to a point midway between the umbilicus and

the pubis. The right kidney is isolated after ligation of its

artery and vein and the upper end of the ureter with a small

portion of the pelvis of the kidney is dissected free and severed

with fine scissors, care being exercised to disturb the blood

supply as little as possible. The kidney is then removed. The

common duct is dissected free well into the duodenal wall and

severed close to the papilla after being closed by a Crile carotid

clamp. The upper end of the ureter, where it broadens out into

the pelvis of the kidney, is then united to the distal end of the

common duct by the Carrel vessel-suture method, and a fold

of omentum is wrapped about the point of union and sutured in

place. In dissecting both ureter and duct as much adventitious
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tissue as possible is preserved and is included in the sutures.

This is especially important in the case of the ureter which has a

very deUcate structure from which the sutures easily tear out. The
incision is closed by layers, the final skin suturing being sub-

cutaneous with iodine catgut. The wound is painted with iodine

and no further dressing appUed. The greatest difficulty in the

operation is the approximation and accurate coaptation of ureter

and duct. With a kidney lying low in the flank and a corre-

spondingly short ureter, considerable tension must be exerted to

bring ureter and duct ends together and under such circum-

stances satisfactory suturing is difficult. In the absence of this

anatomical difficulty, a successful result is obtained in a con-

siderable number of experiments.

Of twelve dogs operated upon in this way the result in live,

representing the early period of experimentation, was unsuccess-

ful, on account of faulty technic; two succumbed to accidents

not ascribable to the operation; and five survived for periods

varying from 49 to 248 days. The animals of the first group

died or were chloroformed on the 2d (two) 3d, 5th, and loth

days, respectively. In all of these, the duct-ureter tube was

patent and bile appeared in the urine, but faulty suturing or

too great tension led to leakage with or without local necrosis

and peritoneal lesion due to the action of the escaping bile or

to infection. Vomiting was always a concomitant of such acci-

dents and upon its development the animal was usually chloro-

formed. Post mortem examination always revealed a bile

stained, sometimes bloody, fluid in the peritoneal cavity. The

serosa of intestines and stomach were deeply injected and some-

times hemorrhagic. In no instance was bile found in the intes-

tine and the gall bladder was usually somewhat distended.

Of the second group, in which early death was due to causes

other than the operation, one animal succumbed to a severe

broncho-pneumonia on the 14th day and the other died on the

12th day while being etherized for the purpose of dressing the

wound. In the first, the anastomosis had healed without leaking,

but the lumen was constricted at the poiiit of suturing and

although some bile passed to the urinary bladder, the obstruc-

tion had been sufficient to cause distention of the gall bladder
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and absorption of bile with consequent jaundice. In the second

animal the anastomosis had healed perfectly, bile passed freely

to the urinary bladder, the feces were greyish white in color,

the intestinal canal was free of bile and no evidence of obstruc-

tive jaundice was present.

The results in the five animals which survived the operation

for considerable periods of time are as follows:

Dog 13 19. The operation was on January 28, and the animal died

on March 18, the period of survival being 49 days. Bile was

passed constantly with urine and there was no evidence at any

time of obstructive jaundice. The animal had a good appetite

and ate well, but shortly before death showed progressive ema-

ciation and general weakness. The post mortem examination

showed perfect healing of anastomosis and no evidence of jaun-

dice. All organs appeared normal except the kidney, which was the

seat of a mild pyelonephritis, and the urinary bladder which con-

tained an alkaline urine and exhibited a thickened congested mucosa

(Chronic Cystitis). No sufficient cause for death was evident.

Dog 122. The operation was on October 2, and the animal died on

December 29, the period of survival being 88 days. At first bile

passed freely into the bladder in large amounts, but gradually

diminished after the second week and at about the same time the

sclerae and gums showed the yellowish staining of jaundice; for

several weeks before death jaundice was well marked. The
animal did not eat well and though various changes in diet were

made, the weight dropped from 6650 before operation to 4460 on

November 9; later daily exercise and an improvement in appe-

tite led to an increase in weight on December 13 to 5060 gm.

Despite this improvement, on December 23, the animal developed

a typical tetany most noticeable in the fore legs and with typical

fibrillation of the tongue. This improved somewhat on the 26th

but before a study of calcium metabolism could be completed

the animal died on the 29th.

Post mortem examination revealed complete obliteration of

the common-duct-ureter tube at the point of anastomosis, thus

explaining the severe jaundice, which was evident in all tissues

of the body. The gall bladder and common, cystic and intrahepa-

tic ducts, were greatly distended and filled with a thick blackish

bile of mush-like consistence. The liver was bile stained, con-

gested and more or less indurated. The left kidney was bile
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stained and hemorrhagic and the seat of a well-marked pyelone-

phritis; in the pelvis was a whitish yellow concretion i cm. in

length and half a centimetre in thickness. The urinary bladder

presented the lesions of chronic cystitis. The mucosa of colon

and rectum was hemorrhagic; otherwise the alimentary canal

showed no changes. The feces were greyish white in color, fatty,

and had a disagreeable odor.

Dog 1120. The operation was on December 8, 191 1; and the animal

was killed by chloroform on May 8, 191 2, on account of the

development of mange and swelling of the joints. The post-

operative period was, 151 days. Bile was passed constantly with

the urine, the stools were soft and light colored; the appetite

was good, but the weight fell during the period of observation

from 9760 to 8210 gm. No evidence of obstructive jaundice was

seen. Upon post mortem examination hemorrhages were found

about the joints, in the suljcutaneous tissues of the neck, beneath

the mucosa of the tongue, in the anterior mediastinum and about

the thoracic aorta. No icteric pigmentation of skin, mucus mem-
brane or sclerae could be discerned. The left kidney was normal

in appearance and did not seem to be enlarged; its ureter was

normal. The right kidney was absent and the site of its vessels

was smoothly healed over. The right ureter was twice the size

of the left, somewhat thickened and yellowish in color. Its lumen

was free and the peritoneal covering smooth.

The gall-bladder was small and appeared to be somewhat

atrophied. The hepatic ducts were very slightly thickened and

enlarged and rather whitish in color. The common duct blended

with the upper end of the right ureter and the line of union was

difficult to make out. No communication between bile passages

and intestines could be found.

The urinary bladder appeared normal except for a slightly

yellow staining of the mucosa and somewhat thickened walls.

The urine within it was rich in bile pigments.

The colon contained considerable soft greasy fecal material

of rancid odor and greyish white color. The material in the small

intestine showed no evidence of the presence of bile.

Dog 123. The operation was on October 31, 1912; and the animal

died on June 23, 1913, the period of survival being 235 days or

about 8 months. Bile passed readily into the bladder, but on

December 16, the sclera and the mucous membranes of the mouth

showed slight evidence of jaundice which continued without
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becoming severe until death. The feces remained free of bile pig-

ment. Despite exercise, frequent changes in diet, and every

possible effort to maintain the general condition, progressive loss

in weight occurred. This is shown by the following weights:

October 29, 10,680 gm.; November 4, 9575 gm.; November 13,

8605; December 13, 7810; December 30, 7000; January 20,

6515; after January the weight remained practically constant,

the lowest weight being 5960 gm. on June 2.

The autopsy showed evidence of jaundice and in the tip of

the Spigelian lobe of the liver, small yellowish white masses

occupying an area of about 3 cm. in diameter. The right ureter

could be traced up from the bladder as a thin, normal looking

structure ending in a mass of adhesions behind the pancreas.

A probe could be passed readily from the lower end of the ureter

into the hepatic duct, there being no appreciable constriction at

the point of anastomosis. The probe, however, could not be

passed into the gall bladder but on pressure bile could be forced

from the gall bladder into the duct. The obstruction to the flow

of bile was apparently due to the effect of adhesions. The left

kidney and ureter appeared normal. The urinary bladder was

somewhat bile stained and the seat of a trabecular hypertrophy

with injection of the trigone and chronic cystitis. The right lung

sho^Yed a few small patches of broncho-pneumonia.

Dog 1318. The operation was on January 28, 1913, and the animal

was killed by chloroform, on account of the development of

mange, on October 3. The period of survival was 248 days.

Bile passed freely at all times into the urinary bladder and at no

time did evidence of jaundice appear. The feces were greyish

white in color, of foul odor and at all times free of bile pigment.

Unfortunately the record of early weights was lost, but on May
10, the weight was 5970 gm., on June 19, 6650 gm., with an in-

crease on July 22 to 6780 gm.; at the end of the experiment the

weight was 6690 gm. The autopsy showed the common duct-

ureter tube to be patent from gall-bladder to urinary bladder,

with slight thickening of its wall at point of anastomosis. The
gall bladder was slightly distended but otherwise no evidence of

interference with the flow of bile was present. The remaining

kidney and the bladder showed no lesions.

This summary shows a perfect operative result in five dogs,

surviving for 49, ^2>, 151, 235, and 248 days respectively, and
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without, in three, the occurrence of obstructive jaundice. In a

fourth animal, complete occlusion occurred finally at the point

of anastomosis and after a long period of obstructive jaundice

death occurred on the 88th day; in the fifth dog which survived

until the 235th day, the duct-ureter anastomosis was patent,

but adhesions interfered with the flow of bile and a slight per-

sistent jaundice occurred. These results demonstrate the possi-

bility of utiHzing the procedure for the study of the effects of

absence of bile from the intestine during long periods of time

without, as was possible in three of these animals, the presence

of obstructive jaundice. On the other hand, the procedure when

followed by obstructive jaundice, as in two of these dogs, offers

a more satisfactory experimental condition for the study of the

effect of chronic jaundice than does the well-known ligation

experiment.

There is, however, a modification of the technic which may
be used when it is desired to secure the urine free from the

admixture with bile. This consists in performing an operation

secondary to the common-duct-ureter anastomosis, by which

the ureter is severed at its entrance into the urinary bladder,

and is implanted by Coffey's method into the lower colon. This,

however, is usually followed, as in one of our animals which

survived the procedure for 77 days, by a well-marked jaundice,

and is frequently complicated by ascending infection from the

colon. This experimental procedure, the two steps of which

may be completed at the one operation, provides a method of

studying the influence of the absence of bile upon the processes

of digestion and absorption in the upper intestine that is of

especial value in that it leaves the urine free of admixture with

bile.

The question of infection is not limited, however, to the colon

anastomosis. In the simple common-duct-ureter anastomosis, the

urine early becomes alkaline, pus cells appear in it, and as shown

in the notes, chronic cystitis, at times with pyelonephritis, and

occasionally pelvic calculus, occurs in the long time experiments.

That this complication might seriously interfere with the success-

ful completion of experiments in which exact chemical investiga-

tion is essential, is evident.
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Lesions observed in two of the animals described above,

deserve a word of special comment. In one (Dog 1120) a wide-

spread and severe hemorrhagic condition was present. If this

had occurred in connection with jaundice, the common association

of hemorrhage and jaundice might be invoked as a possible

explanation, but in the absence of jaundice we have no sug-

gestion to offer. In a second animal (Dog 122) with well-marked

jaundice, typical tetany developed a short time before death.

The occurrence of this symptom may have been purely acci-

dental and this possibility is supported by the fact that when

the parathyroids were examined histologically they were found

to contain a marked increase of connective tissue. As, however,

the observations of King ^ and his associates on the increased

elimination of calcium in obstructive jaundice suggested a possi-

ble disturbance of calcium metabolism, a study of the calcium

balance was made. This was not completed with the dog in

question on account of an early fatal termination, but with one

other animal (Dog 123), the following results- were obtained:

TABLE I. Calcium Elimination ^— Dog 123. Operation, October 31, 1912;

Death, June 23. 1913.

Period
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The figures presented show the increased ehmination of cal-

cium as described by King, Bigelow and Pearce. The data,,

however, are not sufficient, even if the relation of calcium to

tetany were definitely established, to allow conclusions. It

would appear, however, that the occurrence of tetany, as well

as the hemorrhagic condition in dog 11 20 were purely accidental.

This is supported by the absence of such conditions in dog 13 18

which survived for 8 months.

Throughout this investigation histological examinations have

been made for the purpose of determining the character of the

changes in the duct-ureter anastomosis and the possibility of

microscopic lesions in the various organs and tissues of the

bodies. Nothing of importance has been found. In animals

dying a few days after operation the point of anastomosis has

shown the usual picture of necrosis and infection; in those

dying after long periods, the duct-ureter tube has shown epi-

thelial atrophy, fibrotic thickening and lymphoid cell infiltra-

tion with sometimes a dilatation and sometimes a narrowing

of the lumen. In one instance (Dog 122) complete obliteration

was present. The urinary bladder has sometimes shown the

histological picture of chronic cystitis and the remaining kidney

that of pyelonephritis. Aside from the liver which has occa-

sionally shown evidence of bile stasis or of recent or old infec-

tion, the changes in the other organs have not been important.

Summary

A method of value in the experimental study of the phys-

iology of the bile consists in diverting the bile from the intes-

tine to the urinary bladder by anastomosing the common bile

duct and the right ureter after removal of the corresponding

kidney. This procedure leaves the intestine completely free of

bile and allows the collection of total secretion of bile mixed

with urine. The procedure is not free from undesirable com-

phcations, as infection of urinary bladder and kidney may occur,

but as animals survive with good flow of bile for periods varying

from seven weeks to eight months it is more satisfactory than

the external fistula. The mixture of urine and bile renders diffi-
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cult however quantitative chemical examinations. If it is desira-

ble to study the urine unmixed with bile the lower end of the

ureter may be implanted in the colon, thus leaving the upper

intestine free of the action of bile, and still avoiding the troubles

of the external fistula. The colon implantation tends, however,

to greater ease of infection. One difhculty. in either procedure

lies in the fact that changes at the site of the common-duct-

ureter or ureter-colon anastomosis may occasionally prevent free

flow of bile and lead to obstructive jaundice. This occurred in

two of our five animals. When, however, this obstruction is

not so complete as to lead to early death it offers a form of

chronic obstructive jaundice which is much more satisfactory

for experimental study and resembles more closely that occurring

in man than does that produced by ligation of the common duct.

Although we have been unable — largely because of the

difficult}^ of studying chemically a bile-urine mixture — to solve

the problem in connection with which this technical method was

developed, we offer the results of our use of it, in the hope that

others may find in it a method of approaching some of the prob-

lems concerning the bile, in its many relations, and perhaps also

an aid in pharmacological studies.



A COMPARISON OF THE AUSCULTATORY BLOOD

PRESSURE PHENOMENON IN MAN WITH THE
TRACING OF THE ERLANGER

SPHYGMOMANOMETER

By ARTHUR W. WEYSSE and BRENTON R. LUTZ

[From the Physiological Laboratory of Boston University]

Introduction

THE sphygmomanometer has come into such general use in

practical medicine as well as in the laboratory within

recent years that it becomes imperative to establish such criteria

for the determination of the blood pressure by the various

methods employed, that the records of different observers may

be comparable. The auscultatory method seems to be particu-

larly reHable, but there has been no conclusive demonstration

of the relation of the auscultatory phenomenon in man to the

record of an accurate graphic instrument. In this paper we

present the results of a comparison of the auscultatory method

with the tracings from the Erlanger sphygmomanometer.

The Criteria for Maximum "and Minimum Blood Pressure

The criteria used for the determination of maximum blood

pressure with the Erlanger sphygmomanometer are: (i) a marked

increase in amphtude of the pulsations traced on the cyhnder;

(2) a change in the direction of the trough hne; (3) a change in

form of the pulse wave." (Erlanger, 1904 and 1908.)

The minimum blood pressure is determined by the maximum

oscillations obtained with the Erlanger sphygmomanometer.

Howell and Brush (1901) showed conclusively by animal experi-

mentation that maximum oscillations occur when the artery is

subjected to an external pressure equal to the minimum blood
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pressure, and Erlanger (1904) has shown with an artificial circu-

lation, in which was inserted a piece of artery, that maximum
oscillations are obtained with his instrument at minimum pres-

sure. Hence he considers the marked decrease in amplitude of

the oscillations as an index for minimum blood pressure.

In the auscultatory method described by Korotkoff in 1905

we now distinguish the five phases first recognized by Ettinger

(1907), as follows; ist, first sounds, clear; 2d, murmurs; 3d,

clear sounds; •4th, dull sounds; 5th, cessation of the sounds.

All observers agree that the beginning of the ist phase is

coincident with maximum pressure. But the criterion for mini-

mum pressure is in dispute; such observers as Fischer (1908),

Lang and Manswetowa (1908), Van Westenrijk (1908), and

Warfield (191 2) consider the beginning of the 4th phase as the

auscultatory index for minimum pressure; while Ettinger (1907),

Gittings (1910), and Goodman and A. A. Howell (1910) con-

sider the 5th phase as the correct index.

A Brief Review of the Literature

Korotkoff (1905), as reported by Schrumpf and Zabel (1909),

heard the first sound before the pulse could be palpated at the

wrist, the difference being represented by from 10 to 12 mm. of

Hg. He measured the minimum pressure after the "endtone,"

i.e. at what is now called the 5th phase.

Ettinger (1907) compared the auscultatory with the palpa-

tory and graphic methods. He considered the first sound as an

index to maximum pressure, and the cessation of all sounds, i.e.

the 5th phase, as an index to minimum pressure. Out of 232

determinations, he found that 207 times the auscultatory maxi-

mum was higher than the graphic maximum (Janeway-Massing)

or the palpatory maximum (Strassburger). Out of 227 deter-

minations of the minimum pressure he found that 130 times the

auscultatory minimum was lower than the palpatory or the

graphic, 18 times it agreed with them, 71 times it was higher

than either, and 8 times between the two. In general he found

the maximum higher and the minimum lower with the auscul-

tatory method.
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Lang and Manswetowa (1908), comparing the auscultatory

method with the oscillatory method of v. Reckhnghausen, found

that when the first sound was heard the ampHtude of the oscil-

lations showed a marked increase. During the 3rd phase the

intensity of the sounds and the ampHtude of the oscillations were

proportional. At the moment the amplitude began to decrease

the sounds became dull, indicating the onset of the 4th phase.

This first decrease in the height of the oscillations and the

beginning of the 4th phase, these authors believe indicate mini-

mum blood pressure. Experiments with two large dogs led

them to the same conclusion.

Van Westernrijk (1908), comparing simultaneously the aus-

cultatory method with Uskoflf' s graphic method, found no constant

relation between the 4th phase and the maximum oscilla-

tions obtained with the Uskoff sphygmotonograph. (Erlanger

[1908] shows that the Uskoff sphygmotonograph has a physical

defect.) He observed, however, a definite relation between the

auscultatory phenomenon and the oscillations of Pal's sphygmo-

scope. The marked increase in amplitude of the oscillations was

coincident with the first sound, and the sudden diminution in

amplitude occurred at the beginning of what is now called the

4th phase.

Fischer (1908), comparing the auscultatory method with the

oscillatory method of v. Recklinghausen, found in 150 cases,

normal and abnormal, the maximum determined by both meth-

ods agreed 58 times. In 92 cases the oscillatory maximum was

higher than the auscultatory maximum. In these same 150

cases he determined the minimum pressure by both methods

and found it agreed in 47 cases; in 97 cases the oscillatory min-

imum was lower than the auscultatory; in 6 cases it was higher.

He concluded the 4th phase to be the most accurate index, and

found in cases of long 4th phase a low minimum pressure, and in

cases of short 4th phase a high minimum.

Gittings (1910), and Goodman and A. A. Howell (1910) con-

sider the 5th phase as an index to minimum blood pressure.

The latter even go so far as to say that "it is generally agreed

that the disappearance of all sound is coincident with minimal

or diastolic pressure." Gittings found in 41 cases out of 48 that
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the minimum pressure determined at the 5th phase averaged

15.5 mm. of Hg lower than when determined by the visual

method.

When our investigation was nearly completed the prelimi-

nary report of Warfield (Oct. 191 2) appeared, in which he

questions the accuracy of the 5 th phase as an index to minimum

pressure. He used one of the tambours of the Hirschfelder

attachment to the Erlanger instrument, fitted with a pipette

bulb and a lever, to record the auscultatory phenomenon simul-

taneously with the blood pressure tracing. He pubKshes five

records (in four of which the pressure recorded is above 150 mm.

of Hg) to show the relation of the tracing to the auscultatory

phenomenon. The ist phase coincides with the graphic maxi-

mum, but the relation of the 4th phase to the graphic minimum

is not clearly shown by his records, yet it is evident that the

5th phase does not correspond to maximum oscillations. He

does not state how many cases he has examined. He concludes

that the diastohc pressure is not usually at the point of dis-

appearance of all sound, the 5th phase. In a still more recent

article (1913) he pubHshes tracings which demonstrate that the

4th phase coincides with the minimum pressure as recorded by

the Erlanger sphygmomanometer.

In another pubhcation (Sept., 191 2) Warfield describes his

experiments on three dogs, using a method by which he can

measure the diastolic pressure by the auscultatory phenomenon,

taking as a point of diastohc measurement the sudden dulhng

of the sound. He says that the sounds heard in the femoral

artery of a dog are not hke those heard in the brachial artery

of man, but correspond in a general way. We may infer, then,

that he reads the minimum pressure at the beginning of the

4th phase. By means of a maximum and minimum manometer,

and an improvised plethysmograph he shows that this sudden

change of sound in the artery of a dog takes place at minimum

pressure.

Brief reference may be made to the paper of Taussig and

Cook (1913) in which they state that minimum pressure should

be read at the 4th phase.
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Subjects, Apparatus, and Method

In this investigation sixty-one healthy students were used as

subjects. Four of them were women.

An Erlanger apparatus was used, to which was attached the

tambour and writing lever of a pneumograph, and two signal-

magnet levers, one to mark the auscultatory phases, and the

other to record the height of the mercury column. (Fig. i.)

A Bowles sphygmometroscope was used for auscultation.

Figure 1. Arrangement of the apparatus.

All the determinations were made on the right arm of the

subject, who was seated, so that the cuff of the sphygmoma-

nometer was approximately on the level of the heart. After the

levers were put in vertical ahgnment the pressure was raised

to well above maximum and then lowered by the continuous

escapement method. The observer recorded the onset of each

phase, in some cases waiting one or two pulse beats to make

sure of the change, and looked only at the manometer scale in

order to record the height of the mercury every 5 mm., and to
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record the auscultatory phases without being influenced by any

changes in the graphic record. In this way a comparative record

was made, which showed the relation of the auscultatory phases

to the changes in the blood pressure tracing. The levers occu-

pied the same relative positions in all the tracings as shown on

the accompanying figures. The first or uppermost recorded

the blood pressure, the second respiration, the third the auscul-

tatory phases, the fourth the height of the mercury column.

Results

The chief object was to determine the auscultatory index of

minimum pressure, and incidentally to check the accuracy of the

criteria for the determination of maximum pressure with the

Erlanger instrument, since in former work we experienced some

difiticulty in many cases in obtaining satisfactory readings from

the tracings.

Out of 2 ID comparative determinations on 6i" different indi-

viduals, the graphic maximum could be read 134 times, while

the auscultatory maximum was obtained 206 times; or, 76 tim.es

the graphic could not be read, and 4 times the auscultatory

maximum was not recorded. These results may be tabulated

as follows:

Number of subjects 61

" " graphic records 210

" " " " in which maximum pressure was obvious . . . 134 or 63.3%

" " " " " " " " could not be read . 76

" " cases in which maximum pressure was obvious by auscultation . 206 or 98.9%

Of the 134 graphic records mentioned 128 showed the auscul-

tatory maximum equal to or only from i to 5 m. of Hg below

the graphic maximum; 3 times it was from i to 5 mm. above,

and 3 times from 5 to 10 mm. below. In these 134 cases, then,

the graphic maximum agreed with the ist phase in 95.5% o^

the determinations.

Out of the 210 cases the graphic minimum could be read

142 times, while the auscultatory 4th phase was recorded 183
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times; or, 68 times the graphic minimum could not be read;

27 times the 4th phase was not recorded because the sounds
became dull so gradually that the exact point could not be

determined. These results may be tabulated as follows:

Number of subjects 61

" " graphic records 210

" " " " in which minimum pressure was obvious . . . 142 or 67.6%

" " " " " " " could not be read . 68

" " cases in which the 4th phase was obvious 183 or 87.1%

Of the 142 cases mentioned, io8 showed the onset of the

4th phase equal to or only from i to 5 mm. below the marked
decrease in amphtude of the oscillations; 28 times it was from

I to 5 mm. above, and 5 times from 5 to 10 mm. below. In

these 142 cases, then, the 4th phase agreed with the graphic

minimum in 77.4% of the determinations.

In all of the 210 records the 5th phase occurred from 10 to

25 mm. of Hg below maximum oscillations, and in no way coin-

cident with the diminution of amplitude. (Fig. 5.)

In 36.8% of the determinations no readings of the maximum
pressure could be obtained with the Erlanger instrument; and

in 32.3% no readings of minimum pressure could be obtained.

The reason for this percentage of unsatisfactory determinations

is not to be found in any pecuHarities of the subjects but in

factors active when the records were taken, since out of the

three or four determinations made on each person two or three

satisfactory readings were nearly always obtained.

Among the factors that might affect the record of the sphyg-

momanometer are movements of the arm, contractions of mus-

cles under the cuff, changes in the vascularity of the arm, and

the changes in blood pressure due to respiration. Movements
of the arm or the contraction of muscles under the cuff occurring

at the time the external pressure is about to equal the maximum
blood pressure would undoubtedly alter the usual changes in the

sphygmomanometric record by changing the pressure within

the cuff. Changes in vascularity affecting the volume of the
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arm would tend to affect the record in a similar manner, and

sudden vasomotor changes or rhythmical waves of blood pressure

would likewise have an effect.

Respiration has sometimes a marked effect upon the de-

terminations. Erlanger and Festerhng (191 2) have shown that

arterial blood pressure rises during expiration and falls during

inspiration. With the rise in blood pressure there is an increase

in the amphtude of the oscillations recorded, — with the fall a

decrease occurs. Venous pressure as well falls during inspira-

tion, and this coupled with the fall of arterial pressure would

reduce the volume of the arm, causing a lowering of the pressure

in the cuff, a condition that would cause an increase in ampli-
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Figures 2 and 3. In these and all the following records the upper curve represents

the blood pressure, the next curve the pneumograph tracing, the third line indi-

cates the auscultatory phases, the lowermost line the fall of the Hg column at

intervals of 5 mm. These records show clearly the relation between the ausculta-

tory phases and the blood-pressure tracing, and also that maximum pressure

occurs on expiration and minimum pressure on inspiration. Figure 2, maximum
pressure 123 mm. of Hg, minimum 82 mm. Figure 3, ma.ximum 125 mm., mini-

mum 80 mm.
Figure 4. Similar to records 2 and 3, but illustrating a long 2d phase. Maximum

pressure 125 mm., minimum 73 mm.

tude of the oscillations. However, this is more than offset by

the greater direct effect of the inspiratory fall of arterial pres-

sure which is manifest on the record as a decrease in amphtude.

It is theoretically probable that the expiratory rise of arterial

pressure, when it occurs at the time that the pressure in the

cuff is about to equal the maximum blood pressure, would tend

to accentuate the criteria for determining the latter; under

similar conditions the inspiratory fall would tend to obscure
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them. The graphic minimum should be affected as well, and a

decrease in the amplitude of the oscillations should occur with

inspiration.

Our records would seem to indicate that the graphic maxi-

mum occurs during expiration, i.e. on the upstroke of the pneu-

mograph lever, and the graphic minimum during inspiration,

but we are not prepared to say that this is true in all cases.

Compare Figs. 2, 3 and 4. The effect of the respiratory changes

on the blood pressure is clearly marked in Fig. 7, where the

sounds alternate between the 3rd and 4th auscultatory phases

synchronously with the respiratory movements, and also in

Fig. 6, where the ist phase disappeared as a result of inspiration
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Figure 5. Illustrating a long 4th phase corresponding to a fall of 25 mm. of Hg, and

showing the error that would result from reading the minimum pressure at the

5th phase instead of at the beginning of the 4th. Maximum pressure 120 mm. of

Hg, minimum 82 mm.
Figure 6. This record illustrates the disappearance of the first sound on inspiration

and its reappearance on expiration.

and then reappeared. The cases in which this phenomenon was

observed showed a slightly greater cardiac arhythmia than is

present in most normal individuals, and in one case at least the

degree of this arhythmia varied on different occasions as in

Figs. 7 and 8 which were taken on the same individual at an

interval of about four weeks. We are inclined to attribute this

slight increase in arhythmia to an increased susceptibiUty of

the heart to respiration.

Goodman and A. A. Howell (191 1) note changes occurring

in the phases themselves, which they call tonal arhythmia or an
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alternation of the intensity of the individual sounds, and they

regard this arhythmia as evidence of variation of the contrac-

tions of the heart. They observe also poor differentiation of the

phases, e.g. cases in which murmurs may alternate with tone

beats, or dull tones with sharp tones and they believe this to be

an evidence of cardiac weakness. These phenomena are identi-
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Figure 7. In this record no 2d phase was distinguished. The 3d phase diminished

in intensity shortly after its appearance and then recovered to be followed by
alternating 4th and 3d phases synchronously with inspiration and expiration.

Figure 8. Record taken from the same individual as Fig. 7, but about four weeks
earlier and showing the absence of the alternating phases there indicated.

cal with those which we have just pointed out in our records,

but these authors have not called attention to the influence of

respiration on the heart beat, a factor that seems to us to be

indicated by our tracings.

Goodman and A. A. Howell (1911) have studied the relative

length of the various auscultatory phases, and our records con-

firm, in general, their results as is evident from the auscultatory

tracings in the accompanying figures. The largest oscillations

appear with the 3rd phase, and our tracings confirm the con-

clusions of Lang and Manswetowa (1908) when they say that

the height of the oscillations and the intensity of the sounds are

proportional.

Conclusions

1. Maximum pressure as determined with the Erlanger

sphygmomanometer on normal individuals is coincident with

the onset of the ist phase of the auscultatory phenomenon.

2. Minimum pressure as determined with Erlanger's instru-
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ment on normal individuals is coincident with the onset of the

4th phase.

3. Since the onset of the 4th phase is coincident with the

marked decrease in amplitude of the oscillations recorded by
the Erlanger sphygmomanometer, it should be considered as the

index of minimum blood pressure.

4. Since the 5th phase occurs later than the last maximum
oscillations, — in some of our cases (e.g. Fig. 5) as much as

25 mm. of Hg, — it should not be taken as the index of minimum
pressure.

5. Maximum pressure occurs commonly, if not always,

during expiration, and minimum pressure commonly, if not

always, during inspiration.
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STUDIES IN FATIGUE

II. The Threshold Stimulus as Affected by Fatigue

AND Subsequent Rest

By CHARLES M. GRUBER
[Froju the Laboratory of Physiology in the Harvard Medical School]

AS a muscle approaches fatigue its contractions decrease in

height. Higher contractions will again be elicited if the

stimulus is increased. Although these phenomena are well-known,

no adequate analysis of their causes has yet been advanced. A
number of factors are probably operative in decreasing the height

of contraction: (i) the using up of available energy-producing

material; (2) the accumulation of metabolites in the fatigued

muscle; (3) polarization of the nerve at the point of repeated

stimulation and (4) a decrease in irritability, i.e., an increase

in the threshold stimulus. It may be that there are interactions

between these factors within the muscle, e.g., the second may
cause the fourth.

The last of these factors — the effect of fatigue on the thresh-

old stimulus — has been the subject of this investigation. The
effect of subsequent rest on the fatigue threshold has also been

studied.

The Method

In earlier experiments the animals (cats) were anaesthetized

with urethane (2 gm. per kilo body weight by stomach), but later

Sherrington's method of decerebration was employed. First the

cats were anaesthetized with ether and the carotid arteries lig-

ated. It was deemed advisable to isolate and cut the sciatic

next, before completion of decerebration, since the cutting of a

large nerve trunk may increase blood pressure, and thus cause

hemorrhage from the vessels opened in decerebration. From this

(
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point the method was similar to that described by Forbes.^ The
vertebral arteries were clamped off by applying pressure with the

forefinger and thumb, one on either side of the neck, just below

the transverse processes of the axis during the time that the cere-

bral hemispheres were being removed from the cranium, and
until the blood in the wound was sufficiently coagulated to pre-

vent hemorrhage. In the few cases in which the lack of blood

to the respiratory centre stopped normal respiration, artilicial

respiration was employed until the release of pressure on the

vertebral arteries allowed normal respiration to return.

-

The nerve-muscle preparation. — By enlarging the slit in the

skin made for cutting the sciatic, the peroneus communis nerve

was bared and along its entire length separated from the tibialis

nerve. ^ Its distal end was then fastened in a Sherrington

shielded electrode, which was held in place by fastening around

it with spring clips the two flaps of skin.^ This electrode was

used in fatiguing the muscle. A second Sherrington electrode

having a slit on one side, which permitted quick adjustment on

the nerve, was placed between the first electrode and the muscle

each time that a series of readings of the threshold and resist-

ance were taken, and removed after each series in order to avoid

possible short circuiting (from moisture) between the platinum

points. Since this electrode was used only in determining the

threshold, polarization of the nerve was also avoided. Although

resistances were taken with each series of readings care was

used to place this second electrode in a similar position each

time. In the later experiments a double Sherrington shielded

electrode was substituted for the two single electrodes. In this

case the platinum points further from the muscle were used for

stimulation during fatigue, and the others — nearer the muscle

— for measuring the threshold. Here, as before, the points used

in determining the threshold stimulus were removed and the

' Forbes: Quarterly journal of experimental physiology, 1912, v. p. 166.

^ I wish to thank Dr. Alexander Forbes for demonstrating to me the

method here cited.

^ The nomenclature here employed is that ui Reighard and Jennings:

The anatomy of the cat, New York, 1901.

* Sherrington: Journal of physiology, 1909, x.xxviii, p. 382.
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moisture wiped from them and the nerve before each threshold

determination.

The skin and underlying tissues were cut away from the

tibialis anticiis m.uscle in two places about 5 cm. apart.

Through these openings the threshold stimulus for the muscle

was determined by means of platinum needle electrodes thrust

into the muscle. The electrodes were removed after each series

of readings and the muscle kept moist with Ringer's solution.

Local polarization was avoided by reinserting the needles

into fresh portions of the -exposed areas. Since it is possible

to insert the needles into a muscle so that they lie next to

a nerve strand, in which case the threshold is diminished,

several readings w^ere taken in order to obtain a uniform

threshold.

Through another small sht in the skin the tendon of the

same muscle was exposed, was isolated from its insertion, and

fastened to a muscle lever by a strong thread passing about two

pulleys arranged so that the muscle pulled in its normal direc-

tion. One leather thong about the hock and another around the

foot just below the emergence of the tendon bound the leg to

the animal holder and made a preparation having its normal

blood supply unaltered except by the cutting of the peroneus

communis nerve.

The muscle lever consisted of a pivoted steel bar, bearing a

straw and writing point. The pull of the lever was about 15

gm. The lever and one pulley were supported by an iron tripod;

the other pulley was fastened to the stand upon which the tripod

stood. The thread from the tendon was attached to the lever

directly above the point at which the spring was attached for

fatigue. During threshold determination the lever without the

spring was used. While fatiguing the muscle, the spring had, in

the majority of cases, a tension of 120 gm. the moment the

muscle began to contract, but in many cases it had an initial

tension from 180 to 250 gm. The initial tension, however, was

uniform during each experiment. For each 2 cm. excursion of

the writing point on the drum surface the spring increased 60

gm. above the initial tension. Records of the contracting mus-

cles were taken on a slowly moving drum in order to trace the
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fatigue, and in no case was the muscle fatigued to a standstill..

Weights — 120 and 200 gm. — were lifted in a few experiments;

in all instances the muscle was after-loaded.

A few experiments were performed on animals in which the

left peroneus communis nerve had been cut aseptically seven to

fourteen days before the experiments. In these cases the tibialis

anticus muscle was fatigued and the threshold determined through

platinum needle electrodes thrust into the muscle itself.

The stimulating current for fatigue. — The stimulating current

for fatigue was a maximum break induction shock obtained from

a modified Martin key.^ This key, made of vulcanite, is about

three times the size of the Martin key and is divided similarly

into two chambers — a large one and a small one — each filled

with mercury and each bearing one of the poles. The chambers

are connected by a small opening 2 mm. in diameter. A vul-

canite disc, 8 cm. in diameter, also with an opening, revolves

within the large chamber close to the partition and, except at

the moment its opening coincides with the opening between the

chambers, cuts the connecting column of mercury. In this

manner the current is made and broken. In the later experi-

ments a glass plate was fitted in the large chamber between the

disc and partition to protect the vulcanite from wearing. A
rectangular piece of vulcanite, extending to the bottom of the

chamber, is placed close against the disc where it rotates into the

mercury. By means of this shield the mercury surface is held

stationary, and thus kept from excessive oxidation. A motor

running at a uniform rate rotates the disc. The rate of make is

varied by a series of pulleys on the motor and also by substitut-

ing for the original vulcanite disc other discs with two or more

openings.

Because the make shock is subminimal while the break shock

is maximal no effort is made to short-circuit it.

The rate of stimulation usually employed for fatigue was.

120 stimuli per minute, but 240 was found quite as satisfactory

and used in ne rly as many cases. This rate was sufficiently

slow to produce not vasoconstriction but vasodilation in the

1 Martin-: Measurement of induction shocks, New York, 191 2, pp. 60-69..
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vessels of the stimulated muscle.^ For fatiguing the normal

muscle the secondary of the inductorium was connected with the

shielded electrode further from the muscle on the peronens com-

munis nerve; for fatiguing the muscle in which the nerve supply

was degenerated, it was connected with the platinum needle

electrodes thrust into the muscle itself.

Threshold determinations. — The method used for determining

the threshold stimulus was the Martin method in which the

strength of stimulus is calculated in j8 units. ^ When the thresh-

old of the nerve-muscle was taken the apparatus for this de-

termination was connected to the electrode nearer the muscle on

the peroneus communis nerve, so that the kathode was next to

the muscle, and separated from the fatiguing electrode by more

than 3 cm.- When the threshold of the muscle was taken directly

the apparatus was connected to the platinum needle electrodes

thrust into the muscle. The position of the secondary coil, in

every case, was read by moving it away from the primary coil

until the very smallest possible contraction of the muscle was

obtained. Four of these readings were made, one with tissue

resistance, and others with 10,000, 20,000 and 30,000 ohms resist-

ance in the secondary circuit. Only break shocks were em-

ployed, the make shocks being short-circuited by the Martin

key. Immediately after the determination of the position of the

secondary coil, and before the electrodes were removed or dis-

connected, three readings of the tissue resistance were made.^

From these data three values for A, four for /3 and three values

for tissue resistance were calculated as described by Martin, and

Grabiield and Martin.^

The strength of the primary current for determining the

threshold of the nerve-muscle was usually .01 ampere, but in a

few cases .05 ampere was used. For normal muscle it was .05

ampere and for denervated muscle i.o ampere. The inducto-

1 BowDiTCH and Warren: Journal of physiology, 1886, vii, p. 416;

Bradford: Ibid., 1889, x, p. 390.

2 Martin: loc. cit., pp. 71-93.

' Martin: loc. cit., p. 26.

* Martin: loc. cit., pp. 71-93; Grabfield and Martin: This journal,

1913, xxxi, p. 301.
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rium, which was used throughout, had a secondary resistance of

1400 ohms. This was added to the average tissue resistance in

making corrections — corrections were made also for core magnet-

ization. In this coil the value of K was 0.22.^

The Effect of Fatigue upon the Threshold Stimulus

The threshold for the peroneiis communis nerve in decerebrate

animals varied from 0.319 to 2.96 jS units, with an average in

sixteen experiments of 1.179. See Table I. This average is the

same as that found by E. L. Porter for the radial nerve in the

spinal cat.^ For animals under urethane anaesthesia a higher

average jS was obtained. In these it varied from .644 to 7.05,

or an average in ten experiments of 3.081. See Table II.

The threshold for the tibialis anticus muscle varied in the

decerebrate animals from 6.75 /3 units to 33.07, or an average in

fifteen experiments of 18.8. Ten experiments were performed

under urethane anaesthesia and the threshold varied from 12,53

to 54.9, with an average of 29.849 jS units. From these results

it seems very evident that the kind of anaesthesia notably affects

the threshold.

E. L. Porter will publish in a short time detailed observa-

tions showing that the threshold of a nerve-muscle may remain

constant for hours. I have obtained the same results in several

experiments. If, therefore, after fatigue, a change exists in the

threshold this change is necessarily the result of alterations in the

nerve-muscle or muscle set up by the fatigue process.

After fatigue, the threshold of the nerve-muscle, in the" six-

teen decerebrate animals, increased from an average /3 of 1.179

to 3.34 — an increase of 183 per cent. See Table I. In the ten

animals under urethane anaesthesia the threshold after fatigue

increased from a normal average /3 of 3.08 to 9.408 — an increase

of 208 per cent. See Table II.

An equal increase in the threshold stimulus was obtained

from the normal muscle directly. In decerebrate animals the

' See Martin: loc. cit., p. 46; Grabfieid and Martin: loc. cil.,

p. 302.

^ E. L. Porter: This journal, 1912, xxxi, p. 149.
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normal threshold of 18.8 j8 units was increased by fatigue to

69.54, or an increase of 274 per cent. With urethane anaes-

thesia the threshold increased from 29.849 to 66.238, or an

increase of 122 per cent.

Fig. I, plotted from the data of one of the many experiments,

shows the relative heights of the threshold before and after

fatigue. The two readings of the threshold, one from the nerve

supplying the muscle and the other from the muscle directly, served

as a check on the electrodes. The'broken line in the curve repre-

sents the threshold (in ^ units) of the nerve-muscle and the contin-

uous line that of the muscle. The threshold of the nerve-muscle is

magnified ten times. In this experiment the threshold of the

muscle after fatigue (i.e., at 2) is 167 per cent higher than the

normal threshold (i) while that of the nerve-muscle after fatigue

is 30.5 per cent higher than its normal.

Evidently a direct relation exists between the duration of the

work and the increase in threshold. For instance, the threshold

is higher after a muscle is fatigued for two hours "than it is at

the end of the first hour. The relation between the work done and

the threshold is not so clear. In some animals the thresholds are

higher after 120 gm. have been lifted 120 times a minute for 30

minutes than in others in which 200 gm. have been lifted 240 times

a minute for the same period. The muscle in the latter did almost

four times as much work, yet the threshold was lower. This may
prove to be a good criterion as to the condition of the animal.

A few experiments were performed on animals in which the

nerve supplying the muscle was cut seven to fourteen days previ-

ous to the experiment. The average normal threshold for the

denervated muscle in 6 animals was 61.28 /3 units. As in the

normal muscle the percentage increase due to fatigue was large.

The Influence of Rest upon the Fatigue Threshold

That rest decreases the fatigue threshold of both nerve-muscle

and muscle can be seen from Table III and Fig. i. The time

taken for total recovery, however, is dependent upon the amount

of work done, but this change, hke that of fatigue, varied widely

with different individuals. In some animals the threshold
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returned to normal in 15 minutes; in others, in which the same
amount of work was done, it was still above normal even after

2 hours' rest. This may be due to the condition of the animals,

— in some the metabohtes are probably eliminated' more rapidly

than in others. There were also variations in the rate of res-

toration of the normal threshold when tested on the nerve and
when tested on the muscle in the same animal. In Fig. i (at 3)

the nerve muscle returned to normal in 30 minutes, whereas the

muscle (at 4) after an hour's rest had not returned to normal

by a few /3 units. This, however, is not typical of all nerve-

muscles and muscles. The opposite condition — that in which

the muscle returned to normal before the nerve-muscle — oc-

curred in as many cases as did the condition just cited.

The time required for the restoration of the threshold from

fatigue to normal, in denervated muscles, is approximately the

same as that for the normal muscle.

Summary

(i) The average threshold for the tibialis anticus muscle when
taken from the peroneus communis nerve was, for decerebrate

animals 1.179, and for animals in urethane anaesthesia 3.08 /3

units; when taken from the normal muscle directly it was, for

decerebrate animals 18.8, and for animals in urethane anaes-

thesia 29.84 /3 units.

(2) The average threshold for the denervated muscle was
61.28 j8 units.

(3) Fatigue increases the normal threshold stimulus, on the

average, between 100 and 200 per cent, but may increase it more

than 600 per cent. This increase is dependent upon the duration

of the work, but varies with each animal. This variation may be

due to the condition of the animal.

(4) Rest of 15 minutes to 2 hours restores the normal irri-

tability of the nerve-muscle and muscle. This decrease of the

threshold depends upon the time given to rest, the duration of the

work, and also upon the condition of the animal.

(5) Fatigue and rest have the same effect on denervated

muscle as on normal muscle.

It is with pleasure that I avail myself of this opportunity
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of thanking Dr. E. G. Martin for the use of his apparatus for

these experiments, and for suggestions and instruction given to

me in the use of his method. I also wish to thank Dr. Walter

B. Cannon for helpful supervision of my work.

TABLE I

The Effect of Fatigue on the Threshold Stimukis of the Tibialis Aniicus in Decerebrate
cats. Measurements taken by the Martin Method from (I) the Peroncus Communis
nerve; and (II) the Muscle directly.

I
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TABLE II

The Effect of Fatigue on the Threshold Stimulus of the Tibialis Anticus in cats in ure-

thane anaesthesia. Measurements taken by the Martin Method from (I) the

Feroneiis Communis nerve; and (II) the Muscle directly.

I
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TABLE III

The Influence of Rest upon the Fatigue Threshold of the Tibialis Anticus in decere-
brate cats. Measurements taken by the Martin Method from (I) the Peroneus
Communis nerve; and (II) the .Muscle dircctlv.
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